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In consequence of unexpected delays occurring in the printing
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
ON

SOME OF THE LATE ADVANCES IN ARCHAEOLOGY,

DELIVERED BY

ROBERT YOUNG, Esq., C.E.,

On Tuesday Evening, $th November, 1878.

When I had the honour of opening the last Session of this

Society, I took for the text of my remarks some of the questions

which were then exercising the older school of geologists,

pointing out where some of their views and opinions were

being modified by recent discoveries in various quarters, and I

concluded by briefly indicating the stage at which the con-

troversy in respect to the date of man's appearance in the

world's history had then reached.

In beginning the present Session, it has occurred to me that

a very suitable subject for my address would be found in that

field which forms the natural sequel to the one of last Session.

I therefore propose to tell you something of the latest advances

made by archaeology, a science which has been aptly styled

the connecting link between geology and history.

The field is so vast, its topics so varied and numerous, and

our time so limited, that I shall confine my remarks mainly to

the question of pre-historic remains in these countries
; as well

because these may interest you more than those elsewhere, as

that a good deal of light has been lately thrown on the subject

from several quarters.

B
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I venture on this rather thorny ground with some misgivings

as to my chances of encountering hostile criticism, but I console

myself with the reflection that archaeology, exactly like its elder

sister geology, does not claim to be a completed, but only a

progressive science
;
that its teaching and conclusions at this

stage are therefore not of a dogmatic, but only of a tentative

and provisional character—are open at all times to reconsideration

and amendment, as the area of observation is enlarged.

In so far as it claims to be a true science, it must rest on a

solid foundation of facts and observations gathered from a

field wide enough to justify generalizations, and not upon the

fancies or hasty conjectures of so-called antiquarians, who some-

times give the impression that they have excogitated their

theories from their inner consciousness, rather than framed them
to agree with experience and facts.

Although we have had many antiquaries of more or less

reputation, from the First James's time downwards, yet owing

to their want of right method and due consideration of the

subject, how little has really been done until about a generation

ago, is evident, when we look back to the comparatively recent

dates of two of the most important discoveries ever made.

One was Champollion's discovery of the secret of the hieroglyphic

writing of the Egyptians, which has enabled us to read the

history of the wonderful series of monuments in the Nile Valley;

and the other, the not less important deciphering of the arrow-

headed characters by which the long buried remains of the

great historic cities of Babylon and Nineveh have been dated

and classified, and the field laid bare for further exploration.

Yet the true method had been propounded long before.

In that great monument of genius, " The Advancement of

Learning," Lord Bacon had, in his usual lucid and ample

manner, set out what the real objects of the antiquary should

be. He says of antiquities :
" They are history diffused : or

some remnants which have happily escaped the shipwreck of

time." And in another passage :
" Antiquaries, by an exact

and scrupulous diligence and observation, out of monuments,

names, words, proverbs, traditions, private records and evi-
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dences, fragments of stone, and the like, do save and record

something from the wreck and deluge of time."

There is but little evidence that the antiquaries during his

day, or for generations subsequently, pursued their studies in

the ''exact and scrupulous" way specified by the great chan-

cellor. He certainly seems to have anticipated, with almost

prophetic foresight, the various subdivisions of the field of

observation in which archaeologists are now, with the most

exact and scrupulous diligence and observation, working in

every portion of the globe.

What may be termed the renaissance of archaeology is only

about thirty years old ; and although one of the youngest

sciences, it would seem to be one of the most vigorous, to judge

by the way in which the various departments are being taken

up and worked out by skilled observers. Whilst some devote

themselves to exploring the relics of lake dwellings and publish-

ing the results, as Dr. Keller in Switzerland, Mr.Kinahan in Con-

naught, and Mr. Wakeman among the cranogues of Lough Erne,

others equally skilled and painstaking, as Pengelly and Boyd
Dawkins, make systematic and scientific explorations of caves

noted for pre-historic remains, such as Kent's cavern in Devon-

shire, and those at Settle, in Yorkshire. Then we have a

school of barrow hunters, just now headed by the indefatigable

Canon Greenwell, who, year after year, with much expenditure

of time and money, trench open the old burial mounds in the

Yorkshire wolds, and carefully note and preserve the objects

discovered with the remains of the dead. And in Ireland also,

of late years, the name of Mr. Conwell stands forward promi-

nently for similar careful explorations of pre-historic graves at

Loughcrew, not far from Drogheda. Then if we turn to the

large class who concern themselves chiefly with the collection

and classification of the implements and ornaments of pre-

historic man, we find the workers in this field are legion, and

the number and variety of the objects that have been found,

catalogued, and figured, are quite amazing. No doubt there

was a kind of languid interest felt for certain antiques by the

old school of antiquarians, such as Scott has painted in the
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charming character of the Antiquary (thought to be his own
portrait), but these were mostly bronze or iron articles, associated

with the Roman occupation
;

flint, stone, and bone implements

of the earlier inhabitants of the country were scarcely known,
and when seen, their place and value were quite overlooked. But

we have changed all that. The latest and strongest impulse

given in these countries—indeed, throughout Europe—to the

collection of stone implements as a speciality, arose out of the

discoveries of M. Bouchier des Perthes at Abbeville and Auchuil

in France, which, carrying back man's entrance on the world's

history to such an early point of geologic time, startled even

geologists, who are not generally supposed to be easily frightened

by such announcements. Although M. Bouchier published his

discovery of human implements of a rude type in gravel beds

of the drift in 1846, yet very little credit was attached to his

statements, until some distinguished English geologists visited

Abbeville in 1859, alld having examined the implements and

the gravel beds in which they are found, proclaimed to the world

their entire belief in their authenticity and high antiquity.

But another notable influence had been in operation at a

time considerably in advance of these discoveries. Although

the idea of a scientific classification of the various human
relics of the pre-historic age, was, as far as I can find, first

broached in England by Sir R. Colt Hore, it must be admitted

that it is to the Danish antiquarians that we are indebted

for the famous triad of the stone, the bronze, and the iron

ages. Jt was on this scheme that Thomson and Worsae

arranged the great National Collection of Antiquities in the

Museum at Copenhagen, and their illustrated work on the

subject became at once the unquestioned and accepted guide

and directory for collectors throughout Christendom. There was

a charming simplicity in the system which seemed to supply

the key for unlocking all difficulties, and doubtless this had the

good result of causing much attention to be given, not only in

European countries but elsewhere, to the preservation and

display of vast numbers of relics of human skill and labour,

consisting of flint, stone, bone, bronze, gold, iron, glass, and
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other substances that were being exhumed day after day, and

which would otherwise have been destroyed or forgotten had it

not been for the eclat given to this mode of classification in

Denmark.

But after all, when this somewhat empirical scheme of

arrangement has been carried out to its fullest extent, as at the

Museum at Copenhagen, and at the Mound at Edinburgh,

what has it really done ? It has only, so to speak, created a

vocabulary, or shall we say at the most a grammar, of arch-

aeology ; and on the other hand it has had a tendency to make
those who are familiar only with the specimens in their glass

cases, and their ABC categories, readily fall into the delusion

that they are quite able to settle the relative age of any relic,

if they can distinguish a bronze hatchet from a flint one, or an

iron weapon from either.

To illustrate this by reference to another science. It would

be considered very absurd for even the most accomplished

mineralogist to attempt to decide the age of rock systems by an

examination of their constituents alone, without the aid of the

other tests and canons of the practical geologist
; and just in

the same way many other considerations must be taken into

account by the archaeologist, besides those of the materials of

which the associated implements are composed, before an

opinion can be hazarded as to the age of the monument in

question, or of the race by whom it was erected. It is now
very generally admitted by the best archaeologists that the

threefold system in the cut and dried form must be largely

modified, and relegated to a much more subordinate place than

it used to occupy. In fact it is seen that the stone age over-

lapped the bronze, and both at times overlapped the iron, and

in some places it seems as if the earliest type of stone implements

were intercalated with the bronze and iron.

Without further preface let us now look at the various relics

of primitive man's handiwork, and see what are the opinions at

present as to their age and use, and the race by whom they were

formed. Earliest in point of time are the palaeolithic unpolished

implements of the river gravel, such as those so abundant at
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Abbeville, and since found in the English flint gravels at various

places in Suffolk, Kent, Wiltshire, and Hampshire. These

are chiefly of the rude hatchet type, very closely resembling

the French ones ; and at Bedford and Godalming they are found

associated with the bones of the rhinoceros, hippopotamus,

mammoth, ox, horse, and deer. There is no good reason

to doubt the conclusion that man was coeval with these extinct

animals, although up to this time none of his remains have

been discovered in the drift. Sir Charles Lyell estimates the

epoch of these gravel beds as being at least 100,000 years ago.

It is a matter of considerable doubt whether the worked flint

flakes and rough unpolished hatchets found so commonly along

many parts of our Antrim and Down coasts, are of as early

date as the English or French ones, to which they admittedly

bear so strong a resemblance. For so far, I believe most of our

Irish finds of this very rude type have been in the latest raised

beach or terrace, say about 10 feet above present high water

sea mark, and the remains of extinct mammals do not appear

in any case to be associated with them. It is quite pos-

sible that further explorations may supply the evidence now
wanting, and enable us to assign them a date with an approach

to greater precision than is now possible. But there remains

a still more difficult and mysterious problem for solution,

namely, whether there are not recognizable traces of man in the

deposits older than these gravels
;
whether, in short, man was

not interglacial, and possibly pre-glacial.

Whilst it must be admitted that during the past year or two

there has not been any great advance made in this special

direction, yet there are several facts reported from different

places and by independent observers, all seeming to point to

such a theory for their explanation. I do not hesitate to say

that among these I include Mr. Knowles's find near Ballymena,

and my own observations of the worked timbers from the

boulder clay in our own neighbourhood. Still, I do not object

to the attitude of prudent caution which such a specialist as

Dr. John Evans assumes in this question. He thinks the case,

although probable, has only reached the stage of the Scotch
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verdict, " not proven." Those who hold by the affirmative can

afford to wait, considering the rate at which evidence for these

questions is being hunted up in every quarter, and the ever

increasing number of qualified observers who are year by year

entering upon the field. I believe I am safe in stating

that any day there may be evidence to convince the most

sceptical that man existed in these countries anterior to the

glacial epoch. I am well aware of, and not at all indifferent to,

the strong natural feelings of distrust, perhaps anger, and even

horror, with which people who have not considered the evidence

on which these conclusions are based, hear of the enormous

periods demanded by geology, and of man's existing on this

earth so long back as the dim and misty era of the great Ice age.

I would here take leave to advise those who are not very

familiar with these subjects, and whose minds may be really

bewildered and overwhelmed by the vastness of the time

demanded, to read carefully, in such works as those of Hugh
Miller, or Sir C. Lyell, some of the proofs they give of the

enormous lapse of time that must have been spent in forming

some of the most recent deposits. For example, when they find

that from carefully made observations it is estimated that the

delta of the Nile has been at least 13,000 years in forming; that

this is a very recent phenonemon in geology, and that there is

evidence of man's existence at the commencement of that

period, it will help to give them a scale for application to earlier

periods.

To come now to the next epoch in the downward scale, namely,

that of the cave men. Here again the French archaeologists

have given the latest impulse. The earliest and most important

explorations have been in the district of the Dordogne. Here

the rivers mostly run in deep valleys cut through the chalk

rocks of which the country is composed, and the caves are

formed in the nearly perpendicular faces of the cliffs. Many of

them are natural grottos, and were used by man at a very early

date ; and as time went on, as these were found too small for

comfort, excavations were made in the soft rock, and in places

the whole cliff is riddled with rooms, some of which were /used
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during the middle ages as places of refuge, and some are

even yet used for storage by the farmers. In the oldest of

these caves MM. Christy and Lartet have found immense

numbers of flint implements, consisting of flakes in various

stages of manufacture, lance heads, scrapers, awls and hammers.

Some of the scrapers seem to have been fixed in a wood or

bone handle.

At one of the caves (Le Moustier), the worked flints were of

so rude an aspect as very much to resemble those of the drift

gravel. At other places some leaf shaped arrow-heads were

beautifully wrought. At Moustier nothing but flint was found
;

elsewhere many fine implements of bone, such as harpoons,

chisels, and needles, were discovered. Along with these tools

were bones of the cave bear, molars of the elephant, and

abundant remains of the reindeer, the bones being found

broken up, as if for the marrow
;
and a vertebra was found

pierced by a flint, which according to M. Lartet's opinion must

have been done whilst the bone was fresh. But the most re-

markable of all the relics are those which exhibit the taste for

art possessed by the rude cave man. He seems to have used a

sharp flint, and to have etched on bone or flat pieces of deer-

horn, not at all bad outlines of deer, horses, and other animals.

The bone caves which have been lately examined in Belgium,

England, and Switzerland, have yielded evidence of much the

same kind, except that the list of mammalia is largely increased,

shewing that man was undoubtedly coeval with a large group

of quadrupeds, many of which are now extinct, though others

have continued to the present time, as the horse, stag, boar,

and dog. The general opinion seems to be that the climate

must have been much more severe than now, and that the cave

men lived in very much the same way as the Esquimaux at

the present day.

Descending again in time, archaeologists have fixed upon

another era of pre-historic life, as indicated by the relics found

in the great shell mounds or kjokkenmoddings. These were

first observed in Denmark, where, as I showed you, attention

had been early given by the authorities to the preservation of
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the antiquities of the country, and the Danish name of kitchen

middens, words requiring no further explanation to a Scotch-

man or North of Irelander, has become a generic term for

those since found in the Moray Frith, at St. Valery at the

mouth of the Somme ;
in Cornwall and Devonshire, where they

have been examined by Mr. Pengelly
; in Tierra-del-Fuego,

by Mr. Darwin. I see by a notice in " Nature," in November,

1 877, that exactly similar shell mounds have just been explored in

Japan by Mr. E. Moore, whose report of them is most interesting.

The story of the discovery of these kitchen middens illustrates

the story,
u Eyes or no Eyes." They were until quite lately

considered simply raised sea-beaches, but some doubts of this

occurring to Professor Steenstrup, who remarked that there was

scarcely any sand or gravel in them, and that the shells were

nearly all full grown, and were of four species that do not now
live in the same habitat, a partial examination was made, and his

suspicions were soon confirmed by finding bones, rude imple-

ments of flint, and hearths of flat stones with fire markings.

This led to a most thorough exploration under the direction of

the biologist Steenstrup, the geologist Forchhammer, and the

archaeologist Worsae, during which they laid open upwards of

50 of these heaps, and collected and classified many thousand

specimens of rude hatchets, flakes, fragments of bone, sling

stones, &c.

The greatest number of these mounds are found near the

coast and only a few feet over the sea-mark, so that there

would seem to have been no great change of level since they

were formed. At one place only it was remarked that sand and

gravel were partially interstratified with the shells, but this was

at a point on the west coast of Jutland, where the tides rise 9

feet, and where the winds are known to produce a rise of almost

30 feet, so that this shell mound, which stands about 10 feet

over the sea level, no doubt experiences occasional submersions,

and hence the gravel; whereas the others, being on the Cattegat,

are protected from the winds, and the rise of tide is only i-J feet.

The most abundant shells were the oyster, cockle, mussel, and

periwinkle, which are all still in use. The oyster is said to have
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the specimens are quite diminutive compared to those in the

mounds, which is no doubt owing to the water having become

brackish. Of fishes, the most frequent bones were of the herring,

dorse, dab, and eel. Of birds, the remains of aquatic species were

the most abundant ; several species of ducks and geese and the

wild swan were found. The capercailzie was evidently known,

and as it feeds principally on the buds of the pine, it confirms

the evidence of the peat bogs, that the country was at one time

covered with forests of pine. The bones of the great auk were

also found, a species nearly extinct. Of the bones of mammalia,

by far the greatest number were the wild boar, the stag, and

the roedeer
;
next to these the dog, fox, wolf, martin, otter,

porpoise, seal, water-rat, beaver, lynx, wild cat, hedgehog, bear,

mouse, and traces of a small species of ox. There is no trace

of the aurochs, or of the domestic ox ; and the reindeer, elk,

sheep, hare, and domestic hog, are entirely wanting. It would

thus seem that the only domesticated animal known to this

early people was the dog, and why these Danish savants infer

he was so, and not of a wild race, is a good specimen of cir-

cumstantial evidence. They found that of the remains of birds

the long bones were generally imperfect, the shaft only being

left ; and of quadruped remains, invariably parts of certain

bones, and some bones entirely, were wanting. The parts

wanting in the ox were the heads of the long bones, the

vertebrae, except the first two, and the skull, except the lower

jaw, and the parts round the eyes. Professor Steenstrup made
the fortunate suggestion that possibly the dogs might have had

something to do with the singular absence of these bones, and

when this was put to the test, true enough it was found that

the very portions absent in the shell mounds were those which

dogs devour, so that the same instinct may be reasonably

inferred for the earlier race.

It is worthy of remark in connexion with this subject that a

very interesting reference is made by Sir J. Lubbock, to the

analogous absence of certain bones in the fossil remains of small

mammalia in the Purbeck beds, where it is remarked that
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almost nothing but the lower jaws are found, and he suggests

that the other bones were eaten by beasts of prey ; and this sheds

a gleam of light upon a still more obscure point, that as for so

far no bones have been observed in the tertiaries, split open, as

the marrow bones invariably are in the bone caves and coast

finds, the non-existence of man at that epoch may be inferred.

As I said before, the implements of these kjokkenmoddings are

usually of a rude type. The axes are generally of a peculiar

triangular form, and although some of these tools are beautifully

chipped to a fine cutting edge, there are none of the large

polished axes so very abundant at a later period, and there is a

complete absence of metal of any description, or of any in-

dication of even a rudimentary knowledge of agriculture. On
the whole, we may infer that these early people must have led

a very wretched life, such as the Fuegians do at this day,

according to the reports of voyagers.

Another more or less definite epoch in the early history of

man in Europe has been determined by the relics discovered in

what have been styled the lake dwellings. Those which have

occupied the attention of archaeologists on the Continent have

been chiefly on the Swiss lakes. In the year 1854, the first

discovery was made at Meilen, on the lake of Zurich, when the

water was unprecedently lowered by the unusual dryness and

coldness of the winter of 1853 ; and since then a great number

have been explored on other lakes. However, long before this

time, indeed from the time of the English settlement, it was

known that somewhat similar lake dwellings had existed in

Ireland, under the name of cranogues, and were frequently

referred to in the early records, such as " The Annals of the

Four Masters," and in the early government surveys of the

escheated territories. Their value to the pre-historic antiquarian

had not however been thought of till Dr. Keller's accounts of

the finds in the Swiss lake dwellings reached this country, and

since then much has been done in exploring these cranogues,

both here and also in the South of Scotland, and more recently

in England. The majority of those examined in Switzerland

are what Dr. Keller styles "pfahlbauten/' or pile buildings; a few,
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however, more nearly resemble the Irish cranogues, in being

formed mainly of stones and other materials, and these he calls

" packworkbauten." In the first, the piles stood as they were

driven into the shore of the lake, and were surmounted by a

horizontal covering of timber framing constructed on their

heads ; in the other case there was an artificial island, often

of a circular form, built of layers of stone, clay, &c, and kept

together and made firm by several lines of horizontal timbers,

and small stakes or piles driven in around its outer contour.

This exactly agrees with the description of several lately ex-

amined in the County Fermanagh, and reported on by Mr. W.
F. Wakeman of Enniskillen.

It would seem that a very large population must have existed

at that remote date in Switzerland, to judge by the numerous

settlements of this kind on the principal lakes of the country ;

—

no less than 46 have been found on the Lake ofNeuchatel, 32 on

the Lake of Constance, 24 on the Lake of Geneva,—more than

200 in all. Here for the first time there seems reliable evidence of

the nature of the habitations ; while in the case of the kitchen

midden makers there was only a presumption that they con-

structed some rude shelter over their hearth-stones, here portions

of the enclosing walls of the huts have been found in the form

of curved pieces of hardened clay, having on the outside the

marks of wickerwork. From some unusually large fragments

which were found at Wagen, and which indicate that the

building must have been destroyed by fire, it was calculated

that the huts were circular, and from 10 to 15 feet in diameter.

This would entirely agree with the description of the houses of

the Gauls, as given by Roman writers, who say that they were
11
built of wood, lined inside with clay, and of a circular form."

There can be little doubt that the huts which stood upon the

Irish cranogues were constructed in a similar fashion. Mr.

George H. Kinahan, in a communication to the Kilkenny

Archaeological Journal in 1870, says that in four cranogues

which he has excavated, three in County Galway, and one in

King's County, he observed basket and wickerwork, which he

believes are the relics of the floors and partitions, and he also
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found that there were piles passing up into these partitions and

walls, as if to strengthen them.

With respect to the age of the Swiss lake dwellings, some

must necessarily be assigned to the Stone Period, as none but

implements of stone have been found in them ;
some to that of

Bronze, and some to that of Iron ; where the piles have been

drawn out, experts can discriminate between those sharpened by

a stone hatchet and those fashioned by a bronze celt. There

must have been a considerable advance, however, upon the

cave men even in the earliest of them, in respect to the nature

and mode of using their stone implements ;
some are of flint,

but the axes are most frequently found of serpentine, and some-

times ofjade or nephrite, with finely formed cutting edges, and

they would seem to have been fixed in handles of deer's horn

or wood, and secured by means of bitumen. Flint flakes were

fixed in wood handles and used as knives. Corn-crushers are

found, indicating the use of cereals, and rudely formed spindle

whorls are abundant, shewing that weaving was practised ; and

even the remains of a coarse cloth, supposed to be of flax, has

been found at several places. The numerous fragments of the

pottery of the earlier period indicate that the vessels were hand

made, the material coarse, and the burning imperfect
;
ornament

is sometimes given to the exterior surface, in the shape of lines

and marks of the nail, and sometimes of a cord pressed into the

soft material, but no attempt at curved lines or representation

of vegetable or animal form is yet seen.

From a very comprehensive table drawn up by Professor

Rutimeyer, of the remains of animals found in the older settle-

ments, it would seem that they are in much the same state as

those in the Danish kjokkenmoddings, some parts of the bones

being invariably wanting, and others split up as if for the mar-

row; and bones of wild and domestic animals are mixed together.

The stag and the ox supply by far the largest number of

specimens, and curiously the stag is much more abundant in

the old finds, and the ox in the later ones. Rutimeyer dis-

tinguishes three varieties of the domesticated ox, of which the

bones are found in these pile works. The first he calls Primi-
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genius, as he considers it the lineal ancestor of the Urus ;—it is

found in all the pile works of the Stone Period. The second he

calls the Trochoceros, and believes it is now extinct; the third,

Longifrons, he finds more abundant than either of the other two

in the oldest works. It is interesting to know that he looks on

the wild cattle of Tankerville Park, as being, though sadly di-

minutive, the true descendants of Bos Primigenius.

Looked upon as a whole, it would appear that the fauna of

Switzerland, during the time of the lake dwellings, gives us a

middle term between that of the present time and that of the

river drift gravels ; whilst on the one hand it exceeds the present

by containing the bison, urus, elk, stag, and wild boar, on the

other hand it falls below the gravel beds in wanting the mam-
moth, rhinoceros, hyena, and cave bear. With regard to other

articles of food, there is abundant evidence that in addition to

the flesh of wild and domestic animals and no doubt the milk of

the latter, these lake dwellers had various wild fruits, and

corn, which was roasted and coarsely ground and prepared in

cakes, &c.

Little seems to have been yet ascertained of the characteristics

of the race that used these lake dwellings. Human bones are

found so rarely that Dr. Keller says in his 5th report that in all

the lake dwellings not six skeletons have been found. One skull

found at Meilen is described by Professor His as being very

much the same as the present Swiss type.

The later pile works, in which metallic implements make
their appearance, are not found in eastern, but only in cen-

tral and western Switzerland. They are usually of a more solid

construction, and stand in deeper water than the earlier ones.

The bronze articles, which have here been found in prodigious

numbers, comprise axes, swords, daggers, knives, spears, reaping

hooks, and fish hooks, bracelets, rings, and pins. They seem to

have been all cast in moulds, and on some there is a considerable

amount of art work. The pottery partakes of the general im-

provement both in form and ornament, but is still hand made ;

—

many large vessels seem to have served as stores and cupboards,

as in some of them beautiful bracelets and bronze sickles have
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been discovered. With respect to the animal remains, it has

been shewn that a larger proportion of domesticated animals are

found in the bronze than in the stone settlements.

As time went on, some change in the habits of the people must

have occurred, and lake dwellings were gradually abandoned.

As the pile works where bronze was in use have only been

seen on the western side of Switzerland, so we find their num-
ber still further diminished when we arrive at the iron age.

Of these the only ones yet known are at the Lakes of Neuchatel

and Bienne. We have now iron swords with larger handles,

pottery resembling Roman ware, and ornaments for the person

more numerous and varied in form
;
and articles of glass appear

for the first time. The date of several of these latest lake dwell-

ings has been settled beyond doubt by the Gaulish and Roman
coins and weapons, and is a little anterior to our era. After

this they seem to have been abandoned, but such was not the

course of things everywhere.

Whilst there is abundant evidence that some of the Irish

cranogues continued to be used as residences and strongholds

by the petty chieftains of the country, as late as the close of the

1 6th century, there does not seem to be any good reason for

referring them, as Sir John Lubbock does in his " Pre-historic

Man," to a much later period than those of Switzerland, for

I cannot find any account of cranogues where stone implements

alone have been got, as in Western Switzerland ; the stone,

bronze, and iron being usually reported as mixed indiscriminately

together. But this may be from careless examination ; it does not

follow that their construction in the first instance may not have

been coeval with even the earliest of the pile works in Switzerland,

with which their flint axes and other stone implements quite

agree. Whilst in the one country, as civilization advanced, the

old settlements were mostly abandoned, and new ones formed

on fresh sites, in Ireland it would seem that each race in suc-

cession continued to occupy the first selected sites. Why they

did so, is surely as easily answered as why the Swiss abandoned

their first settlements when they acquired the use of bronze

and afterwards of iron. It was to be expected that from its
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isolation on the western verge of Europe, Ireland would be one

of the last places where changes, arising from contact with other

races, would take place; and so, whilst Roman civilization had

reached the lake-dwellers in Helvetia some time before the

Christian era, and higher forms of life were gradually introduced,

the Irish tribes seem in many parts of the island to have

continued their rude earlier mode of life, and were very slow

in yielding up their watery strongholds, which, doubtless, suited

the conditions of their distracted and half civilized society.

I think there is quite sufficient evidence to establish their

occupation long before the introduction of Christianity, in such

facts as those reported by Mr. Wakeman in his explorations of

the group of cranogues at Lough Gay, where among all the finds

there was not a trace of Christian art, and where the pottery was

of a singularly interesting and primitive type. I find again that

Mr. Kinahan, who has carefully examined several of these

structures in the Co. Galway, says :

u he has found evidence of

two or more series of habitations built on the one site, and in

some cases the last structure is of stone." Then the enormous

quantity of bones discovered in the famous cranogue of Lagore,

Co. Meath, of which 1 50 loads were carted away as manure,

surely indicates a very long continued residence at that spot.

As a further proof in this direction, I would mention the

numerous finds of enamelled glass-beads at the Glenravel cran-

ogue, some of which Mr. Day has pointed out as identical with

those found at the Swiss lakes, and which are classed with the

remains of the late Bronze age.

The pity is that, in the case of the first examined cranogues,

there had not been a more careful separation of the relics of

each layer, after the manner so admirably carried out in modern

cave-hunting, and by Dr. Schliemann in his diggings at Hissar-

lik and Mycasnse
;
and specially that the bones had not been

scientifically dealt with, as those found under similar circum-

stances were by Riitimeyer. Now that the great importance

of method in these matters is being recognised, we may expect

that greater care will in the future be exercised in exploring

our still untouched cranogues, so that as far as possible no clue
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controversy.

Much may be still hoped for from the continued labours of

Mr. Wakeman among the cranogues of the Co. Fermanagh ; as

judging by what he has already done, he seems to be admirably

qualified for the work, not only as an antiquarian, but as an

artist and a writer. As far as I know, not many remain now in

the Co. Antrim ; but there is a most interesting one in the

small tarn behind the cliffs of Fairhead, about 600 feet over sea-

level ;
and it would very probably yield a rich harvest to the

explorer, who must, however, count on the trouble and expense

of carrying up a boat and other appliances from Ballycastle.

It is right that you should know that Ireland has not monopo-

lized all these lake dwellings of the United Kingdom, as of late

years notices have appeared from time to time of their discovery

in several parts of England, and notably at Finsbury and

Southwark, outside of the Roman occupation of London, and in

the south west of Scotland, where some are close to a place so

interesting to the student of early church history, called by the

early monkish writers Candada casa, but now known as Whit-

horn, in Wigtonshire. It would seem that these also bore a

closer likeness to the Swiss pile works than to the Irish type of

lake dwellings.

In the hasty outline I have thus attempted to give you of

one phase of man's occupation of Europe, it was obviously

necessary to carry on the subject consecutively from the

earliest to the latest, or at least to the historic period, and

this has made me appear to overlook the part of my subject

which of all others has the most claim on your attention,

inasmuch as it is in this region that the archaeologist has

always met the most difficult problems. I believe that some of

these have been lately answered, and others are being examined

in such a way as leads us to expect that they are not inscrutable.

I speak of the great class of objects, whether of stone or earth,

known as tumuli, barrows, mounds and dykes, cromlechs,

menhirs, stone circles, and avenues.

In every quarter of the globe where the farmer and the
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mason have not improved them out of existence, some of these

relics of an earlier race are to be seen, either in the form of

stones (mostly of gigantic size), or of the not less enduring

earthen mounds. As to the purpose of one large class of

these remains there has not been much doubt. The barrows

which are so frequent in England and Denmark have been

known as burial mounds, and the careful examination of

their contents first set on foot by Sir R. C. Hore, and lately

prosecuted by the Messrs. Bateman and Canon Greenwell, has

done much to elucidate the habits and mode of life of the races

whose remains are found within them ; as far as external aspect

goes, there does not seem to be any material difference between

those of the Stone, Bronze, or Iron ages. In those which, from

the associated flint flakes and hatchets, are considered as neolithic,

the body would seem to have been laid in a contracted or

sitting posture. In those of the Bronze age the burned bones are

generally found in an earthen vase, and in the Iron age the

body is found in an extended form ; but these modes are not

invariable. As yet not much agreement has been come to as

to the ethnology of the subject. The best authorities seem

to favour the idea that the earliest race was one resembling the

Lapps and Finns, and gave place to the Teutons and Celts at a

time long before the historic period.

But beside the barrows, there exists another and more

improved type of monument, which has long exercised the

ingenuity of the theorists ; these were the great tumuli, containing

rudely-formed stone chambers in the interior, such as those

very remarkable ones in the Boyne valley, of Knowth, Dowth,

and New Grange
;
whether they may have been used as places

of Pagan worship or not, it is now quite clear that in the first

instance they were sepulchres. Petrie was the first to help to

clear up the mystery long resting on this subject, by shewing

that Knowth was the cave of Cnodhba, which according to an

ancient Irish record, was rifled by the Danes, A.D., 862
; and

that Dowth is the cave of Dubhad, pillaged on the same

occasion ; and if he is right in this, it brings the construction

of these Boyne monuments almost, if not quite, within historic
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limits. Again, with regard to the numerous stone monuments in

Ireland once styled cromlechs, now usually called dolmens or

table stones, but popularly known in the north as giants' graves

and Druids' altars, and in the south as Dermott and Granie's

beds, here again to Petrie is due the credit of first explaining

their real nature, in a way that seems to leave very little more

to be said. His attention was called by O'Donovan to the

amazing number of dolmens which he had observed at Carrow-

more, near Sligo, some standing bare like those commonly
styled Druids' altars, others covered over with heaps of stones,

and some of the largest surrounded by a circle of huge monoliths

set on end ; on opening the cairns, in every instance a stone

cist was discovered, in which were the remains of human bones,

and the cists were so like the exposed dolmens scattered over

the field, that Petrie drew the inference from all he saw that

the dolmens were simply stone tombs from which the covering-

stones, or earth, had been removed, and he was able to identify

this great cemetery with its megalithic tombs as the battlefield

of Northern Moytura, where, according to Irish annalists, the

Firbolgs were defeated by the Tuatha de Dannans about the year

1869 B.C. But in the Irish MS. which describes the two battles

ofMoytura, the first is given as occurring at Cong, in County Gal-

way, and Sir W. Wilde, seven years before Petrie's publication,

near Sligo, with the old MS. in his hand, was able to identify this

field of combat by the help of the stone cairns and circles which

remain to this day marking the site of the various incidents of

the battle.

Whilst we have thus got all the monuments of the dol-

men type—whether naked or covered over—accounted for in

a reasonable way, a considerable number of megalithic struc-

tures remain, which still defy the efforts of the antiquarian

to assign to them a purpose that will accord with all the known
facts of each case. Among these I may mention the ex-

traordinary parallel lines of standing stones at some places in

England, for example at Merivale Bridge on Dartmoor, where

one double line is 850 feet in length, and a second one nearly

parallel is 650 feet. But more wonderful still are those at
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Carnac and Erdeven in Brittany. At the former the alignment

consists of eleven parallel rows of huge standing stones stretching

for nearly a mile in one direction, and then after a short break,

ten rows of similar stones for another mile. At Erdeven the

arrangement is somewhat the same, but on a smaller scale.

Now in all these cases, as well at Dartmoor as in Brittany,

barrows, stone circles, dolmens, and menhirs, or large stand-

ing stones, are to be found in close proximity to these singular

avenues. No traces of human burial have been discovered in

the avenues themselves, but the barrows and dolmens have

yielded their usual contents. The question occurs, for what

possible object could these structures have been erected, at such

an expenditure of combined human effort as they evidently

demanded.

The theory that seems to me to offer the least difficulty,

at least as a working hypothesis till a better one be pro-

pounded, is that of Mr. James Ferguson, who in his late work
on " Rude Stone Monuments," has brought his large expe-

rience of the styles of buildings of the various races to bear

on this subject
;
and, whatever may be the estimate formed of

his general conclusions, has at least made in this work a very

important contribution to archaeology. He shows, T think

conclusively, that the avenue at Dartmoor, for example, could

not have been a temple, or the processional path leading to one
;

the space between the rows of stones is only about 3 feet wide,

and the ends are each closed by large stones. He thinks these

alignments of stones represent a diagram, or may we call it a

model, of an army drawn up in battle array to defend the

village at its rear, of which the remains can still be traced

out on the moorland. The circle which stands in advance of

the lines would then represent the grave of a chief ; a tall

menhir, also in front, marks another leader's grave, and the

other circles and dolmens the cemeteries of those who fell in

the battlefield. The same explanation, or something like it,

he would apply to the great alignments at Carnac, in Brittany,

and even to Avebury and Stonehenge ; but into these special

problems time will not permit me to enter. The questions
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still remain to be answered, who erected these megalithic

memorials of the departed, and what is their age ? With
respect to these points Mr. Ferguson's entire book is an elaborate

argument for their comparatively modern age. In fact he would
bring them all within historic times. He argues that because

the burial mound of King Harold Hildetand, at Braavilla, in

Ostergothland, which was made somewhere about 736 A.D.,

resembles the circles at Moytura, therefore these at Moytura

may, after all, have been erected by Danish Vikings after

making a foray on the west coast of Ireland. Again, he starts

with the proposition that the first building material in India

was wood ; then he finds that a singular building, the Lanka

Ramayana Dagoba, is an imitation in stone of a wooden con-

struction ; next that there is a certain resemblance between the

form of the dolmens and this dagoba,—which I forgot to say

being of cut stone he has settled cannot be earlier than

250 B.C.;—and he draws the conclusion that none of the Indian

dolmens can be much earlier than about 250 A.D., and, as he

believes dolmens were all erected by one race which migrated

from India, he satisfies himself that all in Asia, Africa, and

Europe, were built in the early centuries of the Christian era

!

He adduces as a further argument the fact that a hill tribe in

India still erect dolmens over their dead. Now I consider this

chain of reasoning as being essentially fallacious. Because the

Scandinavians used the old pagan mode of sepulchre as late as

736 A.D., why must we conclude that it was only as old as the

third century ? The natural presumption is that it was practised

in that country for countless ages before. Then with regard to

Indian buildings, on which Mr. Ferguson lays so much stress,

is it not the merest assumption that the rudely-formed dolmen

of unhewn stone was imitated from the finely-wrought temple

or dagoba ? To admit this without any better evidence than has

been adduced, is to go right against all analogy, which would

surely lead us to the belief that the rude undressed stone

building was the earlier type, which was gradually, through the

course perhaps of ages, developed into the ornamented chest or

tee which crowns the dome of the dagoba. But if all Jllr.
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Ferguson's conclusions are not reliable, he has at least brought

together a vast amount of facts and materials for the service of,

others, which had not been previously collected. One of the

most valuable parts of his book is the map in which he shows

the distribution of dolmens all over the world, as far as he had

up to that time gained the necessary information
; we thus see

they are extensively distributed in North Africa, from whence

a migration to the south of Spain and of France was probable.

In Portugal and along the northern sea coast of Spain they

are abundant. From Spain he suggests a migration to Ireland

from two points, one to the south to account for the well known
Milesian connexion with that country, the other touching at a

point on the west coast. A broad belt of dolmens stretches across

France from south to north-west, ending at Brittany, from which

again it is likely a migration set out to Cornwall, and from thence

to the eastern coast of Ireland and to Wales, in which these re-

mains are numerous. In Sweden, Jutland, Denmark, and Hanover

they are also abundant. Northumberland he considers was

reached from Sweden or Denmark, and York and Kent from

Hanover. His map is admittedly imperfect, but even so it is

eminently suggestive, and it seems to go completely against its

author's theory, for it points very strongly to the early seat of

the dolmen building race being in North Africa, where they are

found in immense numbers associated with circles, tumuli,

menhirs, and trilithons, like those at Stonehenge, all of which it

is utterly inconceivable could have been erected since the

Christian era. Now the argument of their high antiquity in

these lands may be shortly stated thus;—It is admitted that the

implements of the race inhabiting this country in the early part

of the present era are, if not identical with those found in the

glacial drift gravel, only slightly modified from the early

types, just as might be expected would take place during

the long lapse of ages. If then the dolmens and circles were

being erected in the later times, as they were in some instances

in Scandinavia and possibly in France, is there not every reason

to think this was but the continuance of what had been going

on for thousands of years before by the same stone implement

users ?
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Now there is a very general agreement among ethnologists

that among the aborigines of these countries was a race of short

stature, long skulled, and dark-haired, who came from Spain,

in fact Milesians, and they look to Africa as their most probable

source ; that subsequently, at a period still undefined, another

race appeared of quite a contrary physique, being tall, round

headed, and light haired, and who were of Asiatic blood
;
and

that from the fusion of these two a third race of people was in

time evolved, viz., the Celts, distinguished by dark hair and

light eyes.

It has been remarked that the greater number of the dolmens

in these countries are on high lands, and the barrows on the

lower districts. Now it is in the barrows that the remains of

the later races are found, and it has been suggested by Mr.

George Godwin, with much ingenuity, that there may be here

a presumption that the original race had arrived at a time so

remote that the land had not entirely emerged from the post-

glacial sea, so that the arrival of the barrow men must have

been separated from the earlier settlers by at least the period

during which the last coast terrace was being formed around

these islands.

You see we have come back again to the same dim and misty

tract from which we took our departure ; and this reminds me
that I must now conclude, which I do in some lines of Tenny-

son which are in harmony with the scope of our subject

:

Contemplate all this work of Time,

The giant labouring in his youth
;

Nor dream of human love and truth,

As dying Nature's earth and lime
;

But trust that those we call the dead

Are breathers of an ampler day

For ever nobler ends.

* * * *

Arise and fly

The reeling Faun, the sensual least

;

Move upward, working out the beast,

And let the ape and tiger die,
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yd December, 1878.

The President, Robert Young, Esq., C.E., in the Chair.

Joseph John Murphy, Esq., read a Paper on

SOME UNNOTICED ARGUMENTS RESPECTING

DARWINISM.

[This Paper forms part of the new edition of Mr. Murphy's
" Habit and Intelligence," and consequently is not printed

here.]
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\oth December, 1878.

The President, Robert Young, Esq., C. E., in the Chair.

Thomas Workman, Esq., read a Paper on

RESPIRATION, AND THE RESPIRATORY ORGANS
OF INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS.

The subject, " Respiration and its work in Nature," on which

I purpose to address you this evening, is one which to a certain

extent is familiar to you ; but there is much that may be new
to many, and certainly full of interest to all who desire to trace

a uniformity and design in Creation.

Firstly, let us examine into the process of respiration or

breathing itself, and then into the different ways in which this

work is performed among the many orders of plants and

animals.

All over the surface of the earth, and extending to a great

height above it, is the atmosphere, consisting almost entirely

of the two gases oxygen and hydrogen, 77 parts by weight

of the latter to 23 parts of the former ;
and strange to say,

though the oxygen and nitrogen are in a state of mixture,

not of combination, yet their ratio is always uniform. Air

has been brought from lofty Alpine heights, and compared

with that from the plains of Egypt ; it has been brought

from an elevation of 21,000 feet by the aid of a balloon
;

it has been collected and examined in London and Paris, and
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many other districts : still the proportions of oxygen and nitro-

gen remain unaltered,—the diffusive energy of the gases being

adequate to maintain this perfect uniformity of mixture.

Oxygen, when pure, is a colourless, tasteless, and inodorous

gas, the sustaining principle of animal life, and of all the or-

dinary phenomena of combustion ;
while nitrogen may be

characterised best by its negative qualities,—it is destitute of

colour, taste, and smell, and is incapable of sustaining com-

bustion or animal life, although it has no poisonous qualities.

Besides these two gases, the atmosphere contains a small quan-

tity of another and very different gas—carbonic acid
; but this

gas being much influenced by local causes, varies considerably

in quantity. It is colourless, has an agreeable pungent taste

and odour, but is very hurtful to animal life, even when
largely diluted with air, and acts as a narcotic poison.

The purpose which the atmosphere subserves in the economy
of nature is that of supplying oxygen to plants and animals

;

possibly, also, the nitrogen does more than merely dilute the

oxygen which would otherwise be hurtful by its over stimu-

lation.

In all plants and animals, living or dead, we find a process of

decay. In every movement of a finger, or even in the thought

of the mind, there is decay or loss in tissue ; new tissue taking

the place of the old, which has done its work. This decay

forms carbonic acid, which is absorbed by the blood.

Now, respiration essentially consists in the evolution of car-

bonic acid from the fluids of organised beings, and absorption

of oxygen from the surrounding medium, usually in nearly equi-

valent proportion. This process is performed by plants as well

as animals ; and it may be regarded as arising out of the same

general requirements in both kingdoms, although it answers

some special purposes in the latter, which render it more im-

mediately essential to the maintenance of their vital activity

than it seems to be in the former. For we find that the im-

perious necessity for the continual introduction of oxygen and

exhalation of carbonic acid, which requires a most active per-

formance of the respiratory function, and causes even a brief
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suspension of it to be fatal in the higher animals, is consequent

upon the energetic exertion of their peculiarly animal powers,

and upon the performance of that combustive operation by

which their high temperature is maintained
; whilst on the

other hand, when we pass to those tribes which are most re-

markable for the inertness of their habits, and for their entire

want of power to sustain an independent temperature, the de-

mand for oxygen is greatly diminished, and the exhalation of

carbonic acid may be checked for a time without injury.

The amount of respiration, then, which is required for the

performance of the organic or constructive functions of ani-

mals, is comparatively small
; and it is not surprising that the

existence of this function should have been long overlooked in

plants, in which its effects on the atmosphere are masked by a

change of an entirely opposite nature, which is subservient to the

introduction of alimentary material into the system
;
namely the

decomposition of the carbonic acid of the air under the influence

of light, the fixation of its carbon in the vegetable tissues, and

the consequent liberation of its oxygen. To this last process

the term respiration has been commonly applied, and the

respiration of plants is ordinarily spoken of as antagonistic to

that of animals. This statement is perfectly true, if under

the term respiration is included the sum-total of the changes

produced in the air by the growth of a plant
;

but, whilst

animal life gives rise to but one set of changes in the atmo-

sphere (namely the removal of a portion of its oxygen, and a

replacement of this by carbonic acid), vegetable life produces

two sets of changes, which ought to be kept quite distinct

from each other in a scientific description of them, their na-

ture and their sources being alike different. It is only on

account of the excess of one set of these changes beyond that

which it antagonises, that this alone has received general atten-

tion, and has been commonly regarded as the proper respiration

of plants.

It is from the atmosphere that plants are chiefly supplied

with the carbon which so largely enters into their composition
;

and the introduction of that element has been confounded with
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the contrary change, which corresponds exactly with the res-

piration of animals.

Under light, the green part of all plants has the power of

decomposing the carbonic acid in the surrounding element,

whether air or water, and of retaining the carbon, whilst the

oxygen is set free. At the same time, the contrary action

goes on in all parts of the plant not coloured green, and pro-

bably also in the green parts when the light is withdrawn.

To distinguish these two actions, botanists have given the

name of assimilation to the former process, and respiration to

the latter.

The latter process, true respiration, has been denied by many
observers, who say that healthy plants never even during dark-

ness give off carbonic acid, and that the exhaled carbonic acid

detected by other observers, was owing to disease and partial

decomposition of the plants experimented on. In proof of this

view, Dr. Silver remarks that no better instance of this can be

cited than the aquarium, where animal life must be com-

plemented by vegetable life, so that the balance may be kept

up, and both be able to flourish
; not knowing, or forgetting,

that animals may be kept in perfect health in aquariums with-

out plants, if only the surface of the water in contact with

the air be of considerable extent, or air be kept circulating

through the water. The atmosphere, acting on the water as

in the animal fluids, re-oxygenates it. The Crystal Palace

salt water aquaria have been kept in splendid order for several

years without renewing the water or having plants in it, by

merely keeping the water in continual circulation from tank

to tank.

We find now, if we turn to the animal creation, the absorption

of oxygen and the giving off of carbonic acid to be of exceed-

ingly great importance.

The amount of carbonic acid generated, and the quantity of

oxygen required, is very much greater with animals than with

plants. The greater the activity and the greater the heat of

the body, the greater decay and waste will there be ; all decay

resulting principally in carbonic acid, which must be removed
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or the animal dies. Of course there are animals that come

very near to plants, and in so far does their requirement for

oxygen decrease ; but in no case do they absorb carbonic

acid and give off oxygen. Other animals, again, at one time

require a great amount of oxygen, and at another almost

cease to respire. When, for'instance, a warm-blooded mam-
mal, such as the common hedgehog or bat, is reduced in the

state of hybernation to the level of the cold-blooded reptile, the

waste of its tissues diminishes to such an extent as to require but

a very small exertion of the breathing process to get rid of the

carbonic acid.

The organs appropriated to the performance of the function

of respiration in the various classes of the animal kingdom,

appear at first sight so very different that a superficial observer

would hardly trace any relation between them. A little re-

flection will, however, show that the different methods are

all reducible to the simple element of which the respiratory

organs are constructed in the vegetable kingdom, namely, an

extension of the external surface, peculiarly adapted, by its

permeability by gases, for the interchange of ingredients between

the circulating fluid which is in contact with it on the one

side, and the atmosphere which touches it on the other. We
see, therefore, that the plan is one, but the methods of carry-

ing it out greatly vary. In one class it may be the whole sur-

face of the animal, as Hydra and Actinia ; in another an internal

sac, as the Tunicata ; and in a third, by means of external pro-

cesses, as the Lob Worms and other aquatic Annelids.

It may be stated in general terms, that when animals breathe

air, the air enters the system to meet the circulating fluid, and

when the animal lives in the water, the aerating surface is ex-

tended outwardly;— when animals are amphibious, both methods

may be adopted.

Most of the lower orders of the animal kingdom, such as the

different classes of the Protozoa and Ccelenterata, have no

special organs of breathing
; of these, Monera, Amoeba, Fora-

minifera, and the Sponges are examples. The method of

respiration in the latter is apparently analogous to that of the
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higher animals, but on examination it is not so ;
for though the

aerating water is seemingly brought into the interior of the

creature, it is only brought to the surface of each animal. A
Sponge is a colony of animals in intimate connection.

Contrary to the general principle that the circulating system

in aquatic animals is prolonged outwardly, bringing the blood to

meet the air contained in the denser element, the Star-fishes and

Echini have the circulating fluid aerated by admitting water

into the interior, from whence it is expelled by means of the

cilia that clothe the respiratory surface.

In the Holothuridse, also belonging to the sub-kingdom

Echinodermata, we find a remarkable provision for aerating the

blood. This organ consists of a long membranous sac, which

opens posteriorly ; into this sac the water is drawn apparently

by ciliary action, and expelled at tolerably regular intervals,

by means of distinct circular and longitudinal muscles. This

sac, known as the respiratory tree, presents a series of minute

and beautiful ramifications
; and in its action somewhat re-

sembles the tracheal circulation of insects.

Amongst the sub-kingdom Vermes, in which are placed

worms, leeches, and similar animals, the aeration is mostly

carried on by means of gill tufts, which are composed of a deli-

cate membrane prolonged from the external surface of the body,

and traversed by minute blood vessels, which bring the blood in

close contact with the surrounding water ; and the continual

interchange of the latter is provided for by the restless move-

ments of the body, as well as by the action of the cilia covering

the respiratory organs. The tufts are sometimes arranged along

every segment of the body, and their multiplication prevents

them from individually attaining any considerable size ;—this is

the case in the Nereids. In other instances they are disposed

at intervals, and are then larger, being less numerous, as in the

Arenicola. Their most beautiful development is when they are

present on the head only, the rest of the body being enclosed in

a shelly or sandy tube, as in the Serpulse and Terebellse. The
gill tufts then frequently present the appearance of a flower,

endowed with the most brilliant and delicate hues.
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In the sub-kingdom Arthropoda, a considerable variety is

shown in the methods in which breathing is carried on.

As the animals we have just been considering are aquatic, we

will observe the breathing apparatus in the Crustacea
; most of

the higher classes of the Arthropoda are air-breathers. In the

lowest forms of the class Crustacea, as the Cyclops, we find no

special respiratory apparatus, but the general surface provides

the necessary aeration. Amongst the higher orders, where

the thick shelly covering makes this impossible, we find

special organs. In many the branchial or breathing filaments

are attached to the legs and swimmerets
;

of these, shrimps

are examples. The breathing apparatus in the crabs and lob-

sters is internal ;—the water being brought to the gills, which

are traversed by blood vessels, by means of special organs set

apart for that purpose, connected with the feet jaws. When
in a larval state the respiration is performed by the external

surface.

Among the classes Myriapoda, Insecta and Arachnida, is found

what is called the tracheal system, or amongst the higher

genera, the pulmo-branchial system, a modification of the

tracheal. Still, among many of the lower orders, the circulating

fluid is found to be aerated by coming in close contact with the

surrounding air or water over the general surface of the body,

as the Acaridea, and in the larvae of insects.

If an insect be carefully examined, small orifices will be found

in the segments of the abdomen, and also in the thorax.

These orifices, called stigmata or breathing pores, form the ex-

ternal opening of the tracheae. If the insect under observation

be the common cockroach, ten stigmata will be found on each

side—eight in the abdomen and two in the thorax. The
trachea? are wonderfully formed to give the greatest possible

flexibility and strength A hard inflexible tube in the interior

of the insect would have heen destructive to its delicate tissues,

and a soft tube would not keep open so as to allow of the cir-

culation of the air. The trachea consists, first of a soft mem-
branous tube, round which is a spiral flexible thread, and the

whole is again enveloped in another soft tube.
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for respiration is the rule. They are all aquatic except the

Pulmonata, or land molluscs, and therefore the aeration of the

blood is provided for by bringing it into relation with the

surrounding water. A continual interchange in the particles

of the circulating fluid is secured by its regular movement

through the vessels of the respiratory surface ;
and a like inter-

change in the aerating medium is effected by the action of

the cilia with which it is clothed, as well as in certain cases

by the muscular contraction of the sac into which it may be

received. We find a deficiency of special respiratory organs in

the Polyzoa—the curious looking incrustation we find on sea-

weed. (Flustra.) This deficiency is easily understood when it

is remembered that they have no distinct circulating fluid.

Still the aeration of the nutritious fluid in the body seems to be

provided for by its transmission along channels in the interior

of the ciliated tentacula ; it would also appear that water is

taken into the pharynx for the purpose of aerating the fluids of

the body.

The pharyngeal cavity constitutes the special breathing organ

of the Tunicata.

The Brachiopoda, though at first sight little resembling the last

two classes, are closely connected with them. For instance, in

the common terebratula or lamp-shell, we find the aeration

performed by a beautiful pair of ciliated arms surrounding the

mouth, exactly corresponding to the ciliated crown of the

Polyzoa.

In the Lammellibranchiata, or ordinary bivalves, the in-

ternal surface of the mantle lining the valves is doubled (as it

were) into four riband-like folds, which are delicately fringed

at their edges, and which have in fact the same essential structure

as the gills of higher animals. To these the blood is trans-

mitted when it has been rendered venous by traversing the

tissues of the body generally, and in these it is exposed, through

a surface which is greatly extended by the minute division of

the fringes, to the action of the water introduced from without,

and constantly renewed by ciliary action. In some the two
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lobes of the mantle completely separate, as the clam and oyster,

so that the water can freely enter between the valves
; but this

method would be impossible in some of the species, such as the

Pholas or Saxicava, which construct for themselves holes in the

solid rock. These species are provided with respiratory syphons,

one for conveying pure water to the respiratory surface, and

the other syphon for removing it when vitiated.

The position of the gills and breathing apparatus in the

Pteropoda, Gasteropoda, and Cephalopoda, included by Huxley

under one group, Odontophora, is very variable.

The respiratory organ in the Pteropoda is very rudimentary,

consisting of a ciliated surface which is either entirely un-

protected or contained in a branchial chamber.

The Gasteropoda is divided into the Branchio-gasteropoda,

which are constructed to breathe in water, and the Pulmonata,

which breathe air directly by means of a respiratory surface

furnished by the wall of the pallial cavity.

Amongst the Cephalopoda or cuttle fishes, the respiratory

organs consist of two or four plume-like gills, placed sym-

metrically on the sides of the body, in a large branchial cavity

which opens forward on the under side of the head ; in the

middle of this opening is placed the syphon or funnel. The
admission of water to the branchia is effected by the expansion

of the mantle, so as to allow the entrance of the outer water

into the pallial chamber. The mantle then contracts, and the

water is forcibly expelled through the funnel, which is provided

with a valve, permitting the egress of water, but preventing its

ingress. By this process, not only is respiration effected, but

the animal uses it as a means of progression, the jets of water

expelled from the funnel by their reaction driving the animal

in the opposite direction.

Having now very imperfectly described the respiratory pro-

cess, as developed in the Invertebrata, and not having time to

enter on the Vertebrata, I cannot better bring my paper to a

close, than in the words of one of our greatest living naturalists,

Dr. Carpenter.

" It scarcely appears fitting to bring to a close this general

D
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survey of the organised creation, without the remark that if

little has been said in the course of it upon the evidences of

design presented by the structure of living beings, it is because

it has been thought that when the perfect adaptation which

exists between all their minute details, and the harmony of the

parts they have to perform in the grand system of the universe,

were being explained and demonstrated, it might safely be left

to the mind of the reader to draw those inferences which it is

perhaps impossible for any soundly-judging person to avoid

making.

When we consider the universality of this adaptation, so con-

stant that it cannot be the effect of chance ; and the consum-

mate harmony of the whole result, so immeasurably transcend-

ing the highest efforts of human genius, it seems scarcely

possible to arrive at any other rational conclusion, than that the

universe, with all that it contains, is the work of One Almighty

and Benevolent Mind.

All our science then, is but an investigation of the mode in

which the Creator acts
;

its highest ' laws ' are but expressions

of the mode in which He manifests His agency to us. And
when the physiologist is inclined to dwell unduly upon his

capacity for penetrating the secrets of Nature, it may be salu-

tary for him to reflect, that, even should he succeed in placing

his department of study upon a level with those Physical

Sciences, in which the most complete knowledge of ' causation/

(using that term in the sense of unconditional sequence,) has

been acquired, and in which the highest generalizations have

been attained, he is still as far as ever from being able to com-

prehend that Power, which is the efficient ' cause,' alike of the

simplest and most minute, and of the most complicated and

most majestic phenomena of the universe.

But when man shall have passed through this embryo state,

and shall have undergone that metamorphosis in which every-

thing whose purpose was temporary shall be thrown aside, and

his permanent or immortal essence shall alone remain, then we

are encouraged to believe his finite mind will be brought into

nearer connection with the Infinite, and his highest aspirations
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after Truth, Beauty, and Goodness, will be gratified by the dis-

closure of their Source, and by the increase of his power of

approach towards it. The philosopher who has attained the

highest summit of mortal wisdom, is he who, if he use his

faculties aright, has the clearest perception of the limits of hu-

man knowledge, and the most earnest desires for the lifting of

that veil which separates him from the Unseen.

He, then, has the strongest motives for that humility of

spirit and purity of heart, without which, we are assured, none

shall see God."
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7th January, 1879.

The President, Robert Young, Esq., C.E., in the Chair.

_

Professor Fuller, C.E., read a Paper on

A NEW CALCULATING SLIDE RULE.

The instrument for mechanically performing arithmetical cal-

culations which I have the pleasure of bringing to your notice

this evening, is, like almost all other inventions, a modification

of previous ones. I hope, however, to show that this new form

of instrument has given such a development to those of its class

previously in use, both as regards facility of use and exactness

of result, as to render it not unworthy of your notice. The
operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,

as carried out by the ordinary rules of arithmetic, are so simple

that it may at first appear quite unnecessary to try to render

them less laborious. That this is not the case, however, is evi-

dent from the numerous efforts that have been made in this

direction ever since the beginning of the seventeenth century.

These efforts have taken two directions
;
one, by working the

sum in a somewhat similar way to that ordinarily employed in

arithmetic, but by the aid of mechanism reducing the mental

labour : the other, by the use of certain quantities called loga-

rithms, which have such a relation to the numbers to be manipu-

lated with, that the addition of the logarithm of the numbers
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gives the logarithm of their product, and the subtraction of the

logarithm of one number from the logarithm of the other, gives

the logarithm of their quotient, thus reducing the operations of

multiplication and division to the much simpler ones of addition

and subtraction. This method of logarithms was invented by

Baron Napier about the beginning of the seventeenth century,

and published in 1614.

By the aid of machinery, the adding or subtracting of one

number to or from another has been reduced to the setting of the

given numbers on the machine and turning a handle. If com-

bined with this is the power of moving the result relatively to

the numbers set, you will see that both multiplication and divi-

sion can be performed with very little mental effort.

An example will make this plain :

3724

5216
37M
3724

37M
3724

3724

3724

22344

3724

7448

8620

19424384
22344

3724 ... 1st movement.

59584

3724 ... 2nd movement.

3724

804384

3724 ... 3rd movement.

3724

37H
3724

37H

19424384

By the machine, having set 3724, six turns of the handle gives
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22344j or 37 24 added into itself six times. If, now, this result

is shifted, relatively to the number set, one place to the right,

and the handle turned once, we have the result 59584, which is

3724 multiplied by 16. Proceeding in a similar manner, we
obtain the total result. Thus you see multiplication is reduced

to the combination of addition with the shifting of the various

partial results.

Multiplication could, of course, be performed merely by addi-

tion ; but then the above sum would require 5216 turns of the

handle instead of 14.

The best example of a machine working on this principle is

by M. Thomas, of Colmar ; but as it has already been described

at a meeting of this society by your late President, Dr. James

Thomson, I need not enter into any of its details.

Jf we turn to the method of logarithms, the above sum is

thus worked by four-figure logarithms :

log. 3724 3*5710

log. 5216 ... 37173

7-2883 = log. 19420000.

The logarithms of the numbers being obtained from a printed

table, their sum being obtained by the ordinary process of addi-

tion, and the result, 19420000, from the table.

It at once appears that the two methods, when the result is

greater than four figures, do not agree. Thus, in the above

example there is an error of T-^||~|-J¥1 ,
or about ^^th of the

whole, when the sum is worked by four-figure logarithms. It

is therefore very important to see if an error of any such mag-

nitude affects the practical value of the result.

Suppose we have measured two sides of a rectangular area,

and find each of them to be 8'4" or 100" long, then the correct

area of that figure is of course 100 x 100, or 10,000 square in-

ches. But our calculations, instead of giving 10,000 square

inches, are in error, say, by ^oVo tn Part >
and give an area of

9997*5 square inches. Now the length of each of the sides of a

square that will give this area is 99*9875, or -021 5" less than

100", or an error of -p-V'. Again, we have supposed the figure
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to be an exact square. Now, if we calculate the amount of

slope of one of the sides that would cause this error of 2*5

square inches, it is found to be i' 43". The question, then, is,

does the above error of calculation give us practically an incor-

rect result. The answer is, that in the above case it would be

quite as correct to say that the area of the figure was 9997*5

square inches, as to say it was 10,000 square inches, for neither

would an ordinary measurement of a distance of 100" be certain

within -gV
7

)
nor would the truth of the figure to be measured be

within 1' 43". I have used the term ordinary measurement, as

there are some measurements made in the arts in which an

error of 1 in 4000 would be excessive. For example, the base

line of the Irish Trigonometrical Survey is seven miles long,

and the maximum error is said to be not more than 2", or one

in 220,000 about. Accuracy, however, of anything like this

order, is most unusual, as the expenditure of thought, time and

care required to obtain it can only be obtained at a cost much
too great for ordinary purposes.

In the above we took ^oWtn of the whole as the error of the

product of two numbers
; but with four-figure logarithms the

error may be as much as 20M th. This in the case stated

would mean an error in measurement of ¥y in a length of 100",

which is still within the error of ordinary measurement. If,

instead of using four-figure logarithms, we made the calculation

with three-figure logarithms, we might have an error of th

of the whole : this would be an error of \" in a length of 100",

an error which, for many ordinary careful measurements, would

be much too large.

We thus see that for almost all practical purposes the ap-

proximate working of multiplication and division by the aid of

four-figure logarithms is sufficiently accurate. At the same

time it will be seen that that this method requires an addition

or subtraction, besides three references to the table. Now, ifby

any means this addition or subtraction can be done mechani-

cally, we at once get rid of all the arithmetical work in finding

a product or quotient.

This step was made by Gunter, soon after the invention of
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logarithms, who, instead of having them placed in a table,

plotted them upon a scale, so that by means of a pair of com-

passes he could mechanically add or subtract lengths, which

thus became equivalent to adding or subtracting numbers.

This method is still in use : what is called a two-foot Gunter

being employed for calculations relating to navigation. The
following observations may be made with regard to this plan.

First. The reading of a scale is not confined only to the

marks upon it
; but the spaces between the marks may with

very considerable accuracy be divided by the eye into parts, if

they are not very small. So that a scale divided by marks into

primary and secondary divisions may be read to three figures.

Thus, suppose a scale of inches is divided into tenths, we can

read upon it any such length as 276 inches, the last figure be-

ing approximative. Now, the two-foot Gunter is composed of

two equal scales, each 1 1 J" long, and this gives for the distance

between the log. of 9 and log. of 10 a distance of about -J",

and between log. 99 and log. 100, about ^j". Therefore such

a number as 997 is shown at a point ^Jj ths of an inch beyond

99. This is a length much too small to be accurately deter-

mined by the unaided eye, and so can only be approximately

guessed at.

Second. This rule, on account of the shortness of the scale,

can only be read to three figures, and that only approximately,

as we have just seen ; and we have found that by the use of

three figures practical problems are not solved with the accu-

racy that is generally necessary. So that this scale, useful as it

is for some purposes, is not sufficient for a great many.

The next step taken was by Oughtred, who, about the year

1630, invented the two similar logarithmic scales, sliding in

contact, and which are at present in use. He is stated to have

used both straight and concentric circular scales. The advan-

tage of this arrangement is, that the result is obtained by one

motion of the sliding scale ; and not only are multiplication and

division thus worked, but questions in proportion, or the com-

bination of the two, are solved by a single motion of the

slide.
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It will be seen, however, that this invention does nothing to

lengthen the scale, and so a two-foot slide rule, like a two-foot

Gunter, would only read to three figures. Again, though this

instrument has the advantage of being very compact, a difficulty

exists in setting and reading it, which I believe very much
mars its efficiency. This difficulty occurs when a point on one

scale, between two divisions, has to be placed or read as agreeing

with a point on the other, also between two divisions. For in

this case (which is very common owing to the number of

divisions on the ordinary slide rule necessarily being few) the

division on one scale has to be mentally divided, and the

particular point required fixed in the mind by its distance from

the nearest mark. Then the division on the other scale has to

be mentally divided, and that part of it read which agrees with

the point on the first previously fixed in the mind. Thus, for

example, suppose it is required to place 554 on one scale to

agree with 643 on the other. There are marks at 55 and 56

on one scale, and at 64 and 65 on the other ; but the TVh part

of the distance between 55 and 56 has to be made to coincide with

the y\s-th Part °f tnat between 64 and 65. The difficulty not

being to divide either of these distances into ten parts, if they

are not very small, but to combine the two operations together.

If, at the same time, the spaces between the marks are very

small, the difficulty is greatly increased by the strain upon the

eyesight.

The next arrangement of logarithmic scales which I have

to mention is the invention of my friend and colleague, Dr.

Everett, who, in 1866, published his New Proportion Table,

and who has kindly lent me one of them to show you.

This very ingenious arrangement of the scales allows of their

being made very much larger than they had been previously,

at the same time keeping the whole of a convenient size for use.

The length of the scale in these tables is 80 inches, or seven

times that of the two-foot Gunter Rule, and therefore allows

very many more divisions to be marked upon it. In fact, the

number of marks is 1660 instead of 160, as in the ordinary one-

foot sliding rule.
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To quote from a paper by Dr. Everett :

—

" Its distinguishing feature consists in breaking up each of

the two pieces which constitute a slide-rule, into a number of

equal parts, and arranging these consecutively in tabular fashion

in parallel columns, the columns on one of the two pieces being

visible through openings cut between the columns of the other.

The arrangement of the columns is as follows :—one of the two

pieces contains an even number of columns, which, if placed in

one continuous line in the order of their succession, would form

a logarithmic scale in duplicate, like one of the scales of the

ordinary sliding-rule. The other piece contains only half as

many columns, but these are of double length. They must be

so arranged that the numbers in any one column are consecutive,

and the lower half of any column is precisely similar to the

upper part of that which follows it."

With regard to the approximation obtained by working with

his table, Professor Everett writes :

—

"The accuracy of working by the Proportion Table is prac-

tically found to be about the same as in the use of four-figure

logarithms
; that is to say, it may be depended on to about one

part in four thousand." We have seen above that an accuracy

of this order is quite sufficient for most practical purposes, so

that if such accuracy can be obtained with ease and rapidity,

this table will meet most of the wants of the engineer or

architect.

Now on this point I will make two remarks :

ist. That to obtain the above accuracy the one table must be

very carefully placed on the other, so that their columns are

parallel, and " in order to enable the operator to make it with

the greatest possible nicety, both the pieces are ruled with lines

at right angles to the columns, and these lines are placed about

a hair's breadth wider apart on one piece than on the other, so

that, on the principle of the vernier, one line can always be

found that will extend continuously across both."

2nd. The difficulty mentioned above of setting or reading

one scale to agree with another applies equally to the Proportion

Table as to the ordinary slide-rule. It seems to me, therefore,
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that this Table leaves something to be desired as to ease and
rapidity of working. At the same time I should point out that

in cases where many numbers have to be multiplied or divided

by the same number, and therefore one setting of the card

suffices for all, the first difficulty I have pointed out vanishes.

I will now bring to your notice my new form of Slide-

Rule.

This rule consists of a cylinder (d)

that can be moved up and down, and

turned round an axis (/) which is held

by a handle (e). Upon this cylinder is

wound in a helix a single logarithmic

scale. Fixed to the handle is an in-

dex (5). Two other indices (c) and (a),

whose distance apart is the axial length

of the complete helix, are fixed to the

cylinder (g). This cylinder slides in (f)
like a telescope tube, and thus enables

the operator to place these indices in any

required position relative to (d). (n) and

(m) are two scales, the one on the piece

carrying the moveable indices, the other

on the cylinder (d).

Scale, 3 inches to a foot.

It will at once be seen that by this arrangement the length
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of the logarithmic scale can be made very great, whilst keeping

the instrument of a convenient size for use. It requires only-

one scale, so that every inch of the spiral scale is equivalent to

two of the ordinary straight rule.

The scale is made 500 inches, or 41 ft. 8 in. long, equivalent

therefore to a straight rule 83 ft. 4 in. long, and to a circular

rule 13 ft. 3 in. in diameter. This allows of results being easily

obtained to -j-q^q
-

0 th part of the whole, at the same time requiring

no space less than ¥Vtn °f an mcn between any two consecutive

numbers of four figures.

We have seen that an approximation of ^V^h part of the

whole is generally sufficient for practical purposes. It may,

therefore, be asked is not the scale of unnecessary length.

In answer to this I would say that the sole object of these

rules is to enable the caculator to work easily and quickly, so

that, as long as the instrument is not inconvenient to handle,

the larger the scale the better, as then no nice adjustment is

necessary to obtain the required accuracy. For example, the

accuracy of ^oVo^h part of the whole, which we have seen is

generally sufficient, is still given with this rule if either in

setting or reading there is an error of ¥\-th of an inch. Again,

the liability to error in setting or reading the instrument is

very much lessened when the dividing and figuring of the scale

is as nearly uniform as possible. Now, by using the length of

scale adopted, the first three figures of any number have been

printed throughout ;
also each of the primary divisions of the

scale as far as 650 is divided into 10 parts, and from thence

to 1000 into 5 parts, so that there is only one break in the scale
;

whereas generally there are three or four breaks, each of these

being a source of trouble, and causing a liability of error.

Again, from practical trials, I have found the larger cylinder

more easily worked than smaller ones, as the fixed and moveable

indices interfere more with the moving of the cylinder in the

latter than in the former.

Finally. It is useful to have the power of working out re-

sults to an approximation of Tuiroo-th Part °f the whole, as cases

do arise where this is requisite. It also gives a much greater
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range for the instrument in dealing with questions relating to

money, as an error of i in 10,000 is that of id. in 41/. 13s. 4^.

The next point is, to see how the necessary addition and sub-

traction of lengths of the scale are made in this arrangement.

The adding together two lengths of the scale is done thus :

—

The cylinder is brought so that the fixed index points to the

commencement of the scale ; then one of the moveable indices

is placed to point to any length of the scale, this length being

measured from the commencement round the helix to that

point. Next, the cylinder is moved so that the fixed index

points to the distance to be added to the first distance. It will

at once be seen that now the moveable index points to the dis-

tance along the helical scale that represents the sum of the two

distances.

To subtract one distance from another, place the distance to

be subtracted at the fixed index, and one of the moveable in-

dices to the other
; then bring the cylinder so that the fixed

index is at the commencement of the scale, and the difference

required will be found at one of the fixed indices.

The two fixed indices are exactly the distance apart of the

whole scale, so that in any position only one of them can point

to the scale : there is thus no confusion as to which you must

read from.

Now it must be pointed out that in this method there are

two motions required : one of the cylinder, and one of the

moveable indices
;
whereas, in the ordinary slide rule there is

only one. On the other hand, you must remember that in the

ordinary slide rule, one scale had to be read against another,

and this we saw was a cause of difficulty and delay
;
whereas,

in the new slide rule the scale is always read by means of an

index. To those who have ever used the ordinary slide rule,

the extra trouble of a second motion will appear insignificant

when compared with the mental effort of reading scale against

scale. So much is this acknowledged to be the case, that I found,

in a late visit to Paris, M. Tavernier was making the ordinary

slide rule with a moveable index attached to it, and these

require two movements, one of the slide and one of the index.
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It only remains for me to point out how the new instrument

may be used for finding the powers and roots of numbers.

For this purpose two scales are attached to the instrument
;

their object being, that having placed the top moveable index

to the number to be operated with, to find at once the logarithm

of that number.

It must be remembered that lengths on the scale are made
proportional to the " mantessa," or decimal part of the loga-

rithms of the numbers figured ; so that if I measure the length

from the commencement of the scale, I obtain the required

logarithm.

The scale in the index is divided into 50 parts, each part

being the breadth of a convolution of the helix ; and it is

figured '02, -04, *o6, as far as -98, because the length of one

complete convolution of the helix is of the entire scale, and

The scale on the top of the cylinder is its circumference

divided into 200 equal parts ; so that by means of these two

scales, working only with the marks, we can divide the total

length of the logarithmic scale into 50, multiplied by 200, or

10,000 equal parts ; but each space between the divisions of the

scale attached to the cylinder can approximately be divided in

10 parts ; so that the logarithmic scale can approximately be

divided into 100,000 parts. This gives us the power of finding

the decimal part of the logarithm of any number to five figures,

the last one being approximative. They are read thus : having

placed the top moveable index to the number, you read first

the scale upon it, and add to it the reading of the scale on the

cylinder. This addition can be read at once with the greatest

ease, the only mental work being sometimes an addition of one.

For example, the log. 6818= 3-83365 ;
-82 is on upright scale,

and '01365 on the cylinder scale; the two added is '83365.

The index 3 is always one less than the number of figures in the

integral part of the number.

Having thus obtained the logarithm of the number, this has

to be multiplied or divided by the power or root. If then the

cylinder is so placed that the two scales read the decimal part
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of the product or quotient, the index points to the required

power or root. The number of figures in the result before the

decimal point of course depends upon the units in the product

or quotient above previously obtained.

In conclusion, I may state that it seems to me the instrument

I have brought before your notice this evening, is such a

development of those previously in use as to render the principle

of working arithmetical calculations mechanically, by means of

a logarithmic scale (which has been known for 250 years) so

effective as regards ease of working, accuracy of result, and little

liability of error, that it may be expected much more use will

be made of this species of instrument in the future than in the

past.

Note.—Since the above was written, the instrument has been

found to possess greater powers than are shown above ; as it

will with facility give the product of any number of factors, and

the quotient of the product of any one set of factors divided by

the product of any other set of factors.
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The President, Robert Young, Esq., C.E., in the Chair.

The Rev. Dr. Grainger, M.R.I.A., Rector of Broughshane,

read a Paper on

SOME DIGGINGS OF AN ANTIQUARY.

In Gloucestershire, in 1876, the Rev. Dr. Grainger heard that

a new railway—the Cheltenham and Banbury line—which was

being constructed, was about to cover over the celebrated

Roman site at Wycomb, near Andoversford, a site from which

hundreds of thousands of Roman coins had from time to time

been obtained. It seemed there as if the coins had actually

been sown in the ground, so numerous were they. Dr. Grainger

thought it would be well to examine the place before the rail-

way had covered it up. Accordingly he spent some time on

the spot. He found no coins, so well had the place been

searched for them for many generations past. But there were

plenty of shards of Roman pottery, some of which he exhi-

bited. Besides, the field having been under cultivation, other

remains had been mixed together, and were now thrown up

—

remains both of Saxon and of pre-historic date. He exhibited

a piece of pottery which he took to be of Saxon manufacture,

from its appearing to have possessed the characteristic protube-

rances of Saxon ware. This would, of course, bespeak an oc-
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cupation of the spot of a later date than that of the Roman
remains. Some of the ware might be possibly of an interme-

diate era—namely, of the Romano-British period. A pecu-

liarity was pointed out in some of the ware being closely

studded on the inside with shining grains of rolled quartz not

bigger than purse beads. In this peculiarity partook also some

of the finest of the Roman ware, called Samian, fragments of

which he exhibited. No pottery there appeared to be of an

earlier age than the Roman, but small, neat flint flakes, and the

cores from which they were struck, being found by him, proved

that there was an earlier occupation of the place. In fact the

Romans appear to have utilised a pre-historic camp which

they found there, while again, after the Romans departed, the

British and the Saxons successively occupied the spot. The
greater abundance of the fragments of Roman pottery than of

the other sorts may have resulted from the British having

triumphantly smashed the earthenware vessels left behind by

the hated enemy on his evacuation of the camp. He had exa-

mined for flint implements other localities on the rising grounds

culminating in the Cotswolds, the lower grounds being quite

free from a trace of them, probably because of their having

been in the age of flint unfitted for the habitation of man. In

the cuttings for the railway at Leckhampton he had found

exactly similar flint flakes to those of Andoversford. He ob-

tained numerous flakes, some cores, a few scrapers, and an arrow

point, at a still higher level, near a place called Kilkenny (a

name probably derived from that of an Irish saint ;—for

Mercia, now known as Gloucestestershire, was Christianised

by Irish missionaries). Here also, in a hollow, he met with a

number of living specimens of the large apple-snail shell [Helix

pomatia), which is said to be characteristic of Roman sites. He
mentioned that when, on another occasion, travelling in Swit-

zerland, he collected at Thun a number of the same species,

which happens to be an edible snail, he gave them to the waiter

in the hotel there to be boiled, in order that he might extract

the animals. The waiter brought back with the boiled snails

E
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a cruet-stand, with pepper, vinegar, &c., doubtless expecting

bim to apply the coudiments and eat the snails. It was labour

lost, for he did not eat them, although he believed the species

was extremely nourishing food, and prescribed by the faculty

on the Continent to people of delicate constitution. Its good

qualities must have been known to the luxurious Romans, and

this may account for the species still existing at the sites of

Roman occupation. The highest point at which he found

worked flints on the Cotswolds was associated with a remark-

able barrow called Belas Knap. It was a long barrow, and was

built of stones. The entrance was funnel-shaped, and the sides

of the entrance were faced with curtain walls of the neatest

work he had ever seen in dry masonry. Thousands of small

thin stones were used in the construction, like bricks, and none

of them was as big as a man's hand ; one of these he exhibited.

He also exhibited, in illustration of the Roman remains, articles

which had been found (not by himself, although he had visited

the site) at the ruined city of Uriconium, now called Wroxeter,

near the Wrekin (all names of cognate origin), in Shropshire.

They consisted of Samian ware, a glazed pavement tile, and a

piece of building stone, with Roman mortar attached. The
stone, although it had been subjected to fire, showed fossils

enclosed in it of Silurian character, similar to those of the sur-

rounding Longmynd country. Dr. Grainger then referred to

the Gentleman's Magazine of October 1864, which gave a map
of the Roman site at Wycomb, and an engraving of a bronze

statuette on a supposed altar, which Dr. Grainger pronounced

to be not a Roman altar, but only a stone pounder of the pre-

historic period. The question where the flint material came

from, is not easily answered, for it is not to be found in the

rocks of Gloucestershire. The nearest locality where it may be

quarried is in Oxfordshire, thirty miles off. But flint enough

to make implements may have been found in the drift which

in the glacial period overspread Western England from the

North of Ireland. It is in favour of this idea that the

implements appear of so small a size. It was said at the last
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British Association meeting that at the glacial period Ireland

must have thrown stones at England, though there was no

record of England having returned the compliment. He ex-

hibited flint pebbles derived from the Antrim chalk which he

had found in Worcestershire. The absence of the flint from

any other source points to a post-glacial period for the imple-

ment-maker. He searched in Worcestershire for implements

without finding any ; doubtless in consequence of the low-lying

nature of the country. The likeness of the Gloucestershire im-

plements to some of those of this country is so great that they

cannot be distinguished from each other. Even the enamel,

arising from long exposure, is alike. He then gave an account

of various excavations he had made in the parish of Skerry and

Rathcavan, especially of one in the townland of Shilnavogy,

on the high land east of Slemish. He there found a hearth-

stone, a polished celt, a whorl stone, rude pottery, an oval

pebble, and a flint scraper subjected to fire. A quantity of

adipocire (bog butter) was also found to the amount of a yard

long, wrapped in a hide. The most curious circumstance was

that the bog butter had been so closely covered up and buried

as to escape being melted by the fire which must have burned,

as evidenced by the associated piece of slag produced. He
exhibited polished stone celts, which he had himself picked out

of the clay of the reclamations from the River Bann at Toome
Bridge. He referred to his exhibition of objects from the graves

at Glenarm at the late conversazione in the Museum. The
skull he then showed measured in length 7 inches

;
breadth, Cl-

inches, circumference, inches
;
brachy-cephalic dimensions.

The sutures were the distinct ones of youth. He called atten-

tion to the fact that the skulls hitherto found in this neigh-

bourhood are rather of the brachy-cephalic or later type,

instancing one found at Toppin, near Larne, and recorded in

the Archaeological Journal of Kilkenny
)
1869, p. 350. Portions

of the enclosing cist were produced by him. He exhibited a

left femur and ilium portion of the acetabulum, from the

Glenarm graves, and pointed out that they were of fair average
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stature. On the whole he inclined to the belief that the human
remains hitherto found in these counties are not of a very high

antiquity. He concluded by calling on Mr. Knowles, whom he

saw present, to give an account of the results of some excava-

tions which they had made together. After the conclusion of

this paper, Mr. W. J. Knowles, of Cullybackey, exhibited some

most interesting subjects of antiquity from his neighbourhood

and from various other parts of the North of Ireland. An
animated conversation ensued.
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The President, Robert Young, Esq., C.E., in the Chair.

Professor Purser, M.A., read a Paper on

TIDES AND TIDAL CURRENTS.

Professor Purser, after a general description of the pheno-

mena of the tides, showed that from the earliest times the

inference was drawn that they were in some way or other con-

nected with the motion of the moon. This could not fail to

be so, as the period of a double oscillation of the tides accurately

agrees with the period of the moon's diurnal revolution in the

heavens and the period between two of the maximum or spring

tides, corresponds with the interval between new and full moon.

But although the dependence of the tides on the moon was one

of the earliest physical connections observed, the modus operandi

of our satellite remained for ages one of the great unsolved

enigmas of nature. Reference was made to some of the curious

attempts at an explanation of the tides before the time of

Newton, more particularly some ingenious speculations of

Galileo. The essential features of Newton's discovery of uni-

versal gravitation were briefly analysed. One of the earliest

and most important applications of the new theory was that to

the physical explanation of the tides. These were now seen to

consist in a movement brought about by the attraction of the

moon on the waters, or, more correctly, by the difference of her

attraction on the waters and on the solid structure of the earrh.

A numerical estimate of this attraction was given, bringing out

into marked relief the exceeding minuteness of the tide-pro-

ducing forces—forces of which yet the ultimate effects are so

striking. It was explained that the tides were due, not to the

vertical or direct lifting force of the lunar attraction, but to the

flow of water caused by the tangential force. A tide precisely
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similar in character but of smaller dimensions is formed by the

sun. It is not generally observed as a separate tide, but its

effect is seen in the modifications it produces in the principal or

lunar tide, and which are familiar as springs and neaps. While

the tide-producing forces exercised by the sun and moon have

thus been traced out by Newton's master hand, the problem of

deducing from these forces the movement of the waters over

the actual surface of our globe transcends the power of mathe-

matical analysis. That this should be so is due mainly to the

following causes: —The complications produced by the irregular

distribution of land and water, the varying depth of the ocean

bed, and the rapid rotation of the earth on its axis compelling

us to treat the problem as one belonging to the kinetics rather

than the statics of fluids. The following general remarks may,

however, be made -.-—High water will not occur immediately

under the moon, but will follow the moon after a considerable

interval. The rise of the tide in the open ocean will be very

small—not more than a few inches. The ordinary tidal pheno-

mena we are familiar with are due to the feeble ocean tide-wave

being forced into narrower channels, and thus becoming greatly

intensified both in elevation and rate of current. The course

of one of these derivative tide-waves, that which flows by our

own coasts through the Irish Channel, was then traced with

some detail, the lecturer following an important report on these

tides by the late Rear-Admiral Beechy. A reference was made
at the close of the lecture to the interesting inquiry which has

been started of recent years, whence comes all the energy which

is consumed in the ebb and flow of the tidal currents ? Well
known mechanical principles enable us to give a decided answer

to this question. All the energy consumed in tidal friction is

not imparted, as some might suppose, by the moon, which pro-

duces the tides, but is made up at the expense of the store of

energy laid up in the rotatory movement of the earth on its

axis, and must therefore slowly but unintermittingly reduce the

speed of the earth's rotation. To form even a rude estimate of

the measure of this retardation would require more accurate

data than we at present possess.
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j\th March, 1879.

The President, Robert Young, Esq , C. E., in the Chair.

R. Lloyd Patterson, Esq., read a Paper on

SOME OF THE WADING BIRDS FREQUENTING
BELFAST LOUGH.

The attention of observant seaside residents, and of those

persons who travel frequently on one or other of the lines of

railway that now border both shores of our bay, can hardly fail

to be attracted by the number and variety of the birds that are

often to be seen on the foreshores of the lough which are left

bare by the receding tide.

Having endeavoured in three former papers, which I had the

honour of reading before this Society, to give a popular descrip-

tion of some of the Swimming Birds that frequent the Bay, it

struck me that one on the Wading, or Shore Birds, might form

an appropriate sequel to those on the Swimmers.

I may say at once that on the subject of the Wading Birds I

have little or nothing to communicate that will be new to either

the naturalist or the sportsman, but hope it may not be entirely

devoid of interest to some present.

I may venture to repeat that naturalists have subdivided that

one great division of the animal kingdom called Birds into the

five ordeis of

—

1st—The Raptores, or birds of prey ; such as eagles, hawks
and owls.

2nd—The Insessores, or perching birds
;
such as crows, spar-

rows, robins, starlings, &c.
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3rd—The Rasores, or scraping birds; such as pheasants, par-

tridges, fowls, &c»

4th—The Grallatores, or wading birds, the subject of this

evening's paper, and to which I shall immediately revert ;
and

5th, and lastly—The Natatores, or swimming birds
;
such as

geese and ducks, seagulls, divers, &c.

The order of the Grallatores, or wading birds, has been fur-

ther subdivided (in classification I follow Mr. Yarrell and Mr.

Thompson) into six families, viz.:—

ist—The Charadriidae, the family of the plovers, oyster-

catcher &c.

2nd—The Gruidae, or cranes.

3rd—The Ardeidae, the family of the herons, storks, &c.
;

some authors classing these two families together.

4th—The Scolopacidae, the most numerous and important

family in this order, embracing the woodcock, snipes, curlews,

dunlins, and many others.

5th—The Rallidae, or rails
;
and

6th—The Lobipedidae, or lobe-footed birds ; the coots and

phalaropes-—a family of but few species, and by some authors

not considered of sufficient importance, or presenting such points

of difference, as to require a separate family division.

Some authors place the Phalaropes among the Scolopacidae.

These six families contained, when Mr. Yarrell's work was

published, about 67 British species ; and when Mr. Thompson's

was presented to the public, about 56 or 57 species recorded as

Irish
; which number, so far as I am aware, has not been mate-

rially added to since. Of course many among these recorded

Irish species are very rare, and others are not shore birds, so

that it is to only a few of them that T wish shortly to direct

your attention.

The wading birds so often come under notice in mixed flocks

that it is hard to know with what species to begin, because to

follow classification strictly might give to some comparatively

obscure species undue priority over their more prominent con-

geners. I shall therefore commence by disposing of those that,
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either from their variety or from not being regular shore birds,

do not require notice in a paper like this.

Among these come the entire of the second family, named
the Cranes, of which I have never seen an example at large in

Ireland : then the entire of the next family, the Ardeidae, with

the sole exception of the common Heron, which shall be noticed

at some length. I may also exclude the fifth family, the Rails,

leaving the principal representative shore species of the other

three families to be noticed.

I cannot do better than begin with the Heron (Ardea Cine-

reaJ. These stately birds, so highly prized as attractions at

many noblemen's and gentlemen's seats in the sister island, are

so common here as really not to attract the attention their size,

beauty, and former importance and value would warrant.

For properly observing the habits of the Heron, we are for-

tunate in having so near us the three closely adjoining marine

loughs of Larne, Belfast, and Strangford, which are so adapted

to its habits as to have been from time immemorial favourite

resorts of the species
; and we were further fortunate in having

had among us as a fellow-member our former distinguished

President, William Thompson Esq., who made use of his oppor-

tunities of observation and power of description, in writing by

far the best account of the Heron that is to be found in the

English language. Comparing my meagre notes with his full

and finished descriptions, I am led to think that the number

of Herons to be seen in our bay of late years must have greatly

diminished. Large tracts of land on both sides at the upper

end of the Bay have been reclaimed by railway and other em-

bankments, within the last thirty years. These operations

circumscribe the Herons' feeding grounds, and lead, I believe,

to their diminished numbers.

Among my own notes on the subject, that bearing on the

largest number observed in any one day is the following:— 10th

April, 1878, high water 3.37 p.m., wind S.E., fresh.—Coming
up from Carrickfergus this afternoon I saw, near Greencastle

Station, standing close together in one group, thirteen Herons;

and about two hundred yards distant there was another group
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of seven. Proceeding later the same afternoon to Holywood, I

saw eight Herons standing near together, between Tillysburn

and the Kinnegar embankment, and one on wing near them
;

making twenty-nine in all seen this afternoon.

Compare this with the following observations of Mr.

Thompson :

After remarking that on the extensive oozy banks of Belfast

Bay these birds are very plentiful, he says, " Some of those

feeding on the Co. Down side of the Bay go in congregated

numbers to the comparatively retired Strangford Lough * * *

I once reckoned as many as sixty proceeding thither at the same

time, in a single line of flight. Others take a course as if going

right to sea, but they probably reach a quiet haven about the

entrance of the Bay." This surmise of Mr. Thompson's is quite

correct, for, particularly about the time of high water, one may
almost always see a few Herons about the unfrequented parts

of the shore at Ballymacormick and Orloch Points, the ridge

of rocks known as the Briggs, near Groomsport, and other

similar places.

I have often seen them at these places, sometimes quiescent

and resting with the head drawn in between the shoulders,

waiting till the falling tide would allow them to resume their

stand at some favourite spot for fishing
; but at other times in

one of the graceful, watchful attitudes they assume when on the

look-out for prey. I know of nothing in nature that conveys a

better idea of close, rapt attention, than the look, attitudes, and

occasional stealthy movements, of a Heron fishing. When at

rest they sometimes, indeed, often assemble in groups, as already

noticed
;
but when fishing they are generally solitary. A

favourite stand for this purpose is near the water's edge, in one

of the numerous little channels that intersect the widely ex

tended flats of the Bay. Through these the advancing tide

first begins to make its way, and with it come up the small fish

and eels which form the Heron's principal food. Generally the

Herons stand as motionless as if carved in stone till a fish comes

within reach, when, quick as lightning, the head is darted for-

wards and downwards, and the prey secured. Occasionally they
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must move two or three steps to bring them sufficiently near to

strike their object
;
and, when they do, their movement is rapid

and stealthy, the eye still fixed on the doomed victim. Instances

are recorded of the bird falling a victim to its own voracity, by

being choked in endeavouring to swallow an eel or other fish

that was too large for the capacity of its throat.

When Herons are intent on fishing, on an incoming tide,

they sometimes stand till the rising waters cover the entire of

the legs, and almost lift them off their feet, before they take

wing.

Although fish is the principal and favourite food of the Heron,

yet it may be said of them "that it is all fish that comes to their

net." So far, I have teen speaking only of their appearance on

the shore and in the immediate vicinity of the bay ; but they are

almost equally partial to suitable localities, be it river, lake, or

bay, inland. The variety of food procured by them in different

places, and what they have been fed on while in confinement,

show them to be almost as omnivorous as they certainly are

voracious. While carp, trout, eels, and other fish form the

principal food of the Herons that frequent fresh water, they

feed also on newts, frogs, insects, and even rats and mice. They
have also been seen to catch and devour young wild ducks and

other birds.

In Mr. Selby's work on ornithology it is mentioned that a

pair of winged Herons were kept by a gentleman in his garden,

near Edinburgh. In the garden there was a pond into which a

tree had fallen down, and in the branches of which some water-

hens bred. The old cock Heron swam regularly out to the

nests to take the young birds. The gentleman said,
—

" He has

to swim ten or twelve feet * * * His motion through the

water is slow, but his carriage stately. I have seen him fell a

rat at one blow on the back of the head, when the rat was

munching at his dish of fish."

Mr. Thompson gives lengthened and interesting descriptions

of Herons kept in confinement ; and as these are accessible to

all, I shall quote but briefly from them. He says:
—"Herons

are not to be trusted where young fowl of any kind are kept."
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* * * * "A correspondent mentions a young Heron which,

though regularly well fed, killed and ate at different times some

young chickens three weeks old This bird, about two hours

after having fed on the entrails of a couple of fowls, attacked a

young turkey a month old, which it endeavoured to swallow

whole, but in vain."

In one day, though not at a single meal, it consumed a had-

dock -fibs, weight. This is very remarkable, as the average

weight of a full-grown Heron would not exceed this weight.

Mr. Thompson continues :•—" Another bird has eaten three or

four full grown rats successively. Indeed the Heron proves

sometimes useful in captivity by killing these animals, and is

often serviceable as a mouser, watching, more patiently than a

cat, at a mouse hole until the animal appears, when it is seized

and swallowed on the instant."

In many places in this neighbourhood, besides the foreshores

and immediate vicinity of the Lough, I have seen Herons to

great advantage
; and I think that their presence always lends

an additional charm to the landscape. Whether among the

wild bogs and mountain tarns of Donegal or the Highlands of

Scotland ; the tamer solitude of some flat moorland ;
on the

banks of the ' lazy Scheldt,' or amid the elegant and cultivated

surroundings of such places as the lake in Clandeboye demesne,

the Heron seems never out of place.

At Killarney, in the month of August 187.1, I noted that we
started eight or ten off the island that bears the name of this

bird. They flew over to another island called the Lamb
;
and,

perching upon the high trees that cover it, had a most peculiar

appearance.

Of Herons roosting in trees I have observed numerous in-

stances. A portion of the plantation on the Cultra estate in the

County Down, called the LTpper Cultra Wood, has long been,

and still is, a favourite retreat for them when driven off their

feeding grounds by the advancing tide, and occasionally at other

times also. I have often wondered the Herons never built

there, for it has been a favourite resort of theirs for above thirty

years within my own recollection.
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With the County Antrim side of the Bay I am not so fami-

liar ; but have several times observed Herons very numerous

between Belfast and Whitehouse. It must be remembered,

however, that there is a rather extensive heronry at Parkmount,

the seat of H. H. M'Neile, Esq
,
on that shore ; which heronry,

strangely enough, is not mentioned by Mr. Thompson. I am
informed by Mr. M'Neile that fifty-two years ago, when his land-

steward first came to Parkmount, there was no heronry there.

To the best of this man's recollection, the first pair built there

about forty years ago, which would be ten or twelve years be-

fore Mr. Thompson's book was published. Thompson does,

however, make allusion to Parkmount, and the Herons retiring

thither at high water. On one occasion he counted forty-two

in a ploughed field there, where they were presumably waiting

for the falling of the tide.

On another occasion, after speaking of Dunlins, Redshanks,

and other waders, in terms of admiration, he says :
—" The

Herons bore off the palm from all the others. After having

been driven from the banks by a high tide, they were returning

now it had ebbed ;
and the whole expanse of sky before me was

enlivened by their presence. At one view, spread singly over

the atmosphere, I reckoned fifty. The many-coloured sky,

chiefly blue, with white and rich yellow clouds, against which

they were seen, much enhanced their appearance."

Two other phases of the Heron's presence in these countries

remain to be noticed. I mean their pursuit by trained hawks

or falcons as a sport, and their appearance at great feasts as a

delicacy : but to get at those phases one must go back to old

times.

The noble sport of hawking was formerly practised in Great

Britain to perfection
;
yet for their best birds English falconers

were mainly dependent on Ireland, Scotland, Norway, and other

countries. Any lengthened description of hawking would be

more appropriate to a paper on the birds of prey
; but the

Heron is so inseparably connected with falconry that a brief

allusion to this sport should not be out of place here.

Old authorities speak of falconry as being, par excellence, the
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sport of the great : and it is alluded to as such both by poets

and naturalists. The subject is treated of at great length in the

" Ornithology of Francis Willughby, Esq., Fellow of the Royal

Society," published in 1678 ; and the importance that was then

attached to it is evident from the length and minuteness of his

description.

In Bishop Pontopiddan's Natural History of Norway, (pub-

lished 1751, London; Part II., p. 72,) he says of falcons—
" Those that are found farthest north are of the best kinds for

hawking." " I have nothing to do," he continues, " with those

that are annually exported from Iceland, and not without a

considerable charge ; and then are sent far about to foreign

Courts. I shall only observe, that here in Norway * * * *

there is found extraordinary good falcons for the sport. * * *

To catch them we generally have people come from Germany

and the Netherlands annually. * * * They catch but few,

from which we may judge of their value, which will answer so

long a journey." " This falcon catching is farmed to the Bra-

bant people by a certain family to whom His Majesty has

granted it."

This is confirmed by a remark in Sir John Sebright's " Ob-

servations upon Hawking," published in 1825, in which he says

that the village of Falconswaerd (or Valkenswaard), near Bois-

le-Duc, in Holland, has for many years furnished falconers to

the rest of Europe.

The species most used were the jer-falcon, the goshawk, and

the peregrine falcon. The former is a large and very powerful

bird. Those used in falconry were generally obtained from Ice-

land. They were of great value ; and their possession was re-

garded as almost exclusively an appanage of Royalty itself.

The peregrine was, and is, much commoner
; and young birds

of this species were obtained in Scotland, the Hebrides, and Ire-

land. I have seen them at different places in Ireland myself

;

at the Gobbins and the Causeway cliffs in the County Antrim
;

at Downhill in the County Derry
;
and at Horn Head in

Donegal.

I can find no record of the value of trained Iceland falcons, as
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the gyr falcon was sometimes called, but it must have been very

great when a u cast" or pair of the commoner species, the pere-

grine, is said to have been purchased by Sir Thomas Monson,

in the reign of James I., for one thousand pounds, an enormous

sum in those days.

As Herons were an almost indispensable dish at all great

feasts, and as hawking at Herons was regarded as an important

national sport of the nobility and gentry, the possession of a

heronry was considered to add to the value of country seats and

to the dignity and importance of county families. For the

further fostering of the sport, both Falcons and Herons, with

their nests, eggs, and young, were protected by various legal

enactments, almost all since repealed.

Allusions to hawking are familiar to all readers of poetry.

In Spenser's " Faerie Queene," for instance, the appearance of

which dates back to the years 1590 and 1591, we read :

" As when a cast of faulcons make their flight

At an hernesbaw that lies aloft on wing
;

The whiles they strike at him with heedlesse might,

The wary fowle his bill doth backward wring."

While some modern authors deny it, others allege that the

Heron when pursued does so defend himself.—Of this more
shortly, but for my own part I do not think he does.

Shakespeare says (Hamlet, Act II., Scene II. J, "When the

wind is southerly I know a hawk from a handsaw,"— a corruption

of hernshaw, i.e., a Heron.

Sir Walter Scott's allusions to hawking are frequent : for

instance,

" The Hounds, the Hawk, her cares divide,*****
And at her whistle, on her hand

The Falcon took his favorite stand,

Closed his dark wing, relaxed his eye,

Nor, though unhooded, sought to fly.
1
'

—

Lady of the Lake.

You know Longfellow's lines :—
"Far in the noithcrn land,

By the wild Baltic's strand,

I, with my childish hand,

Tamed the Jer- falcon "j /
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and in another poem he says,

" I beheld the gentle Mary,

Hunting with her hawk and hound."

Numerous other instances might be given
;
but these will

suffice to show the way the sport was written of by poets, both

ancient and modern :

—

A prose writer, John Swann, M.A., of Cambridge, in a work

published in 1635, says:— '* The Heron, or Hernesaw, is a fowle

that livith about waters. * * * She hath her nest in very

lofty trees, and sheweth, as it were, a natural hatred against the

gosse hawk and other kinds of hawks ; and so likewise doth

the hawk seek her destruction continually. When they fight

above in the aire they labour both especially for this one thing

—

that the one might ascend and be above the other."

Willughby mentions that to protect the hawks from injury

from the Heron's bill (which there is no doubt whatever he can

use with great effect when on the ground), the falconer should

run in as soon as Hawk and Heron reach the ground together,

and thrust the Heron's bill into the earth—a practice which, as

I learn from Burton's " Falconry in the Valley of the Indus,"

still prevails among Indian falconers.

Till comparatively lately Heron Hawks were kept by sub-

scription in Norfolk, and indeed I believe a Hawking Club

still exists there.

In Sir John Sebright's work, already mentioned, hawking

at Herons, as then practised in Norfolk, is thus described :

—

il A well-stocked heronry in an open country is necessary for

this sport ;
and this may be seen to the greatest perfection at

Didlington. This heronry is situated on a river, with an open

country on every side of it. The Herons go out in the morning

to rivers and ponds at a very considerable distance in search of

food, and return to the heronry towards the evening.
11

It is at this time that the falconers place themselves in the

open country, down-wind of the heronry, so that when the

Herons are intercepted on their return home, they are obliged

to fly against the wind to gain their place of retreat. When a

Heron passes, a cast (a couple) of hawks is let go. The Heron
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disgorges his food when he finds that he is pursued, and endea-

vours to keep above the hawks by rising in the air ; the hawks
fly in a spiral direction to get above the Heron, and thus the

three birds frequently appear to be flying in different directions.

The first hawk makes his stoop as soon as he gets above the

Heron, who evades it by a shift, and thus gives the second hawk
time to get up and to stoop in his turn. In what is deemed a

good flight this is frequently repeated, and the three birds often

mount to a great height in the air. When one of the hawks

seizes his prey the other soon binds to him, as it is termed, and

buoyant from the motion of their wings, the three descend to-

gether to the ground with but little velocity.

"The falconer must lose no time in getting hold of the Heron's

neck when he is on the ground, to prevent him from injuring

the hawks. It is then, and not when he is in the air, that he

will use his beak in his defence. Hawks have, indeed, some-

times, but very rarely, been hurt by striking against the Heron's

beak when stooping; but this has been purely by accident, and

not, as has been said, by the Heron's presenting his beak to his

pursuer as a means of defence. When the Heron flies down-
wind he is seldom taken; the hawks are in great danger of being

lost; and as the flight is in a straight line, it affords but little

sport."

Another authority, my friend Dr. Carpenter C.B., F.R.S., said:

— (< As falcons can do little or nothing to a bird above them, the

Heron is in perfect safety as long as he can keep uppermost. * # *

Even when the falcon does get uppermost, its victory over the

Heron is not so certain as over other birds ; for the Heron can

so turn its neck as to cause its bayonet-like bill to project up-

wards behind the wing at the same time that its flight is con-

tinued; so that, when the falcon darts downwards, it runs the

risk of being impaled upon this formidable weapon. The diffi-

culty which the falcon has in mastering the Heron made the

hawking of that bird a very choice and even royal sport; and
in the days when falcons were domesticated for this purpose,

Herons also were preserved as other kinds of game are now."

You see here a distinct difference of opinion, between the

F
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naturalist and the sportsman, as to the Heron using its powerful

beak as a weapon while on wing ; and I am inclined to think

that Sir John Sebright is more probably correct, for I have

seen a Heron attacked by a couple of rooks, and chased and

buffeted by them till all three were out of sight, without the

Heron even attempting to defend himself from his contemptible

assailants. His sole object seemed to be to avoid them.

Allusions are very numerous among old writers to the Heron

as an article of food, and as a favourite, if not even an in-

pensable dish at all great feasts.

In the time of Edward I., the cost of a Heron was sixteen

pence, a very high price for those days, and no water fowl was

valued more highly ; at the same time a mallard was worth

only threepence and a teal twopence. In an ancient cookery

book of the year 1381, it is said, but in the quaint language of

the time, that Herons should be larded with flesh of swine,

roasted, and eaten with ginger. The " Northumberland House-

hold Book " of the time of Henry VIII., says, " At principal

feestes. Item, it is thought likewyse that hearonsewys be

bought for my lorde's owne mees, so they be at Xlld. a pece."

In a book by an author named Barclay, published in 1570,

the following lines appear :

—

" The crane, the fesant, the peacocke, and curlewe,

The partriche, plover, bittorn, and heronsewe,

Seasoned so well in licour redolent,

That the hall is full of pleasant smell and scent."

You see here how the ' heronsewe,' that is, the Heron, is men-

tioned in very good company, as is also the curlew.

So lately as the early part of the last century Herons were

still much esteemed, Nearer our own time, Mr. R. Davis of

Clonmel observed, " Herons when young are excellent eating.

By cutting off the wings, tarsi, and head, and making them into

wild-geese
,
I have had them cooked as such, and an excellent

dish they make, in my estimation fully equal to grouse ; but if

not disguised it is hard to have justice done them, so great is

the prejudice against eating such unchristian birds."*

* Thompson, Vol. %.
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Heronries are of so frequent occurrence in the three king-

doms that any enumeration of them is uncalled for here. Near-

est ourselves are, besides that at Parkmount already mentioned,

those in Belvoir Park and in Hillsborough Park. At these

places, the Herons build in what is, strange as it may seem for

birds of their size and shape, their favourite haunt ; that is, in

lofty trees. To this practice there are exceptions recorded, and

some of these shall be mentioned.

The Herons collect in colonies, like rooks, but not in any-

thing like their numbers. They pair early
;
and, while the old

nests are repaired, some new ones are built. The nests are very

large and flat, built of sticks and rods, crossed and interwoven

together, and lined with smaller twigs and grass. The Heron
sitting on her eggs has a most awkward appearance, her un-

manageably long legs sticking out behind her over the edge of

the nest.

When Herons leave their nests, as in search of food, they

always leave two or three as sentries to guard their eggs and

young from the depredations of rooks, jackdaws, and other such

birds. These, however, may only be carrying out reprisals
;

for some authors assert that Herons rob rook's nests of their

young birds to feed their own young on !

Sir William Jardine remarked, that although he had heard of

Herons building on the ground, he could not trace the state-

ment to any authentic source. Regarding this, Mr. Thompson
described at some length a heronry where the nests were on

the ground, in the island of Islay.

There are a great many heronries in England, and a consider-

able number in some of the southern and western counties of

Scotland. The most extensive one that I see any notice of,

but which has since ceased to exist, is thus described by Pen-

nant :

—

u The greatest curiosity in these parts (Lincolnshire)

is the vast heronry at Cressy Hall, six miles from Spalding.

The Herons resort in February to repair their nests, settle there

in the spring to breed, and quit the place during winter. They
are numerous as rooks, and their nests so crowded together that

myself and the company that was with me counted not fewer
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than eighty in one tree. The family that owned this place was

of the same name with these birds, which seems to be the prin-

cipal inducement for preserving them."

Herons sometimes build in sea cliffs. Mr. Gray, in his
1 Birds of the West of Scotland,' speaks of a very remarkable

heronry—remarkable from its extent as well as its position—on

Ardnamurchan Point, that is, the point at the northern side of

the western extremity of the Sound of Mull. His informant

said,
—"It was on the Point of Ardnamurchan, where the rocks

are tolerably steep, and covered with ivy and shrubs, among
which the Herons had built their nests. It was an extraordinary

sight, when pulling along shore, to find hundreds of young birds

sitting on the ledges, and stretching their long necks to look

down at the party in the boat."

This description of the young Herons in their nests reminds

me very forcibly of the young cormorants at Horn Head in

Donegal, 1 craning' out their necks to look at the intruders

into the recesses of their sea caverns.

Mr. Gray mentions a small heronry in a still different posi-

tion, namely, on the top of the walls of a ruined castle on a

small island in a loch in Islay. It will be seen therefore that

the Heron, although preferring to build in lofty trees, does not

confine itself to such.

The Heron is one of the earliest birds to breed, and is gene-

rally considered to bring out two broods in the year—three to

five in each brood. The bird is so common in Ireland, and par-

ticularly in this neighbourhood, that I fear my description of it

may be considered rather tedious. I shall conclude it by saying

that it has a wide geographical distribution over Europe and

Asia ; but Wilson says,
11 the common Heron of Europe is not

an inhabitant of the United States," although he mentions no

less than five or six other species that are. It is common in the

Hebrides and in Shetland, but does not appear to breed in

either. As might be expected from the nature of the country,

it is abundant in Holland
; but in the northern and eastern

parts of Germany, and in part of Poland which I visited last

summer, I saw scarcely any Herons, while storks were quite
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common. I regret the absence of storks from this country :

they are fine, large, handsome birds
; and they become fa-

miliar from the way they are protected and even encouraged to

build about houses, in many places by flat boards being placed

on the roofs for the purpose of receiving the nests. It is con-

sidered lucky to have them about a house. In several instances

last May I observed one stork, presumably the female, sitting on

the nest on the top of a farm house or barn, and the other bird

either standing close by, or in an adjoining field. One some-

times sees the storks resting on a flat board placed upon a tall

pole, or upon the summit of a poplar tree, the top of which has

been sawn square off for the purpose of receiving the board. Some
years ago I saw an enormous number, certainly several hundred,

of storks in the course of a few hours' journey through the low-

lying parts of the province of East Prussia that border the Bal-

tic Sea, between Konigsberg and Danzig. I find the veneration

entertained by the peasantry of those parts for the storks does

not extend to sportsmen
;
by some at least of whom the birds

are detested. From their height they command an extensive

view, and often warn wild ducks and other birds of the approach

of danger
;
greatly to the disappointment of the sportsman,

who sometimes, if he can contrive to do it unobserved, lets the

stork receive the charge of shot that was intended for those who
took the watchful bird's friendly warning and departed.

Among the wading birds of the Lough, next to the Heron in

size and importance comes the Curlew {Numenius Arquata).

This bird is common in suitable places throughout Ireland,

and especially so in a locality like Belfast Lough, which, from its

character as a tidal bay, leaving a great expanse of foreshore

exposed at low water, is particularly suited to the habits of the

Curlew, and of several other allied species. Unlike the Heron,

which is now no longer regarded as fit for the table, the Cur-

lew is still generally considered good eating, although not so

much so as formerly ; and is therefore an object of pursuit, as

well by amateur sportsmen as among professional shore and

punt gunners. Their persecution by these has so increased the

natural wariness of the Curlews that in localities like this, where
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they are much looked after, they are never seen by the ordinary

observer except at a distance. Most people hereabouts, how-

ever, will have sometimes noticed the long strings of birds that

frequently fly up and down the Bay. It is generally the Cur-

lews which from their size and numbers attract most attention
;

although many of the other, waders follow the same course.

Let us suppose it low water in the Bay : some thousands of

acres of slob lands, commonly called the banks, have been left

bare by the ebb tide. Over this wide expanse, which twice a

day the flood tide covers, and converts into ' pastures new,' the

gregarious wading birds, Curlews, Redshanks, &c. are scattered.

As the incoming tide covers their feeding grounds, the birds are

gradually forced nearer the shore, and into closer proximity to

one another. Some parts of the banks are higher than others
;

and here and there there may be a little islet or other eminence

on which the birds may yet linger
; but as their last havens be-

come gradually covered by the rising waters, they are finally

compelled to betake themselves elsewhere ; so first one, then

another, and finally a whole flock—or, to be more correct, as it

is Curlews we are speaking of, a ' herd'—rises, and with loud

cries starts on a long journey, say from the banks between Syd-

enham and the Kinnegar, near Holywood, away to below

Groomsport. When the herd first rises it is an irregular cloud
;

but the Curlews soon settle into a more orderly line of flight,

generally in the form of a wedge, or of the letter with one

leg longer than the other. They often alter their order of

flight ; sometimes change leaders ; and not unfrequently the

line of birds undulates or waves in a manner that gives a pecu-

liarly graceful appearance to the flock.

In this manner the Curlews wing their course in a line vary-

ing in distance from, but parallel to, the shore, but seldom

within shot of it, to the quiet rocky points and islets nearer the

entrance of the Bay. If the day be wet and stormy, a few may
betake themselves to the large fields below Carnalea House, and

between that and Bangor ; but they generally go further, to the

rocks near Ballymacormick Point, at the eastern extremity of

Ballyholme Bay, the 'Briggs,' below Groomsport, Orlock Point,
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tide ; and at from about an hour and a half to two hours and a

half after high water they start on their return journey to their

feeding grounds on the banks. This is the explanation of the re-

gular flights of these strings of birds that one often sees ; the time

of return varies with the extreme height of the tide ; it being at

a certain state of the tide, rather than at a fixed hour after high

water, that the birds return to the banks. They must have cer-

tain marks, or must know somehow from the state of the tide

and height of water on the rocks below, how it will be on the

banks higher up the Lough.

The habits of the Oyster-catcher, Redshank, and Sandlark,

not to mention other less numerous species, are similar to those

of the Curlew just described, so far as regards their flights up

and down the Bay ; and I say so now, as these species are some-

times mentioned together in my notes, of which I am now
going to read some extracts.

2 ist January 1871. High water at 11. 10. Strong S. wind.

Out sailing to-day : we got back to close off Holywood about

two hours and three quarters after high water. Many of the

birds had already come up
;
but we saw a few Curlews, some

Oyster-catchers, and Redshanks, and a great many flocks of

from eight or ten up to fifty or sixty Sandlarks. I observe that

when there is a strong southerly wind blowing, the birds hug
the Co. Down land closer than at other times.

28th November 1872. High water at 8.52 a.m. : dead calm,

and very foggy. Went out in a boat at half-past nine o'clock

a.m. At 1 1 o'clock the birds began to come up over the ebb

tide. First a flock of Redshanks high up
;
more Redshanks

;

then Sandlarks ; a few Lapwings
;
then more Redshanks

;
Grey

Plover
;

Oyster-catchers, Curlews, &c. &c. ;
until by shortly

after twelve they seemed to have all come up.

Passing over several similar intermediate references, I come

to some more recent notes :—27th, 28th, and 29th August 1878.

From Bangor I watched the wading birds, Curlews, Oyster-

catchers, and Redshanks on their flights down the Lough at

flood tide, and up at ebb. The length of time that they' go
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down before high water is irregular
; but they begin coming up

very regularly one and a half to two hours after high water,

these being spring tides. About six to eight hundred Curlews

fly down and up now. In one flight I reckoned about three

hundred.

26th and 27th January, 1879. High water at 1.15 and 1.45

p.m. respectively. On the first-named day, between half-past

three and four, I saw two good-sized bodies of Curlews, perhaps

60 or 80 in each, flying up past Holywood. On the second day,

the birds were just as much later as the tide was. I watched,

passing up parallel to the Kinnegar at four till half-past four

this afternoon, Curlews, Redshanks, Oyster-catchers, and Dun-

lins, all in small companies.

The next day, 28th January, with the tide again half an hour

later, the first of the birds that I saw coming past Holywood was

a flight of about one hundred and fifty Curlews at half-past four

exactly.

The punctuality of the birds is really wonderful. On ordi-

nary occasions one can reckon within a short time of when they

may appear. But the tides, whether spring or neap, make a

difference.

Some few Curlews are to be seen in the Lough even during

the breeding season, when the great majority of their fellows

are absent ; but far the larger proportion of those that are to be

seen here during the winter months were bred abroad, and mi-

grated hither
;
while some few breed in remote and unfre-

quented mountain districts in Ireland.

The usual note of the Curlew is a not unmusical cry, like its

own name, or rather, like its name as pronounced in French,

* Courlis,' or ' Courliew,' and they are often to be heard calling

to one another by this note. Very different, however, is the

wild, unearthly yell they give, when once started on wing, if

disturbed among the mountains. From this other note they

get the name of i Whaup,' or ' Whaap,' by which they are bet-

ter known in Scotland and in the country districts in the North

of Ireland.

With his usual closeness of observation, Sir Walter Scott
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graphically described a loud shrill whistle as being, " Wild as

the cry of the Curlew." And hear Canon Kingsley. He says :

" And they rowed away * * * through the narrow reaches
* * * where the coot clanked and the bittern boomed, and
then out into the broad lagoons. * * * Into the air, as they

rowed on, whirred up great skeins of wild-fowl innumerable
* * * while clear above all their noise sounded the wild

whistle of the Curlew."

Curlews were formerly very highly esteemed as delicacies for

the table
;
and paid for at what were in those days high rates,

partly because it was considered that they were particularly

clean-feeding birds, living entirely by suction, as snipes were

supposed to do, and not eating any gross food.

" In the account book of Robert Bennett, bursar of the

Priory of Durham, 1530 to 1534, are entered as purchased :

—

1
1 curlew 3d'

;
'3 curlews et 1 whympernel (that is whim-

brel) 13d.' At that time a barnacle goose was also worth 3d."

—(Folkard's Wild Fowler.)

A couple of hundred years earlier, prices were somewhat dif-

ferent. In an account of the expenses of the Feast of the Holy

Cross at Conisbrough on the 15th and 16th September, 1321,

the following items appear (among many others) :
" In eight

fowles bought, one shilling. In two geese bought, eight pence.

In sixteen gallons of ale bought at Conisbrough, sixteen pence."

But the people don't seem to have been very lavish either, when
we see that one of the items is

—

11 In a woman's wages for

fetching the ale, one penny." (Daniel's Rural Sports.)

In the 1 Northumberland Household Book,' already men-

tioned, begun in 1512, this appears. " Item, Kyrlewes to be had

for my lorde's own mees at pryncipall feestes, and to be at XHd
a pece."

In this connexion I may mention the prices of some other

birds at that time :—Crane i6d
;
Heron (as already mentioned)

1 2d
;

Mallard, 2d; Woodcocks and Seagulls (Black-headed

Gulls), id to ijd
;
Teal, Wigeon, Lapwing, Redshank, and se-

veral others, each id
;
Quail, Partridge, Corncrake, each 2d

;

Pheasant, Curlew, Peacock, each i2d. Observe the position
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cost four pence per dozen, and Larks sixpence per dozen.

In Willughby's Birds, I read of the Curlew—" This bird, for

the goodness and delicate taste of its flesh, may justly challenge

the principal place among water-fowl : of this our fowlers are

not ignorant, and therefore sell them dear. They have a pro-

verb among them in Suffolk :

"A Curlew, be she white, be she black,

She carries twelve pence on her back."

In Stevenson's 'Birds of Norfolk' (Vol. II., pp. 198, 199) it

mentions that on one occasion (the date is not given) three

Curlews fetched, in Snettisham market, two shillings, the then

price of a fat sheep, whilst at the same time three Woodcocks

were procured for sixpence. That is, that one Curlew was then

worth the same as four Woodcocks. The most startling fact,

however, for modern housekeepers appears as follows in the

year 15 19 :
" Item pd. for a goos vd., a pygge iiijd

,
ij

curlews xijd."

Curlews are common in Scotland and throughout the Isles,

but are there regarded, in some districts at least, with a feeling

of superstitious dread, and spoken of as something 'uncanny.'

Dr. Saxby, in his 'Birds of Shetland,' says : "The Shetlanders

regard with horror the very idea of using so uncanny a bird as

food
;
indeed, I am acquainted with a visitor who, having made

the bold attempt, was for some time afterwards frequently

alluded to, almost in a whisper, as ' the man that ate the

whaup."'

One often hears Curlews calling loudly flying over the town

at night. On foggy nights, too, I have occasionally heard over-

head a tremendous outcry of wading birds, which I suppose had

lost their way in the fog ; and I have sometimes, by imitating

their cries, brought them so near as to hear the rustle of their

wings. The Curlew is the wariest of all the shore birds, and

partly for this reason, as well as from its superior size and

goodness, is all the more prized when obtained.

The next most prominent of our waders is that sprightly

bird, the Oyster-catcher {HaematoptLs Qstralegus), called also
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the Seapie, from its very distinct black and white plumage,

resembling that of the magpie. The Oyster-catcher has bright

orange bill and legs, and is a handsome, lively, and attractive

looking bird.

It is in many respects a curious bird. It has but three toes in-

stead of the usual four. Its bill is peculiarly formed, strong and

wedge-like, admirably adapted to the habits of the bird for opening

bivalve shells, detaching limpets from the rocks, or for digging.

It is common on the shores of the Lough, where its habits much
resemble those of the Curlew as to its regular flights up and

down the Bay
;
going towards the time of high water to the

rocks near Ballymacormick Point and the Briggs, till their

instinct or experience, (which is it ?) tells them that the banks

begin to bare again with the ebbing tide. On these flights the

Oyster-catchers generally proceed in flocks varying from a very

few up to sometimes a hundred or more in a body, but seldom

so many.

To refer at greater length to their flights would be only

repeating what has been already said about the last mentioned

species noticed, except that I observe the Oyster-catchers generally

keep further from the shore than the Curlews. Their feeding

grounds, too, are principally on the far out mussel banks, which

as they lie nearest the deep water, are the first to cover and the

last to bare with the flowing and ebbing tide. Hence the flight

of this species does not always take place simultaneously with

that of the Curlews.

Nearly, if not quite, all of these shore birds are pretty good

swimmers : of that I was well aware, but was not prepared to

find, as I did, that the Oyster-catcher is quite an expert diver.

Of this, however, the following is my original note :—28th No-

vember 1872. Out boating: on the birds coming up over the

ebb I shot an Oyster-catcher out of a small flock. It was only

winged
;
and, strange to say, it dived when we wTent to catch

it. It remained under a long time, and moved a rather consi-

derable distance from the spot where it went down. After a

little, on our second approach, it dived again, close to us ;
and

as the water was calm, shallow, and clear, we could see it all the
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time it was below. Its principal effort this time seemed to be

to remain under water ;
and it certainly did not use its wings

to aid its progress through the water. For fully a minute an

occasional easy back stroke of the paddles was sufficient to keep

us almost above it
;

till, finally, when it could stay under no

longer, it slowly rose to the surface, and on emerging I caught

it by the head and put an end to its sufferings.

In Wilson's ' American Ornithology' the following passage,

referring to the Oyster-catcher's diving powers, occurs :
" The

Oyster-catcher will not only take to the water when wounded,

but can also swim and dive well. This fact I can assert

from my own observation, the exploits of one of them in

this way having nearly cost me my life. On the sea-beach

of Cape May, not far from a deep and rapid inlet, I broke the

wing of one of these birds, and being without a dog, instantly

pursued it towards the inlet, which it made for with great

rapidity. We plunged in nearly at the same instant, but the

bird eluded my grasp, and I sank beyond my depth
;

it was not

until this moment that I recollected having carried in my gun

along with me. On rising to the surface, I found the bird had

dived, and a strong ebb current was carrying me fast towards

the ocean. Encumbered as I was with my gun and all my shooting

apparatus, I was compelled to relinquish my bird and make
for the shore, with considerable mortification, and the total

destruction of the contents of my powder horn. The wounded

bird afterwards rose and swam with great buoyancy out among
the breakers."

These birds are very partial to mussels, which with whelks,

here form their principal food, hence the commonest local name
for the bird is ' Mussel Picker.'

In some places the chief food of the Oyster-catcher consists

of limpets, which their strong wedge-like bills enable them to

detach from the rocks. Mr. Robert Gray, in one of his in-

teresting notes, says :
" I have many times studied the habits

of this shy bird, when lying concealed on the shore waiting a

shot at passing wild ducks or other birds I was in quest of. I

recollect seeing about thirty in a flock pitch upon a shelving
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rock from which the waves had just receded, and commence an

attack upon the limpets, which were very numerous. Being

within three or four yards of them, I could distinctly perceive

their movements, and could not help being struck with their

dexterity in overturning the shells, and scooping out their

contents. Sometimes a bird would run forward to a limpet

and bend down its head sideways, as if in a listening attitude,

then it passed to another and another, repeating the scrutiny

apparently to see if the shell was at all raised from the rock,

until it found one ready for treatment, which it immediately

put in force by thrusting its thin pointed bill suddenly between

the edge of the limpet and its point of attachment, and turning

it neatly over
; one foot was then placed on the object, and the

animal taken out as cleanly as if done with a knife or other

sharp instrument."

Again, one of my own notes :—27th January, 1879. Dead

calm
;
hard frost. Between four and half-past four this after-

noon I was watching from the Kinnegar, Holywood, some of

the .wading birds coming up. The little bunches of Oyster-

catchers flew up rapidly, low, and noiselessly, the individual

birds in each flock being far enough asunder for the image of

each to be distinctly reflected in the glassy water below. Gulls

of various species were very numerous to-day : some thousands,

I should say, were in view at one time, scattered over the

banks as far as the eye could reach. They kept up an incessant

clamour. The protracted severe weather seems to have drawn

all the inland Gulls to the sea, for I never saw them so numerous

or so tame as they have been of late in the Lough, and even up

among the shipping in the harbour. A short time since Gulls

were seen in the coolers of some of the mills on the Falls Road,

as I was informed by Mr. J. R. T. Mulholland and Mr. Richard

Garratt.

It is a singular thing and one that I do not know how to

account for, that the character of the banks on the Co. Down
shore of the Lough at least, is changing the last few years from

oozy mud banks, covered with Zostera Marina, the common
grass wrack, to become comparatively clean sand banks. One
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result of this change is that the Wigeon have of late almost

deserted the Down shores ; and if it go on it cannot fail to

cause other changes in the birds frequenting those extensive

flats.

The Oyster-catcher is common round the coasts of the

British Islands, and has an extensive geographical distribution

pretty nearly all over the coasts of the temperate zone in the

Northern Hemisphere, or perhaps even farther. They breed in

suitable localities in this neighbourhood. Mr. Thompson found

their nests on some of the islands in Strangford Lough ; and in

more remote districts, such as Horn Head, in Donegal, they

breed in large numbers. I have seen them on the Copeiand

Islands in summer, flying very uneasily about, and believe they

had nests there, though I could not find them.

Like the Curlew, the Oyster-catcher is very wary ;
and is not

only difficult of approach himself, but frequently, by his loud

warning cry announces the presence of danger to other birds or

animals that the sportsman may be trying to stalk
;
certain

notes and sounds in the animal kingdom being evidently quite

intelligible to species other than that of the individual giving

the alarm.

Dr. Saxby says—" However agreeable these cries may be at

other times, they grate most unpleasantly upon the ear of the

gunner
;
often when he has toiled patiently to approach unper-

ceived a fine seal, for example, or a big sea otter, his perseve-

rance is rewarded by its instantaneous disappearance beneath

the waves, as the Oyster-catcher dashes overhead, shrieking

forth his discovery of the whereabouts of the common enemy
—a service too often followed by a mingled explosion of strong

language and gunpowder, and the concluding spectacle of a con-

fused mass of pied plumage and vermilion bill lying among the

dark weedy rocks at the water's edge."

I now come to the Redshank {Totanus Calidris). This

handsome and interesting bird has a very wide geographical

distribution, being wall-known on almost all the coasts of Eu-

rope. It is also found abundantly in suitable localities in Asia

and Africa. For the reasons already mentioned, and which
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make Belfast Lough such a favourite resort of the wading birds

generally, the Redshank is very abundant here. A few may be

seen even in summer, and a small number breed in these

countries ; but the numbers found here in autumn and winter

are so large, it is evident that by far the greater proportion of

them have been bred elsewhere, presumably in more northern

latitudes, and have emigrated hither.

To judge of this species by the descriptions of it in several

books that I have consulted, I think Thompson is quite correct

when he says that " this bird appears to be much more common
around the shores of Ireland than those of Great Britain,

1

' ex-

cept perhaps in Norfolk and Suffolk, where, to judge from the

description of the species in Stevenson's ' Birds of Norfolk,'

(II., 203,) it was formerly very abundant, breeding on the

Norfolk Broads in such numbers that its eggs and those of

the lapwing were gathered for sale
;

nearly a bushel of the

eggs of these two species, with a few of the reeve and the terns,

were gathered by two men in a morning. These eggs were no

doubt all sold as ' plover's eggs,' which are considered a great

delicacy, and sold at threepence each. It is the egg of the

lapwing that is the real 'plover's egg'; but as demand pro-

duces supply, other kinds are frequently substituted, and these

' spurious imitations ' palmed off on the unwary.

The Redshank seems now to be abundant in Norfolk only in

autumn, and again in spring, when the birds are evidently on

their emigration.

To return to our home birds, I find the enlivening presence

of this handsome species a frequent source of pleasure. The
birds return after their summer absence very early, and with

great regularity, generally appearing in numbers about the last

week in July or first week in August, with a few individuals

coming even earlier. Last summer (1 878) I saw young birds

for the first time on the 20th July. The flight of the young

birds is peculiar ; the wings do not seem to be stretched to their

full extent
;
they are moved in short sharp flaps, and then the

bird ' sails ' lightly and gracefully for a short distance before

repeating the impetus. The wing of the Redshank is of pe-
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culiarly elegant shape and proportions
; the white on the margin

of the secondaries appears in beautiful contrast to the dark

plumage of the wings and back when the bird is flying
;
and,

on alighting, the wing is flung up so as to expose, in a momen-
tary flash, the silvery under surface.

These birds follow the same course, already fully described

when noticing the Curlew, of flying down the Lough at flood,

and up to their feeding grounds again at ebb tide. On these

occasions their flight is bold and rapid, the flock frequently

numbering many hundreds, and varying constantly in shape

and appearance.

The Redshank swims and dives well. In the ' Birds of Nor-

folk,' (p. 213) an interesting anecdote is given of two old Red-

shanks convoying their three young, which were swimming
slowly on one of the Broads, from one feeding ground to

another.

A large flock of these birds offers sometimes a tempting shot

to the gunner. There are frequent instances on record of more

than a hundred having been killed at one discharge of a swivel

gun. Mr. James M'Gee told me that during the severe frost

last December a gentleman killed, near Sydenham, Co. Down,

125 Redshanks and Golden Plover at one discharge of his punt

gun. On my mentioning this circumstance to Mr. Alexander

Meenan, he told me he had heard of it, and added :
" I once

killed more than that at one shot at the same place myself.

"

I mention this as an illustration of the great numbers in which

these birds sometimes congregate together. On the mornings

of the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 7th February last, I was much pleased

at the beauty of the Redshanks' plumage, and their graceful

flight, near the railway leading from Holywood to Belfast.

Looking down on them from the elevation of the railway car-

riage, as they rose from the water's edge, only to take a short

flight as the train passed, and then alight again, their plumage

and flight were seen to the greatest advantage, as they were

quite near. It is wonderful how soon the shore birds learn that

no danger need be apprehended from a passing train, and that

they may regard it with indifference.
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Among numerous notes, the only one I have worth repeating

mentions a rather singular circumstance :—Saturday, 2nd

December, 1871, out boating. After mentioning the swimming
birds seen, I go on to say : Shot a Redshank very high up in

the air. On picking it up, after it had fallen with a great souse

into the water, 1 found it split open along the breast and all

the lower part of the body, from neck to tail, no doubt with the

concussion on to the surface of the water.

I shall conclude this notice of one of our prettiest shore birds,

with an anecdote of Mr. Robert Gray's, in ' Birds of the West of

Scotland,' (p. 292.) He says : During my shore rambles at

Dunbar (in the winter of 1846) my attention was repeatedly

attracted by the movements of a pair of Redshanks, which I

observed every morning flying together about the same part of

the coast. I noticed that when they alighted anywhere, one re-

mained sitting upon a stone, while the other foraged among the

surrounding pools for small marine animals, which it carried to

the stone. Seeing these movements so often repeated, I was

naturally curious to know why the two kept so constantly to-

gether, and why the one always remained still while the other

was running about
;
but, on examining both birds after they were

shot, I found, to my great sorrow, that the sitting bird—

a

female—plump and fat as it was, had only one mandible—the

lower one having been, apparently a considerable time before,

completely shot away. Thus the faithful mate of the previous

summer had ministered to the wants of his unfortunate compa-

nion." Mr. Gray feelingly adds :
" I have never shot a Red-

shank since."

The Spotted Redshank (Totanus Fuscus) is a very rare bird

here. The only note I have about it is, that on 4th November,

1876, at Ballymacormick Point, I saw among a flock of common
Redshanks, a strange bird which I believe to have been of this

species.

As this paper would be incomplete without some mention

of the Dunlin, or Purre (Tringa Variabilis), I shall, even at

the risk of being thought tedious, notice it, but as briefly as

possible.

G
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This bird, called in parts of England the Oxbird, but locally

best known as the Sandlark, is one of the smallest of our waders,

and is found in enormous numbers on the foreshores of the

Lough, where the flocks sometimes number thousands, and are

occasionally so dense that from two to three hundred have

sometimes fallen victims to one discharge from the murderous

punt-gun.

These birds also follow the practice of their larger relatives,

the Curlews and others, and fly up and down the Lough in the

manner already described. One of my last notes on the subject

was made on 9th February last (about three weeks ago), on

which day I spent some hours on the shore watching the birds

with a good binocular. Jt was high water at twenty-four

minutes past noon, and was an unusually high tide, from which

circumstance I inferred that the wading birds would not begin

to come up till between a quarter of three and three o'clock.

Meantime I watched with great interest a paddling of, I should

say at a moderate estimate, between two and three thousand

ducks of various species, principally Scaups, with some Scoters,

Tufted Ducks, and others among them.

At ten minutes to three o'clock, just five minutes after I

thought their first appearance probable, three flights of about

two hundred Curlews in all, passed Cultra point. For twenty-

five minutes after this no birds appeared ; and then thirty or

forty more Curlews passed up. These were followed in about a

minute by twenty or thirty Redshanks ; and these again, in

three or four minutes more, by a flock of fully a thousand Red-

shanks. At half-past three a body of not less than two thousand

Dunlins passed, flying very high, From half-past three to four

o'clock there passed, in rapid succession, thirty or forty

Oyster-catchers ; then two flights, each of seventy or eighty

more ; then forty or fifty more
; then twenty or thirty more

Oyster-catchers, shortly followed by a great cloud of not less

than three thousand Dunlins ; and so on till four o'clock, when

all the birds seemed to have passed up.

Adding all together, we arrive at about the following totals,

the figures of course being only approximations :—About 350
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Curlews, about 300 Oyster-catchers, about tooo Redshanks,

and between 5000 and 6000 Dunlins.

It must be remembered, however, that vast numbers of birds

frequent the County Antrim side of the Bay, between Macedon
Point and Belfast. These flats are of immense extent, and

afford feeding to thousands of the species I have been describing.

The flights of these birds going in direct line from their high-

water resorts at the mouth of the Lough to the Whitehouse

banks would not be visible from the County Down shore ; so I

think to arrive at a fair estimate of the birds that passed up on

the day referred to in my last note, we may at least double the

figures just mentioned.

To witness a large flight, or as it is more correct to call it, a
' fling/ of Dunlins on the wing is a sight as curious as

interesting and beautiful. It is not when they are flying with

an apparently settled purpose, from one place to another ; but

when they are flying about hither and thither over the banks,

in a ' fling' of from a few hundred up to thousands in the flock,

that their wonderful lightness and activity on wing are seen to

such advantage as to strike even the most casual observer with

admiration. At one moment the spectator sees at a distance a

dense dark body moving rapidly along, which a practised eye at

once sees to be a large flock of Sandlarks. Watch them, and, to

your amazement, if they are at some distance off, the rapidly-

moving dark cloud will suddenly almost, or sometimes entirely,

disappear. This is caused by the whole flock simultaneously

turning their sides, and the edges only of their wings, to the

spectator. Slowly, then, and looking at first like a shadow, the

birds reappear ; the flock comes into full view as at first, and one

is wondering what the next change may be, when, instant-

aneously, every bird in the whole flight turning its white under

surface towards the spectator almost dazzles him with a momen-
tary flash of bright silvery whiteness ; the appearance of the

flock under this aspect having been most aptly compared to

" a shower of new shillings." These graceful and attractive

evolutions are often repeated, each change being a surprise, for

owing to the constantly varying shape of the flock, which one
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moment may be in a long-drawn-out line, and perhaps the next

in a round ball, no two of the movements are exactly alike.

The flock, if large, often breaks up, but only to reunite shortly

again.

Flocks of Dunlins may not unfrequently be seen flying inland

over Holywood, seeking, no doubt, the comparative quiet and

retirement of Strangford Lough. I have frequently observed

these flights : they consist of two or three hundred up to very

large numbers, and seem to take place indifferently at various

times of the tide. My last notes on this point are 22nd January,

and again on 29th Januar}^ 1879. Bodies of three to four

hundred so flew over ; on the first named day their flight took

place at about half tide, on the second at about low water.

The most curious note I have on the subject is the following :

8th March, 1875, high water 11. 10 a.m.; at about twenty

minutes before eight this morning—that is, about two hours and

a half flood, I saw a large flock of Dunlins flying away from our

Lough over Holywood towards Strangford, as they sometimes

do. I have seen them start on this journey often, particularly

in spring. This time, however, I was struck by the wonderful

size of the flock, which, as the more remote birds at first in-

visible in the distance gradually came into view, seemed endless.

The flock was passing from beyond, and about at the height of,

the top of Holywood Church spire. The head of the column

bent towards my house, and was over it and out of sight from

my point of view in a front window before the other end of the

flock was past the church spire, a distance of about three

hundred and fifty to four hundred yards. Making a rough

calculation as to its density, I do not think this immense flock

could have contained less than ten to twelve thousand in-

dividuals.

I never observed these birds on a return journey from Strang-

ford to Belfast Lough till 24th February, when a few minutes

before six in the evening, I saw a body of about 300 so returning,

flying over Holywood. It was low water at the time.

Again, on 10th March, 1879, high water 0.42 ; at 5.45 p.m.

saw four flights of Sandlarks flying in a line, but in broken de-
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tached groups, perhaps 400 to 500 birds in all, flying high up

in the air, down over Holywood Church spire to Belfast Lough.

It was dead low water at the time.

A few of these birds breed in Ireland, but by far the larger

majority of our winter Dunlins are migratory.

Another very pretty little shore bird, the Ring Dotterel, or

Ringed Plover ( Charadrius Hiaticuld) is found on the banks

and shores of the Lough in limited numbers, often in company

with Dunlins, which it resembles in habits. It formerly bred

on the Kinnegar, Holywood.

I must dismiss the other shore birds with a mere mention of

their names :—The Godwits, Knots, Grey and Golden Plover

are to be found here. The Grey Phalarope I have seen but

once. That very interesting bird, the Turnstone, I have no

notes of myself, but Mr. W. G. Mulligan shot one on the shore

at the Warren, Donaghadee, about the month of August i860
;

and on 15th August 1876, Mr. A. H. Coates shot one at Bally-

macormick Point.

I saw a Coot {Fulica Atra) in the sea near Groom sport on

1 9th August last,—an unusual thing hereabouts, although they

are common on some of the tidal rivers in England. It was

shot the next day, and brought to me by a Bangor boatman,

young Jack M'Mahon. Neither he nor any of the Bangor men
knew it. Coots are abundant on a large dam lying about a

mile or so inland from Ballyholme Bay, not far from Grooms-

port. They are also very abundant on the lake in Clandeboye

demesne, where they were in a very pitiable condition during

the recent severe frosts. Some of them, sitting on the surface

of the ice after a little rain or thaw, had their feet frozen fast to

it on the frost returning, and so perished miserably. All that

were discovered in time were rescued, but some were not found

till they were dead.

Having mentioned the lake in Clandeboye demesne, I wish to

place on record here the fact of having seen there twice,, on

21st and again on 25th February 1875, a very rare bird, the

Green Sandpiper {Totanns Ochropus).

Snipes and Woodcocks, although not regular shore birds, are
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driven to the seaside in severe weather such as we had lately,

Mr. Fred. Herdman mentioned to me lately a curious cir-

cumstance about them. During the recent very severe weather,

these birds were driven in large numbers from the mountains

to the shore, in the neighbourhood of Ballintoy, County Antrim.

There is an extensive rabbit warren there
;
and these rabbits

are regularly trapped for the market. The warrener sets his

trap at the mouth of a burrow, and spreads a little fresh sand

over the trap, to conceal it. When the surface of the ground

was frozen so hard that the Snipes and Woodcocks could not

probe into it with their bills, they thrust them into the fresh

and unfrozen sand concealing the traps, and many of them

were thus caught.
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The President, Robert Young, Esq., C.E., in the Chair.

Mr. Wm. D. Henderson read a Paper on

THE RECEIVED THEORY OF RENT.

A very interesting controversy has been carried on for some

years as to the correct method of investigating economic ques-

tions. By one small but important school, the Positivists, with

Comte at their head, it has even been denied that a distinct

science of economics is possible, and Political Economy is re-

garded not merely as a branch of " sociology," but it is maintained

that it can only be studied in connexion with all that concerns the

progress and well-being of society. A section of economists, in-

cluding, in the past generation, the Rev. Richard Jones, and in

this Professor Cliffe Leslie, contends that our economic methods

are all wrong, and that from Ricardo to Mill we have been

hopelessly astray, dealing with abstractions and metaphysical

conceptions rather than with the realities around us. What
may be called the orthodox school has had a very vigorous de-

fence to make for itself against these charges, and in the works

of Professor Cairnes especially will be found an able statement

of the claims of political economy to be ranked among the

sciences, and a not less able plea for the validity of its methods

of investigation. "Without entering upon a subject so extensive,

I may be permitted to say that I have never yet seen any other

mode of economic investigation practised than that of the ortho-

dox school. The strongest objectors to that school, when they

endeavour to discover economic laws, content themselves—and,

I think, necessarily content themselves—with walking in the

old paths. They have, indeed, pointed out with great truth

that progress is possible in political economy, and that the notion
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that the investigations of Ricardo and Mill have left the science

nearly perfect, is quite untenable. I use the popular form of ex-

pression, but I need scarcely say that many other distinguished men
have joined in these investigations, and that some of the currently

received conclusions of political economy are held in opposition

to the views ofRicardo and even of Mill. These critics have done

good by bringing before English economists the criticisms and

views of Continental investigators, and they have themselves

accumulated much interesting material. But I do not think

that they have added much, if anything, of value to the ' laws'

of political economy. I have been especially struck with the

fact that upon what is probably the most important and the

most debateable point in political economy—viz., the theory of

rent—-they are prepared to accept the ordinary theory ; and

Professor Jevons, who is, at all events, only half orthodox, in

his recent work, ( The Theory of Political Economy,' states

that theory in the language of mathematics, and gives us a dia-

gram to show the curves of rent. He regards the theory as

singularly confirmed by this mathematical statement of its re-

sults. However heterodox he may be upon other points, upon

this great and fundamental one he, too, " sits among the

prophets."

The history of the English theory of rent is in itself a very

interesting one, and it will, perhaps, bring before you the nature

of that theory more distinctly than in any other way if I give

you a brief sketch of its development. Following the early

French economists, Adam Smith in his great work laid down
as his basis the fact—perhaps I should say the assumed fact

—

that there was no agricultural land for which a rent could not

be obtained
; and. he argued, therefore, that in the cultivation

of the soil man called to his assistance the powers of nature,

and obtained for his labour a greater return than in any other

pursuit. The extent of this return would vary both with the

quality of the land and its situation; but there was always an

overplus. If one might translate his language into more modern
terms, he seems to have believed that in the process of convert-

ing inorganic matter into organic there was a^creation of value,
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and that the landlord's rent was obtained from the value thus

created. Adam Smith always speaks of a rent payable to a

landlord, and no attentive student of his works can fail to be

struck with his care in this respect. At the same time, he admits

that when there is no landlord a rent would exist, and would

be enjoyed by the occupier-owner. Lastly, he constantly argued

that as rent was paid by this creation of value, it was the interest

of the landlord that the ground should be thoroughly cultivated.

But in cases where there was no such creation of value, as in

mines, then the landlord would not permit any operations which

did not yield him a rent. Nothing is more common than for

men like McCulloch, and other followers of Ricardo, who were

fiercer Ricardoites than Ricardo himself, to speak of Smith's

theory as illogical and mistaken. To me it seems a consistent

whole, carefully reasoned out, having its several principles applied

cautiously, but with great shrewdness, to explain many economic

problems, and enriched with numerous passages of great interest

and importance. For reasons which I shall give in the sequel I

indeed dissent from that theory ; but looking back on the writings

of the last 100 years, there is certainly nothing superior, perhaps

nothing equal to it, in any subsequent treatise on Political

Economy.

For forty years after the publication of the " Wealth of

Nations," the theory of rent made but little progress. The
chief practical criticism upon Smith's views was that very much
of what is called rent is really an interest upon capital invested

in improvements, and attention was called to this by the vast

permanent improvements which were then taking place. The
French war had also raised the prices of all produce immensely.

Rents had gone up, and some writers were in the habit of re-

garding rent as a monopoly ; but this, which I may call the

theoretical criticism upon Smith, was destined to be superseded

by the publication, in 1815, almost simultaneously, by Sir Ed-

ward West and Mr. Malthus, of what is the chief glory of Eng-

lish Political Economy, the theory of rent. The great merit 'of

these publications is the manner in which they drew attention

to the undoubted fact that, when population increases, there are
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two modes in which its wants will be supplied. The first is by

a resort to lands of inferior quality, and the second is by ex-

pending more capital upon the better lands; the increased ex-

penditure of such capital yielding less and less proportionately,

just as when inferior land is resorted to, the same capital will

yield less than when it is expended on better land.

This is an observation of the very fi rst importance, and, aswe shall

see, it follows inevitably from it that at each stage of cultivation

all land may yield the same nett surplus. When the inferior

land is resorted to the superior land may be also more thoroughly

cultivated, and will yield less proportionately to the labour

expended upon it. Its nett produce may therefore be only equal

to that of the inferior land; and as all profits must tend to an

equality, it is certain that in this, as in every other case where

profits can be alike they will be alike, unless prevented by some

cause other than a natural one. I hope to explain this more

fully to you hereafter, but I mention it now as in a sketch of the

history of the subject it is necessary to point out where the true

theory was lost sight of.

Unfortunately, as I think, the English Economists assumed

that the returns from capital applied to land must necessarily

vary, and that the land could not be so cultivated as to yield

equal returns. They regarded it, therefore, as the great excep-

tion to the general law, that profits tend to an equality. Such

a view of rent, in reality, differs very slightly from that of

Smith. With him all land paid a rent because it yielded more

than would support the labourer and remunerate the capitalist.

With the modern school all land, except the last quality taken

into cultivation, also produces a surplus after supporting the

labourer and remunerating the capitalist, which surplus is the

economic rent. With Smith there is always a necessary surplus

;

with Malthus and West there is an equally necessary difference.

But Smith at least attempted to account for his surplus by

supposing that there was a creation of value when land was

cultivated, and that the value so created varied with the quality

of the land. The modern school are satisfied with learning that

the application of equal capital to varying qualities of land
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may produce varying results, and they have, so far as I know,

never examined what is equally certain, viz., that the nett

produce may be equal.

The powerful mind of Ricardo, singularly accurate and fertile

in reasoning, but not equally gifted in sifting the premises of

his reasoning, seized upon this theory and made it the basis of

his theory of value. As rent arose inevitably from the laws of

nature, which prevented land from yielding to equal labour

equal returns, it followed that the surplus yielded by the better

land was like a spontaneous gift from the Almighty— the phrase

was often used—and did not affect prices, or wages, or profits,

It has been said of Faraday that although not a mathematician

he reasoned like a mathematician; and it is easy to translate his

ideas into mathematical terms. Ricardo had indeed but little

of Faraday's power of research; but T think of him also it may
be said that his ideas could easily be expressed mathematically.

Thus the two first sentences of the preface to his. Political

Economy tell us that the produce of the ground is divided into

rent, profit, and wages. From this equation,

Produce = Rent + Profit + Wages
he eliminated, to use De Quincey's phrase, rent, as it in-

evitably arose from the cultivation of better land ; and in

the inferior qualities of land—the qualities which determined

the cost of production—there was no rent. The ordinary

produce was therefore simply to be regarded as shared between

capitalists and labourers; and in any particular state of society,

so long as the produce was not increased, if profits rose wages

must fall, and vice versa. As rent did not affect the cost of

production, it did not enter into values or prices. The opinion

of Ricardo himself was that an actual rent, u e.
}
a rent paid to

a landlord, did affect the quantity of produce raised from the

soil ; but his followers were eager to point out that this was one

of the small mistakes of the great master
;
and it became the

settled and orthodox creed, and has so remained to this day,

that so long as an actual rent does not exceed an economic

rent, production, population, prices, and wages, are all alike un-

affected.
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The doctrines of Ricardo were accepted with wonderful readi-

ness. Malthus, indeed, whose powers of original investigation

and collecting of facts were as much greater than Ricardo's as

Ricardo's logical powers were greater than his, continued to the

last to protest against some of the inferences which Ricardo

drew from the theory of rent common to both ; and there

were excited people who wrote illogical and absurd books,

denying that population ever did press on the means of sub-

sistence. But around the Ricardo standard was gathered a

number of eminent writers and thinkers. Of these James Mill

was the tersest and clearest, whilst De Quincey, in his Templar's

Dialogues, and afterwards in his Logic of Political Economy,

brought to bear upon the subject not only much critical power,

but a wonderful charm of style. The Templar's Dialogues,

especially, are not surpassed by any compositions in the English

language of the same kind with which I am acquainted.

There is, however, one marked exception to the general weak-

ness of the attack upon the Ricardo theory. The Rev. Richard

Jones published, in 1 831, an exceedingly interesting and valu-

able essay upon rent. In this work he collects a great number

of facts as to the nature of the different rents paid throughout

the world, and to a large extent he anticipates that comparative

method of treating his subject which is characteristic of the

present age. This essay is the precursor of those interesting

treatises upon the land tenures of various countries, which have

done so much of late years to bring home to the minds of

Englishmen the fact that great agricultural communities live, in

comfort and happiness, under conditions very different to those

which exist in England. The theoretical part of his treatise is

the worst, and he is quite too much occupied with proving that

Ricardo was astray when he charged English landlordism with

being unfriendly to a thorough cultivation of the ground.

Even here, however, he has some valuable speculations, and he

undoubtedly exercised a considerable influence on the mind of

J. S. Mill, who substantially adopted his classification of rents.

For thirty years the Political Economy of J. S. Mill has been

accepted as the standard authority, and it has amply deserved its
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long pre-eminence as the nearest approach in modern times to the

" Wealth of Nations." Mill had been brought up in the strictest

school of the Political Economists; had assisted his father in

the revision of his treatise; and had himself known Ricardo.

From these early influeuces he never escaped, but he was con-

tinually trying to escape; and at every attempt the iron bars of

the theory of rent closed in upon him. It would be quite im-

possible to reconcile his various arguments, at one time for and

at another against, a peasant proprietary. The facts in favour

of a peasant proprietary are stated fairly and fully by him; but

the accepted Ricardo theory was that the payment of rent made
no difference to production, or population, or prices, and that

therefore there could be economically no difference between a

peasant proprietary and a system of tenants farming the land

for the benefit of a landlord. In one portion of his treatise he

would therefore seem to be the advocate of a peasant proprietary,

and at another its opponent; but his main escape from the hard

theory was in the classification of rents made by the Rev. R.

Jones. Mill considered that the English theory should be

modified by the fact that in practice an actual rent often ex-

ceeded an economic rent, and in so far as it exceeded the eco-

nomic rent it was a monopoly rent, which reduced wages to the

point of starvation. Jones had taught that, with a system of

capitalist farmers, as in England, the wages of the agricultural

labourer were independent of the returns from the land, or at

all events only fell along with the wages of all other classes;

whilst in Ireland, under a system of cottier tenants, wages were

at a minimum, and the landlord got the entire produce of the

ground minus what was required to keep the labourer alive.

These views were substantially accepted by Mill, and what were

to me some of the most obscure passages in his Political Economy
were only intelligible after reading Jones' treatise on rent.

I hope that this sketch of the history of the English theory

may render it unnecessary to dwell at much length upon the

theory itself. But before examining it minutely, let me give

you the theory in the words of some of its chief exponents.

Perhaps the most universally accepted statement is that of J. R.

McCulloch, in his note to the 1 Wealth of Nations' :
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" Let us now briefly recapitulate the principles we have en-

deavoured to establish:

—

" i. That if the produce of land could always be increased in

proportion to the outlay on it, there would be no such thing as

rent.

" 2. That the produce of land cannot, at an average, be in-

creased in proportion to the outlay, but may be indefinitely in-

creased in a less proportion.
41

3. That the least productive portion of the outlay, which,

speaking generally, is the last, must yield the ordinary profits

of stock; and,

" 4. That all which the other portions yield more than this,

being above ordinary profits, is rent."

Or perhaps you will allow me to. quote Professor Cairnes,

whose clearness of thought and accuracy of expression have

never been surpassed:—
" Agricultural produce is raised at different costs owing to the

different degrees of fertility of different soils; owing also to this,

that even of that corn which is raised on the same soil, the whole

is not raised at the same cost. Now, in order that that portion

of the general crop of the country, which is raised at the

greatest expense, be raised—that is to say, in order to induce

the cultivation of inferior lands, and the forcing of superior

lands up to such a point as shall secure to the community the

quantity of food required for its consumption, the price of agri-

cultural produce must rise at least sufficiently high to indemnify,

with the usual profits, the farmer for this, the least productive

portion of his outlay. If the price were not sufficient for this,

the farmer would withdraw his capital from the production of

that portion of his crop which is raised at greatest expense, and

would invest it in some other business in which he had a fair

prospect of average profits."

Or, as J. S. Mill expresses it:—

-

" Rent, in short, merely equalises the profits of different

farming capitals, by enabling the landlord to appropriate all

extra gains occasioned by superiority of natural advantages."

—

Vol. I., p. 572, 4th edition.
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I think you will notice in all these definitions that it is as-

sumed that there is a necessary and inherent difference in the

produce of different soils, and that these cannot be so cultivated

as to yield alike. If they could be so cultivated, I may assume,

without much doubt, that the eminent men whom I have quoted

would have reconsidered the whole question, and would have

admitted that what they regard as the one great exception to

the rule that all profits tend to an equality, is no exception at

all. The question thus narrows itself down to an investigation

of the physical fact, can land be so cultivated that equal labour

bestowed upon various qualities will produce equal returns? If

it can, then the hidden assumption of the English Political

Economists has no existence; and substantially their theory is

unsound. But whilst I do not agree with the English Econo-

mists upon this point, I accept frankly and fully, as the basis of

any possible theory of rent, their main point, that the produce

of the soil diminishes proportionately as more and more capital

is applied to it, and I agree also with their two corollaries from

this physical law, viz., that when capital is first applied to land

there is no rent, t.e.
t
surplus;* and second, that at last also there is

no rent, because the entire produce of the ground is consumed

by those who cultivate it.f Where I differ from them is in their

theory that at the intermediate stages of cultivation there arises

necessarily an economic rent.

Let me show you a diagram to illustrate this diminishing

* "It appears, therefore, that in the earliest stages of socitey, and when only the

best lands are cultivated, no rent is ever paid. The landlords, as such, do not begin to

share in the produce of the soil until it becomes necessary to cultivate lands of an

inferior degree of fertility, or to apply capital to the superior lands with a diminishing

return. Whenever this is the case, rent begins to be paid ; and it continues t .) increase

according as cultivation is extended over poorer soils, and diminishes according as these

poorer soils are thrown out of cultivation."

—

M?Culloch
y p. 282.

•f
"In farming the soil there is a point at which the returns replace with ordinary

profits the capital expended, and no more, and beyond which, if cultivation were

pushed, though it v/ould tend to an increase of produce, yet this increase would not be

sufficient to replace the outlay with the ordinary profit j in a word, there is a point up

to which it is profitable to cultivate, and beyond which it is not profitable to cultivate—
a fact from which it results that, even in the most fertile soil, the cost of production

may attain any height, however great "

—

Cairnes
1

Logical Method, Lecture 8.
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produce; and I may explain that it does not purport to be drawn

to any definite scale, although I have used proportions which

are at all events not absurd. Nor do I pretend that its use in

any way confirms my reasoning; but it will, I hope, help you,

as it has helped me, to a quick and easy understanding of the

subject.

Let us take a base line L 15 (Diagram No. I,) and upon

it erect perpendiculars L C P, 12 c2 px ,
&c, to represent the

continued progress of cultivation under the pressure of popu-

lation. The first of these perpendiculars represents the first

application of capital to land, when we will assume that the

produce L P is double what is required merely to support

the labourer, whose share of the produce will be represented by

L C* The last perpendicular, 15 p5 ,

represents the state of the

produce of the ground when it is entirely consumed in sup-

porting the labourer. Between these two extreme cases we may
suppose a number of perpendiculars erected, each of which

would represent an increase of production, consequent upon an

increase of population, but obtained by a still greater increase

in the cost of the labour expended upon raising that produce.

Fixing our attention upon the surplus C P, Cj pj c2 p2 , it will be

seen that it necessarily steadily diminishes, and it is this surplus

which is said to be divided between the labourer,! the capitalist,

and the landowner. It is quite certain, therefore, that the shares

of some of these must also steadily diminish, and it is not less

certain that the share which so diminishes will not be that of

* When I speak of the bare maintenance of the labourer, I of course include the

labour of those who provide him with tools, who manufacture manures for him, who

select and la) up seeds for him, Sec, &c, as well as the entire cost of his maintenance

between one harvest and another. All these indispensables of cultivation, what Dr.

Chalmers calls the " secondaries," might be done on the farm itself, and in an early

stage of society are done on it, but necessarily as society progresses it is found expedient

to have them made or done separately by skilled workmen.

f The labourer's share of the produce is thus— First, his bare maintenance, repre-

sented by the portion of the perpendiculars cut off by the lower dotted line
;
and,

secondly, a share, be it more or less, of the surplus, i.e., of the perpendicular above

this lower dotted line. If we cut off another portion of this surplus to represent the

profit of the capitalist, the remainder of the perpendicular between the dotted lines is

what will, or rather what may, remain for the landlord.
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the landlord. As the owner of the land, he can and will

take very good care of himself; and by regulating the size

of the farms, by prescribing the rotation of crops, and in other

similar ways, he will allow of no increased cultivation which

does not yield him an increased rent. On the supposition

which I have made, a supposition which is purely arbitrary, as

other proportions might have been selected equally well, the

labour of six men at last will produce merely what will support

them, whilst the labour of one man at first will produce double

what will support him. The labour of the six men will, there-

fore, produce thi ee times this amount, and it would be easy, upon

this basis, to add to the diagram lines which would show the

progress of prices, both of equal quantities of agricultural pro-

duce, and of the total produce at each stage of cultivation.*

It may assist some of you if, instead of referring to a diagram,

I state the same result in figures. If we call the bare mainten-

ance of the labourer 50, it will follow that at* first the produce is

100, and the surplus, of course, is 50. At last, the six labourers

who each consume 50, consume altogether 300, and they also

produce 300, and there is no surplus for any one. The inter-

mediate stages will be as follows:

—

No. of Mere Maintenance Gross Nett Produce

labourers. of labourers. Produce. or Surplus.

1 50 IOO 50

2 IOO I4O 40

3 150 180 30

4 200 220 20

5 250 260 10

6 300 300 o

* Instead of the phrase, " Mere maintenance of labourers," I might have said,

" Ultimate cost of production." There is a point below which cultivation cannot be

carried-, because the labourer would not produce what would support him, and this

may conveniently be called either mere maintenance or ultimate cost. The nett pro-

duce or surplus is, as I have just explained, divisible between the farmer, the labourer,

and the landlord. Upon the English theory, as ordinarily stated, cukivat on is never

carried beyond the point at whieh the nett produce begins to diminish
;
and, in fact,

the cultivation contemplated in this table is treated as non-existent Eut undcuotedly,

as we will see among Peasant Proprietors, the land continues to be cultivated till it will

only support with reasonable comfort its cultivators. It is scarcely necessary to say

H
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There is, however, another supposition which is consistent

with this physical law. The diminution in the produce may
not be uniform. If in the diagram we have already used we
assume that the second application of capital produces less than

the first, but not so much less as the dotted lines would indicate;

it may be that this second application will yield a surplus as

great as the first, or perhaps even greater. In such a case the

second surplus will be greater, absolutely, than the first, although

less proportionately to the labour expended. But a moment's

thought will show you that, inevitably, the surplus which

increases temporarily will diminish only the more rapidly after-

wards. The diagram No. 2, drawn to the same scale as the

former one (but assuming that the second application of capital

yields the same surplus as the first), will bring this fact, I trust,

clearly before you.

Or I might state this result in figures, as before

—

No. of Mere Maintenance Gross Nett Produce

labourers. of labourers. Produce. or Surplus.

I 5° IOO SO

2 ICO ISO 50

3 ISO 37J

4 200 215 IS

5 250 254 21

6 300 300 O

Such, then, seems to be the normal law of the diminishing

returns obtained from the same land. There is still, however,

another case where the nett produce increases absolutely,

although not proportionately. I believe it to be rather

the exception than the rule, but the English Economists pay

attention to it only, and their statement of the diminishing

produce obtained from the soil supposes always that the nett

produce steadily increases, although the gross produce decreases.

I will best explain their view by following their own mode of

illustration, which is always based upon figures taken from

that under the head of maintenance of labourers is included not merely the wages of

the immediate labourers, but the cost of the other indispensables of cultivation—what

Chalmers calls the " secondaries."
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the diminishing produce, as resort is had to inferior land. Let

me, therefore, make, as they do, a parallel assumption as to the

application of capital to the same lands. To do so I assume,

as before, that on the best lands the labourer can raise

double what will support him; that on the worst land he

can only obtain what will support him; and that there are six

possible applications of capital, each producing a uniformly

diminishing return. This seems to cover the entire case

which we have just considered; and you will be surprised to

see how entirely different are the results.

No. of Maintenance of Total Maintenance Produce of Gross Nett

labourers. each labourer. of labourers. each labourer. Produce. Produce.

I 50 50 IOO 100 50

2 50 100 90 I9O 90

3 50 150 80 27O 120

4 50 200 70 340 140

5 5° 2SO 60 400 150

6 50 300 50 450 150

I have called this case the exception rather than the rule,

and you will see by merely looking at the table that if we
assume that production is pushed beyond this point the case

will answer to those normal ones which we have just been

considering.

No. of Maintenance of Total Maintenance Produce of Gross Nett

labourers, each labourer. of labourers. each labourer. Produce. Produce.

7 5o 35o 4° 49° I 4°

8 50 400 30 520 120

9 5o 450 20 54° 9°

10 50 500 10 550 50

11 50 550 o 550

In the table just given production is supposed, on the English

theory, to stop at the sixth labourer, who simply obtains for his

labour additional to that of the other labourers as much as will

support him. In this table production is carried so far as the

eleventh labourer, when each labourer simply obtains what will

support him. When in fact, the surplus previously created is

consumed in supporting additional labourers, who, indeed, each
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maintain him.*

In the received authorities upon Political Economy you will

therefore simply find a tacit assumption that there is a precise

parallel between the cases of the resort to inferior lands and the

further cultivation of better lands, and then the hasty inference

that the difference between the produce obtained from the in-

ferior land and that obtained from the superior land arises quite

spontaneously, and requires no further examination. This, like

so many other errors in all departments of science, is based on

a false analogy. Because there are very varying qualities of

land, some yielding one produce and some another, and because

the produce of the same ground also varies in yield, as more

and more capital is applied to it, the conclusion seems to have

been accepted without further inquiry that there was a per-

fect similarity between the cases. Inccntestibly there is ground

which will produce say 50 quarters of wheat per acre, and

ground which will produce 49 quarters, and other ground

which will produce 48 quarters, and so on; and equally incon-

testibly there is a steady diminution in the proportionate yield

of each acre, as it is more carefully cultivated. But nothing is

* All the possible cases of a diminishing proportionate produce are, I think, included

n the following summary :

—

1st. Gross produce increases, but nett produce decreases proportionately and ab-

solutely.

2nd. Gross produce increases, but nett produce is stationary; i.e., it decreases propor-

tionately but not absolutely.

3rd. Gross produce increases, and nett produce increases, absolutely but not

proportionately, and this, which is merely a part of the case, is the only part considered

by English Economists.

In all these cases the gross produce diminishes proportionately to the cost of cultivation.

By improvements" Polkical Economists mean the cases in which the gross produce does

not diminish proportionately to the cost of cultivation. Here there are two classes

—

1st. When the gross produce increases, and the nett produce also increases, both

absolutely and proportionately.

2nd. When the gross produce is stationary, but the nett produce* increases, owing

to a reduction in the cost of cultivation.

"Improvements" in Political Economy therefore suspend for a time the operations of

the law of diminishing produce.
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more absurd than to suppose that the same land can be made to

produce a total equal to all the varieties of degree of produce

which may be obtained from capital applied to different portions

of land. Thus stated, the matter is too absurd for argument,

but unfortunately people have not really grasped the fact, and

the result is tables of the most impossible nature, of the pro-

duce obtained from the same land.

In the view, therefore, of the English Political Econo-

mists, the gross produce and the nett produce, where successive

doses of capital are applied to the same land, constantly increase,

till a point arises at which the nett produce no longer increases.

At this point no further capital is applied, because it would

yield no greater nett surplus, and the long course of cultiva-

tion marked by the diminishing nett surplus to which I have

called your attention does not exist. Here, again, they follow

the analogy of the application of capital to inferior land. It is

certain that no land will be cultivated which does not yield

what will support the labourer; and it is equally certain that

the aggregate returns from increased capital divided amongst

the labourers must also support them. But it does not at all

follow that the increased produce raised by each labourer

from the superior soil must also be sufficient to support

him.* It is, I think, possible that Mill, for example, re-

garded cultivation as ceasing at this point, i.e., when the nett

surplus began to diminish, under the landlord system of

England; but that among cottier tenants, as in Ireland, he

regarded it as continuing until the entire surplus was divided

among the cultivators. At least this is the meaning which

I attach to his phrase, " bringing the principle of popu-

lation directly to bear upon the land." But the idea has never

been thoroughly worked out, and the subject is left in doubt and

obscurity even by him.f

* See the tables of diminishing produce given at page 99.

f Dr. Chalmers, in his suggestive work on Political Economy, constantly, indeed,

dwells upon the diminution in the surplus produce of the ground, and points out ho'w

near we even now are to starvation wages, but he accepts unreservedly the Ricardo

theory of rent, and the result is the very peculiar views which he maintained on many

points, e.g., that all taxes of all kinds really fall on the land and are paid by the
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Even at the risk of a slight digression, let me read to you

two passages from distinguished expounders of the theory of

rent, each of whom stands high in the second rank of Political

Economists, and whose statements fairly express the current

views.

Senior, in his "Political Economy," 2nd edition, page 135,

tells us—
u The nature and the progress of the rent of land have usually

been illustrated by supposing lands of different fertility to be

successively taken into cultivation. Thus, the land No. 1 is

supposed to afford, in return for the application of a given

amount of labour and capital, one hundred quarters; No. 2,

ninety quarters; No. 3, eighty quarters ; No. 4, seventy quar-

ters; No. 5, sixty quarters; and so on. While any portion of

the most fertile lands is unappropriated, No. 1 only is cultivated,

and no rent is paid. Before it has become necessary to cultivate

No. 2, No. i must have become an appropriated agent, affording

a larger return than can be obtained without its assistance. Its

owner, or, as he is termed, the landlord, obtains, therefore, the

value of that assistance, being ten quarters, or the difference

between one hundred quarters and ninety quarters; and receives

it himself, in kind, if he himself is the cultivator, or is paid for

it the remuneration termed ' rent,' if he allows another person

to be the cultivator. Before it has become necessary to cultivate

No. 3, the rent of No. 1 must have risen from ten quarters to

twenty, and No. 2, from giving no rent, must have given a rent

of ten quarters; and so on until the point is reached at which

the labour and capital employed will produce a return only

sufficient to give a bare subsistence to the labourer and average

profits to the capitalist : the highest extreme to which cultivation

can be intentionally pushed, and one indeed beyond which it is

seldom carried."

landlords. It is to this condition of the cultivation of the ground that he has applied

the celebrated phrase, " the extreme margin of cultivation." Usually, however, in

treatises will be found copious illustrations of the English theory, which go upon the

assumption that whilst the rate of increase of the surplus slowly diminishes, still the

actual surplus keeps on increasing lor an almost indefinite time.
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But a few pages previously he uses precisely the same figures

to represent the diminishing produce obtained from the same

land:

—

" If the cost of producing and sending to market from a given

farm be in the following proportions: for one hundred quarters

^*ioo, for ninety more ^~ioo, for eighty more^ioo, for seventy

more £100, for sixty more £\oo, for fifty more ^too, for forty

more^ioo, and for thirty-three and one-third of a quarter more

£ioo, and the price per quarter is 60/-, it is clear that the land-

lord's rent will be in the following proportions:—

On the first ^"ioo expended, ...^200

On the second 100 ... ... I70

On the third 100 ... I4O

On the fourth 100 ... 1IO

On the fifth 100 ... ... 80

On the sixth 100 ... 50

On the seventh 100 ... 20

In all, e • . .../770

" And it is equally clear that no rent can be paid by the farmer

for the privilege of producing the last thirty-three and one-third

quarters, as the whole ^100 for which it sells is absorbed by the

cost of production."*

It seems extraordinary that it never occurred to Senior that,

while upon this scale, his supposed rent would amount to £770,
the total produce of the ground would be ^"1,570, or the rent

would be as nearly as possible one-half of the gross produce—

a

proportion which would certainly leave a very small sum for

the constantly increasing expenses of cultivation.

Still more wonderful are the figures given by McCulloch

in his third note to Smith's 11 Wealth of Nations

" It is not, however, necessary in explaining the nature of

rent to resort to hypothetical cases. The produce raised from

*
J. S. Mill is much more cautious in using these illustrative figures than the earlier

economists—Ricardo, James Mill, Senior, or McCulloch—but he accepts their con-

clusions, although sometimes with an apparent hesitation.
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the best lands under tillage in England and Wales may, at

present (1838), be taken at a rough average at from forty to

fifty bushels an acre, decreasing by imperceptible degrees down
to twelve or fifteen bushels, the produce per acre raised on the

worst lands under tillage. It seldom, however, costs more to

cultivate an acre of the best land than it costs to cultivate an

acre of the worst, and generally, indeed, not so much. But the

fact of the poorest land being cultivated shows that the price of

corn is sufficient to indemnify those engaged in its husbandry;

and, consequently, as the outlay is about the same, if twelve or

fifteen bushels be deducted from the produce of the best land,

the residue, or from twenty-five to thirty-five bushels, will be a

surplus received by its occupiers over and above the cost of

production—in other words it will be rent."

It is here gravely asserted, as a proof of the correctness of

the English theory of rent, that the rent of land in England

amounts to two-thirds of the gross produce, a statement which

one can only describe as theory run mad. The landlord's rent

is in reality, as is well known, about one-sixth of the gross pro-

duce. Probably the tenant's profit is another sixth, and the

remaining two-thirds are the necessary expenses of cultivation.

The figures of gross produce given by M cCulloch are, no doubt,

true enough, but his egregious blunder as to the nett produce

—

i.e., rent payable—is the result of his notion that it costs no

more to cultivate good land highly than it does to crop inferior

land
; and this error is in its turn caused by his assuming that

there is a perfect similarity between the expenditure of capital

upon inferior land and the increased cultivation of superior land.

I have dwelt upon this, perhaps, at somewhat disproportionate

length, but one should never be satisfied in examining such a

question as this till the finger can be laid on the precise spot

at which the error begins; and I feel no doubt that the error

lies here. It is, indeed, quite true that this error in their

facts should have taught Economists an entirely different lesson.

If it were the case that just as the inferior soil is resorted to, the

superior, under the influence of increased labour, yielded a pre-

cisely similar diminishing return, there would, as I hope to
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show you, be no necessary difference in the cost of production.

The same motive— the pressure of population on the means of

subsistence, which induced the resort to inferior soil—would

equally induce the further application of capital to the superior

land. But the notion that there was an exact analogy between

the produce in the two cases has prevented further thought

upon the matter, the difference in produce which may arise

was assumed to be inevitable, and the celebrated English

theory of rent is the result.

I have now explained, I trust, clearly to you the law of the

diminishing nett returns from capital as a physical fact. I have

done so in each of the three cases—where the surplus diminishes,

where it remains stationary, and where it increases. Possibly>

in so doing, I have anticipated something of what remains to be

said; but if so, I hope what I have now to point out will clear

up any thing which you may have thought doubtful or prema-

ture. The next step will be to discuss carefully the idea that

there is a necessary difference in the cost of production. Now,
undoubtedly it needs no demonstration to show that if the

labour of one man will raise 100 quarters of wheat, and of another

man upon inferior land only 90 quarters, there is a difference of

10 quarters, which the man who owns the more valuable ground

can obtain as rent. This is simply self-evident; but you will ob-

serve that it assumes there is no other result possible. What I

contend for is, that when the same labour produces a less return,

say on inferior land, precisely the same motives which induce

men to resort to this inferior land will also induce them to apply

more labour to the superior land, obtaining from it a propor-

tionately less return. The motive is, that population has pressed

on the means of subsistence, and men have to put up with a

smaller return. Precisely in the same way, if all the land in

the country were of equal value, and if population increased, the

land would require to be more carefully cultivated, and the

decrease in the surplus, whether proportionate to the labour

employed, as the English Economists contend, or absolute as is

often the case, might also be equally divided between the

labourers.
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There are two steps you will see in this reasoning. The first,

the physical fact that the land can be cultivated so as to yield

equal nett returns, and the second, which is an economic deduc-

tion, that it will be so cultivated. Let us examine the first a little

more minutely
; and I commence with the exact statement of

the English Economists that the first application of capital and

labour to the same land will yield 100 quarters, the second 90,

the third 80, and so on, just as when we resort to inferior land

the produce is 90 quarters and 80, &c. Now if you will refer

to the table you will see that the fact of the reduced produce

may be stated in two ways. The English statement is that the

difference between the produce of each successive labourer not

merely can be isolated from that of the previous labourer, but

must be so isolated. But you will see at once that the produce

need not be so isolated.

At each successive stage the produce may be divided between

the labourers, and each obtain precisely the same share.

Whether it will or will not we will consider hereafter, but

clearly this is one view which must be considered. The labour

of the second labourer may not be applied unless he gets the

same return for it as the first labourer gets for his labour.

Suppose for example that the land is divided equally between

two labourers, and that each farming for himself can raise as

much produce as they could by their joint labours, there is no

reason whatever why each should not, in the case we are con-

sidering, obtain 95 quarters for his labour.

Let me contrast this view with that of the English Economists

and use the figures given at p. 99. Upon their theory the rent

is the difference between the produce of the several labourers.

At each stage of cultivation the lowest returns, i.e., those obtained

by the last labourer, have become the normal returns for capital

and labour, and the difference is their economic rent. As you

will see hereafter, I quite admit that an actual rent payable to

a landlord does arise in this way, but I deny altogether that

this rent is an economic rent, i.e., a necessary surplus, and that

the cultivation of the soil may not take place under other con-

ditions which would leave no surplus, as in the case of peasant



proprietors. Now if you will refer to the following table you
will see the difference between these two views :

—

JNo. or

Labourers.

Produce of
i

each

Labourer.

Gross

Produce.

Payment
of

Labourer.

English

or actual

Kent.

Peasant

Proprietor's

Share.

I IOO IOO IOO IOO

2 90 I90 180 IO 95

3 80 270 24O 30 90

4 70 34° 280 60 85

5 60 400 3OO IOO 80

6 50 450 300 IS© 75

The last column in this table is the peasant proprietor's share

of the gross produce (column 2). It contrasts with the first

column, which shows on the English theory what wages, &c,

can be earned at each stage of cultivation. The English rent

(column 5) is the difference between the gross produce and the

wages, &c, paid. The last column

—

i.e., the peasant proprietor's

share—gives a diminishing return to labour, as is indeed inevit-

able from the nature of the hypothesis, at each stage of cultiva-

tion, but it also shows how this diminishing return may in all

cases be equal.

But precisely the same fact, the equality of the returns, is

true if we consider not merely the diminishing produce from

the same land, but the resort to inferior land. When the two

labourers are employed upon the inferior land, and each pro-

ducing 95 quarters, we may assume that the first labourer comes

upon the inferior land and produces also 95 quarters of wheat.

In such a case there is no necessary difference in the yield of

the land superior or inferior, and it may give, at each successive

diminution of fertility, the same produce. In other words,

equal labour may in this case also yield equal results. It is

quite true, and this is at once the strength and the weakness of

the ordinary theory of rent, that at this state the owner of the

superior land may employ one labourer at 95 quarters, and as the

labourer so hired will produce 100 quarters, the owner will have a

surplus of 5 quarters for himself ; but such a surplus is obtained

by limiting the application of labour, and consequently pro-

duction itself, for had he hired two labourers they would have
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produced on the supposition only 190 quarters of wheat, and

would have obtained this 190 quarters for their joint labour.

A similar argument in a somewhat different form is used in

support of the English theory. It is alleged that as profits and

wages fall, the better lands yield a surplus. But I need scarcely

tell you that profit and wages fall in a community because the

expense of cultivating land becomes increasingly great. Sub-

stantially, therefore, this is the same thing as saying that the

better lands yield a surplus when the inferior lands are cultivated,

and this again is the same as saying that equal labour

applied to superior land will yield more than when applied to

inferior land, which undoubtedly it may do, but equally un-

doubtedly, as we have seen, the superior lands may be so

cultivated that equal labour will yield the same nett results as on

the inferior land.

The same conclusion would be reached if, instead of taking

the figures of the English Economists, I had used the figures

which I regard as more nearly representing the real facts of the

case. But what I have said is sufficient for the present, and

the practical bearing of these more accurate figures upon the

question of rent will be best considered a little later on.

And now having, I hope, made it perfectly clear that there

is no necessary difference in the produce of land, because when
the inferior soil is resorted to, the superior may be more

profitably cultivated at a greater cost, and yield the same pro-

portionately as the inferior ; I may take up the second point

and show you that in a natural state of society it will be so

cultivated. The proof of this is exceedingly simple. Whatever

motive induces men to resort to inferior land, and for the same

labour obtain a smaller return, may be expected, unless inter-

fered with, to induce them to expend more labour on the better

land, obtaining from it also a proportionately less return. And
the motive is very simple. It is the pressure of population

upon the means of subsistence. Population does increase, the

total produce of the soil increases indeed, but in a less ratio,

and the share of each individual in the produce of that soil

must upon an average becomes less and less.
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Perhaps the simplest way to bring this aspect of the question

before you will be to consider how the land actually comes to be

cultivated, and what takes place as resort is had to inferior land
;

and we may take the case of a man with three sons. At first

they cultivate in common, but in time the sons grow up and have

families; and the old man dies, and it becomes expedient to divide

the farm among them. In such a case it may be possible so to

divide the land that each has an equal proportion of the good

and of the inferior land; and it is clear that if the sons divided the

land it would be because even with division and the lessened pro-

duce they could still each make off the land as much as they

would do in any other pursuit. In other words, the lessened pro-

duce would represent something equivalent to the usual profit

and wages of the community, and it would do so because the

general population had increased, because agricultural produce

required greater labour to raise it, and because therefore the

general profits and wages had diminished. In such a case the

sons would each obtain an equal return for his labour, and this

return would yield no surplus or rent beyond the ordinary re-

turns obtainable in other pursuits.

But there are many cases in which such an even division of

good and inferior land would not be possible ; the inferior land

might perhaps lie at a distance from the superior; and here we
can imagine the sons dividing the land so that two of them get

each a half of the superior land, whilst the third gets all the infe-

rior. In such a case it is quite possible that the third with a larger

area of inferor land might get as great a produce off it as the

other two, each cultivating more carefully a smaller portion of

the superior land; and although of course an exact equality would

never be obtained, in practice there would always be the tendency

toward such an equality, and it is with these tendencies political

economy has to do. Now I would ask in what respect does this

condition of the farms differ from that which we have just con-

sidered? Each son by the same labour can raise the same

produce. The one land is indeed inferior to the other, i.e., with

the same labour on the same area it would produce less, and

this is always the definition of inferior land ; but it has been so
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arranged that the areas" are not equal, whilst the produce is.

And this produce is the standard by which the wages and pro-

fits of the entire community are regulated. I confess I can see

no difference between this case and the preceding one, and I

see no surplus produce of the ground, no necessary differences

between the yield of the various lands, and therefore no Econ-

omic rent.

I can easily imagine that some of you may feel inclined to

find out at this stage of the argument that I am assuming that

the principle of competition—the mercantile principle, as it is

called—does not exist in the regulation of landed property, and

that it is no reply to the English theory to point out that if

land be divided amongst a man's sons the result must be very

different from what it is where, as in England, the landlords

prevent such a division. Now I think a moment's reflection

will show that in any case it would be a very poor political

economy which failed to investigate the economic effects of the

system of peasant proprietors under which nine-tenths of the

land of the world is actually tilled, and confined our inquiry

exclusively to that system of landlord and tenant which exists

in England. Nothing, in fact, could be more legitimate than

to investigate the results of each system. But my reply to the

objection is this, and something more. All theories of rent

assume that men in civilized life are not merely influenced by

the desire for wealth. If they were, they would never resort to

the inferior soil, or apply capital to the superior soil at a dimi-

nishing proportional return. Obviously it can be no one's*

pecuniary interest to decrease the reward for labour. But

the desire for wealth is only one factor in the problem

of life. " The production of labour," says Cairnes, " which

in other words is the production of human beings, is not an

onerous act, but a consequence of complying with one of the

strongest instincts of humanity—an instinct which, so far from

needing the stimulus of reward, can only be kept under due

* I am assuming throughout, with the English Economists, that the monopoly of

land does not enable the landlords to unduly reduce the wages of labour, but that all

wages fall simply in prcporcion to the reduced produce of the land,
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control by powerful restraints."—{Leading Principles, Part 2,

Ch. 1.) It is in obedience to this powerful motive that popu-
lation presses upon the means of subsistence; that land, although

it yields less and less proportionately to the labour bestowed

upon it, is cultivated more and more carefully
; and that under

certain conditions, which will afterwards be considered, a rent

may arise. All this is common alike to the argument which I

am using and to that of the English Economists. In each case

a demand for land, irrespective of a mere desire for wealth, is

assumed, and I am endeavouring fairly to meet their assertion,

that, given such a demand, there inevitably arises a difference

in the returns from the various qualities of soil.

Undoubtedly as population thus increases, the natural ten-

dency is towards an equal division of the land
;
not, of course,

an equal division of areas, but an equal division of qualities.

In a natural state of society men are disposed to treat their

children substantially alike. Sometimes, indeed, the elder son

may get a double portion, and sometimes the younger, but these

are only momentary obstacles, and gradually but inevitably the

land is not merely shared among the descendants, but the share

of each is separated from the shares of all the others. It

is as much a law of nature that men should thus provide

for their children, as it is that their families should increase

up to the point at which the land will no longer support

them. The nature of landed property largely helps this

division. The land itself, regarded as an instrument of

production, is very permanent in its character. Compared,

for example, with a factory, where the machinery rapidly wears

out unless constantly renewed, and even when renewed in a few

years becomes obsolete, the productive powers of land might

be described as everlasting. Then, again, it is very easily

divided, and its perfect cultivation almost demands such a divi-

sion. It is a matter of universal experience that cultivation on

a small scale is much more productive per acre than cultivation

on a large scale. On a large farm, with many labourers em-

ployed, it is not possible to oversee each one of them, nor is

any system of payment by results possible. The small farmer
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has thus the advantage of working for himself, and he is also

able to find for his children work which is both light and healthy.

From both, therefore, of the two great classes of economic causes,

first, the various motives which influence men's conduct, and,

second, the nature and conditions of the cultivation of the soil, we
may confidently expect that, left to themselves, men will divide

the soil and cultivate it up to the point at which it will cease to

do more than keep the peasant proprietor in a state of reasonable

comfort, and that till this stage is reached the diminishing pro-

duce of the ground, which is the cause of the diminishing

profits and wages of the entire community, will be also the

measure of that diminution ;
and the profits of farming and the

profits of other forms of industry will all sink together.*

It will, perhaps, assist you to understand this view of agri-

cultural rent if I contrast it with the rent obtained for grazing

lands. In this case where the land has once been thoroughly

laid down, its produce, unlike arable land, cannot increase in-

definitely. The land will support a certain number of animals,

but it can scarcely be made to support more. As labour cannot

be applied to it except within narrow and definite limits, there

is no advantage in subdividing it, and in point of fact, grazing

lands tend more readily than do agricultural lands towards

concentration in the hands of capitalists. A person owning

such land is more likely to bequeath it to one member of his

family, and allow the others to enter into other pursuits. A
surplus or rent may thus be created. Even if the land were

subdivided there might arise a rent, supposing, of course, that

it were not turned into arable land. A person owning compa-

ratively small pieces of good land could obtain a living off them

without almost any labour ; and he might fairly be said, therefore,

to enjoy a rent from the land, as he could live without work, or

with very little work. But although the land cannot be so

*The case of mines gives one of the best illustrations of a monopoly which cannot be

subdivided to advantage. Mines also differ from land in this respect, that whereas it is

the fall in the proportionate productive power of the land, as more and more capital

is applied to it, that causes the fall in wages and profits, the productive power of mines,

although of course ultimately diminishing, may diminish at a very different ratio from

that of land.
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advantageously subdivided as agricultural land, it can be much
more readily owned in common, and there are in almost all com-

munities rights of pasturage, which produce much the same

effect as if it were subdivided. Under these rights, each villa-

ger is entitled to put upon the land a certain small number of

animals, so that the pasture be not overstocked, and the posses-

sion of this right necessarily enables the arable land, which is also

generally held along with the pasturage, to be more minutely

subdivided. But where such rights of common pasture do not

exist, an English rent, i.e., a necessary surplus, may easily arise

on pasture land, although even here it can scarcely be said to

arise spontaneously.*

And now you will naturally ask me how does the actual rent

which we know is paid for the use of land arise ? Tf neither

Smith's theory of a creation of value, or West and Malthus'

theory of a necessary surplus, be true, what is the origin of the

payment which men make for permission to cultivate the ground

of others ? To answer this question fully would exceed any

limits of time at my command, and portions of the problem

have been ably discussed by others

—

e.g., the returns which the

landlord obtains for the capital he may have spent upon the

land. A monopoly rent, such as the rent obtained for particular

vineyards, or for vegetable gardens near large towns, has also

* An English or economic rent may of course temporarily arise by any improvement

which gives one size of farm an advantage over another. Suppose, for example, that

a farm of twenty acres of first class land and thirty acres of second-class land yielded

equal results per labourer, and that the produce thus obtained was the normal return

for labour and capital. If, now, some discovery in mechanics, or some new advance

in agricultural chemistry, enabled the thirty acres to yield more to the same labour

than formerly, whilst the twenty acres did not benefit by the improvements to the

same extent, the surplus might be called an economic rent, but the difference in yield

would of course ultimately disappear as population increased and land again was further

divided. But the case of grazing lands, where increased production cannot be attained

by increased labour, is that in which a necessary difference is most likely to occur It

will be noted that the facts in this case are almost the opposite of the ordinary English

theory of rent. In that the supposition is that the produce continues to increase with

each application of capital and labour ; and the inference is that a rent' will arise.

In the case of grazing land, where a rent I think may arise, the produce does not

increase as more labour is applied.
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been carefully investigated. But there is one universal element

in rent which, if I am right, has never been considered, and to

which, therefore, I must ask. your attention. I have already

indicated what this element is. It is the rent obtained by

limiting the application of labour and capital to the land.

Suppose, in the case which we have just been considering, that

the superior land which the two brothers occupied came in

some way into the sole possession of one of them, and that he

chose to employ labour on it at the rate of remuneration which

the third brother obtained from his inferior land, this rate of

remuneration having become the normal rate in the commu-
nity, there would be a surplus of yield, and this surplus would

be rent. This follows from the very nature of the case. Supe-

rior land is that which yields to the same labour—or perhaps

it would be more accurate to say to the earlier doses of labour

—

a greater return than can be obtained from the same labour

applied to inferior land. If, then, this superior land can be

tilled for the returns which the inferior land yields, a surplus

or rent will necessarily arise. And in the case which we have

supposed, so long as the one brother owns the superior land,

he will either obtain for it, if he lets it, a rent, or from it a

superior return for his labour if he farms it himself. But in

ordinary circumstances this is only a temporary rent. Sooner

or later the land will fall to be divided, and the returns from it

will assimilate under more minute cultivation to the returns

from the inferior land.*

At this point in the argument you may feel inclined to say

that my definition of rent is, after all, precisely the same as that

* It must not be supposed that this division of the land is essential to the argument.

The result would be ultimately the same if the land were held in common, and culti-

vated in common. In the case, for example, mentioned at the close of page 107 and

the commencement of page 108, the argument simply is, that the the two labourers

would, under any circumstances, consume the entire produce which they had them-

selves raised. But as, in fact, land has not hitherto been thoroughly cultivated under

any system of joint ownership, the phrase, a division of the land, has been usea as if it

covered the entire case. But this is only the mode in which the thorough cultivation is

carried on, although, as has been pointed out, the ready divisibility of the land does

greatly facilitate the equal division of the products of that increased cultivation.
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of Malthus, and that all my reasoning only enables me to repeat

his conclusions. But this is not so. My description of an actual

rent is the same as his of an economic rent. But this actual

rent does not arise spontaneously, as Malthus supposes it to do.

In a natural state of society it is quite immaterial whether

resort is had to inferior land or to a more thorough cultivation

of superior land. In either case the same labour produces less

than it did. The payment of a rent is only possible because

the natural return from the land is interfered with, and because

the superior land is not thoroughly cultivated. If it were so cul-

tivated it would, as we have seen, yield no rent. The usual

description of an English rent is that it is the means of equalizing

the produce of varying qualities of soil. If my view be right, all

land left to itself and to its cultivators in the ordinary course

would yield the same produce, and it is therefore naturally

equalized. An actual rent is only obtained by introducing

inequalities into the yield of the land, and then correcting these

inequalities by appropriating the surplus to the use of one

class.

Let me illustrate these restrictions upon production, these

artificial irregularities, from the figures given at page 107 :

—

i 2 3 4 5 6

Produce of each

Labourer, ... ioo 90 80 70 60 5o
=

Total Produce, ioo 190 270 34° 400 450

Cost of Production :

—

jjgftn, ..; i ... ioo

2 ... 90 180

3 ... 80 160 240

4 ... 70 140 210 280

5 ... 60 120 180 240 300

6 ... 50 IOO TOO 200 250 300

In this table we have first the total produce at each applica-

tion of labour, and in the lower portion is given the total cost

of production at each of these stages. If we subtract this total

cost from the total produce, the balance would obviously be
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what T have called the actual rent

—

i.e., the economic rent of

the English writers. .This table of rent will be as follows :

—

ECONOMIC RENT.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Gross Produce, ioo 190 270 340 400 450
Surplus, or Rent,

1 ... o

2 ... 10 10

3 ••• 20 30 30

4 ... 30 50 60 60

5 ... 40 70 90 100 100

6 ... 50 90 120 140 150 150

If these tables of produce and rent had been extended further

you would have seen that in each case the surplus, which, as

you see, does not increase at the last figures given, would

begin to diminish. It is quite clear that if the motive of the

cultivator is to obtain from the land the largest possible surplus

(and this is the motive of the cultivation when the land is owned

by a great landowner, and cultivated for his benefit), cultivation

will never be pushed beyond the point at which the surplus

ceases to increase. Thus, in the table of rent given above, the

last application of labour to the ground will not be permitted

by a landlord. When the owner, for example, can employ three

labourers, each costing 70, or 210 in all, who will produce 270,

and yield him a nett surplus of 60, he will not allow four

labourers who will cost 280, and produce 340, giving also a

surplus of 60.

Still more certain is it that he will not allow any production

beyond the four labourers. Upon the supposition we are dis-

cussing the five labourers would cost 350, and their produce

would amount to 400, leaving a surplus of 50; while six labourers

would cost 420, and would produce 450, leaving a surplus of

only 30; and so on in other cases, diminishing till the surplus

is nil.*

* It is scarcely necessary to repeat the statement at page 107, and the figures there

given, showing that whilst this difference is the landlord's rent, peasant proprietors

will share the entire produce among them.



It thus appears that a rent is obtained by limiting the pro-

duction from the soil. In other words, the payment of a

rent prevents the full cultivation of the soil, and alters the

natural course of production. It diminishes, therefore, the

population employed in agriculture. As agriculture is the

healthiest of all occupations, and it is from the agricultural

classes that the great towns are recruited, a rent payable thus

interferes materially not only with, the direct pecuniary inte-

rests, but with the general well-being of society.

A landlord's rent might thus, in one sense of the word, be

called a monopoly, but it is not primarily a monopoly in which

the landlords are combined together to raise prices by diminish-

ing production. This is generally the sense in which the word

monopoly is used in Political Economy. " The monopolist,"

says J. S. Mill,
u can fix the value as high as he pleases, short of

what the consumer either could not or would not pay, but he can

only do so by limiting the supply."—Book III., chap, ii., § 5.

The distinction, therefore, seems to be this : In an ordinary

monopoly the object is simply to limit the production. In a

landlord's monopoly the object is a limitation of cost, not of

production, at least in the first instance. But you will observe

two important consequences. The first is, that it is not a com-

bination of the landlords among themselves, which might break

down, as all such combinations to limit supply may and often

do. It is a constant permanent action of each on his own estate

to prevent a rise in cost of production. If they do not combine

with each other, they have a common interest and act against

the public. The second consequence is, I think, this—that the

monopoly which I have described as a landlord's monopoly may
very readily shift into the ordinary monopoly. At a certain

stage in the progress of society probably all ownership of land

becomes a strict monopoly. As Mill says, all land is potentially

a monopoly. The limitation of cost which I have described to

you will certainly hasten the time when that stage is reached.

But the question of a monopoly rent is one upon which I cannot

now enter.

I may not merely, however, be told that my theory of rent is
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the same as Malthus', but that English Political Economists

admit with me that under the system of landlordism the last

stage of cultivation is not permitted

—

i.e., that, so far as the

landlord can, he will prevent any land being cultivated which

will not yield him a rent, and that he will also refuse to allow

any application of capital to land which does not yield him a

return. Now it is quite true that Economists do allow all this,

but they allow it in a very different sense from what I regard

it ;
and they fail altogether to see that a landlord's rent is ob-

tained by limiting the produce. They admit that in theory at

least a landlord does not care for such cultivation, but they

think that in practice he has little power to stop it
;
and they

do not see two things which I hope I have made clear—the first,

that he has a very great interest in preventing any production

which does not pay a rent
; and second, that to obtain a com-

paratively small rent he prevents very much cultivation. The
landlord's object is to have the greatest possible nett produce or

surplus, and he encourages everything which will increase that

surplus. The Peasant proprietor's object is to have the greatest

gross produce ; and between these two results there is a very

marked and real difference.*

But there is, as I have said, even a further point on which I

differ from the orthodox school. The mistake of English Eco-

nomists throughout arises from their having failed to examine

what is the real consequence of the diminishing returns of

capital when applied to the same land, and their assuming that

these results are identical in all respects with those obtained by

* Mill, for example, admits that in theory the landlord will not allow of any

employment of labour which does not yield a surplus ; but he argues that in prac-

tice it is almost impossible to prevent the farmer from cultivating- as he pleases.

But nothing is more certain than that landlords do stipulate minutely as to the modes

of cultivation, and do, no doubt only thinking of their rent, prevent much cultivation.

In the same way the farmer who cultivates in order, after paying his rent, to have a

profit, will not employ any labour which would simply repay itself without yielding

him this profit. Very much cultivation is thus stopped at each stage of the progress of

population, and no cultivation whatever is permitted which does not yield a surplus.

It is scarcely necessary to add that Mill docs not in any way regard the check upon

cultivation at each stage as a source of rent.
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the resort to inferior land. It is quite true that, under any system

of land tenure, no land will be cultivated which does not support

the cultivator ;
but it is not true that, as we have seen, labour

will not be applied to land unless the additional return for such

labour will support the labourer. The English Economists

regard cultivation as ceasing (see tables at page 99) with the fifth

labourer, when the surplus is 150; and they refuse altogether

to consider any of the further steps by which the gross produce

increases whilst the nett produce steadily diminishes. I do not

ask you to receive the results of that table as correct, because the

supposition on which it is constructed is an arbitrary one ; but

I believe that, after all, its conclusions are not very wide of the

truth. If you compare the best English with the best Belgian

cultivation, the actual results are not very exaggerated ; and

we may conclude with some certainty that the payment of a

rent diminishes cultivation very seriously indeed.

Let me for a moment longer ask your attention to this culti-

vation, at a cost which does not pay for the labour employed.

It occurs in this way, chiefly if not entirely : The land is gra-

dually subdivided, and at last each labourer simply obtains what

will support him. This being the case/ it follows that whilst

part of the labour expended yields more than will repay the

labourer for his time and skill and exertion, a part will yield

less
;

or, to speak more accurately, if all his labour were paid at

the rate which he obtains for part of it, he would have more

than would maintain him, whilst if all his labour was paid at

the rate obtained for another part, it would yield less. In such

a case, we may regard the non -paying labour as belonging to

that large class of low-paid labour which a person undergoes in

order to supplement an income which is nearly, but not quite,

sufficient for him. Or the cultivator may be regarded as the

possessor of a machine of unequal productive powers, but upon

the whole not more than adequate for his support. Or, again,

we might describe him as working twelve hours a day. For

four hours he can obtain more than will maintain him ;
for four

hours he will obtain a subsistence, and for four hours less than

what will maintain him. It may indeed be objected to this
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description, that the cultivator after all will only cultivate the

eight hours, and for the remaining four will employ his time in

some other and more remunerative employment. But it need

scarcely be said that such other employment is not, as a rule, to

be easily obtained. If a man is working upon his own land, he

cannot be expected to be anything more than an agriculturist,

and the field of employment for an agriculturist is very limited

indeed in the case of a man who can only work occasionally,

and at times which suit himself. In practice, too, the small

cultivator relies a good deal upon the labour of his young
children, who at a very early age may find occupation at

work which is healthy, and is indeed little more than play.

But in one way or other, the fact is certain, that a nation

of peasant proprietors do cultivate the land thoroughly, and

whilst keeping up a high standard of comfort, and an honour-

able independence of feeling, work incessantly at their land,

without engaging in other pursuits.*

But even if it were true that men in a natural state of society

did not cultivate the ground thus thoroughly, it would not fol-

low that the other question which I have been discussing, and

the conclusions at which I have arrived, would be affected,

viz., that the land would be gradually subdivided according

to its quality, and at each subdivision it would yield equal

returns. Nor would it follow that the payment of a rent

would not create an inequality in the produce, and interfere

with the cultivation of the ground. The range of such inter-

ference would be somewhat narrowed, but it would still be true

that the landlord would prevent any cultivation which did not

* One of the most noteworthy of agricultural phenomena is the high price which

peasant proprietors will give for small pieces of land adjacent to their plots. The rea-

son of course is, that by cultivating these plots they are able to get an extra profit from

their original ground, which they need not then cultivate so thoroughly, in addition to

(•he usual returns from the new ground. In other words, they are able by diffusing

their labour, to get from all of it a return which pays them. It seems to me impossi-

ble that any speculator could ever buy up small plots of ground at a price to pay him,

against the competition of the neighbouring peasant proprietor ; and undoubtedly, once

the land is securely held by peasant proprietors, there is no tendency whatever towards

any concentration of it into the hands of great landowners again.
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yield him a rent, and the capitalist farmer any cultivation

which did not yield a profit. The cultivation by peasant pro-

prietors would thus be very different, in any case, from that by

landlords and tenants. I put this rather, however, to separate

the two main points in my argument, and to show you that the

one does not necessarily involve the other ;
but substantially I

have no doubt that both are important elements, whether we

examine the problems of the production or distribution ofwhat

is raised from the land.

The result at which I have now arrived may be summed up

somewhat as follows :— I regard the economic rent, the neces-

sary surplus of the English Economists, as being absolutely

non-existent ; whilst the actual rent paid for permission to cul-

tivate the ground is obtained by checking production. The
equivalent of this actual rent amongst a nation of Peasant Pro-

prietors is employed in supporting labourers, and as each can

produce nearly what he consumes, it is very slowly eaten into.

An apparently small rent will go a long way when supplemented

by their labour in supporting labourers and in improving culti-

vation. The payment of a rent to a landlord thus warps the

whole framework of society, viewed in its economic aspects, and

has consequences very much wider than any economic ones.

I feel that I have far exceeded any reasonable limits of your

patience, and I may only, in a word or two, indicate what are

these effects of the payment of rent upon the community, as

compared with the opposite system of a Peasant Proprietary.

The payment of a rent diminishes production—or, rather, it only

arises when production has been diminished. It diminishes

population, and it alters the distribution of land. In theory it

does not alter the cost of production of agricultural commo-
dities, but it so alters the conditions of cultivation that the

strict law, that it is that somewhat indefinite, and certainly

undefined entity, the " quantity of labour 1
' which regulates

exchange values, loses some, perhaps much, of its meaning. In

any case it hastens the time of that partial monopoly of land in

which' the cost of production is affected. It diminishes the

standard of comfort among the working classes, and indirectly,
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at all events, it affects wages and profits.* No one who has ever

examined carefully the difference between a nation of Peasant

Proprietors and of landlords, farmers, and agricultural labourers,

can fail to see that the whole framework of society is very dif-

ferent
; whereas upon the received English theory of rent there

is scarcely any reason for the great difference. The divergence

between theory and fact is indeed so great that in practice the

theory has almost ceased to be regarded, and men have been apt

to take refuge in the irrelevant statement that the difference is

caused by the superior industry and skill of a nation of Peasant

Proprietors. I hope that I have shown you. that this, although

an important factor in the problem, is only a factor, and not

even the most important one, and that under a system of

payment of rent it is impossible for cultivation to be carried so

far as when no rent is payable.

But if the time at my disposal prevents any discussion of

the theoretical application of my reply to the English theory

of rent, still more does it forbid any practical application of that

reply. How to take the greatest possible produce out of the

soil, how to have a numerous and a healthy population, with a

high standard of comfort existing among them, are questions

which are comparatively easily answered. But how to alter the

old and long-established land system of England and Scotland,

* Wages are affected in a community where a rent is payable, as compared with one

in which the cultivators are themselves the owners of the soil, in several ways. For

one thing, the wages no longer depend directly upon the diminishing returns from the

soil. Then, again, the landlord class are naturally combined to keep down the expenses

of cultivation, and they will encourage all classes of improved agricultural machinery
;

because they are able to secure nearly the entire additional produce of such improve-

ments. They will pay the old rate of wages, and receive the larger return, whereas

amongst peasant proprietors the increase would be eqnally divided. By improvements

are, as usual, meant modes of cultivation which obtain larger -eturns without any in-

crease of labour. The bounds to a monopoly in any particular country are

—

1st—The power of labour and capital to emigrate.

2nd—The power of importing the produce of other countries.

It is only within the last thirty years that the former of these checks has come into

operation, and in the latter case the freights and labour from abroad operate as a kind

of natural protection. Practically there can be no doubt that wages, in a country cul-

tivated by persons who ate not owners, come very rapidly to a minimum.
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so as to attain these ends, would tax the legislative capacity of

the greatest of English statesmen. Nor would it be consistent

with the objects of this society, where questions are considered

in their scientific rather than in their practical bearing. T trust

that in this paper, whatever my own views may be, I have

scrupulously kept within the limits of the strict discovery of

truth, and have not strayed into those paths, not less honourable

or arduous, but more debateable, in which men endeavour to

reduce their theories to practice.
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LUNAR VOLCANOES.

The object of the present Paper is to make some suggestions on

the nature of the physical agencies which have brought the

Moon's surface into the state in which we see it. The facts

referred to are mostly stated on the authority of Nasmyth and

Carpenter's work on the Moon.
The telescope shows the Moon's surface to be almost one mass

of extinct volcanoes.

On the Earth water appears to be necessary to volcanic action:

the explosive character which belongs to terrestrial volcanic

action appears to be due to the formation of steam, when water,

percolating downwards, comes within the influence of the heat

below. But on the Moon there is neither air nor water, so that

volcanic action must be differently caused on the Moon and on

the Earth.

The absence of air and water on the Moon is easily accounted

for. Supposing, what is so highly probable as to be almost

certain, that the entire solar system has been formed by the

condensation of a nebula, every planet, when condensing out of

the nebula, must have at first taken away a share of atmosphere

with it. But supposing, what seems probable if not certain, that

at the very high temperature which must have prevailed when



condensation began and for long after, the atmospheres of the

Earth and the Moon were in free communication with each other,

the Earth, by the greater attractive power due to its greater

mass, would be certain to draw away nearly all the Moon's

atmosphere ;
and with the air the water would be drawn away

also, in consequence of its volatility. This process was most

probably completed before the Moon's surface became solid from

the fusion which was due to the intense heat that prevailed in

every planet at the time of its condensation from the nebula.

We find a remnant of this original heat in the central heat of

the Earth, and probably also in the fires of the Sun.

It is the chief purpose of this Paper to show how the lunar

volcanoes have been formed, and must necessarily have been

formed, during the solidification of the Moon's surface.

Many of the volcanic craters of the Moon differ from those of

the Earth by their greater size. Few terrestrial craters are

more than a mile in diameter, while those of the Moon range

up to a diameter of seventy-four miles. This shows very in-

tense volcanic activity, but it is also in part to be accounted for

by the weakness of gravitative force in the Moon, and by the

absence of atmosphere, both of which are favourable to the

materials ejected from a volcanic vent being thrown to a great

distance.

Lunar volcanic craters in general differ from those of the

Earth in not being situated on the summits of mountains. All

terrestrial craters, however, are not so situated. Nasmyth and

Carpenter [Plate 6] represent the extinct volcanic craters of the

Phlegrcean Fields, near Naples, side by side with some of those

of the Moon. The resemblance is very striking
;
they are, all

of them, wide shallow pits enclosed by circular walls, and none

are situated on mountain summits. It is probable, however,

that the Moon contains many craters situated on mountain

summits, and too small to be seen by our telescopes. A volcanic

mountain cone, like that of Etna or Vesuvius, is not the cause

but the effect of volcanic activity. The first result of volcanic

activity is the formation of a chimney, which constitutes a vent

for the internal fires, and the cone is formed of material thrown
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up by this, whether in constant moderate activity or by succes-

sive eruptions. But the effect of a single very violent eruption

from a newly formed volcanic vent would be to form, out of the

erupted materials, not a cone, but a crater-wall surrounding the

vent, and at a distance from it determined by the force with

which the materials are thrown out. In this way, possibly,

have the craters of the Phlegrcean Fields been formed. A crater

of this kind always contains a central cone, which consists of

the material thrown up at the close of the eruption, when its

force was d}/ing out, and was just sufficient to throw the

erupted material clear of the chimney.

There is much reason for believing that fused substances

generally contain gases, and part with them in solidifying.

Water, for instance, almost always contains air dissolved in it,

which is separated in the act of freezing, and forms the little

bubbles so generally met with in ice. The same is true of silver.

The following is from Mr. Campbell's " Frost and Fire":*

—

u The fluid surface is as smooth as glass, and still when un-

disturbed. When the cooling has advanced

to a certain point, and a pellicle forms all over, a stream of cold

air is blown in to hasten the cooling. Then the

upper crust thickens and the action becomes rapid. Molten

silver is within
; it is compressed by the forming shell, and hot

oxygen is squeezed out of the mass. The surface at this stage

begins to break up and bubble : upheaved silver escapes where

resistance is least, generally near the edge, where the heat of

the cup keeps the crust thin and soft. To prevent

loss from boiling over at the edge, the workmen commonly
prick the silver plate in the middle : they break holes in the

ice, and the silver pool wells up like water in a pond. Then
comes the time of rapid upheaval and disturbance. Bits of

broken crust rise and fall like the lid of a box, and hot springs

of boiling silver gush out in shining fountains of glittering light.

They freeze as they overflow, and hollow pillars rise up, growing

like the trees of Aladdin. They rise and grow and branch, and

shed a crop of silver fruit, till they reach the point where the

Vol. 2, p. 348.
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pressure from without equals the force within, and then,

* when the column of fluid is balanced by the gas, the

tube is sealed by a silver dome, and that well in the ice is frozen.
# # # # * # #

Larger holes give rise to larger tubes, through which boiling

silver splashes out. Tubes grow into truncated cones, and these

as they rise gradually narrow till their limit is reached. Then
they too cool and close, and a silver volcano is plugged with

frosted silver. When the cone is finished and the vent stopped,

smaller vents open in the plain, and from these a crop of tubes

and cones grow, till a range of hills form on a frozen silver sea.

Throughout this period the explosive force within casts showers

of spherical drops whirling into the air. * * Many
of them cool as hollow shells about chambered interiors.

For a full hour a plate of nine thousand ounces continued

these displays of volcanic action. The change of heat raised

mounds of silver more than six inches above the surface, and

threw silver drops to a distance of more than two feet. At last

the whole mass froze, and the rapid action ceased. *

The frozen plate was dragged from the furnace at last. *

* The internal structure was shown in the section.

The mass was hollow, chambered like slag, or

Icelandic lava."

It will be understood from this somewhat sensational des-

cription, that so long as the silver remains perfectly fused, it

also remains perfectly still
; but when consolidation begins, the

dissolved gases are frozen out, and escape with violence, forming

miniature volcanoes. To the gases is also due the fact that the

mass of solid silver is " chambered ;" each of the cavities is

produced by a bubble of gas.

The same property is conspicuously shown by slag, that is to

say the substance, consisting chiefly of impure silicates, which

is formed as a waste product in the smelting of iron
; and this

is important as evidence on the present subject, because of the

similarity of its composition to that of volcanic substances.

Mr. Campbell, in the same work* says:—"A crust begins to form

* Vol.jz, p. 356.
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on slag floating on iron, as crusts begin to form on water, on

glass, lead, silver, and iron, and in a few minutes the slag-crust

sets as ice did on the St. Lawrence. This is the

slag period of violent eruption ; the crust breaks, and the fluid

core bursts, or wells slowly up through chinks and round holes,

which glow and shine brightly in the red-hot ice."

The following extracts on the same subject are from a paper

by Mr. Mattieu Williams
" The lava, scoriae, dust, and other products of volcanic action

on this earth, are mainly composed of mixed silicates, those of

alumina and lime preponderating. When we consider that the

solid crust of the Earth is chiefly composed of silicic acid, and

of basic oxides and carbonates which combine with silicic acid

when heated, a natural necessity for such a composition of

volcanic products becomes evident.

" If the Moon is formed of similar materials to those of the

Earth, the fusion of its crust must produce similar compounds,

as they are formed independently ofany atmospheric or aqueous

agency. This being the case, the phenomena presented by the

cooling of fused masses of mixed silicates, in the absence of

water, becomes very interesting. Opportunities of studying

such phenomena are offered at our great iron-works, where

fused masses of iron cinder, composed mainly of mixed silicates,

are continually to be seen in the act of cooling under a variety

of circumstances. I have watched the cooling of such masses

very frequently, and have seen abundant displays of miniature

volcanic phenomena, especially marked where the cooling has

occurred under conditions most nearly resembling those of a

gradually cooling planet or satellite—that is, when the fused

cinder has been inclosed by a solid resisting and contracting

crust.

" The most remarkable that I have seen are those presented

by the cooling of the " tap cinder " from puddling furnaces.

This, as it flows from the furnace, is received in stout iron boxes

(
u cinder bogies ") of circular or rectangular horizontal section.

* Monthly Notices of the Astronomical Society, quoted in Mr. Procter's work on

the Moon, p. 354, et seq.
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The following phenomena are usually observable on the cooling

of the fused cinder in a circular bogie :—
11
First, a thin solid crust forms on the red-hot surface. This

speedily cools sufficiently to blacken. If pierced with a slight

thrust with an iron rod, the red-hot matter within is seen to be

in a state of seething activity, and a considerable quantity

exudes from the opening. If a bogie filled with fused cinder is

left undisturbed, a spontaneous volcanic eruption takes place

through some portion, especially near the centre, of the solid

crust; in some cases this eruption is sufficiently violent to eject

small spirts of molten cinder to a height equal to four or five

diameters of the whole mass. The crust once broken, a regular

crater is rapidly formed, and miniature streams of lava continue

to pour from it, sometimes slowly and regularly, occasionally

with jerks and spirts, due to the bursting of bubbles of gas.

The accumulation of these lava streams forms a regular cone,

the height of which goes on increasing. I have seen a bogie

about ten or twelve inches in diameter, and nine or ten inches

deep, thus surmounted by a cone above five inches high, with

a base equal to the whole diameter of the bogie. The cones

and craters could be but little improved by a modeller desiring

to represent a typical volcano in miniature.

" Similar craters and cones are formed on the surface of cinder

which is not confined by the sides of the bogie. I have seen

them beautifully displayed on the " running-out beds " of re-

finery furnaces. These, when filled, form a small lake of molten

iron, covered with a layer of cinder. This cinder first skins

over, as in the bogies, then small crevasses form in this crust,

and through these the fused cinder oozes from below. The
outflow from this chasm soon becomes localized, so as to form

a single crater, or a small chain of craters : these gradually

develop into cones by the accumulation of outflowing lava.*******
" These, however, are much smaller than in the former case,

reaching to only one or two inches in height, with a pro-

portionate base. It is evident that the dimensions of these

miniature volcanoes are determined mainly by the depth of

K
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the molten matter from which they are formed. In the case

of the bogies, they are exaggerated by the overpowering re-

sistance of the solid iron bottom and sides, which force all the

exudation towards the centre of the thin upper crust ; and thus

a single crater and a single cone of the large relative dimensions

above described are commonly formed. * * *

" I think I may safely generalize to the extent of saying that

no considerable mass of fused earthy silicates can cool down
under circumstances of free radiation, without first forming a

heated solid crust, which, by further radiation, cooling, and

contraction, will assume a surface configuration resembling

more or less closely that of the Moon. Evidence of this is

afforded by a survey of the spoil-banks of blast furnaces, where

thousands of blocks of cinder are heaped together, all of which

will be found to have their upper surfaces corrugated with

radiating miniature lava-streams that have flowed from one or

more craters or openings formed in the manner above described."

It appears certain that in this case, as in that of the solidify-

ing silver, the irregular and explosive actions which accompany

consolidation can only be due to the escape of gas ;
for were it

not for this, there would be no reason why solidification should

not go on in perfect quietness, and the solid surface once formed

would remain undisturbed.

There is a sentence in the foregoing extract which is very

suggestive as to the way that the various features of the Moon's

surface has been formed. Mr. Williams says :— 11 Small cre-

vasses (or cracks) form in the crust, and through these the fused

cinder oozes from below. The outflow from this chasm soon

becomes localized, so as to form a single crater or a small chain

of craters ; these gradually develop into cones by the accumu-

lation of outflowing lava." The most characteristic features

of the Moon's surface, as we have seen, consist in craters of

all sizes, and not situated on mountains ;
but besides these,

there are isolated mountains and mountain ridges. Detached

craters and isolated mountains have heen formed over single

orifices in the crust ; mountain chains have been formed over

continuous cracks.
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The fact needs explanation that traces of volcanic action,

though very general, are not universal on the Moon's surface
;

there are extensive surfaces of circular form which the telescope

shows as level. Nasmyth and Carpenter suggest, though with

hesitation, that these are the parts where the lava, which origi-

ginally occupied the entire surface of the Moon, was the most

liquid. On this subject they quote Prof. Dana,* who explains

the vast size of the crater of Kilauea, in the Sandwich Islands,

by 11 the fact that the action at Kilauea is simply boiling, owing

to the extreme fluidity of the lavas. The gases or vapours,

which produce the state of active ebullition, escape freely in

small bubbles, with little commotion, like jets over boiling

water ; while at Vesuvius and other like cones they collect in

immense bubbles before they accumulate force enough to make
their way through

; and consequently the lavas in the latter

case are ejected with so much violence that they rise to a height

often of many thousand feet, and fall around in cinders. This

action builds up the pointed (or conical) mountain, while the

simple boiling of Kilauea makes no cinders and no cinder

cones."

Finally, we have to make some remarks on the cracks which

we suppose to have been formed in the Moon's surface during

or immediately after its solidification. This action is unlike

anything now going on in the Earth. The Earth's crust has

contracted, by cooling, as far as it can contract ; the nucleus is

still undergoing very slow contraction from cooling, and the

crust, clinging by its weight to the nucleus, forms wrinkles, in

the same way that the skin of an apple forms wrinkles when its

inside contracts from drying.t This appears to be the most

probable explanation of the origin of terrestrial mountain

chains. But the reverse was true when the crust of a planet

was first solidified
;
at that time the crust was cooling and con-

tracting more rapidly than the nucleus, and cracks were conse-

* Nasmyth and Carpenter on the Moon, p. 122.

f See Nasmyth and Carpenter on the Moon, plate 2, representing a wrinkled apple

and a wrinkled hand. They believe that such an action has occurred on the Moon,

but I cannot agree with them.
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quently formed in the crust. Many such cracks are visible in

the Moon's surface with good telescopic power
;
they have not

been filled up, and appear to remain exactly as when formed.*

It is probable that in other cases the cracks have gone deep

enough to reach the fires which remain in the nucleus of every

planet, and have been filled by a flood of lava that welled up.

This appears to be the most probable explanation of the bright

streaks which radiate from many of the large craters
;
they are,

in fact, similar to basaltic dykes. From the way in which they

cut across other craters and mountains, they appear to be the

latest formed of all the features of the Moon's surface. In

order to illustrate the reason of their radiating disposition,

Nasmyth and Carpenter have engraved these cracks as they

actually radiate from a lunar crater, side by side with the

engraving of a glass globe which has been cracked by being

filled with water and then hermetically sealed and plunged into

a warm bath
;
the enclosed water, expanding at a greater rate

than the glass, has cracked the glass, and the cracks are seen to

radiate from centres.

t

But this experiment, interesting and instructive as it is, does

not explain anything as to the agency which has produced the

cracks. In the case of the glass globe, they are produced by

the centre expanding more rapidly than the surface ;
in the case

of the Moon, it appears most probable that they are produced

by the surface contracting more rapidly than the centre.

The probability that the white substance of the streaks is

some kind of lava, is greatly increased by the fact that what

appears to be the same substance is seen in the interior of many
of the craters.

We have now endeavoured to show how the Moon presents

exactly the appearances which might be expected on the suppo-

sition that its substance chiefly consists of silicates which have

cooled down from a molten state in the absence of water. The
vast size of some of the craters proves the intensity of the vol-

canic action, while the fact that they have not given origin to

* See Nasmyth and Carpenter on the Moon, chapter 11.

f See Nasmyth and Carpenter, page 134 and plate 19.
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vast volcanic cones appears to show that it was not long con-

tinued. Perhaps the entire period of the Moon's volcanic

activity did not last more than a few years. The chief point,

however, on which I wish to dwell is the source of the Moon's

volcanic action, which I believe to be the explosive escape of

gases from the substance of the Moon as its surface hardened

from the molten state.

But the volcanic activity of the Earth has continued through-

out geological time till now, though probably with diminishing

intensity ; and why did that of the Moon cease a short time

after its commencement ?

Two causes may be assigned for this, both of which are pro-

bably operative. The volcanic activity of the Earth, as Mr.

Mallett has shown, is maintained by the mechanical work due

to the falling in, or subsidence, of the crust of the Earth on the

nucleus ; but at the surface of the Moon the force of gravity is

only one-sixth as great as at the surface of the Earth ; and for

this reason it appears likely that the crust of the Moon, unlike

that of the Earth, at an early period ceased to fall in, and is in

the state of a solid unyielding shell.

Moreover, the action of the atmosphere, of rain, rivers,

glaciers, and the ocean, is constantly effecting denudation over

one part of the Earth's surface and deposition over another.

By this agency the distribution of weight, and consequently of

pressure, over the various areas of the Earth's surface is con-

stantly altered ;
and the same agency must disturb the equilib-

rium of internal temperature, because the thinning of the crust

where there is denudation, and its thickening where there is

deposition, will alter the rapidity with which the internal heat

in different areas is conducted upwards. This is a very difficult

subject, and has never been properly reasoned out, but it seems

most probable that these agencies have had a sensible effect in

perpetuating volcanic activity during the long ages which have

passed since the consolidation of the Earth's surface. In the

Moon, on the contrary, from the absence of air and water, these

agencies cannot exist.
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When I found that your Council had decided that it should

devolve upon me to have the honour of opening our proceed-

ings this session, I felt considerable difficulty in determining

upon a subject suited for your consideration.

The selection of some topic connected with Physical Science

seemed to suggest itself, as being within the compass of my
own study, and also in conformity with the precedents set by

my predecessors in this chair. It occurred to me that possibly

it might not be without interest if I endeavoured to give you

a very brief account of some of the attempts to construct the

first beginnings of a theory of molecular science, which have

been made of recent years.

As far as we know, all substances exist in three forms, the

solid, the liquid, and the gaseous. In the solid we have cohe-

sion and resistance to change of shape ; in the liquid, cohesion,

and no resistance to a change of shape, but on the contrary a

perfect mobility of the parts ; in the gas there is the same

perfect mobility, but the cohesion has disappeared. Its parts

no longer cohere, but separate as widely as they have room to

spread.

It is when matter assumes this last, the gaseous form, that
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its laws are incomparably the simplest, and it is therefore to the

problem,—-what is the disposition of matter when in the form of

a gas,—that physical enquirers first address themselves.

Any gas exerts a pressure upon the sides of the vessel containing

it. The old theory to explain this pressure was that the particles

of gas repelled each other, and that the pressure increased with

the density, because that in the denser state the repelling par-

ticles were forced into closer proximity. Any such theory is,

however, open to the objection that no law of repulsion which

can be suggested will explain the fact that the pressure increases,

as we know it to do, exactly in the same ratio as the density.

For it can be conclusively shown that, if such a pressure arose

from the repulsion exercised by a system of stationary particles,

these particles must repel one another with a force varying in-

versely as the distance between them. Now it can be proved

that the adoption of this law would land us in the conclusion

that the pressure of a gas on any part of a vessel would not be

determined only by the state of the gas in the immediate

proximity, but would be conditioned by the state of the gas

at a considerable distance, and by the size and shape of the

containing vessel—a result in manifest contradiction to all

experience.

It is to Daniel Bernouilli, an eminent mathematician of the

last century, that we are indebted for the first suggestion, that

the true explanation of the pressure exerted by a gas was an

entirely different one : that the particles of a gas are at a con-

siderable distance from one another compared to their size; that

they are not at rest, but in constant and rapid motion ; and that

the pressure is due, not to any repulsive force between the

particles, but to the ceaseless stream of those particles striking

against and rebounding from the sides of the vessel.

He further showed that the velocity of the molecules de-

pended on the temperature. The higher, in fact, the temperature

of the enclosed gas, the greater is the pressure. If, then, this

pressure is due to the impact of small particles, it would follow

that their motions must be more rapid in a hotter gas than in

a cooler one.
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In this state the theory was left by Bernouilli.

Then came, after a long interval, the great discovery of the

present century, of Rumford, Mayer, and Joule, that heat is

convertible, on an absolutely, definite scale of equivalence, into

the energy of motion. The discovery of this equivalence natu-

rally set all physicists thinking whether what we know as heat

may not be in a great measure motion in another form, motion

of the minute particles undiscernible by our senses. It does

not follow from the new view, that heat should consist entirely

in the energy of motion of these minute particles. We know
that in the case of ordinary masses energy of motion often dis-

appears, and gives place to energy of position, or potential

energy, as it is called. We therefore see that when we adopt

the mechanical theory of heat we do not commit ourselves to

the conclusion that when heat passes into a substance it all

exists there in the form of energy of motion of its particles,

since part of it may exist in the form of potential energy, i. e.,

the energy depending upon the altered position of those

particles.

Thus as I have pointed out, the discovery of the mechanical

theory of heat excited speculation as to what particular

form this energy assumed in the different states of matter.

Bernoulli's suggestion about the gases was revived by Hera-

path, Kronig, Clausius, and others, and they maintained that

in a gas most of the heat which enters it is accounted for by the

energy of motion, the motion being simply that motion of the

molecules to and fro which Bernouilli had surmised.

The velocity with which, in order to account for the pressure,

ye must suppose the molecules to fly about, is, in common air,

at the ordinary temperature and pressure, a little over 500

yards a second, about 20 miles a minute, or about 1^ times as

great as the velocity of sound.

The new theory supplies us with a most satisfactory explana-

tion of one of the most singular and otherwise inexplicable

properties of gases, the property of Diffusion.

I need not not now dwell on this property at any length, as

it is not very long since the members of this society had the
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opportunity of seeing the phenomena of the diffusion of gases

illustrated in a lecture by a former President, Dr. Hodges.

Allow me, however, to recall to your minds very briefly what

we were then shown. Take a bottle filled with some gas

heavier than air : for example, with carbonic acid. Now, suppose

the cork removed, but every precaution taken to prevent dis-

turbance : as, for instance, by placing the bottle under a glass

shade. After a few minutes, it will be found that a large part

of the carbonic acid has risen up and mixed with the air above

it, and conversely, that the air in considerable quantities has

passed into the bottle.

Why does not the carbonic acid, being heavier, rest tran-

quilly under the air, as water would under oil ? The present

theory answers the question perfectly. The molecules of each

gas being in this constant state of rapid motion, must rapidly

interpenetrate one another at their surface of separation ; those

of the carbonic acid pressing upwards into the air, and those of

the air downwards into the carbonic acid. But here the

difficulty meets us—if the motion of the molecules be so rapid

as we have already, on quite other grounds, concluded it to be,

why should not this interpenetration be almost instantaneous ?

How is it that a complete admixture of the gases is not effected

in the smallest fraction of a second ? The answer to this leads

us to a very important part of the new theory—the part which

has been added since Bernouilli's time, and which is necessary for

its completion. We now assume that the molecules of which the

gas is composed are perpetually coming into collision with one

another. What the precise character of these collisions may be

we cannot fully determine
;

whether the minute corpuscles

actually strike one another and rebound like billiard balls from the

concussion, or whether some force of violent repulsion is called

into play immediately before impact, which compels them,

without actually striking, to fly off on altered paths, we cannot

say. The essential point is, that we suppose this alteration in

the path of each molecule perpetually going on, as the result of

its constantly coming into close proximity with other molecules.

You will now understand why diffusion is a gradual, and not an
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almost instantaneous process. To revert to the flask of car-

bonic acid under the glass shade : doubtless, the molecules of

carbonic acid are shooting with a velocity comparable with that

of cannon balls, into the stratum of air immediately above
; but

after an exceedingly minute excursion into the air, they are met

by other molecules, and immediately turned back again. This

buffeting of the molecules at the surface of separation, brings

about, indeed, an interpenetration of the two gases, but in an

altogether slower and more gradual manner than if we sup-

posed the molecules to dash about without colliding,

Two other kinds of Diffusion may take place in a gas. One
is the diffusion of kinetic energy, or, in other words, the con-

duction of heat. The other is, the diffusion of momentum. If

one portion of the gas be, from any cause, hotter than the rest,

the molecules belonging to this portion fly about more rapidly.

At the confines of the hotter portion, they come into collision

with the more languidly moving molecules, and impart to these

latter some of their own surplus activity. These, again, stir up

others beyond, and thus, not the molecules themselves, but the

state of greater activity of motion moves through the gas.

Again, the property known as the Viscosity of a gas, depends

upon the propagation of momentum. If a horizontal layer of

the gas were moving, say, to fix our ideas, with a motion east-

ward, this would imply that, over and above the rapid zigzag

motion of the separate molecules, there was a general set to the

eastward in these motions. Now, precisely as before, the per-

petual collision at the surfaces of separation would gradually

communicate this eastward set to the layers immediately above

and below, and thus the original layer would appear to draw

the other layers with it, by a sort of viscosity or fluid friction.

Experiments have been carefully made to ascertain the rates

of these three kinds of Diffusion—that of matter, or diffusion

properly so called
;
that of kinetic energy, or the conduction of

heat; and that of momentum ; and the consistency of the results

may be regarded as highly confirmatory of the kinetic theory.

But the most striking corroboration of the truth of this

theory I have yet to speak of.
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When two different gases are present together in the same

vessel, and everything has reached a permanent state, it is de-

monstrated by mathematical analysis, that the average kinetic

energy of the molecules of one gas must be the same as it is for

the molecules of the other. Now this permanent state is pre-

cisely the condition in which the two gases have the same tem-

perature. We therefore conclude that the temperature of a gas

depends only upon the average kinetic energy of its individual

molecules. But an easy calculation also shows us that the

pressure of a gas, say, on each square inch of the side of the con-

taining vessel, is equal to two-thirds of the kinetic energy of all

the molecules in each cubic inch.

Hence we see that if we have two equal vessels, containing

two different gases, say, one containing hydrogen and the other

chlorine, at the same temperature and pressure, there must be

the same number of molecules in each.

This is a result of singular interest, for it is precisely the same

as the chemists have reached by a totally distinct line of rea-

soning. They have found by experiment that different gases of

the same atomicity have the same volume equivalents : in

other words, that equal volumes of such gases at the same tem-

perature and pressure, contain equivalent weights of these

gases, which, if we adopt the theory of molecules in chemistry,

simply means that these equal volumes of different gases con-

tain the same number of molecules.

Now this concurrence in the conclusions we arrive at by such

totally distinct modes of reasoning, is highly satisfactory ; and

admitting, as it does, of a rigorous numerical test, is a very con-

vincing proof of the truth of our fundamental hypotheses

—

which are, that a gas consists of separate molecules, whose

dimensions are exceedingly minute, compared even with the

minute distances between them ; that these molecules are in a

state of constant agitation
;
and, lastly, that they are perpetually

colliding with one another, and thus restoring the balance of

kinetic energy whenever it is disturbed.

Allow me now to draw your attention for a few minutes to

the numerical estimates which have been made of the mag-
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nitudes we are concerned with, and the way in which these

estimates are arrived at. Take, for instance, a flask of carbonic

acid of known volume, say, one that contains a cubic inch : how
could we answer the following questions ? How many mole-

cules are there present in this volume ? How large are they ?

What is their length offree path; that is, the average distance

a molecule travels between the collisions ? And what is the

velocity of the molecules ?

The last question is the easiest to answer. The pressure of

the gas upon the sides of the containing vessel depends only

on the velocity of the molecules present, and upon their collec-

tive mass, and both these we can measure accurately. It clearly

depends in no way on the size or number of the individual mole-

cules. For, whether the total mass of carbonic acid be present in

the form of a million molecules of a certain size, or in the form of

ten million molecules ten times as small, the bombardment of

the molecules on the sides of the vessel will produce the same

pressure. On the second hypothesis, the blows are ten times

as numerous, but each blow has only one tenth of the force, so

that the result is precisely the same.

Thus we see that the pressure determines for us the velocity.

In the cases of oxygen and nitrogen, at atmospheric pressure

and ordinary temperatures, this velocity is about 500 feet per

second ; in the case of hydrogen, about 2000 ; in that of car-

bonic acid, about 400.

As to the length of free path. I have already pointed out

that it is in the extreme shortness of the length offree path, or

in other words, in the extreme frequency of the collisions of the

molecules, we find the explanation why the different kinds of

diffusion in a gas take place so gradually.

You will therefore conceive how it may be possible that we

can make use of our experimental knowledge as to what the

rate of diffusion of momentum, or the rate of conduction of

heat, actually is, to enable us to infer what the length of free

path must be.

The result of this calculation is, that the length of the free

path of the molecules of hydrogen, for example, is, at atmo-
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spheric pressure, and at the temperature of melting ice, about

the ten-thousandth of a millimetre, or about the fifth part of

the wave length of green light.

The next question is, what is the actual size of these myste-

rious little molecules ? Let us ask ourselves, first, what we mean
by the size of a molecule ? We can only mean the size of that

little sphere within which a molecule makes its presence felt

;

that sphere within which if another molecule encroaches, a

collision occurs.

We can form a very good estimate as to what space all the

molecules present in a cubic inch of gas collectively occupy, for

we may fairly suppose that these molecules are touching each

other wheh the gas is squeezed down into the liquid form, and

we can measure the room it takes up in this form.

Now Professor Clausius has shown us how, knowing the space

the molecules collectively occupy, we can deduce how many there

must be, from the length offree path. His investigation, then,

enables us to answer the last of our questions ; for if we know
how many molecules' there are in a cubic inch, and what volume

they collectively occupy, we can, by a simple division sum, find

the size of each.

The first numerical estimate of the diameter of a molecule

was made by Loschmidt, in 1865
;
and, subsequently, indepen-

dent estimates were made by Dr. Stoney and Sir Wm. Thom-
son. The result is this : the molecules of hydrogen, for exam-

ple, are of such a size that two millions of them in a row would

occupy a millimetre. A line one-four-thousandth part of a

millimetre long is about the minimum visible in a microscope.

Five hundred molecules of hydrogen in a row could be ranged

along such a line.

Such is the first attempt made to gauge the size of the mole-

cules of which what we call matter is composed.

I have not touched at all upon the bearing which Dr. An-

drews' celebrated experimental researches on the behaviour of

gases has upon the subject we are discussing, and for this

reason : Dr. Andrews, in his experiments, dealt with gases

under high pressure—gases in a state of great condensation, and
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far removed, therefore, from those simpler conditions under

which we have been discussing them. Any mathematician

who examines into this problem, knows how much more com-

plicated it becomes when the gas is in that condensed state in

which the law of Boyle and Mariotte— that pressure is propor-

tional to density—ceases to be applicable. In fact, when we are

discussing gases at ordinary pressure, say of a few atmospheres,

this kinetic theory fairly accounts for all the phenomena which

experience gives us. The key turns easily in the wards of the

lock, and the lock has so many wards, we have a good right to

assume that no other key would do as well. At higher

pressures, however, the molecules being brought so much closer

together, their interaction plays a far more important part,

and about the precise character of this interaction we are still

very much in the dark. When mathematicians feel themselves

strong enough to attempt this more difficult step in the in-

vestigation, the beautiful results arrived at by Dr. Andrews will

furnish a splendid field for their analysis.

In speaking of these questions of molecular science, we are

painfully reminded that the illustrious mathematician who had

made the subject we have been following his especial and

favourite study, and whom many of us looked to as the most

likely to guide us in resolving its further mysteries, the philo-

sophic and profound Clerk Maxwell, is now no more. When
the announcement of his death, a few short days ago, appeared

in the papers, all earnest students of physical science in these

countries must have felt they had lost one of their greatest,

perhaps their most suggestive and stimulating teacher.

Few experiments of recent years have attracted more atten-

tion than those made by Mr. Crookes on the behaviour of

moveable disks placed in an exhausted chamber, and exposed to

the action of beams of light, or heat.

Mr. Crookes has contrived many different forms of apparatus

for varying these experiments. I have one of his arrangements

on the table, borrowed from our Natural Philosophy Labora-

tory, just to show you the nature of the instrument we are

talking about. The vacuum in this glass is, no doubt, nearly
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as good as can be produced by a Sprengel's air-pump, and the

very efficient methods at the disposal of the modern chemist.

You see these four little disks, supported on these two cross-

bars, and capable of turning on a pivot in a horizontal plane.

One side of each disk has a good reflecting surface, which

throws off the heat ; the other is covered with lamp-black, and

therefore readily absorbs heat.

If we expose this instrument to the strong heat rays coming

from this gas flame, you will see that the blackened surface is

always repelled. The cause of this repulsion is the nut that

Mr. Crookes has given the philosophers to crack.

I may say that when these experiments were first started,

some years ago, there seemed a suspicion in some minds that

we had in this phenomenon a direct action of the waves of

heat, and that the actual undulations of the ether which con-

veys light and heat exercised a mechanical pressure on this

disk. This seemed a priori an exceedingly unlikely suggestion,

and it has been entirely refuted by the fact that while this

repulsion of the disk is greatly increased by carrying the ex-

haustion of the air in the chamber to a very high point, yet,

that point once reached, if the exhaustion be carried still fur-

ther, the intensity of the repulsion begins to diminish. This

shows conclusively that the presence of some air in the cham-

ber is essential to the phenomenon, and makes it almost certain

that this air is the real agent at work.

Dr. Johnstone Stoney, a distinguished investigator in this

department of physics, has taken up the problem presented by

this experiment, and offered an explanation of it, based on the

kinetic theory of gases which I have been expounding. It is

somewhat to this effect : The blackened disk, owing to its power

of absorbing the heat rays, becomes hotter than the opposite

surface of the glass. There is, consequently, a flow of heat by

conduction through the gas from the disk outwards. He then

shows, from the consideration of the motion of the molecules of

the gas, that if heat is travelling through the gas, there is a

greater pressure in the direction in which the heat is travelling,

than in the direction transverse to this. This transverse pres-
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sure is conveyed through the gas to the back of the disk, there

is therefore more pressure on the face than on the back, and

hence the appearance of repulsion.

This peculiar stress in the gas, in virtue of which it exercises

a greater pressure in one direction than another, may become
very intense, even in gases at ordinary pressure, if the opposing

surfaces are very close ; and accordingly. Dr. Stoney finds in this

stress an explanation of some other enigmas which have hitherto

puzzled physicists a good deal.

One of these is the so-called spheroidal state discovered by

Boutigny. If a drop of any volatile liquid is allowed to fall

into a smooth and sufficiently hot metal dish, it continues a

liquid drop, instead of spreading out or flashing off into vapour,

and it exhibits an appearance of great mobility. The drop

assumes the form of a flat spheroid, and hence the name sphe-

roidal state. The explanation which is generally offered in the

text-books of this singular phenomenon is, that the drop of

liquid is evaporating with extreme energy from its lower sur-

face, that the vapour thus generated has only room to escape

very slowly sideways, and that the drop is therefore, as it were,

resting on a cushion of its own vapour.

But it has been shown by Mr. Moss, in a series of experi-

ments designed to test the new theory, that the experiment

will succeed equally well when there is certainly no appreciable

vapour generated at all. He tried the experiments with paraffin

instead of ether, and found it very easy to obtain drops of the

paraffin in the spheroidal state at the temperature of 90°C.

That there could have been no sensible evaporation from the

liquid paraffin, he proved by exposing some more paraffin to

the same temperature for half an hour, and showing that there

was no loss of weight by evaporation that could be detected in

a delicate balance.

Thus we see that the explanation founded on evaporation is

untenable. Dr. Stoney, as I have already told you, holds that

the drop is supported by that special stress which accompanies

the conduction of heat through a gas, which in this case is in-

tensified by the great difference of temperature in the opposing
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surfaces, and by the extreme narrowness of the stratum of air

between them. He further points out that the same explana-

tion accounts for the little liquid spherules—full spheres, not

bubbles—which we may often notice resting for a few moments

on the surface of water. An oarsman may often see them

formed by the drops which fall from the blade of his oar. The
essential condition for their existence seems to be that the

spherules and the water on which they rest must be at unequal

temperatures, a condition fulfilled in the case of the drops from

the oar, which are doubtless cooled a degree or two below the

temperature of the sea, by evaporation.

I should mention that the late Professor Maxwell, in the last

paper he wrote in the Philosophical Transactions, has discussed

with great elaboration the state of stress in a gas through which

heat is passing, with a view to its bearing on Crookes' problem,

and arrived at the conclusion that the explanation of the phe-

nomena lies in a totally different direction. There are, how-

ever, good reasons for questioning the completeness of Professor

Maxwell's investigation, and for concluding that had he carried

his analysis a step farther, he would have entirely modified his

views.

We see, then, that the problem presented by this little instru-

ment has not yet by any means lost all the interest which

attaches to a mystery.

A word more about the molecules. Minute as these molecules

are, we must not imagine that they are very simple in their

composition, or that with them all conceivable subdivision ends.

All methods of subdivision with which we are acquainted do cer-

tainly fail to divide them, but yet each little molecule must be

composed of many parts, and possess a curiously complicated

internal structure. Take hydrogen for example. The spectrum

of this gas, when incandescent, consists of many bright lines,

four of which are very marked. Now each of these lines cor-

responds to a definite mode of vibration of the ether which

conveys light to our eyes. These vibrations of the ether must

have been impressed upon it by corresponding vibrations in the

individual molecules of the gas. We must therefore conclude

L
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that each molecule, as it flies about hither and thither, has, over

and above its motion of translation, and over and above any

rotatory spin it may possess, an intensely rapid quiver or thrill.

The movement of a swarm cf midges in the air on a summer
evening illustrates the motion of the molecules tolerably well.

The swarm as a whole remains suspended in the air in a con-

stant position, while we may observe that no individual insect

is for an instant at rest, but is incessantly rushing backwards

and forwards, upwards and downwards. These little separate

nights answer to the zigzag motion of the molecules ; but we
know that all the motion of the midges to and fro must be ac-

companied by an excessively rapid vibration of the wings of

each insect, and doubtless a corresponding quivering of the

whole machinery of its little body. This motion of the insect's

wings corresponds fairly with the vibration of the molecules,

which produce by their action on the ether the bright lines

seen in its spectrum. Now, as a naturalist might tell us that

two clouds of midges we saw balanced in the air were com-

posed of insects of two entirely distinct species, and of entirely

distinct structure, so the molecules of oxygen manifestly entirely

differ in internal structure from the molecules of hydrogen.

It seems quite possible that we shall learn some day some-

thing even of the actual structure of these tiny molecules.

Certain singular relations amongst the lines in their spectra

promise us a clue by aid of which such an investigation may
some day be attempted.

Dr. Stoney and others have pointed out that the wave fre-

quencies of three of the lines in the spectrum of hydrogen are

very exactly in the proportion of the three numbers 20, 27, and

32. He believes that this indicates an important physical con-

nection between these wave frequencies. Others refuse to see

in it more than accidental coincidence. He has also measured

the wave frequencies of 3 1 lines in the absorption spectrum of

chloro-chromic anhydride, and finds that, allowing for dis-

crepancies within the limit of errors of observation, the wave

frequencies are represented by a series of terms in arithmetic

progression. In this case no one can possibly dispute the
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existence of a law, but its physical interpretation has yet to be

discovered.

Had my other engagements allowed me, I should have been

glad to have prepared for you an account of certain other re-

searches in the spectra of gases, particularly those of Mr.

Lockyer. He maintains that a comparison of the spectra of

certain chemical elements, as they are seen under different

conditions of temperature, furnishes us with strong evidence

that these so-called elements are themselves resolved into still

more elementary constituents. I should have been glad also to

have told you of some other wonderful experiments of Mr.
Crookes, on the effects of electric discharges passing through

gases when in this state of extreme tenuity, and which promise

to yield us some most valuable information on the behaviour of

the moving molecules. Possibly I may be able to give you a

sketch of these on some other opportunity.
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2$tk November, 1879.

The President, Professor Purser, in the Chair.

A Paper was read by Joseph JoHxN Murphy, F.G.S., on

THE ORIGIN OF MOUNTAINS AND VOLCANOES.

The chief purpose of the present paper is to lay before the

Society some account of the views of the eminent Canadian

geologist, Mr. Sterry Hunt, as published in his " Chemical and

Geological Essays."

In the paper on the volcanoes of the moon, which I read to

the Society last winter, I ascribed those volcanoes to the escape

of gases from the surface of the moon at the time of the solidi-

fication of its surface from the fused state in which all planets

appear to have once been. It is probable that similar volcanoes

were formed on the earth also when its surface solidified fifty or

a hundred millions of years ago ;
but those of the moon have

remained unchanged, in consequence of the absence of air

and water in that planet ; while the first-formed volcanoes of

the earth have long ago been obliterated by the incessant,

though slow, action of the denuding, or wearing down, agencies,

due to rain, rivers, frost, glaciers, and ocean waves
;
and we

must account for existing volcanoes by a different agency.

It is moreover certain that the seat of volcanic action is in

many cases, and possibly in all, not at a very great depth in

the earth, but among the sedimentary or water-deposited strata

which form the greater part of its crust. This is shown by the

character of the volcanic products. Sterry Hunt says (Essays,

page 8.) :—
" If we admit that all igneous rocks, ancient plutonic masses
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as well as modern lavas, have their origin in the liquefaction of

sedimentary strata, we] at once explain the diversities in their

composition. We can also understand why the products of

volcanoes in different regions are so unlike, and why the lavas

of the same volcanoes vary at different periods. We find an

explanation of the water and carbonic acid which are such con-

stant accompaniments of volcanic action, as well as the hydro-

chloric acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, and sulphuric acid, which

are so abundantly evolved by certain volcanoes. The reaction

between silica and carbonates must give rise to carbonic acid,

and the decomposition of sea-salt in saliferous strata by silica,

in the presence of water, will generate hydrochloric acid
;

while gypsum in the same way will evolve its sulphur in the

form of sulphurous acid mixed with oxygen. The presence of

fossil plants in the melting strata would generate carburetted

hydrogen gases, whose reducing action would convert the sul-

phurous acid into sulphuretted hydrogen ; or the reducing

agency of the carbonaceous matters might give rise to sulphuret

of calcium, which would be, in its turn, decomposed by carbonic

acid or otherwise * * * The carburetted hydro-

gen and bitumen evolved from mud-volcanoes, like those of

the Crimea and of Bakou, and the carbonised remains of plants

in the moya [or volcanic mud] of Quito, not less than the infu-

sorial remains found by Ehrenberg in the ejected matters of

most volcanoes, all go to show that fossiliferous sediments are

very generally implicated in volcanic phenomena."

It appears certain that the explosive character which is so

common in volcanic eruptions is due to steam. This presents

no difficulty
;

it is easy for rain water to percolate downwards,

or perhaps to flow in through cracks ;
or the steam may be sup-

plied from the water which all sedimentary strata retain after

being deposited. The important question is that as to the ori-

gin of volcanic heat, and I believe Mr. Mallett's explanation of

this to be the true one. His theory of volcanic action also in-

cludes an explanation of the origin of mountains.

The centre of the earth—that is to say, the entire earth ex-

cept a crust of relatively moderate depth—is intensely hot, but
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is very slowly cooling from the conduction of heat upwards

through the superficial strata. As it cools it contracts, while

the superficial crust cannot contract, because it is already too

much cooled to contract any further. The consequence is, that

as when an apple contracts in drying, the skin, which cannot

contract, is formed into wrinkles, so the crust of the earth is

formed into wrinkles, which appear as continental elevations

and mountain chains.

It must be understood that this agency accounts only for the

existence of mountain masses, and the general direction of

mountain chains, but not for the valleys which intersect them,

and the picturesque sculpture of their forms. These are due to

the denuding agencies which I have just mentioned, especially

streams and glaciers. We may say in general that the elevation

of continents, islands, and mountains, is due to plutonic and

volcanic forces, acting from beneath ; but the outline and con-

tour of the land are due to the denuding agencies which have

their seat in the atmosphere and the ocean.

At the same time, as the earth contracts, the superficial crust

sinks down upon it. This sinking may, perhaps,, be at only the

rate of a few inches in a century, but Mr. Mallett's calculations

show that the descent of the many millions of cubic miles of

rock so descending will produce sufficient mechanical force to

account, when it is transformed into heat, for all the pheno-

mena of volcanic action. In consequence of the hardness ot

the crust, it does not sink down uniformly on the centre, but

presses horizontally on itself like the stones at the head of an

arch
; and the transformation of force into heat does not take

place over the whole subsiding area, but along particular lines,

which accordingly are marked by rows of volcanoes. The heat

is produced in overcoming the resistance of the rocks to crush-

ing, just as if the same mechanical force were expended in col-

lision, or in overcoming friction
; for it is proved by the dyna-

mical theory of heat, that the heat which is produced by such

actions as friction, collision, or crushing, is not a mere accom-

paniment of the action, but is the mechanical force itself in a

transformed state.
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It will be observed that this is different from those older

theories which ascribed volcanic action to an irruption of masses

of heated matter from the deeper parts of the earth. It is well

known that those regions where strata have been the most tilted

and twisted from their original horizontal position, are also

those where they have been most metamorphosed by the action

of heat. In Pennsylvania, for instance, the same coal beds

which are bituminous in the almost level valley of the Ohio,

have been changed in the mountainous region of the Allegha-

nies into anthracite, which is related to common or bituminous

coal as marble to chalk. According to the old theories, the

heat that produced this and similar changes came by 11 an

irruption from below"; according to Mr. Mallett, the heat is

due to the mechanical force expended in crushing or bending

rocks during the wrinkling action which has raised up mountain

chains. It is, however, possible that volcanic heat may be due

in part to both causes. We shall see further on that Sterry

Hunt appears to account for some cases of volcanic action by

irruptions from below, in a different way from Mr. Mallett's

theory, though not inconsistent with it.

If the foregoing is true, it follows that the formation of moun-

tains and volcanoes depends on the spherical form of the earth.

If the earth were flat, or, what comes to the same thing, if the

space through which the geological forces act were infinitely

small in proportion to the earth's radius, the effects produced

at the earth's surface by the cooling and shrinking of its inte-

rior, would be quite different from what we find them to be.

In that case, it appears most probable that as the lower strata

shrunk, the upper strata would subside on them evenly and

quietly ; and that there would be no tendency to wrinkle up

into mountains, nor,. probably, to burst out into volcanoes.

The theory which I am expounding does not, so far, appear

to account for the very unequal distribution of mountains over

the surface of the earth. If the wrinkling action were no more

modified by other causes in the case of the cooling earth than

in that of the withering apple, it seems improbable that the

vast extent of South America, for instance, should be nearly
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level from the Atlantic to the Andes, where it wrinkles up into

a single, or at most double, mountain chain. But all the

actions which depend on the gradual cooling of the earth are

subject to modification by the effect of the denudation and de-

position which are constantly going on over sundry parts of

the earth's surface, from the action, in many ways, of air, water,

and ice. Denudation means wearing down, and deposition

means filling up. Deposition is the same thing as the forma-

tion of strata ; and it is obvious that deposition and denudation

must always be exactly the same in amount ;—whatever strata

are deposited, their materials must be furnished by an equiva-

lent amount of denudation, or wearing down, or stripping, over

some other surface. It is equally obvious that such transfer of

material must alter the distribution of pressure on the under-

lying strata, diminishing this strata where old rocks are

worn away, and increasing it where new ones are deposited
;

and it is equally certain, though perhaps not quite so ob-

vious, that the same agency will modify the distribution

of temperature in the underlying strata. The centre of the

earth— that is to say, the entire earth except a few miles of

thickness at the surface—is intensely hot, and is parting with

heat by slow conduction outwards through the superficial strata;

where the superficial strata are thickened by new depositions,

this loss of heat will be retarded, and the deeper strata will be-

come hotter" ; and conversely, where the superficial strata are

worn away by denudation, the loss of heat will be accelerated,

and the deeper strata will become cooler. This is for exactly

the same reason that putting on an overcoat makes the skin

warmer, and taking it off makes the skin cooler ;—deposition is

analogous to putting on the overcoat, and denudation to taking

it off. We thus account for a great proportion, perhaps the

majority, of cases of metamorphism, that is to say alteration in

the structure of rocks by the action of heat. When strata are

deeply buried, they will become heated, and when heated they

will be metamorphosed.

Sir John Herschel, in a letter published in the appendix to

Babbage's Ninth Bridgewater Treatise, clearly pointed out that
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the process of denudation in one place and deposition in another

must cause such changes as I have indicated in the distribution

of pressure and heat. He had, I believe, the merit of being the

first to call attention to the importance of these changes of

pressure and temperature in accounting for volcanic action,

and also for the slow changes of level which appear to have

had, throughout geological time, an enormous effect in altering

the distribution of land and sea.

It appears probable that if the earth, like the moon, were

without ocean or atmosphere, the volcanic activity of the earth,

as of the moon, would have ceased soon after its first consolida-

tion. In other words, the earth's volcanic activity has been

perpetuated as a consequence of the denuding and depositing

agencies, which effect constant changes in the distribution of

heat and pressure at moderate depths.

So far as I am aware, Sterry Hunt, with Mr. Hall, whom he

quotes, have made the first successful attempt to follow out the

enquiry which Sir John Herschel opened. I will first give a

summary of Sterry Hunt's theory, and then quote his words at

some length for the facts which verify it.

We must suppose that the earth's surface, ever since its first

consolidation, has been distributed into land and sea. There is

nothing improbable in this ;—it is only supposing that the earth

did not consolidate into a perfectly regular sphere. Deposition

does not take place uniformly over the bed of the ocean, but is

most abundant along the shores of continents, from which ma-

terial is washed down into the sea
; and consequently the thick-

ness of the sedimentary strata is very different in different

parts of the same beds, being thickest near the coast lines of

the ancient continents, and thinning out to seaward. According

to Mr. Sterry Hunt, the strata in the Alleghany Mountains are

more than ten times as thick as the same strata in the Missis-

sippi Valley ; and he believes it to be a general law that where

strata are continuous through mountainous and flat regions,

they are thickest in the mountainous regions. In the Allegha-

nies, the great thickness of the strata is below the level of the

ocean, so that the thickness of the strata is not represented by
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the height of the mountains. The great mass of the strata,

when newly deposited, caused the bed of the ancient ocean 10

sink beneath them, and this again made room for more deposi-

tion. We have thus an explanation of the fact noted by Dar-

win, that periods of great deposition have generally been periods

of subsidence.

Were there no other agencies, deposition under such circum-

stances would quietly come to an end when the ancient ocean-

bed refused to bend and subside any longer, and the deposits

rose to the surface of the sea But such a line of deposits will

produce a line of weakness in two ways
;
by the bend in the

strata caused by subsidence, and by the heat ascending from

below softening the strata. Along such a line of weakness the

earth's crust will give way and wrinkle up into a mountain

chain. Mr. Sterry Hunt offers this as a general theory of the

origin of mountain chains. The mechanical force due to the

subsidence of the crust is expended in crushing rock and pro-

ducing heat along the same lines of weakness, so that this

theory accounts for the general connection of volcanic action

with mountain chains.

I now proceed to quote Mr. Sterry Hunt's own statements of

fact.

u In Nova Scotia, Sir William Logan found by careful mea-

surement* 14,000 feet of carboniferous strata; and Professor

Rogers gives their thickness in Pennsylvania as 8,000 feet, in-

cluding at the base 1,400 feet of a conglomerate which disap-

pears before reaching the Mississippi. In Missouri Professor

Swallow finds but 640 feet of carboniferous strata, and in Iowa

their thickness is still less, the sediments composing them being

at the same time of finer materials. In fact, as Mr. Hall

remarks, throughout the whole palaeozoic period, we observe a

greater accumulation and a coarser character of sediments along

the line of the Appalachian [or Alleghany] chain, with a

gradual thinning westward, and a deposition of finer and farther

transported matter in that direction."

—

Essays, page 49.

* Such measurements are of course not by boring, which would be impracticable,

but at the «xposed edges of the strata.
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It is very interesting to observe that where the strata are the

thinnest, their materials are also the finest. This strongly

supports the conclusion that those strata were deposited far out

to sea, while the thicker strata, consisting of coarser materials,

were deposited near the coast.

" The total thickness of the palaeozoic strata along the Appa-

lachian chain is above 40,000 feet, while the same formations in

the Mississippi Valley, including the carboniferous limestone,

which is wanting in the east, have, according to Mr. Hall, a

thickness of scarcely 4,000 feet [or a tenth of this]. In many
places in this valley we find the palaeozoic formations exposed

exhibiting hills of 1,000 feet, made up of horizontal strata, with

the Potsdam sandstone for their base, and capped by the Nia-

gara limestone
;
while the same strata in the Appalachians

would give from ten to sixteen times that thickness. Still, as

Mr. Hall remarks, we have [in the Appalachians] no mountains

of corresponding altitude ;—that is to say, none whose heights,

like those of the Mississippi Valley, equal the vertical thick-

ness of the strata. In the west, [that is to say in the level

Mississippi Valley,] there has been little or no disturbance."

—

Essays, page 50.

[The so-called hills of the Mississippi Valley here mentioned

are probably mere cliffs or bluffs, produced by the low table-

land being cut into by rivers.]

[Consequently,] " so far from local elevation being concerned

in the formation of [the Appalachians,] the strata which form

their base are to be found beneath their foundations at a much
lower horizon than in the undisturbed hills of the Mississippi

Valley."*****
" The lines of mountain elevation of De Beaumont are, ac-

cording to Hall, simply those of original accumulations, which

took place along current or shore lines, and have subsequently,

by continental elevations, produced mountain chains. They
were not then due to a later action upon the earth's crust ; but

the course of the chain and the source of the materials were

predetermined by forces in operation long anterior to the exist-
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ence of the mountains or of the continent of which they form

a part."

—

Essays, page 54.

" The sinking along the line of accumulation produces a vast

synclinal, which is that of the mountain ranges ; and the result

of such a sinking of flexible beds will be the production within

the greater synclinal of numerous smaller synclinal and anti-

clinal axes, which must gradually decline toward the margin of

the great synclinal axis. This process [Mr. Hall] observes, ap-

pears to furnish a satisfactory explanation of the difference of

slope observed on the two sides of the Appalachian anticlinals,

where the dips on one side are uniformly steeper than on the

other."—Essays, page 55.

" The accumulation of a great thickness of sediment along a

given line would, by destroying the equilibrium of pressure,

cause the somewhat flexible crust to subside ;—the lower strata,

becoming altered by the ascending heat of the nucleus, would

crystallize and contract,* and plications would thus be deter-

mined parallel to the line of deposition. These foldings, not

less than the softening of the bottom strata [from the ascending

heat,] establish lines of weakness or of least resistance in the

earth's crust, and thus determine the contraction which results

from the cooling of the globe to exhibit itself in those regions,

and along those lines, where the ocean's bed is subsiding be-

neath the accumulating sediments. Hence we conceive that

the subsidence invoked by Mr. Hall and by Lyell, though not

the sole, nor even the principal cause of the corrugations of the

strata, is the one which determines the position and direction."

—Essays, page 57.

All this appears to go very far in proving the truth of

Sterry Hunt's theory. We find, as a matter of fact, that when

the same strata are continued through plain and mountainous

regions, they are many times thicker in the mountainous than

in the plain regions. As the strata must have been deposited

before they were raised up into mountains, it is probable that

the thickness of the strata is in some way the cause of the

* I doubt whether this cause would be sensibly efficacious in determining plications

or bends in the strata.

—

J. J. Murphy.
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elevation of the mountains ; and the fact that the correspond-

ing beds lie lower under the mountains than in the plain, seems

to prove that the bed of the ocean in which the strata were

deposited bent and sank under their weight where they were

thickest. The rest of the theory does not admit of the same

direct verification, but it is amply supported by very simple

mechanical considerations.

It appears probable that granite and other eruptive or plu-

tonic rocks were at the time of their eruption not melted, but

only plastic. Sterry Hunt has the following valuable remarks

on the physical condition of rock matter in the plastic state :

—

" We are led to consider the nature of the agencies which have

produced the plastic condition in various crystalline rocks.

Certain facts, such as the presence in them of graphite in con-

tact with carbonate of lime and oxide of iron, not less than the

presence of alkaliferous silicates like the feldspars in crystalline

limestones, forbid us to admit the ordinary notion of the inter-

vention of an intense heat, such as would produce igneous fusion,

and lead us to consider the view first put forward by Poulett

Scrope, and since ably advocated by Scheerer and by Elie de

Beaumont, of the intervention of water aided by heat, which

they suppose may communicate a plasticity to rocks at a tem-

perature far below that required for their igneous fusion. The
presence of water in the lava of modern volcanoes led Mr.

Scrope to speculate upon the effect which a small portion of

this element might exert at an elevated temperature and under

pressure, in giving liquidity to masses of rock ; and he extended

this idea from proper volcanic rocks to granites."

—

Essays, p. 4,
u This ingenious hypothesis is strongly confirmed by the

late experiments of Daubree. He found that common glass, a

silicate of lime and alkali, when exposed to a temperature of

4OO 0
C. [or 752°F.] in presence of its own volume of water,

swelled up and was transformed into an aggregate of crystals

of wollastonite ; the alkali, with the excess of silica, separating,

and a great part of the latter separating in the form of quartz.

* Daubree found still further that kaolin, when
exposed to a heat of 40o°C. in the presence of a soluble alkaline
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silicate, is converted into crystalline feldspar, while the excess

of silica separates in the form of quartz. *

These results enable us to understand the part which water

may play in giving origin to crystalline minerals in lavas and

intrusive rocks. The swelling up of the glass also shows that

water gives a mobility to the particles of the glass at a tem-

perature far below that of its igneous fusion."

—

Essays, p. 6.

This plastic state in presence of water is called by Sterry

Hunt 11 aqueo-igneous fusion." This plasticity at a compara-

tively low temperature makes some geological facts intelligible

which are not so otherwise. Sterry Hunt says :—
" In the Green Mountains, metamorphic strata have been

exposed to conditions which have rendered some of them quasi-

fluid or plastic. Thus, for example, crystalline limestone may
be seen in positions which have led many observers to regard

it as an intrusive rock, although its general mode of occurrence

leaves no doubt as to its sedimentary origin. We find in the

Laurentian system that the limestones sometimes envelop the

broken and contorted fragments of the beds of quartzite with

which they are often interstratifled, and penetrate like a verit-

able trap into fissures in the quartzite and gneiss."

—

Essays, p. 4.

Finally, I will quote the following interesting remarks on

plutonic action generally, and on those vast cores of granite

and other plutonic or eruptive rocks which are so common in

mountain chains.

" The ruins of the crust of anhydrous and primitive igneous

rock must, by contraction in cooling, have become porous, and

permeable, for a considerable depth, to the waters afterwards

precipitated upon its surface [in rain]. In this way it was pre-

pared alike for mechanical disintegration, and for the chemical

action of the [carbonic, hydrochloric, and sulphurous] acids

which must have been present in the air and in the waters of

the time."

—

Essays, p. 63.

" The earth's solid crust of anhydrous and primitive igneous

rock is everywhere deeply concealed beneath its own ruins,

which form a great mass of sedimentary strata permeated by

water. As heat from beneath invades these sediments, it pro-
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duces in them that change which constitutes normal metamor-

phism. These rocks, at a sufficient depth, are necessarily in a

state of aqueo-igneous fusion
;
and, in the event of fracture in

the overlying strata, may rise among [the latter], taking the

form of eruptive rocks."

—

Essays, p. 63.

The foregoing passage is not very clear, but its meaning ap-

pears to be that when a fracture occurs in the upper strata in

the course of the wrinkling action that produces mountain ele-

vations, there will be an upward flow of matter in the state of

aqueo-igneous fusion from the heated strata below into the

crack ;
the motive power of this flow being the expansive

steam-power due to the water in the heated strata. It is im-

portant to observe that the intrusion of a core of plutonic rock

from below is not the cause, as was formerly believed, but the

effect, of the elevation of the mountain chain. I go on to quote

Sterry Hunt's statement of geological facts on this subject :

—

" The volcanic phenomena of the [present] day appear, so

far as we are aware, to be confined to regions of newer second-

ary and tertiary deposits, which Ave may suppose the central

heat to be still penetrating, as shown by Mr. Babbage ;—a pro-

cess which has long since ceased in the palaeozoic regions.******
Mr. Hall reiterates these views, and calls attention, moreover,

to the fact that the greatest outbursts of igneous rock in the

various formations appear to be in all cases connected with rapid

accumulation [of strata, deposited] over limited areas. * *

He cites in this connexion the traps with the palaeozoic sand-

stones of Lake Superior, and Avith the mesozoic sandstones of

Nova Scotia and the Connecticut and Hudson Valleys."

—

Essays,

P- 57-
a
If Ave look at the North American Continent, Ave find along

its north-eastern portion evidences of great subsidence, and an

accumulation of not less than 40,000 feet of sediment along the

line of the Appalachians from the Gulf of St. Lawrence south-

Avards, during the Palaeozoic period. This region is precisely

that characterized by considerable eruptions of plutonic rocks

during this period, and for some time after its close. To the
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westward of the Appalachians, the deposits of palaeozoic sediments

were much thinner, and in the Mississippi Valley are probably

less than 4,000 feet in thickness. Conformably with this, there

are no traces of plutonic or volcanic outbursts from the north-

east region just mentioned throughout this vast palaeozoic basin,

with the exception of the shores of Lake Superior, where Ave

find the early portion of the palaeozoic age marked by a great

accumulation of sediments, comparable to that occurring at the

same time in the region of New England, and followed or

accompanied by similar plutonic phenomena. Across the plains

of Northern Russia and Scandinavia, as in the Mississippi

Valley, the palaeozoic period was represented by not more than

2,000 feet of sediments, which still lie undisturbed
; while in

the British Islands, 50,000 feet of palaeozoic strata, contorted

and accompanied by igneous rocks, attest the connexion between

great accumulation and plutonic phenomena.

Coming now to modern volcanoes, we find them in their

greatest activity where subsidence and accumulation are still

going on. * * * *

The region along the Mediterranean basin is marked by an

accumulation of mesozoic and tertiary sediments, 20,000 feet or

more in thickness. It is evident that the great mountain zone

which includes the Pyrenees, the Alps, the Caucasus, and the

Himalaya, was, during the later secondary and tertiary periods,

a basin in which vast depositions were taking place, as in the

Appalachian belt during the palaeozoic times. Turning to the

other continental region, the American Pacific slope, similar

evidences of great accumulations during the same periods are

found throughout its whole extent, showing that the great

Pacific mountain-belt of North and South America, with its

attendant volcanoes, is in the main the geological counterpart

of the great east and west belt of the eastern world."

—

Essays,

p. 63, et seq.
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i6tk December
)
1879.

The Secretary, A. O'D. Taylor, Esq., in the Chair.

A Paper was read by Robert Young, Esq., C.E., on

PRE-HISTORIC STONE IMPLEMENTS LATELY RE-

CEIVED FROM THE OHIO EARTH-MOUNDS, U.S.

After explaining the circumstances under which he had ob-

tained the specimens he had already given to the Society,

and also the new series which were now on the table, and which

were meant to be placed along with the others, Mr. Young
proceeded :

—

I had for a long time been desirous to see the Museum possess

a good collection of Irish antiquities, illustrated by those of

other countries ; and when it became known that the collection

of the late Mr. Edward Benn would be deposited here, I was

anxious to have some specimens of the pre-historic stone im-

plements of North America, to place for comparison in the same

apartment. By rather a curious coincidence, an American

antiquary, Mr. H. B. Case, of Londonville, Ohio, had about this

time been making inquiries of our secretary, for Irish flint flakes

and implements, in exchange for American. I gladly at once

put myself in communication with him, and in return for a

number of our characteristic worked flints, and some stone and

bronze objects (for many of the former of which I am indebted

to the kindness of my friend, Mr. Gray), I in due time received

the very interesting specimens now before you. The interest

which attaches to these is in a great measure owing to trie

localities in which they are discovered, throughout the great

valley of the Mississippi and its territories.

M
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Through the greater part of this immense area there have

been discovered large numbers of artificially-constructed earthen

mounds. Some of these are of enormous lateral extent, and

many of very singular and exact mathematical proportions.

Others are of a tortuous or convoluted form, and are re-

garded by some as being gigantic representations of serpents,

and associated with that old pagan cult. Of this variety a very

remarkable one has been measured and figured, and is known

as the Great Serpent Mound, at Tree Forks, on Brush Creek,

Adams County, Ohio.

Whilst I am far from pronouncing this theory as absurd, I

cannot help thinking that in ascribing all those sinuous or

convoluted mounds to human agency, there may be a mis-

take. We have in these countries, in many places, long extended

and often.meandering mounds of gravel and sand, which Geology

has lately shown to be not human works, but banks or beaches

recording ancient sea levels ; and the Irish word, Esker, would

seem to imply that they were always well known to be such by

the primitive races.

Some years ago a highly imaginative antiquarian thought he

had discovered a great serpent in one of these mounds near

Oban, in Scotland, and another in the Esker at Dundonald,

between this and Newtownards.

No doubt in each place a portion of the natural mound had

been used in early times in the one country as a place of

sepulture, in the other as a stronghold, and certain modifications

of the surface had arisen in consequence of these appropriations.

It is highly probable that these American serpent mounds

will be found to be only partially artificial ; but of those which

have a rectangular or circular plan, there can be no doubt of

their being entirely formed by human agency.

It is in exploring these that so many implements such as are

now before you are brought to light.

Great attention would seem to be now given to these pre-

historic remains by fhe American savants.

I find by the Report of the Regents of the Smithsonian

Institution for 1877, that very large additions have been made
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to the Museum in the department of American Archaeology,

and that during the same session twenty-one papers were con-

tributed on the earth-mounds and other antiquities of the

various states of the West. I was pleased to find that one of

these was by my esteemed correspondent, Mr. H. B. Case, of

Ohio.

The implements from the Ohio mounds, although mostly

composed of chert, resembling our grey chalk flints, comprise

some specimens of hornstone, milk quartz, hornblende rock,

syenite, and jasper.

The arrow-heads are of at least ten different types, for all of

which I believe we can find representative forms in our Irish

collections, with the exception of a very remarkable variety

unknown in this country, where, instead of the ordinary

symmetrically formed point, the alternate edges are chipped off

to an oblique form, as if to cause the arrow to rotate on its axis

in its passage through the air ;—the arrangement is very much
akin to that of the minie-rifle ball. The skin-dressers, scrapers,

and knives, are of chert, and are very like those from our

crannoges and burial mounds.

The small axes or celts are all of the polished type : one is

composed of a rock resembling our diorite, and another of

hornblende rock. They were probably mounted in split wood

handles, as is still practised by the natives of Oregon. Of the

grooved polished stone axes which are often found in the

mounds, I regret we have only two small-sized specimens.

These are what have been in the older states usually styled

" Indian Stone Tomahawks ;" these are about the common size,

which is 5 in. to 7 in. long, and about 2 lbs. weight, but they

are frequently met with 13 in. long, 7
-J

in. wide, and 20 lbs.

weight. There is little doubt that the groove was intended to

receive a withe, Avhich was bent round it and then made to

meet, and firmly bound together with ligatures of hide or other

tough material, thus forming a serviceable handle.

The flint drills or borers are very good examples of what

may be done by a skilled artist in that intractable material.

The lateral wings at their bases would seem to be intended to
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give a firm means of screwing them to a handle of bone, or horn,

or wood.

The circular quartzite stone, 2 inches diameter, is evidently

artificial
; it may have been used as a hammer, perhaps, in the

first process of making the flint flakes; or it may possibly have

been a hand grindstone for the edging of celts or axes.

The two whetstones are interesting;—one is holed for a thong,

and no doubt was carried suspended to the person, to put a fine

edge on the axes or chisels, just as the modern butcher carries

his steel hanging at his belt for constant service.

But the strangest object before us is the crescent-shaped

stone having a small perforation in the centre. It is quite

unlike any implement or weapon with which we are familiar,

and, as Mr. Case suggests, has very probably been used either

fixed on a pole or staff as a banner or emblem, or possibly as a

badge of office.

It may interest the meeting to know that so far as I have

been able to gather from the records of the American explora-

tions, no implement of that precious substance, jade, has yet

been found in the States of the American Union.

In Mexico, however, celts of jade are often found. Does this

not go to prove that the mound-builders of the Mississippi were

a separate, and probably an earlier race, and not from the East ?

In conclusion, I take the opportunity of saying that we are

anxious it should be known throughout Belfast, and Ulster

generally, that we shall be very glad to receive and exhibit not

only specimens of our native weapons and implements, but

also those of the aboriginal tribes in foreign countries, with

many of which countries we know that friends of our Society

have business and other relations.

If a very little trouble was taken in this way by shipowners,

merchants, and others, we might hope in a few years, and at

almost no cost, to have, in addition to our own native antiquities,

a really interesting and instructive collection of Comparative

Archaeology, such as the increasing interest of this subject

demands, and which would be a credit to our native town.
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1 6th December, 1879.

The Secretary, A. O'D. Taylor, Esq., in the Chair.

A Paper was read by W. H. Patterson, M.R.I.A., on

FLINT IMPLEMENTS, &c, FOUND AT BALLYMISERT,
CO. DOWN.

In bringing under the notice of the Society some forms of flint,

some of them undoubtedly worked, which have been found

lately in the neighbourhood of Belfast, I have little to do be-

yond exhibiting the specimens, and describing the locality

where they were obtained, because the interesting subject of

flint flakes has been so fully brought before the members that

it is not in the least necessary for me now to go into such ques-

tions as their general occurrence, their possible uses, or, indeed,

any of the other questions connected with them.

The townland of Ballymisert, where these flint forms were

found, adjoins the Sydenham station on the Belfast and Bangor

Railway. It extends inland about a mile, and about half that

distance along the shore towards Holywood.

About the centre of this tract, that is, about half a mile dis-

tant from the sea, and at an elevation of rather less than 100

feet, I have had an opportunity of examining during the last

two years, a good deal of freshly turned-up soil in the garden,

&c, about my house, and have found a considerable number of

flint flakes, some of them unworked, but others showing distinct

signs of manipulation. Some well-marked scrapers, or thurnb-

flints, were among the finds, and one rudely-formed object,

which may have been intended for a barbed arrow-head.
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One of my children also picked up the half of a very well-

formed hammer stone of quartzite, with two circular depressions,

worked in opposite sides, so as nearly to meet in the centre.

I exhibit now, on these two cards, 41 specimens, which illus-

trate fully the various forms found. The flint flakes are from

one inch to four inches in length, and in colour vary from a

pure white to a dark honey colour, passing through various

shades of yellow and brown.

Some of the flakes are almost as sharp as those found at

Tooine Bridge, while others resemble more the rolled flakes

found in the Cultra and Kinnegar gravels.

The scrapers measure from one inch to two inches in diame-

ter. The flints were all found near the surface ; that is, at a

depth not exceeding one foot
;

for, although part of the ground

was trenched more deeply, no flint flakes, so far as I know,

were found in the lower spading. I should mention that the

soil, though not gravelly, contained numerous fragments of

flint, shapeless, and generally having a rolled appearance.
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20th January
)
1880.

The President, Professor Purser, in the Chair.

A Paper was read by Thomas H. Corry, Esq., M.A., F.B.S.E.,

entitled

NOTES OF A BOTANICAL RAMBLE IN THE COUNTY
OF CLARE, IRELAND.

It may be well to state at the outset that my object in visiting

this remote district of the West was in great part to obtain as

complete an account of the botanical rarities of the country as

my time would afford
; and so, if the present paper appear

somewhat technical, because of the frequent use of botanical

nomenclature, I must crave the indulgence of the members on

its behalf.

Vivid and glowing were the accounts that reached me of the

flowers of Clare, nurtured amid the balmy breezes of the green

western land, and especially those which came from eyewit-

nesses of their beauty, and who described the celebrated Burren

district as a spot meet to be called " the botanist's happy

hunting ground," for more rare and local plants flourish in that

limited space together than can be met with anywhere else in

the British Islands under the same conditions. Accordingly,

my friend Mr. D. J. Calder and myself determined to profit by

such counsels, and if possible judge for ourselves as to their

accuracy.

Leaving Belfast on the first day of July, 1879, we reached

Athenry, Co. Galway, our first halting place, late in the even-

ing, though some light still remained, by which it was possible
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to do a little work. On entering this ancient town, the first

which was established by the De Burgos and Berminghams,
the Anglo-Norman invaders of Connaught, by the old castel-

lated gateway which, save for a few outlying turrets, and por-

tions of the great wall, is now the only trace of the ancient

fortifications which once surrounded it, I was delighted and
surprised in a manner similar to that in which I was afterwards

informed Mr. F. J. Foot, one of the pioneers in this region, on
his first visit had been, by the extraordinary profusion of the

Shining Cranesbill {Geranium lucidum) whose brilliant green

leaves, tinged with scarlet as a border, and starry pink flowers,

clustered and trailed over the old archway. It was accompa-

nied by the Rue-leaved Saxifrage {Saxifraga tridactylites)

which we are accustomed to consider quite a scarce and very

local plant in our northern district. Visiting some waste

ground adjoining the manse, we obtained the Greater Celan-

dine ( Chelidonium majus) our first addition to the flora of dis-

trict 6 of Moore and More's u Cybele Hibernica," which, though

a conspicuous plant, appears to have been overlooked
;
and on

the sides of a grassy mound about half a mile from the town,

we met with quantities of the lovely Blue Gentian of the West
(Gentiana verna), though, owing to the lateness of our visit, we
did not succeed in finding a single specimen in flower ; in every

case the fruit had ripened. The Cowslip (Primula veris), and

the Yellow-wort (
Chlora perfoliata), accompanied it ; both of

these plants, so far as my observations go, flourishing well upon

the limestone. Our proceedings were watched with intense

curiosity and astonishment by three individuals on a road hard

by, who, seeing us upon our hands and knees eagerly scanning

the green surface of the mound, supposed that we had either

lost some article, or what was more probable by far, were in

search of a rabbit. At last, one of them coming up to us, en-

quired what we were about, and when told we were looking for

Gentian, he appeared to think that there was either something

uncanny about us, or we had some hidden work in hand. We
examined next, under the guidance of the Rev. Samuel Walker,

whose liberal hospitality we enjoyed during our stay in the
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town, one of the old round towers which formed a corner out-

lier of the remains of the old wall surrounding the town.

From its top, an extensive view of the country lying around

Athenry for a distance of fifteen miles was obtained, the country

here being very flat, insomuch that an elevation of fifty feet is

dignified as a hill. Our view was terminated on the south-

west by the hills of Burren, while on the south-east the Rox-

burgh hills rose in dim outline against the sky. The walls,

which are now partly in ruins, are very strong, and must have

proved a very efficient barrier in byegone days. On our way
home through the town we passed several of the most wretched

habitations—so I must call them, though the name is much too

good for them—that I have ever seen ; in many cases there is

no vent for the smoke, which pollutes the interior of the

dwelling, finally escaping in volumes through the doorway ;
or

if there should happen to be a vent, it consists merely of a

small piece of earthen pipe projecting from the thatched roof.

As to windows, such a thing is not to be thought of. The

occupants are dirty in the extreme, the famed Connemara pig

being reckoned among the inmates.

We had still to see the old Abbey, on whose ivied walls some

wall-loving ferns might be expected, and the old Castle ;
but

these we deferred till the following day, when we began their

exploration with renewed vigour. Scrambling up the walls of

the old Abbey, we obtained the Thyme-leaved Sandwort {Are-

naria serpyllifolid), new to the Galway district, and also the

Scaly Hartstongue or Rusty-back Fern {Ceterach officinarum).

This was our first acquaintance in the West with this species,

which we afterwards found to be one of the most abundant

ferns of Clare, attaining its maximum at Blackhead, where the

fronds of some of the plants which we gathered growing in the

chinks of the limestone measured fully a dozen inches in length.

The Abbey is a Dominican structure, of the date 1261, and

most of the windows, though they were at one time of good

design, have been built up. Within its sacred precincts the

Clanricardes of the De Burgh family are interred. The old

Castle, built in the thirteenth century by the De Berminghams,
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is still in fine preservation. It is a fine building of massive

structure, now almost covered with ivy, and the mortar of the

roof of the basement story shows the marks of construction over

wicker-work, common in buildings of a like date. The Penny-

wort {Cotyledon umbilicus) is abundant on the walls. On some

limestone pastures near the town we also met with the Hairy

Rock Cress (Arabis hirsuta), only known in our northern dis-

trict from the walls of the old Castle of Dundrum, Co. Down,
where it was discovered by John Templeton, Esq., and still

exists ; a local grass (Schlerochloa rigidd) of rather diminutive

proportions, and the hoary stems of the Mullein, or Poor Man's

Flannel (Verbascum thapsis)*

On this morning also we witnessed a fair for the sale of cattle,

where most of the bargains were concluded by means of the

Irish tongue, and the amount of blarney used to induce a pur-

chaser was in many cases not small. This town is the "Athun-

ree" referred to in Campbell's beautiful poem of " O'Connor's

Child," where the heroine utters the terrible curse upon the

rest of her kindred for the murder of her lover, pourtrayed in

the following lines :

—

" And go to Athunree ! I cried
;

High lift the banner of your pride
;

But know that when its sheet unrolls

The weight of blood is on your souls !

Go, where the havoc of your kerne

Shall float as high as mountain fern !

Men shall no more your mansion know
j

The nettles on your hearth shall grow.

Dead, as the green oblivious flood

That mantles by your walls shall be

The glory of O'Connor's blood !

Away ! away to Athunree !

Where downward when the sun shall fall,

The raven's wing shall be your pall !

And not a vassal shall unlace

The vizor from your dying face !"

Such was a sister's curse upon her race, and terribly it was

fulfilled in the famous battle fought here in 131 5, which termi-

nated the greatest effort ever made by the ancient Irish to
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regain their native independence. This contest, lasting as it

did throughout the entire day, from sunrise to sunset, was one

of the bloodiest that ever took place between the Celt and the

Saxon. It ended in the utter defeat of the Irish, under Felim

O'Connor, who fought with inferior discipline, but with high

enthusiasm, ten thousand men of their number, and twenty-

nine chiefs of Connaught being left dead upon the plain.

Leaving Athenry we proceeded by train to Ardrahan, to

explore the riches of the limestone country around Castle

Taylor, the scene of the botanical labours of my friend, Mr. A.

G. More, and of Dr. David Moore, whose death has been so

deeply lamented by all those who take a deep interest in Irish

Botany. Passing Craughwell on the way, we saw a bridge over

the river consisting of five arches, but of these three have been

built up and are tenanted by no fewer than five families, who
pay no rent nor taxes in consequence. The river is a very good

one indeed for salmon fishing. Having arrived at Castle Taylor,

where we were met by the Rev. Thomas Warren, of Ennis,

himself an ardent botanist and one of the contributors to the

Cybele Hibernica, we lost no time in getting on the ground and

made for the " Hunting Course," a large open rocky pasture

field which lies immediately to the west of, and just outside the

Nutwood at Castle Taylor. Close to the field, which is about a

mile square, we saw large bushes of the dwarf Juniper {Jimiperns

nana), and also the white Beam tree {Pyrus aria), the latter

doubtfully wild ; and in the field itself a rich and varied sea of

colour delighted the eye; the crimson flowers of the Bloody

Cranesbill {Geranium sanguineum) filled up the interstices

between the grey boulders of the limestone crag, which were

scattered in the wildest profusion over the ground ; over the tops

of these trailed the lovely flowers of the Dryad {Dryas octopetala),

pure snowy white with a yellow centre, most closely resembling

the flowers of the Burnet Rose {Rosa Spinosissimd), and very

liable to be mistaken for them at a short distance—they differ,

however, in being much finer, and also by the dark green

colouring of the leaves above, coated with grey beneath, , as

well as by other marked structural peculiarities. Gentiana
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verna also occurred abundantly, but every plant was in fruit,

while the lovely Grass of Parnassus {Parnassiapahistris), the so-

called " botanist's puzzler," had not yet come into flower, though

its leaves and slender stems were evident. On the west side of

the field farthest from the Nutwood, we found the lovely delicate

green fronds of the Marsh Fern (Lastraea Thelypteris) growing

by a marshy pool, and also the rare Equisetum Wilsoni, a species

which very much resemble at first our Equisetum trachyodon

of the upper glen at Collin, but may be distinguished by its

much darker colour, especially when seen en masse. Yellow-

wort (Chlora perfoliata), the lesser Butterfly Orchis (Habenaria

bifolid), and a very minute species of Bedstraw {Galium pusillum

or sylvestre) were abundant. The day being warm and bright,

numerous specimens of the rare Irish Burnet moth (Anthocera

minos) were seen clinging to the stems or resting on the stems

of the Gentian and blossoms of Geranium sanguineum
t
from

which it never departed as far as I could learn
; thus I saw it

on this plant at Dromore, near Ennis, and also again at

Cragmoher, near Corrofin. This species differs from our

ordinary form of the Burnet in forming the cocoon upon the

ground, under stones, and not upon the stems of plants. It may
be also distinguished by having three, instead of six, red spots

upon the wings. Time did not permit of a more extended

search, so that we were obliged reluctantly to leave such a

promising spot, hoping to revisit it at some future time.

On our way to Ennis, our next halt, we saw a fine patch of

the Royal Fern {Osmunda regalis) in full fruit, in a bog near

Tubber. At Ennis, the most conspicuous object is the O'Connell

Pillar, erected upon the spot where the battle of Catholic

Emancipation was fought and won, O'Connell being twice

returned member for Co. Clare, and finally allowed to take his

seat. The Court House is formed of grey cut limestone, and

is perhaps the finest building of its kind in Ireland.

Near Ennis I saw one plant of the Dog's Mercury (Mercurialis

perennis) peeping up through a thorn bush, but although we

searched diligently we could not discover another. It is to be

hoped that this very rare Irish plant will escape destruction
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in one of its few localities in Clare. Specimens of the Lesser

Swine's Cress (Se7tebiera didymd)
)
a scarce plant of Watson's

Atlantic type, were collected on various roadsides near

Ennis, where the plant occurred in large quantities
;
and also

the Danewort (Sambucus ebulus) not far from the same place,

and just coming into flower.

As it was darkening down, we retraced our steps and enjoyed

on the way the view of a splendid sunset, the sun sinking amid

a sheet of gold, above which the forms of the massive cumuli

clouds were mantled with vivid scarlet passing into crimson,

with an occasional patch of blue
;
and far backward a dark

threatening border of rain clouds, from which, as soon as the

sun set, torrents of rain fell, sweeping along the ground in great

gusts. We took refuge in an adjoining cabin, and there such a

scene of destitution met our eyes as we seldom witness ; no

furniture even of the very rudest description, save an old stool,

graced the interior of the cabin. Squatted on the earthen floor,

by the side of a cradle formed of four boards nailed together and

supported on two placed crosswise for rockers, sat a mother

lulling her infant to rest ; the peat fire had died away, and all

seemed the very picture of desolation, especially the appearance

of the inmates, which are best undescribed. It may be as well

here to finish our account of Ennis, its plants, and surroundings,

before proceeding to the wilder, little visited, and less known
parts of Clare, such as Glanquin. The town of Ennis or Inish

was so called, we are told, from the insulation of a considerable

plot of ground by the river Fergus, which now flows through

the town. It rejoices in the possession of an abbey, founded in

the year 1240 by Donagh Cairbrach O'Brien, for Conventual or

Grey Friars of the order of St. Francis, commonly known as

Friars Minor ; in 1305 this structure was re-built, repaired, and

much adorned by another branch of the family; the refectory

and sacristy were built by Matthew MacNamara, and the friary

was then reformed by Franciscans of the strict observance.

The tower was subsequently heightened by the addition of

battlements and pinnacles, but was damaged by lightning in

the year 18 17. This we visited, and scrambling up the narrow
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causeways to the top of the tower, which is reached by a man-

hole, we enjoyed an extensive view over the surrounding

country, and awakened the curiosity of a number of the

inhabitants, who, ceasing from their walking, gazed up at us in

startled wonder, evidently considering who we were and what

intent could have brought us thither. Descending from the

pinnacle and giving the old bell a toll by way of indicating

curfew time, we proceeded to have a look at the grand eastern

window, which is upwards of thirty feet high, consisting of five

lancet-shaped compartments, separated by stone mullions, and

which has won for itself universal approval, both on account of

its exceedingly light proportions and its beautiful workmanship.

We found it quite equal to, indeed surpassing, our expectations,

and were quite charmed with its grace. In the chancel we saw

the abbot's chair and the altar, both of which are sculptured

with a numerous series of figures in high relief. Several

of the chiefs of Thomond, the O'Briens and MacNamaras,

repose within the sacred precincts.

About two miles from Ennis, along the Fergus, is the Abbey
of Clare, founded in 1195 by Donald O'Brien, King of Limerick,

for Augustinian canons regular. The ivy-covered remains of

this structure are still in fine preservation, although by no

means so interesting as those of Ouin, or Corcomroe, to be

afterwards noticed. The banks of the Fergus, and the ditches

adjoining them, yielded many interesting plants, such as the

Hemlock Water-dropwort ( CEnanthe crocata) new to District 6

a Sedge which nearly filled up all the drains
( Carex paludosa),

and a species of water Ranunculus {Ranunculus heterophyllus).

Near Ennis, above the old bridge over the Fergus, we obtained

the large Water Parsnip {Stum latifolium), a local and scarce

plant
;
the beautiful Flowering Rush (Butomus umbellatus), so

common along the margin of the Lagan Canal, above the first

set of locks, but introduced there a long time ago, flourished

here also truly native, and delighted us with its pale pink stars,

with a darker chocolate interior, due to the anthers. It has

been known here ever since the time of old Walter Wade. The

great Water Dock (Rumex hydrolapathum), new to Clare, also
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occurred with them, and likewise the shining green leaves of

the Spindletree {Euonjymus Europaens) and those of the

Guelder Rose or Snowball tree {Viburnum opulus). On some

old walls near the station we found the Hop {Humulus lupulus)

in great abundance
;
and the little grass [Sclilerochloa rigidd)

we had met with at Athenry, was common here also on the

tops of walls. By some curious chance, a rumour reached our

ears that the very rare and beautiful Killarney Fern
( Tricho-

manes radicans), the only near ally in these countries of those

elegant ferns which occur in Brazil, the West Indian Islands,

and the islands lying near the Australian continent, and belong-

ing to the group of the Filmy Ferns, had been found near

Ennis. As this fern has now, thanks to the zeal of the genus

extirpator, become extremely scarce, even in its few Irish habi-

tats—for it occurs only elsewhere in Britain in the island of

Arran, in the Firth of Clyde, and in North Wales—we deemed

that such a rarity was well worthy of a minute search. In this

we were guided by several circumstances. Those who are

acquainted with the peculiar likings of this species, know well

that it is almost useless to search for it unless under some of

the following conditions, viz. : either a high waterfall, with

dashing water spray, and shady sides of rock, or the wet, drip-

ping sides of some ravine far up in the mountains. As the lat-

ter was not the prevailing character of the hills about Ennis,

we eagerly scanned the map for some trace of a river large

enough to form any considerable fall. Lough Namina, a lake

forming the watershed of the south-east part of Clare, seemed

to us the most likely ground
;
and our friend John Hill, Esq.,

C.E., the County Surveyor, aided us in no small degree by his

accurate knowledge of the streams. He informed us that he

knew of a river several miles from Ennis, running to the

southward, upon which there were several waterfalls, as its

course was very rapid indeed. With this information, we de-

termined to see for ourselves what the river was like, and

whether it would be worth while to pursue our investigation

further in this direction.

Setting off along the Kilrush road, about a mile from Ennis,
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we noticed the tall purple spires of the Pyramidal Orchis (Or-

chis pyramidalis) in abundance upon a limestone pasture. This

plant has a somewhat peculiar and marked distribution, for

during our entire sojourn in Clare, though we met with the

plant frequently upon the limestone, yet I never once saw it

upon the coal measure formation ; and that, notwithstanding

the fact that it occurred upon the patches of limestone which

were used near the boundary of the two formations as metal

for the roads. The boundary referred to is a very well defined

one indeed, and the richest and most productive land is usually

to be found along it, which circumstance is due to the fact that

the soil here is composed of a mixture of the debris of the two

formations—the shales of the coal measures supplying the neces-

sary alumina to the limestone. Our passage into the coal

proper was marked superficially by the appearance of immense

spires of the Foxglove {Digitalis purpurea), which does not

extend on to the limestone, and by the escarpments of dark

shales outcropping here and there, and presenting a striking

contrast to the grey limestone country we had just left. The
road itself passes for the most part through a line of bog and

heath, not of the most picturesque character ; but from it a

truly magnificent view of the lower Shannon, where the Fergus

joins it, may be obtained. As we saw it, the mighty river, with

its array of distant islets, lay like some vast placid lake, basking

and bathed in the rays of the noonday sun. Far to the south-

ward rose the Kerry hills in bine lines, and toward the east we
could just distinguish the hills of Co. Limerick, where the bor-

der of Cork begins. On bogs by the roadside we saw, peeping

here and there, the green fronds of the Royal Fern
( Osmunda

regalis), with their brown fruited tops.

At length we found the river, which crosses the Kilrush road.

Rapid it was, certainly, abounding in cascades, and with steep

rocky banks—just the very place for Trichomanes. So we
searched, obtaining Osmunda in small quantity, though I after-

wards saw this fern in greater abundance on the sides of the

same river lower down, where it forms several very beautiful

waterfalls. Farther up the river is a double fall, the upper
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part of six or eight feet falling upon a flat ledge, and so forming

the lower portion, of about twenty feet, below which the river

forms a gentle incline, with high fern-covered and mossy banks.

In a dark nook between the two falls, only accessible by wading

across the ledge by the help of a stout stick, for the water is

not very deep in this part, we found a small patch of the Bristle

Fern of Killarney (Trichomanes radicans) at last, but in such

sparing quantity that we were almost ashamed to take the two

or three fronds we did
;
evidently, the first finder must have

helped himselfwith no stinted hand, as we could plainly discern

by the surface of the rock. The roots we left uninjured, and it

is to be hoped that this beautiful species will long flourish un-

disturbed in this its only habitat in Clare.

On the high bank below the fall, we found Bree's Broad

Fern (Lastrcea cemuld) in great abundance and of large

size; and clinging close to the bank, under the shade of

the overhanging ferns, grew a good patch of the typical

Tunbridge Filmy Fern (Hymenophylhun Tunbridgense) in a

much drier situation than I have ever seen its ally, H. Wilsoni,

in the North. This species has only been met with hitherto

in one other place in the county, covering a great sand-

stone boulder by the roadside near Tulla, where it was

discovered by Mr. Kinahan, of the Geological Survey Staff.

From this spot, a careful search was made of the other reaches

of the river, but nothing further turned up to interest the

curious.

At Ballycorick Bridge, where the river becomes tidal, we
noticed the wild Celery (Apium graveolens) in abundance, and

new to the district ; and by a roadside near the same place,

the long flower- stalks of the Trailing Rose (Rosa arvensis var :

bibracteatd), to which were attached flowers with petals of the

purest white, and stamens of brilliant gold, attracted our atten-

tion in a hedge. This whole plant has a very different aspect

when supported by branches, from that which it presents

when it has no such support ; and for a long time this cir-

cumstance deceived my friend Mr. S. A. Stewart and myself as

to its real nature.

N
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We paid a visit to Killadysart from Ennis, and from thence

we visited some of the islands lying in the lower Shannon,

where the estuary of the Fergus joins it. On our way to Kil-

ladysart, we passed Dangan Castle, a very prominent and pic-

turesque ruin of a castle which is one of the oldest in Munster,

and was built by Philip de Clare, from whom the county of

Thomond has been since called Clare. It was formerly a place

of some strength, and is of a quadrangular form, flanked at each

angle by what has been a small round tower, while from the

centre rose the donjon or keep. One of these small round

towers still exists though in ruins, and gives the castle a most

remarkable appearance to the passer by. So precarious does

the balance of this portion upon the rest of the structure appear,

that we were informed that not long ago a gentleman from

Killadysart came hither with labourers and ropes, and endea-

voured to drag the dangerous turret from its hold. But though

the men were strong, the mortar fastening the ancient masonry

proved still stronger, and the walls did not yield to the strain,

but still remain intact in all their ancient beauty. As we
passed Paradise Hill, we remarked the beauty of the foliage

upon the trees with which it is crowned, forming leafy glades

which hang downwards from the summit, and give a soft,

rounded, exquisite green appearance to the hillside. The soil

at this place is very rich and fertile, young trees speedily form-

ing quite large plantations as regards their stature ;
and in

respect to one piece of it, it is related that a farmer from the

County of Meath passing over it, said,
—"That piece of ground

has the greatest taste for growing plants of any that I know."

Killadysart is a village of no great size, though possessed of an

enormous workhouse. Some of its people are rather noteworthy

for their beauty of countenance. As the tide wanted only an

hour of full ebb, our embarkation, that is to say the means of

getting the boat into the water, was a matter of some difficulty,

and was managed in a way rather novel and amusing. The

banks on either side of what water remained formed rather

steep slopes of soft wet mud, and one of the boatmen, pushing

the boat before him along the mud, advanced towards the point
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where the incline became steep, then suddenly turning it broad-

side, he leaped into it and the boat slid by its own weight down
the mud into the water, where it was steadied by an out-stretched

oar. Plants were not abundant about Killadysart, but by the

muddy shores of the estuary we were surprised in no small

degree to find the greyish-white hoary stems of the Sea Worm-
wood {Artemisia maritima), hitherto only met with in Ireland,

according to the editors of the Cybele Hibernica, in the County

of Dublin, but now unexpectedly found to range to the western

shores. This plant we also found in several places upon an

island called Canon Island, in the Fergus, which we visited,

and more especially there at the north-west side, upon a tract of

alluvium, the position of which is laid down in the Geological

Maps. In crevices of the rocks upon this island we found the

wild Madder {Rubia peregrind), a very local plant, which was

here in very sparing quantity, although we found it afterwards

to be one of the most characteristic species in the Burren

district. The rocks of the island, however, are its most note-

worthy feature to a visitor; they are of carboniferous limestone,

and all dip towards the north-west, at angles varying from 45
0

to 30
0

. There is an abbey upon the island with a square tower,

very much after the style of Clare Abbey, founded in the

twelfth century by Donald O'Brien, King of Limerick, for

Augustinian Canons regular. From the island a fine view is

enjoyed of the lower Shannon, with the green hills of the

Limerick border : as we saw them they looked very lovely,

bathed in the warm rays of the afternoon sunlight. Near the

landing-place, the Lesser Swine's Cress [Senbiera didymd) was

met with again. Our drive home again to Ennis was rendered

very amusing for some distance by the presence of a gentleman

ofthe "real ould stock" of the county, who, having concluded his

bargains, was pursuing his homeward journey upon horseback,

but feeling rather queerer about the region of his pericranium

than was exactly advisable. Seeing our car about to take the

lead from him, he urged his horse into a brisk trot and kept

close to us for some little distance, much to our amusement, as

at every step which his horse took forwards, he rolled up and
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down in a most ludicrous manner, while he made no effort to

check the onward course of his steed. I believe that the horses

of Clare are very sure-footed, however, and so there was little

chance of a mishap taking place.

And here I would crave the pardon of this society, if I deviate

for a few minutes from more technical details to describe the

appearance of the sky which lay overhead, as we drove swiftly

onwards. The sun was falling slowly towards the hills which

lay to westward, and all the heavens towards the south were

covered with the snowy forms of cirrus clouds. Rank after

rank they lay in broken sequence, stretching away towards the

horizon, each line broken tranversely into cloud-bars of uniform

length, each bar thickest in the middle, fading away into

traceless points of vapour at the sides, and indicating the several

currents of air in the upper regions, one row crossing another,

forming a network of the most delicate tracery, as the eye gazed

farther and yet farther into the blue depths of the air. Never

the same for a moment, ever changing were those clouds, each

with its sharply defined border of light, casting its shadow

backwards upon the soft edge, as it in turn faded into the inter-

stices of blue. Stretching far to eastward the cirri formed a

band of very fine silky fibres, running parallel with one another,

diverging towards their termination, and though distinct, ever

passing backwards into the clear azure of the sky. Round the

sun itself lay dense mountain-like masses of white cumuli, now

towering aloft into some frowning cliff, now falling sharply in

a precipice, o'er whose side the sunbeams cast a flood of golden

light. As we neared Ennis we passed several lakelets on whose

clear surface the surrounding woods, old ruined castles, and

distant clouds, lay reflected as in a mirror of the most polished

surface, forming, what has been well pictured as " a mirror of

the woods." High against the sky we saw from the far distance

the spire of the Roman Catholic Chapel rising up, 120 feet in

height, and behind it the pillar sacred to O'Connell.

But by far the finest of the monastic ruins of Clare is

yet to be mentioned, namely Quin Abbey, the remains of

which, shrouded as they are now for the most part in a mantle
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of evergreen ivy, are in a splendid state of preservation
; this

structure, which was founded in the year 1250, was consumed

by fire in 1278, and at the beginning of the fifteenth century

the monastery was re-built by Lioda Cam MacNamara, for

Franciscan Friars of the strict observance. It is, as I have

said, considered to be one of the finest and most complete

remains of monastic antiquities in Ireland, and it is situated on

a gentle slope near a small stream, not far from the town of

Quin. An ascent of several steps leads to the church, which

consists of a nave and chancel, with a tower in the centre, and

a chapel on the south side of the altar. The cloisters are

adorned with coupled pillars and ornamental buttresses, and on

three sides of them extend the refectory, dormitory, and a grand

room lying to the north of the chancel, and under all these are

vaulted rooms. To the north of the large room is a private

way to the strong tower, the walls of which are nearly 10 feet

thick, and adjoining the abbey are the remains of a building

which some suppose to have been appropriated for the accommo-

dation of strangers. The southern end of the abbey is of much
superior workmanship to the rest. A large portion of the

building is covered, as I have said, with ivy, and on the walls

we saw the Hairy Rock Cress (Arabis kirsuta), noticed before,

and on the walls of the bridge the Bittersweet (Solatium

Dulcamara) in profuse abundance. This latter plant has been

trained up a cottage hard by and presents a very pleasing

appearance, though, owing to its poisonous properties, it is by

no means an advisable plant to cultivate. By the river side,

about one mile from Quin, we saw one large plant of the Fennel

(Fceniculum officinale), new to the county. At Lord Inchiquin's

demesne of Drumoland, which we afterwards visited, we found

the broad-leaved Helleborine (Epipactis latifolia), a scarce plant

and new to Clare, and also the beautiful Cyperus Sedge (Carex

pseudocyperus), perhaps the most graceful of our British species

of this large genus, growing in abundance in the ditches on one

side of the lake. Drumoland Castle is a modern erection, some-

what resembling what the Duke of Argyle's Castle of Inverary

was until lately j the grounds are fine but not particularly in-
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teresting. By the railway station at Quin we obtained the

small Bindweed ( Convolvulus arvensis), in quantity new to the

county.

The mountains surrounding Crusheen, and known as the

" Derivet" mountain line, occupied our attention during a por-

tion of our stay, chiefly from the fact that there was a tra-

dition to the effect that many years ago Dr. L. O'Brien of

Ennis, one of the first pioneers of botany in the county, and a

very accurate and reliable authority, had found the mountain

Parsley Fern {Cryptogramme crispd) on the top of one of the

heights there. This rare fern has hitherto only been met with

in Ireland, so far as I am aware, in three of our Irish districts,

comprising in all five counties, viz. : in Louth, at Carlingford
;

Fermanagh, at Caulteach, above Florencecourt
;
Derry, on Clon-

tygearagh
;
Antrim, on Slieve Naree, in very small quantity,

and Knocklayd
;
Down, on the Mourne range, where no botan-

ist has seen it since the days of Mackay and Templeton, and it

is to be feared that it has been extirpated. So, considering

these facts, we thought it would be interesting to know for our-

selves if this fern was really a native of the West ;
and this led

to our visit to its reputed habitat. In a small bog which lay

behind a hill to the south of Derivet, we descried the pale green

fronds of the Royal Fern {Osmnnda regalis), and halting to

obtain some small plants of it, with which to enrich our ferne-

ries at home, we obtained in the same bog specimens of a pretty

sedge, the spikelets of which hung by very slender threads in-

deed, and which turned out to be the Drooping Bog Sedge

(Carex limosa), rather a scarce plant in Ireland
;
and also, in a

clearer part of the bog, the rarest of the Bladderworts (Utricu-

laria intermedia), of which Mr. Darwin has given such an ad-

mirable account in his book on " Carnivorous Plants." The
fact that the curious little bladders were borne upon a separate

part of the stem from the rest of the plant, showed it to be the

species which we have mentioned, hitherto unrecorded from

Clare. Passing over the bog in the direction of Derivet, we
obtained a few sedges, such as Carex dioica and Carex ovalis

)

the latter new, and the long-leaved Sundew (Drosera Anglica).
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almost impenetrable thicket, composed for the most part of

Holly ; and among the grass at the base of these bushes, grew

the finest plants of the Cow-wheat {Melampyrum pratense) that

I have ever seen. A heath-crowned part succeeded this dense

underwood as we passed along, and here, in a damp ditch, we

saw several splendid tussacs of the Royal Fern, with fronds at

least four feet high, though these were pigmies compared to

what we afterwards saw near Lisdoonvarna. This fern, I may
state, appears to be rather abundant along this range, occurring

frequently along the banks of small streams, and in boggy

places.

As regards the Parsley Fern, " chief object of our search," a

hunt of three hours proved fruitless, as all we obtained were a

few plants of Bree's Fern (Lastrcea cemula), and one or two

dwarfed specimens of the Adder's tongue (OpMoglossum vulgare),

.

and no likely spot whatever seemed to occur which the Parsley

Fern loves to tenant. We heard afterwards that it was the Adder's

tongue which Dr. O'Brien had found, and not the Parsley Fern

at all ;—the mistake had arisen through the eagerness of

some people to lay a claim to rarities which did not occur.

From all I have seen, I may state that I do not believe the

Parsley Fern will be found in Clare, though as regards the

promontory of Blackhead I am not able to speak with certainty

as yet.

This range forms part of the Coal Measure country, as might

easily be gathered from the presence of the immense bogs,

which do not occur on the limestone
; for on this formation

moisture sinks most rapidly into the rock and the fissures which

abound, so that the greatest showers of rain that fall, appear to

make but little difference to the traveller visiting them, as he

almost invariably finds the rocks dry, just as if no rain had

fallen.

Of Orchids we noticed the lesser Butterfly {Habenaria bifolid),

and the little reddish -green flowers of the Frog Orchis {Habe-

naria viridis), the latter species never occurring in this county

except on the coal measures.
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In Crusheen itself we saw flannel blankets woven by the in-

habitants of a cottage, after the most primitive fashion. A rude

hand-loom was of course employed, and the shuttle was thrown

to and fro, from side to side, merely by the action of the hand.

Before going northwards from Ennis, I may notice in

passing, that we obtained the Traveller's Joy {Clematis vitalba)

in a hedge by the roadside at the Fountain, apparently perfectly

native ;
also that Gentiana amarella occurs near Ennis, from

whence I received it about a month later ; and the French

Mercury (Mercurialis annua), hitherto unrecorded from this

district, on waste ground in the town itself. Leaving Ennis, we
went northwards to Corrofin and Lisdoonvarna, visiting several

of those demesnes on the way which seemed likely to afford

habitats for rare plants. In Drumcanora, the residence of Sir

Bryan O'Loghlen, we found the curious flowers of the Bee Or-

chis (Ophrys apifera) in sparing quantity, the Pyramidal Orchis

( Orchis pyramidalis), and the purple heads of the Matfellon

{Centaurea scabiosa). The woods here are of a very picturesque

character indeed. As we passed along the road, we were sur-

prised and delighted by the abundance and luxuriance of the

Scaly Hartstongue {Ceterach officinarum), of the Black Maiden-

hair Spleenwort {Asplenium Trichomanes), and of Wall Rue
(Asplenium Ruta muraria), which peeped forth wherever a

visible crevice in the walls presented itself. Visiting Dromore,

the residence of Thomas Crowe, Esq., J. P., we enjoyed, under

the guidance of its owner/a pleasant ramble through the woods,

picking up some good plants, among which we may note the

Columbine {Aquilegia vulgaris) and the pale Sedge (Carex

pallescens), the latter new to Clare. There is a large lake

here, about a mile in length, forming part of the course of

the Fergus ; the shores, however, are rather flat, and not very

picturesque. On one shore, or rather on a small islet near

it, stands an old castle, which is kept in good repair, and com-

mands an extensive view of the demesne and surrounding

country. From one or two points on the shore there is a very

clear echo in the direction of the castle. By the lake margin,

not far from the castle, we again obtained the Bee Orchis in
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some quantity
;
and I believe that it is tolerably abundant

on both sides of the river, both above and below the bridge, at

Six-mile-bridge. On some limestone crags near the house we
saw the Bloody Cranesbill in profusion. This is its nearest

point of approach to Ennis. Along with it was the Irish Bur-

net Moth, before mentioned in speaking of Castle Taylor, and

we captured two specimens of the Painted Lady Butterfly {Gya-

thea cardui) flying gaily about
;
and near Dromore numbers of

the Rare Blue (Polyomatus alsns) met our eyes. A little lake

near Cragmoher, about a mile from Corrofm, attracted our at-

tention. On its surface rested the green leaves and rosy-white

flowers of our pretty Water-lily {Nymphcea a/da), while the

sunbeams glancing and playing over the rippled surface of the

water made it sparkle in the noonday sun. By its craggy sides

we found the Bloody Cranesbill and the Northern Bedstraw

( Galium boreale), well distinguished by its tri-nerved leaves,

arranged in a cross of four, along with several others of less

note
;
while in the margin the Bullrush grew in great profu-

sion. Most of the road lies between overhanging trees, which

screened us from the sun, and imparted a delicious balmy fresh-

ness, and a sense of intoxication almost, as we drove along.

Corrofm is celebrated for the charming and romantic beauty

of a lake near it, viz., Inchiquin Lake, which is regarded as the

site of a city long lost by the power of enchantment, and the

key by which it is to be disenthralled lies buried with the re-

doubted Conor the Bold, in his grave beside the lake of the

sun, on the ''very bleak mountain of Callan." The legend

further tells us that " one of the daughters of the enchanted

city, in times of old, frequently visited the surface of the lake in

the form of a snow-white swan, and that upon one of these

occasions, she saw and loved the youthful O'Quin, whose strong-

hold looked out upon these haunted waters. A secret marriage

ensued, upon strange conditions as to the continuance of their

union ; and the subsequent violation of these conditions caused

the nymph to return to her subaqueous home, henceforth to

appear no more."

The lake is about two and a-half miles in circumference, and
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takes its name from an old castle standing upon a small island,

or rather peninsula, lying close to the northern shore. This

tower consists of a square embattled keep, vaulted within, a cur-

tain wall, and a barbican tower, shrouded now in ivy leaves of

most exquisite tinge and colour. The castle is supposed to have

been erected by Theige O'Brien, Prince of Thomond, who cer-

tainly made it his residence in the year 1406, to which period

the architectural style of the building is referable. The scenery

round this lake is of the most charming description, and by some

judicious planting the wood has been rendered more effective

than before. On its farther side, the slope rises steep from the

margin, and is densely wooded. Two old castellated towers,

covered with evergreen ivy, stand out prominent, attracting

the gazer's eye. Mid the woods nestles Inchiquin House, the

seat of Colonel Patterson; and, rising above the trees on this

side, and extending away in the distance until they are lost in

haze, the green verdure of the hill tops. The surface of the

lake is only diversified by a solitary wooded islet. By
its margin we obtained the panicled Sedge (Carex paniculata),

but nothing else of note. The district of territory upon which

it stands was anciently called Tulloch O'Dea, of which the

O'Quins were proprietors
; and tradition says that the last

O'Quin, previous to the O'Brien possession, was starved to death

in the castle ; but it is much more probable that the castle de-

scended to the O'Briens in a more peaceable style, since inter-

marriages were not uncommon between the two families.

We stayed at an old country house called Roxton, covered

with ivy most beautifully variegated, and in this ivy a pair of

goldfinches had chosen to place their nest. Near this place

there is one of those curious subterranean caverns where a

stream coming over the coal formation meets with limestone

strata and disappears, forming a huge cavern underground. Such

underground rivers are more common in the neighbourhood of

Clifden and the Connemara country than in Clare, although in

the Burren part of it they are by no means unfrequent. From
Corrofin we visited the remote district of Glanquin, the first-

part of Burren proper which we touched upon. In the crag
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country proper the fields were covered with scarcely anything

save bare limestone rocks, forming a series of horizontal tables,

and split vertically downwards by several series of joints which

traverse it, cutting it up into innumerable blocks of various

form and size, and it is in the chinks or crevices between the

rocks so formed that the flowers grow and the various species

of grasses flourish ; and so it happens that these crags, which

appear at a little distance to be so barren and uninteresting,

really afford valuable pasturage for great numbers of sheep

which browse on the herbage. At Roxton we saw that where

some earth and thin sods had been placed over the crags, the

whole surface in a few years was coated with a rich green

verdure of grass, so that save for rising knolls here and there

the craggy character of the country was scarcely recognizable, and

the land became much more valuable for grazing. Among the

crags described above we obtained large quantities of the Least

Bedstraw (Galium pusillum or sylvestre), and also of the

Squinancy or Quinancy Wort [Asperulacynanchicd), remarkable

for its pretty cross flowers, which are white when fully expanded,

though pink in the bud. Although this species is very

pretty, yet it lacks the brilliant green of its near relative the

Woodruff (Asperula adorata), and has nothing of that delicious

fragrance-in-death with which the Woodruff delights us. The
wild Madder (Rubia peregrind) also grew here in vast quantities,

being easily recognizable by the prominent hooks upon its

leaves, for it is somewhat a rough customer to deal with. By
the roadside between Kilnaboy and Glanquin, we found some

plants of the Elecampane {Inula heleniunt) showing their

golden stars, and along with it a rare grass (Bromus sterilis).

The Elecampane is much used throughout Clare as a remedy

for a series of nameless, that is to say, undefined, complaints

obeying no fixed diagnosis, and the country people will go far

enough to obtain it for the purpose of making a decoction from

it. By the roadside, also, we found the Common Calamint

(Calamintha officinalis) in great abundance. On a rocky plateau

at the base of the Glanquin hills we obtained several good

plants, among which was the Fly Orchis (Ophrys muscifera),
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whose dull black flowers with their quadrangular patch of blue

bore no little resemblance to an insect at rest when viewed from

some little distance. This is an extremely scarce plant and

hitherto unrecorded from Clare
;
along with it grew two species

of Hawkweed, viz., Hieracium iricum and Hieracium anglicum,

the former the more plentiful of the two ;
also our friends of

Castle Taylor, Dryas and Gentiana verna, and the Bloody

Cranesbill {Geranium sanguineum). But by far the best of all

the denizens of this spot were the fruit stems of that very rare

little plant the Dense Flowered Orchis {Neotinca intacta),

hitherto only met in with in the British Islands from two

stations in Ireland, viz., Castle Taylor in Co. Galway, on

part of the large rocky pasture field called the Hunting Course,

where, however, time did not permit of our making a complete

enough search for it, and where it was originally discovered in

May 1864, by Mr. A. G. More, of Dublin ; it here grows quite

sparingly, and is confined to this field. Also it has been found

by Dr. D. Moore, the late Curator of Glasnevin, on the north-

east shore of Lough Corrib, in Co. Mayo, not far from Cong,

associated with the Bee Orchis, the Shrubby Cinquefoil,

and other characteristic Burren species, while the extra

British range of the genus includes only France, South Europe,

North Africa, and Asia Minor. It flowers early, beginning in

April, so that, although the season was a late one, still it was

too far advanced for flowers. The flowers are very small and

inconspicuous, of a pinkish or purple colour, and the plant

sometimes attains a height of one foot, but more frequently it

is much smaller than this. Its discovery here is very interesting,

as affording an additional link, when taken along with Hieracium

iricum and Ophrys muscifera, to the chain of evidence that

Castle Taylor ought to be regarded as strictly forming part of

the Burren district of Clare. I may mention that the specimens

referred to have been verified by my friends Mr. More, its

discoverer, Professor C. C. Babington, and Mr. S. A. Stewart.

The appearance of the hills from below is very remarkable,

but, owing to the intense grey-white character of the limestone

when the sunlight falls upon it, to look up at it is quite painful
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to the eyes, unless protected by shades of neutral tinted glass,

and the same remark is true of the dry road surface in this

limestone country. The hills rise in successive terraces one

above another, which terraces appear to correspond with the

outcrop of the limestone beds, and this remarkable appearance

seems to be due, in a great measure at any rate, to weathering,

by heat, cold, and rain, disintegrating the rock, since the

terraces are more pronounced towards the summits, the lower

portion of the hills having been greatly protected from the

action of erosion by their covering of debris. In some parts,

however, the structure is due to the local character of the rock,

as before noticed. The rainfall in this district is about 54
inches in the year, and as there is much more of the fine drizzle

than of the regular downpour, nearly every drop must produce

its effect upon the porous rock, while most, if not all, of the

matter that it removes is carried off in solution, little or no

accumulation of surface soil taking place. In this manner the

joints and cracks remain as open fissures, and the wind blowing

through these tends to carry all the insoluble residue away, and

so preserves the vertical fronts of the huge step-like terraces
;

but in the summer time these fissures abound with growing

plants, and their foliage acts as a preventive to the action of

the wind. Making the ascent of the most promising of these

hills from the south side, we obtained the rare little Hoary

Rock-rose {Helianthemum canum) in quantity, on the first great

terrace, where it was discovered by the Rev. Thomas Warren

many years ago, this locality being one of the only three known
for it in Ireland, it being confined so far as we know to this

county. Its flowers are of a bright yellow, not at all golden,

and by this means they may be distinguished from the flowers of

the Tormentil (Potentilla Tormentilla), to which they present

a very considerable resemblance at first sight ; another difference

occurs in the rounded green leaves, which are hoary beneath,

and not as in the Tormentil. Here also we saw the Stone Bramble

(Rubus saxatilis), the Cow-wheat {Melampyriim pratense),

and the brilliant flowers of the Golden Rod {Solidago virgaured).

On the higher terraces Dryas alone maintained undisputed
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sway, its dark green leaves forming exquisitely soft cushions

to the tread after the hard character of the limestone, which

rings with a peculiar metallic sound when you strike it with a

hammer ;
in many cases the flowers were double, which cir-

cumstance enhanced their beauty, and they were accompanied

by the Yew {Taxus baccata), in an exceedingly dwarfed con-

dition. Scrambling along these rock terraces near the summit

is by no means easy work, as one is almost blown away by the

violence of the wind.

The view from the summit of these hills is very extensive

:

far to southward stretches a country almost entirely covered

with grey crags, so as to have quite a strange and weird

appearance, and amid which neither road nor habitations can

be distinguished, the desolate character of the country being

only relieved here and there by little lakelets, and by the trees

of Rock Forest in the distance. This country is really as

desolate as it looks, very sparingly inhabited ; most of the roads

were made at the time of the relief works for the great famine.

Coming down from the summit along a fence we came upon

the white flowers of the Purging Buckthorn {Rhamnus

catharticus), and when we did arrive in safety at the base we

knew not whither to turn, for an aspect of sameness prevailed,

and how, or in what direction, the road lay we could not

discover. I should, therefore, strongly advise anyone visiting

a desolate crag country to provide himself with a good pocket

compass, and to make use of it. Skirting the edge of a lake we
picked up the Northern Bedstraw {Galium boreale), and shortly

afterwards came upon a sheep, which we judged to be a sign of

civilization, and followed its track accordingly. By doing so

we came upon a great habitat of the Shrubby Cinquefoil

{Potentilla fruticosa), apparently that indicated by the records

of Wade and Mackay, so far as I can make out. The bushes

presented an appearance much resembling that of furze, save

for the characteristic flowers. It covers more than two acres of

ground here, and grows in the greatest profusion. The peasantry

have a curious legend about this plant. It is said that it once

was a tall shrub which bore spines and was used by the Roman
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soldiers to form that crown which it is said marred and disfigured

the sacred brow of Christ, but ever since then the plant has become

dwarfed in growth, and its spines have disappeared. The
Purging Buckthorn (Rhamnus catharticus) also grew with it

quite prostrate over the rocks, and also the Alder Buckthorn

(Rhamnusfranguld). Following the track we came at length

upon some habitations, near which the Round-leaved Mallow

(Malva rotundifolid) was growing, and shortly after we came

out upon the road. By its side, near the village of Ballard, we
found a fine patch of the Brittle Fern (Cystopteris fragilis), and

the scented flowers of the Horehound (Marrubium vulgare\
and more Malva near the same place.

While we are speaking of Glanquin, I may as well conclude

my account of the eastern portion of Burren, a district very

difficult of access and seldom visited, but very singular and

exceedingly picturesque. I refer to the valley of Glancolumb-

kille. Here the beds of limestone run nearly horizontally,

showing beautiful examples of the step-like succession of cliffs

and terraces of bare rock, such as we have noticed in speaking

of Glanquin. Near the northern end of the valley, and forming

the eastern side of Slievecarran, is a magnificent cliff known as

Kinallia, or the Eagle's Rock, which is 500 feet of sheer per-

pendicular height. A large flat bare surface of limestone rock

near the foot of the cliff is closety covered by a series of curious

marks, resembling to some extent the tracks of quadrupeds,

and caused by the weathering out of a species of coral, the

Alveola depressa. The marks have given rise to a curious

legend, still firmly believed by the peasantry in the neighbour-

hood. " At the foot of the Eagle's Rock there may still be

seen the ruins of an ancient chapel and altar, situated beside

an ever-flowing spring. At this place dwelt St. MacDuagh,

having for a companion a faithful servant. Five miles distant,

and near the town of Kinvarra, stands the ruins of Dungory

Castle, where at the same time lived Gooragh, a chieftain who
was a brother of the saint. It so happened that one day the

servant complained to MacDuagh that he felt very hungry and

could find no food in that lonely spot. The far-seeing eyes of
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the saint at that moment beheld his brother in the castle, with

a party of guests and all his retainers, with whom he had just

returned from the chase, wearied and tired, sitting down to a

splendid banquet. He immediately offered up a prayer that

the feast might be conveyed from the castle to the spot where

he and the clerk then stood, and the request was instantly

granted. The astonished servant saw placed before him a

repast far surpassing anything he had ever previously witnessed,

and he immediately prepared to appease his hunger. But the

chieftain and his followers, not willing to give up their feast so

easily, immediately mounted their horses, called out their

hounds, and gave chase
;
and presently the saint, and his now

terrified attendant saw them approaching at full speed. The
saint again offered up a prayer to Heaven, when, in an instant,

men, horses, and dogs were transfixed to the spot, and traces of

their feet may be seen to this day."

On the rocks at the foot of this cliff, we found the beautiful

Dropwort {Spircea jilipendula), so often cultivated in ornamen-

tal gardening, and called by the natives Filly-findalaun. It has

been known here since 1735. Along with it grew a Heracium,

or Hawkweed, with the leaves curiously spotted by blotches of

a blood-red colour, and which Mr. J. Backhouse and Professor

C. C. Babington have determined to be the very rare Heracium
Gt'bsom, hitherto only known in the British Isles from the lime-

stone of Settle, in Yorkshire ; and so a new addition to the

Irish flora.* And on the rocks on the opposite side of the

valley, the rare Irish Hawkweed (Hieracium iricum) was again

met with.

Perhaps the most striking view that one can obtain in Burren

of a typical mountain limestone district, is that which is ob-

tained from the new road winding up the steep hill westward

from Glancolumbkille Cottage. Beneath you lies the valley,

the green fields and dark woods at this end contrasting finely

* Since the above was written, Mr. Backhouse has referred a plant found on Ben

Bulben, in Sligo, by Mr. S. A. Stewart, to the same species ; hence an interesting

range has been established for a plant hitherto unknown in Ireland, namely, Sligo

(District 9) and Clare (District 6).
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with the bare rocky terraced hills of grey limestone, and far

away in the background you may see the hills near Gort,

almost blue by reason of the distance, formed of Silurian and

Old Red Sandstone strata. In this valley Dryas and Gentiana

verna were abundant, and along the roadside walls and from

thence to Castletown, a wretched hamlet, we found the Brittle

Fern {Cystopteris fragilis) showing its dark green fronds.

Never shall I forget the appearance of this valley as we saw it

about three o'clock in the morning, with a scarlet sun rising in

the distance ; but the beauties of that sunrise would take too

much time to describe here at length, so we will retrace our

steps to Corrofin, on the way to Lisdoonvarna. Between these

two last mentioned places the scenery is neither interesting to

the traveller, nor the ground promising for the botanist, the

only feature of note being the summit of Slieve Callan rising

far to westward, to a height of 1282 feet, and forming the

highest point of elevation attained by the hills of Clare.

Lisdoonvarna, our next halting place, is a small village situated

in the midst of a richly undulated country, rising into green

hills, and forming a great contrast to the crag country of

Burren
;

it boasts of five hotels which during the summer
season are often thronged with visitors to the Spa wells, for

which this place is celebrated. During our stay we enjoyed

the beautifully clear waters of the sulphur spring through

the medium of the organ of smell, but there we rested
;

tasting of them appeared to be quite an unnecessary proceeding

on our part, if we placed any value at all upon our equanimity

of mind. A spring which contains a considerable amount of

magnesia along with iron is, however, excellent, and is worthy

of much more attention than it receives. These wells derive

their sulphur and iron from the iron pyrites with which the

shales of the coal measures abound, and by the trickling of the

water through them their decomposition is effected.

From the hotel window, on our arrival, we enjoyed a most

charming view just before sunset
;
then,

" Far and fast,

The summer darkness dropped upon the world,

A gentle air among the cloudlets passed,

And fanned away their crimson."
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Near this place are numerous deep ravines, which are exceed-

ingly picturesque, and in them the junction between the car-

boniferous limestone and the shales of the coal measures—or,

according to Professor Hull, of the Yoredale series— is perhaps

more beautifully exemplified than anywhere else in Ireland.

Here the traveller may walk' for miles, if he so please, with his

feet firm upon the uppermost bed of the limestone, while on

either side the perpendicular walls of the shale tower far above

him. At the present time the water, having accomplished its

work upon the shales, is wearing away the limestone, and in

this way the ravines will be deepened and widened at the same

time, unless the water, sinking down through the joints into

the rock, finds, as it does sometimes, a subterranean channel,

and in this way commences its work of undermining the very

hills themselves. In this manner the caverns which traverse

the limestone in many places have been formed, and the dry

caverns of the present period were no doubt the former chan-

nels of subterranean streams, which have since pursued a

different track, as is evidenced by some of them being

still acted upon by the torrents of water which issue from their

mouths after heavy rain. Independent of their interest to the

geologist, many of these ravines are objects of beauty to the

lover of nature. Down their overhanging sides water drips

incessantly, and they afford a home for ferns, mosses, and

Hepatic ic. Along the banks the Royal fern in many cases

shows its vivid delicate green fronds to delight the rambler
;

and of this species there are several capital habitats along the

streams near Lisdoonvarna. At one spot, called St. Catherine's,

the fern-hunter is delighted and surprised by immense tussacs

of this fern, forming an area of about fifty yards square, with

fronds of such a height and size that when one walked

through them the top of his cap was barely distinguishable

by his friends. These streams abound in small cataracts,

past which in many cases it is impossible to go, unless one

is inclined for a bath up to the middle or thereabouts, with

the smallest prospect possible of getting dry again. Along the

sides of one which adjoins the Spectacle Bridge, a rather pretty
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structure, we found huge tussacs of the beautiful hanging sedge

( Carex pendida), and also of another equally scarce
( Carex lae-

vigata)^ both of them new to Clare, as well as Carex remota,

which is not so rare. Farther up this same ravine Bree's Broad
Fern {Lastrcea cemula) grew in tolerable quantity and very

large, its lovely fronds with their re- curved pinnules in many
cases attaining two or three feet in length. The yellow flowers

of the Cow-wheat (Mdampyrum pratense) formed a conspicuous

object among the heath above. Along the meadows, on the

sides of the higher ravines, we came upon the Adder's tongue

{Ophioglossum vulgatum) and the Moonwort {Botrychium lu-

naria), the latter of large size. Of Orchids, both the lesser and

larger Butterfly Orchids were abundant {Habenaria bifolia and

Habenaria chloranthci), the latter scarcer, however : this is the

only place that I observed it in Clare, though with us in the

North it is far commoner than H. bifolia. In boggy ground on

the shales we obtained the long-leaved Sundew (Drosera ang-

licci), the Creeping Scorpion grass (Myosotis repe?is), new to

Clare ; and later on in the season the lovely pale flowers of the

lesser Butterwort {Pinguicula lusitanica) were sent to me from

the same place.

Near Lisdoonvarna, on the side of a ravine where a limestone

tufa comes out through the shales, we saw a very small patch

of the Maiden-hair Fern (Adiantum Capillus Veneris). It was

discovered in this station many years ago by the Rev. Thomas
Warren, and the interest that attaches to it is principally due

to its distance from the sea, for the plants are in an exceedingly

dwarfed condition. By Lough Bulard, near Roundstone, Co.

Galway, my friend Mr. Stewart has found the plant under

similar conditions. The only summit which attains any con-

siderable elevation in this neighbourhood is Slieve Elva (1109

feet), which lies to the N.E.-ward. On our way thither we
passed all that remains of the former Castle of Lisdoonvarna,

consisting of the terraces which fronted the house, part of the

garden walls (of which one now forms a portion of a farmstead),

and of the fortifications. This castle was formerly the property

of the Davorens, but has now passed to the Stackpooles.
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Upon the side of Slieve Elva a fine geological section was

examined. First carboniferous limestone, then shales, and in

the bed of a small river a great thickness of grits overtopping

the shales, the height of these grits above the limestone being

eighty feet, speaking roughly. Slieve Elva is not productive

of plants, though one little nook, all moss-grown at the

sides, where a small waterfall comes down, is very lovely indeed;

and from the top the view over the hills southwards, towards

Corrofin and Ennis, with the balmy mountain breeze blowing

around one, is very fine and enjoyable.

From Lisdoonvarna we visited the celebrated Cliffs of Moher,

which extend for two or three miles in length. Here the

action of the sea, by carrying away the thickly jointed shales

and grits of the coal measures, has formed a series of perpen-

dicular cliffs attaining the stupendous height of 668 feet, which

drop absolutely vertical into the sea. On account of these rocks

being laid with a horizontal bedding, they can stand with a

vertical face, as though they were blocks of masonry in a wall.

In many places spots whence a good view can be obtained have

been fenced in and walled by the liberality of Mr. O'Brien, of

Birch Field House, who has also erected a handsome tower near

the summit. A precipitous and winding, but by no means dan-

gerous path, leads to the base of the cliffs, at a place called

Aillenasharragh, whence the visitor obtains some small idea ofthe

grandeur of these stupendous rock masses, the view from above

downwards being by no means so fine. The breakers of the

Atlantic, six or eight feet in height, fall upon the shore with a

roar resembling thunder not far distant, and the shore slopes so

rapidly that the force of backward suction is enormous, and the

noise made by it almost deafening. From the top all this dis-

turbance is only indicated by a slight apparent ripple and a

white line of creamy spray. The beach is covered by an im-

mense accumulation of debris
;
huge masses of grit, shale, and

flagstone lying piled together in wild confusion, and the cliffs

are constantly decreasing in height, since the ground here

slopes inward from the coast, the action of the waves wearing

away the lower part of the cliff, and constantly causing frag-
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ments of the upper part to fall for want of support ; and in this

process the sea is assisted considerably by the great vertical

joints which, traversing the rock, divide it into blocks, thus

rendering the work of destruction a much easier matter than it

would otherwise be. These rocks afford roosting places for in-

numerable seabirds, especially puffins, which congregate there

in such numbers that the appearance of the rocks along the

upper ledges, through a powerful field glass, is as if an artist,

with white colour upon his brush, had painted every second

spot, leaving a grey one between. Immediately below the tower,

to the left, there is a small patch of grass upon which some

years ago an experiment was made, by lowering some goats

thither ; but as the space is very limited, soon a struggle for

existence began, which ended in one of the stronger driving his

fellows off the ledge into the sea, and living alone in lonely

grandeur for several years, when he disappeared also, whether

by a natural death or otherwise is not known.

Upon the short pastures, both on the top of the cliffs and by

the path descending them, we found the Mountain Pansy {Viola

lutea)
)
the true plant of Hudson, showing its yellow flowers,

and on precipitous parts of the cliffs themselves, the ruddy

stems, yellow flowers, and fleshy leaves of the Rose-root Sedum
(Sedtun Rhodiola), nestled closely where disintegration gave

them sufficient hold. On the beach below we also noticed a

curious succulent variety of the scentless Fever-few {Matricaria

inodora v. salind), which is said to be not uncommon on the

sea coast. The view from O'Brien's Tower, both to northward

and also to southward, is fine in the extreme : southward lies

the whole coast line as far as the cliffs of Kilkee, and nearer

Liscannor Bay is seen indenting the coast line. Hag's Head is

perhaps the boldest of these lofty cliffs as regards outline, though

not the greatest in height ; and there is a curious tradition

among the peasantry that at one time this Hag's Head was

connected with the southern shores of Liscannor Bay by dry

land, and about midway stood the Church of St. Scoitheen, but

by reason of an earthquake land and church suddenly disap-

peared ; and on clear days, when the sea is calm, it is said that
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the ruins of the church are sometimes visible at the bottom

—

this latter circumstance reminding one somewhat of Tom
Moore's reference to the Lough Neagh Round Tower, seen by

the fishermen shining beneath the waves at eventide. Caves

are not very frequent in these cliffs, since they are formed of

shales.

Not far from the cliffs, along the road to Liscannor, we visited

a well of some note, known as St. Bridget's Well, whose waters

are famed among the peasantry for their healing virtues, and on

the festival of the saint large numbers of people come from all

parts of Clare to visit it and taste of them. By the roadside, at

Liscannor, we again noticed the lesser Swine's Cress (Senebiera

didyma), and upon the sandhills of Lahinch a curious form of

the Mountain Pansy (V. luted), apparently intermediate between

it and another species, V. Curtisii, was abundant. Liscannor

Bay is, on the whole, very pretty and picturesque.

At Ennistimon there is a pretty waterfall, where may be seen

alternately flags and shales lying horizontally.

While we stayed at Lisdoonvarna we enjoyed the genial so-

ciety and kind hospitality of the physician of the place, W. H.

Stacpoole Westropp, Esq., M.D., whose knowledge of the sur-

rounding country and his eagerness in the pursuit of botany

proved very agreeable helps to our toils. In his pretty

fernery, situated by the picturesque villa near the Baths, we
were delighted by the sight of a series of living specimens of

many splendid sports of the Hartstongue Fern {Scolopendium

vulgare\ all in a very healthy condition, and for the most part

brought from the clefts and fissures of the limestone, both at

Poulsallagh and Blackhead, the last scenes of our labours. In

this admirable fernery also we noticed several patches of the

green Maiden-hair Spleenwort [Asplcnium viride), from Conne-

mara, reputed to be a very difficult fern to cultivate, but neither

it nor that other puzzler, the Moonwort (Botrychium lunaria)

appear to present any difficulty to this gentleman, who has

grown both with equal success.

Leaving Lisdoonvarna, we now examined the western portion

of Burren in like manner, as we had done that of Glanquin and
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Glancolumbkille, beginning with the classic ground of Poul-

sallagh, or the 11 dirty hole" lying just below Lisdoonvarna, to

the westward. The Castle of Ballynalackan, however, first de-

serves a passing notice. High amid the crag country rise the

remarkable ruins of this pile, all the surrounding country bear-

ing witness to the mighty action of water in bygone time. To
the east, and immediately behind it, stretches a deep trough or

hollow valley, on either side of which may be seen the grey

rocks mantled and shrouded by clinging ivy. This hollow was

probably caused by the falling-in of the roof of some subterranean

river-course or cavern. The best general view of the ruin is to

be obtained from the southern end of this valley, as by this

means a site is obtained for sketching, which hides the cottage

nestling under its shade ; and this latter structure, though very

picturesque in itself, serves in a marked degree to lessen the

impression as to the height of the castle. At Ballynalackan

there is a cool fernery, arranged and managed with consummate

taste and skill, well worthy of a visit.

On our way down from Lisdoonvarna we met with one of

those extirpators of the rare plants with which this county

abounds ; and I must remark, in passing, that the ruthless process

of extermination, by uprooting of the plants for the mere sake of

their mercenary value, carried on by these persons, who might

earn a better livelihood by ordinary work, will in some years

render one, at least, of our loveliest ferns, the true Maiden-hair

{Adiantum Capillus veneris), very scarce, though I have no fear

of its absolute extinction. This particular personage, however,

has been reaping gain by collecting the leaves of the Red Rattle

{Pedicularis palustris), before the plant comes into flower, and

palming them off upon the innocent credulity of the visitors to

the Spas as the rare " Monks'-hoof " fern—that name being

evidently one of his own invention.

From Poulsallagh we obtained our first good view of the

ocean, which stretched calm and placid, bathed in the grey haze

of the noontide. Close at hand almost lay the South Isles of

Arran, called Inishmore, Inishmaan, and Inisheer, the s'cene

of Moore's beautiful lines, " O Arranmore, loved Arranmore,
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how oft I dream of thee !" while northward we enjoyed

a view of the coast line as far as the promontory of Blackhead.

This point, in fact, is the southern termination of a bold escarp-

ment, very striking in character, which, rising two miles north

of Corrofin, runs with a greatly indented course to a point four

miles west of Kinvarra, on Galway Bay, and sweeping round

several deep valleys, at the foot of one of which lies the Abbey
of Corcomroe, and of another the village of Ballyvaughan,

which stretch up from the bay into the hills, forms the promon-

tory of Blackhead, rising to a height of 1000 feet within a mile

of the shore, and then gradually lowering as it runs along the

coast southward to this place, and finally dies away near Fisher

Street. This escarpment is the steep slope of a great plateau,

the summit of which, inclining gently southwards, is intersected

by many deep valleys and gorges, which cut it up into nume-

rous hills. These hills are composed of pale grey limestone

rock, with scarce a trace of grass, and their sides are, as it were,

hewn into giant steps formed by a succession of small cliffs, with

nearly flat terraces of rock at their bases and summits, and these

lines of cliff and terrace may be traced by the eye along the

hills for miles together ; and were it not for the gentle dip of

the beds to the south, they would form actual lines of contour.

As it is they produce a most singular and striking effect, some

of the hills, with their flat tops of bare rock, looking like great

citadels surrounded by fortification walls. The breeze which

blows in from the bosom of the great sea over these hills is

warm, yet balmy and delicious, imparting a freshness peculiar

to itself. On some low cliffs by the roadside we found the Rock

Sea Lavender {Statice occidentalis) growing in patches here and

there, and just coming into flower. This form is only about

half the size of the plants which occur upon Howth Head, Co.

Dublin, and has a less branched panicle. Close by it it, in the

darker crevices, nestled the dark green fronds and denser tufts

of the Sea Spleenwort Fern (Asplenium marinum), which here

attains a style and magnificence truly grand—fronds full three

feet in length being not uncommon. The fleshy stems of the

Sea Samphire (Crithmum maritinum)
)
which form such an ex-
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cellent pickle, also occurred at the same place. On the lower

rocks, here and all round to Ballyvaughan, we obtained Squi-

nancy Wort (Asperula cynanchicci)
)
Least Mountain Bedstraw

( Galium sylvestre), Wild Madder (Rubia fteregrina), and the

pinkish purple flowers of the fragrant Orchis {Gymnadenia

conopsea,) with their slight scent of vanilla. The surface of the

cliffs was matted with the stems and dark leaves of the Dryad

(Dryas octopetala), now for the most part distinguishable by

its feathery fruit. On some low flat crag rocks by the sea,

the crag is what is termed "clean," that is to say the rocks

are not jointed in almost every direction, but the joints are

long and parallel, and hence the fissures are few and deep. Here

we obtained the green fronds of the Maiden-hair, much to our

delight, growing deep down and in the greatest luxuriance, the

tops of its fronds coming almost but not quite to the top of the

fissure, so that it is protected from the blast. Along with it in

one place grew the larger Meadow Rue (Thalictrum flexnosum),

a very noteworthy circumstance, since the only spot mentioned

for it in Foot's paper is " rocks on the hillside a little south of

Blackhead," but by no means so far south as this. Under the

shadow ofsome rocks, I spied the hoary leaves and vivid yellow

buds of the Rock Rose {Helianthemimi camcm)
)
noticed here by

Foot, and we afterwards found it to be more plentiful on the

higher ground to the northward. Gentiana verna also occurred

on the same ground with the rest we have noticed
; most of the

plants were in fruit, but a few were in flower. Deep, deep,

pure blue, the colour which the Greeks gave to the eyes of

Athena, is the hue which mantles its starry flowers, associated

as it is in our minds with the colour of Alpine lakes, which

contrast so vividly with the fairer green of Alpine pastures. It

was " as if the sky let fall a flower from its own cerulean wall,"

to make the earth as like heaven as it could do. But the pre-

vailing glory and beauty of these limestone rock gardens is

undoubtedly the Bloody Geranium (G. sanguineum). Dark
green leaves, and flowers varying from bloody crimson when
they first expand, to deep purple

;
and in extreme age, before

the petals fade and fall off altogether, passing into an intense
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blue with crimson through it, as deep almost as our own
beautiful "Flower of Dunluce," the Geranium (G. pratense) of

the Antrim basalt ; such are the colour characters of this flower

without which these crag lands would appear almost a bare

wilderness, but aided by which no more charming prospect of

colour could be desired. Lovely, indeed, is the tricolor flag

waving on the hills of Clare, formed of the Geranium, Dryad,

and Gentian. The red Broom Rape [Orobanche rubra), with

which summer visitors to. the Cave Hill are doubtless familiar

as parasitic upon the Wild Thyme (Thymus serpyllum), also

occurred in small quantity, and the observation is noteworthy,

for this station is far to the southwest of Foot's limit, since he

says expressly " on no hill west of Ballyvaughan valley." A
curious form of the mossy Saxifrage [Saxifraga //ypnoides), in

which the barren shoots terminated in dense rosettes, presenting

a considerable resemblance to Saxifraga hirta, formed little

cushions over the rocks. Among the clean crags high up we
obtained more Maiden-hair and several sports of the Harts-

tongue. Ceterach also delighted and greeted us among the

rocks with its dark green fronds, and their almost golden or

aureolin under-sides, attaining the extraordinary dimensions that

I have spoken of elsewhere. In the rocky valley of Ballyna-

lackan the stems of the Cornel ( Comics sanguinea) grew truly

native, and new to the mainland of this district.

During our walk a countryman wishing to be friendly invited

us " to take a drink of potheen," which we, however, declined. A
great deal of illicit distillation goes on in Arran, whence this

was brought, and in comparative safety from excise police, so

that the potheen attains great perfection. A pretty strict

watch is kept upon the mainland for whiskey which has come

there duty free ;
and in talking to a jarvey who drove us into

Ballyvaughan, down the Corkscrew Hill, which lies between it

and Lisdoonvarna, we found that he had come under the ban

of the excisemen at Kinvarra, in consequence of having a little

keg of potheen stowed snugly away in the well of the car.

Down this Corkscre w Hill the road winds in a far more tortuous

course than ever corkscrew pursued, and the traveller experiences
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the sensation of being jolted almost to pieces upon the vehicle

if he rides, or if he walks, the tiring sensation either of a perilous

descent or a steep ascent ; this tortuous course is rendered necess-

ary, however, by the peculiar steepness of the rock in some places.

The view obtained by driving down this way to Ballyvaughan is

very pretty : away in front stretches the wide bay of Galway, with

its herring fishers at their daily toil, on the left is the chain of

hills forming the Blackhead promontory, and on the right its

continuation towards Kinvarra, following the bendings of the

coast line accurately. Beneath lies the peaceful quiet valley of

Ballyvaughan, with its hamlet by the shore, and its long stretch

of green pastures, interspersed at intervals here and there

with crag.

By the road leading from the foot of the Corkscrew into

Ballyvaughan, we obtained the grey stems and flowers of the

Vervain {Verbena officinalis) at intervals, and also of the lesser

Swine's Cress (Senebiera didyma\ nearer the village itself.

Close to Ballyvaughan are some fields called " turloughs," con-

sisting of low-lying meadows covered in many cases with crag,

which are submerged in winter by reason of the heavy rains
;

they lie immediately to the south of the workhouse ;—some

good plants are to be found therein, as for instance the Northern

Bedstraw (Galium borea/e), which we had met with near

Corrofin ;
dwarf shrubby bushes showing brilliant golden flowers,

indicating the Shrubby Cinquefoil (Potentilla fruticosd), noticed

previously at Glanquin, and a dwarf prostrate form of the

Purging Buckthorn (Rhaminis Catharticus) among the clefts

of the rocks, together with the usual array of the Bloody

Cranesbill and Squinancy Wort, and also a curious little plant

belonging to the Rose order, with flower heads of a reddish

purple hue, called the Burnet (Poterium sanguisorba), new to

the county. Skirting along an old road by the base of the

hills, we walked towards Blackhead, soon joining the main road

round it. The full sun of noonday poured his rays down upon

us as we worked, and we experienced what it is to hunt amid

grey limestone rocks with an atmosphere flashing with light

all around, and very glad we were of the slight relief afforded
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by shades of neutral tint glass. The fields appeared one blaze

of flowers, some cornfields especially reminding me, by the

brilliancy and varied hues of their colouring, of Gustave Dore's

admirable picture entitled " The Prairie ;" one especially so, a

field of golden brown wheat, amid which rose one blaze of silk

and scarlet flame, due to the splendid flowers of the Corn Poppy

(Papaver Rhceas). Along with these were mingled the light

blue heads of the Field Scabious {Knautia arvensis), new to

Clare, and by traversing the golden corn ridges we obtained

several others, as the Toothed Corn Salad {Valerianella dentata),

the Corn Spurge {Euphorbia exigita), and another smaller

species of poppy with dark cardinal petals, marked by a patch

of deep black at the base, of which we had noticed one or two

plants near Crusheen (Papaver hybridum)\ all of them were

previously unrecorded from Co. Clare. Near the old castle of

Gleninagh, which stands by the shore of the bay, we saw at

intervals the dark green fronds of the Brittle Fern (Cystopteris

fragilis) peeping forth from under the interstices in the fences

of grey stone by the wayside
; and not far from some houses we

noticed the grey stems of the Sea Wormwood {Artemisia

maritima), which we had seen at Killadysart in the estuary of

the Fergus. Near the same spot in several places the pale

white flowers, tinged with lilac, of the round-leaved Mallow

(Malva rotundifolia) were abundant.

As we neared a small claghan of huts, we met two Irish girls

with their long raven hair streaming down over their shoulders,

and bare feet, and, since the day was oppressively warm, we
stopped and asked them if we could obtain some milk where-

with to quench our thirst at any of the huts. But evidently

startled as they were by our extraordinary appearance, no sooner

did they hear our mode of speech, than without stopping to

answer the question they turned sharp round and made for the

huts. When we at length arrived there also, we found every

door closely locked, though we could plainly discern the in-

habitants thereof within, who eyed us with stealthy and furtive

glances of inquiry through the windows, evidently questioning

whether we were beings like themselves (though of this point
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they appeared to have strong misgivings), or whether, as seemed

to them far more likely, no doubt, we were emissaries from the

spirit of evil sent forth to wander to and fro upon the earth
;

certainly the colour of our complexions and the implements of

geology which we carried, might have suggested such to them.

On some short grassy pastures it was our fortune to find one

of the rarer Club Mosses {Lycopodium selaginoides), together

with the fruit stems of our Alpine friend, the Gentian, which

appeared to be not uncommon on the hillside. Along with it

we made the acquaintance of some fine specimens of the goat,

known technically here as the Burren deer." On the higher

rocks the Dryad as usual formed immense cushions, some of its

fine large cream-coloured flowers even yet remaining in the

crevices, where also the Geranium abounded. South of the

extreme point of the promontory, we found the larger Meadow
Rue {Thalictrum flexuosum), this being the station noticed in

Foot's paper (Trans. R.I. A., vol. 24,) for it, and along with it the

curious form of the Mossy Saxifrage before described, and also

the Spring Sandwort {Alsine vernd).

Blackhead is a low hill of about 1000 feet, flat-topped, and

terraced in the manner characteristic of all this great Burren

escarpment. At length we reached the village of Murrough,

rather tired, and here we found a perfect colony of the Hore-

hound {Marrubium vulgari) scenting the air. and perfectly

native, and in the clefts of the flat expanse of clean crag which

stretches downwards to the sea, we found the Maiden-hair in

great abundance, and removed a few roots. The plant called

" Maiden-hair " by Keogh, and brought to Dublin for sale in

1735, from the rocky mountains of Burrin, where it was plentiful,

was not this species, however, but the Black Maiden-hair

Spleenwort (Asplenium Trichomanes), at least so Mr. A. G.

More of Dublin, informs us. On limestone rocks between this

village and the Head, my friend Dr. Westropp, a few weeks

later, found the rare Ivy Broomrape (Orobanche Hederce),

parasitical upon ivy, a plant found previously upon the islands

of Arran, but not known from Burren, and very interesting as

a further link between the two floras. I should have mentioned
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that the Crowberry {Empetrum nigrum) grows amid the heath

near the top of Blackhead. After partaking of some strong tea,

which we purchased at the village of Murrough, where the

people of course speak Irish, and evidently have very little idea

indeed of the value of coin, we returned to Ballyvaughan upon

an open donkey cart driven by a native, and enjoyed a most

disagreeable shaking. We were charmed, however, with a

lovely view of the distant Connemara mountains, the far-

famed Twelve Pins of Bennabola lying bathed in the evening

light, the light blue colour of the near hills across the bay

fading into intense purple in the distance, where their

giant summits rose in many cases to heights far exceeding

2000 feet.

Before leaving Ballyvaughan we paid a visit to the Cister-

cian Abbey of Corcomroe, situated at the foot of one of the

great valleys which run far up into the plateau. According to

some writers, this owes its foundation to Donald O'Brien,

the King of Thomond and Ormond, who died in 1 194, and who
founded the Cathedrals of Limerick and Cashel

;
but according

to others his youngest son Donough Carbrach O'Brien, who
succeeded him, was the founder of the Abbey. It was

originally a sumptuous edifice dedicated to the Blessed Virgin,

and dependant on the Abbey of Suireen in Tipperary.

In one of the side chapels adjoining the chancel, repose the

remains of the stately King of Thomond, who was killed in a

battle fought near this place, in 1267. A large portion of the

structure is still in excellent preservation, including the nave,

transept, chancel, with its adjoining side chapels, and the aisle.

The columns connecting the arch of the chancel and the arches

of the two side chapels are worthy of attention, as specimens of

antique carving.

Crossing the Bay of Galway from Ballyvaughan by the tug

steamer il
Citie of the Tribes " to Galway, we ended for the

time being our experience of Clare, and it now only remains for

me to sum up in a few words the more interesting botanical

results of our ramble. Foremost among these is the unexpected

occurrence of the Bristle Fern so far north of Kerry ; the
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extension of the range of the extremely rare Dense-flowered

Orchis into Burren is also extremely interesting, though Mr.

A. G. More writes me that "he has long expected it to turn up

there while the occurrence in the extreme west of two plants,

viz., the Sea Wormwood and the French Mercury, hitherto

supposed to be confined to the eastern coast, and to a single county

there (Dublin), is worthy of note. At Glanquin, so far as I

can see, we have a second edition of the Castle Taylor 11 Hunting

Course," with slight variation, and the occurrence of three species

of Hawkweeds, according to Mr. Backhouse's determination,

upon the limestone, all cf them rare and local species, offers a

marked and decided contrast to what Mr. H. C. Hart found in

Arran, where he ranks these very plants among those which are

adverse to limestone strata. And the addition of 23 new
species to the previous records from District 6, and the extension

of many species formerly recorded from other parts of the district

into Clare itself, together with numerous new stations for many
of our rare plants, will serve to show that in some degree our

ramble was not altogether unproductive and unfruitful.

I cannot close this paper, without the expression of our

our warmest thanks to those gentlemen, viz., Revs. Thomas
Warren, S. Walker, and Dr. Westropp, who so kindly aided us

with their hospitality and knowledge of the country, when we
were strangers and pilgrims in the land of the West ; and to

Professor C. C. Babington and Mr. J. Backhouse, of York, for

their kind advice and assistance in the determination of many
of our plants.

[The Paper was illustrated by photographs of the scenery in

the district, and by specimens of the plants described.]
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17th February, 1880.

The President, Professor Purser, in the Chair.

Abstract of Paper read by Professor R. O. Cunningham, M.D.,

on

SPONGES.

This paper was devoted to a resume of our present knowledge

of the systematic position, structure, and geographical and

geological distribution of the animals thus named.

After a few remarks on the erroneous opinions formerly

prevalent with regard to their nature, the lecturer stated that

at the present three distinct views were taken by naturalists of

the place occupied by them in a natural classification. While

a considerable number of systematic zoologists retain Sponges

as a class of the sub-kingdom Protozoa, the majority of those

who have made a careful study of their minute structure and

embryology, are in favour of removing them from the Protozoa,

some relegating the group to the Coelenterata, while others

prefer to place it by itself as the type of a distinct sub-kingdom,

which, adopting the nomenclature of Professor Huxley, may be

termed Polystomata. Sponges differ from all Protozoa in

exhibiting sexual reproduction, propagating themselves by

ova as well as by buds, as the result of which there is the

formation of a blastoderm, from the layers of which these tissues

are evolved. In this respect as well as in certain details of their

anatomy, they resemble the animals included in the sub-

kingdom Coelenterata, but they differ from all Coelenterates in

the method of ingestion of their food, feeding by many mouths

instead of by one.
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Professor Cunningham then proceeded to give a short account

of the structure of a Sponge, describing the character of the

amaebiform and ciliated cells, and the skeletal basis of support.

Next, a brief sketch was given of the modes of reproduction

and development, the lecturer pointing out that in its most

fundamental points the egg of a Sponge in developing passed

through a series of phases similar to those undergone by that of

a frog or bird. The formation of the blastoderm, with its

division into the three layers known as the epiblast, mesjblast,

and hypoblast, was explained, and some of the most recent of

the observations of Schulze on the development of Sponges

were described and illustrated by diagrams.

A few observations were in the next place devoted to the

habit of life of the group, specimens being exhibited of

Euplectella, with its commensal Crustacea, and Hyalonema,

with its Actinozoan messmate. The lecture was brought to a

close by a short notice of the distribution of Sponges in past

time, in the course of which Professor Cunningham expressed

himself sceptical as to so-called " continuity of the Chalk."
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2\th February
,
1880.

The President, Professor Purser, in the Chair.

Dr. Thomas Greer read

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE ZULU WAR: 1879.

The Zulu war has, during the past year, engrossed a much
larger share of public attention than is usually given to the

petty conflicts in which England, owing to the extent and

nature of her colonial empire, is almost constantly involved.

Had it not been for the unexpected check received by our arms

almost at the commencement of the campaign, and the con-

sequent call for reinforcements on a scale unprecedented in

colonial warfare, it is probable that this war would have

attracted as little notice, and awakened as little interest in

England, as did the old Caffre war, which almost immediately

preceded, or as now does the Transvaal difficulty, which

immediately followed it. If the campaign had been planned

with the ordinary skill of British officers, and carried out with

their customary success, the names of those who were engaged

in it would never have become the household words they did,

nor in all probability would the shower of V.C.'s and C.B.'s

have descended so lavishly upon their fortunate heads. But I

do not ask you to listen to-night to another criticism of the

policy of Sir Bartle Frere, or the generalship of Lord Chelms-

ford. Those subjects have been touched by far more competent

hands than mine, and it is probable that you are still far from

having heard the last word upon either of them. Any light I

may be able to throw upon these general questions will be
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indirect and incidental. Neither can I promise to follow very

closely the movements of the armies in the field, or to entertain

you with any thrilling narratives of personal adventure. It

was not my fortune to be present at any of the engagements of

the war : I cannot shoulder my crutch and show you how fields

were won. I can only take you where you can now and then,

as it were, catch the sound of firing in the distance ; but I can

tell you something of the camp, and of the march
;
I can take

you round the hospitals and show you a few of those things

that must always be after a famous victory. I can do little

more, in short, than fill in here and there a few details in a

picture of which the outlines have already been fully and

graphically presented to you by others.

For reasons upon which I need not enter here, the Army
Medical Department was found to be so much undermanned at

the beginning of last year, that when war appeared imminent at

the Cape, the War Office called for volunteer surgeons to supple-

ment the strength of the regular staff, and I was among the

first to offer my services, but not the very first, as Dr. Woods
and Dr. Linden, both of this town, had started about a fortnight

before me. It is now exactly a year since I found myself on

board the colonial mail steamer " Conway Castle," some distance

south of the line, counting the days that must elapse before our

eyes were gladdened by the sight of land
;
for although a long

voyage at sea is to me an experience so pleasant that I seldom

wish it over, we had heard at Madeira and St. Vincent news

that had made our blood boil in our veins ; and for once, delight

in the strange weird beauties of the tropic ocean was lost in

burning impatience for action and certainty. We had heard

that the first battalion of the 24th Regiment, nnmbering 800

men, together with a large contingent of native auxiliaries, had

been surrounded and cut to pieces, in the most literal sense of

the words
; that scarcely a man had escaped to tell the tale

;

that one of the invading columns had been thus practically

destroyed, while the other was surrounded and besieged by the

victorious savages, and in imminent danger of sharing the same

fate. I can imagine something of the feelings with which the
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tidings of Isandhlwana were received in England, when I recall

the outburst of grief and rage among the little company then

on their way to the scene of conflict. Every other feeling was

for the moment merged in the thirst for vengeance, and for the

time being the most thorough-going " jingo-ism" reigned

supreme. To stop to inquire into the merits of the struggle,

still more, to pay the just tribute of admiration to the splendid

defence the gallant savages were making, were out of the

question ; we had among us some of the officers of the 24th,

whose comrades even then lay unburied on the field of

Isandhlwana. Horrible stories had been told of the mutilations

and indignities offered to the bodies of the slain, and of the

tortures inflicted on the living ; the Zulu of fiction, the man-

slaying gladiator of Sir Bartle Frere's despatches and of the

popular imagination, was before us in all his hideous deformity,

and the feeling and language of all on board, combatant and

non-combatant alike, were those of Macduff

—

" Within my sword's length set him ; if he 'scape

Heaven forgive him too !

"

Of course we resorted to all the various expedients by which it

is usual to while away the time during a long voyage. There

happened to be a company of actors on board, and a number of

performances were given, the proceeds of which went to the

benefit of the wives and children of the slain soldiers of the

24th. There were the usual soup, and dances, and flirtations,

and quarrels. So we slid along, day after day, and night after

night, beneath the hot glare of the vertical sun, and through

the breathless calm of tropic nights, in which the planets blazed

overhead with a splendid lustre never seen in temperate

latitudes, while the phosphorescent waves licked the vessel's

sides likes tongues of fire, or gleamed in her wake like another

milky way. There is no sight in nature more magically

beautiful than the tropic sea on a dark night
;
then is the time

for enjoyment and wakefulness after the siesta of the hot and

drowsy afternoon. But " for this, for everything, we were out

of tune." There were few among us who were not continually

thinking of the time when we should reach our destination, and
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take our part in retrieving the tarnished honour of our country.

Night after night have I paced the deck alone, under the moon,

while from the smoking room resounded the din of martial

songs and warlike speeches. Do I blame the brave fellows who
were blowing off" their steam in this boisterous fashion ? Not a

bit, I have made one of them myself more than once. The
fighting spirit of Englishmen is a thing to be proud of : it ought

not to be lightly roused, for it is not easily quelled. If there

be blame anywhere, and I believe there is heavy blame, it was

certainly not there.

After a voyage somewhat longer than usual, owing to a gale

we had encountered in the Bay of Biscay, and a long halt at

St. Vincent for despatches, the huge square mass of Table

Mountain rose in sight, and within a few hours we were ashore

in Cape Town. Here we learned that since the disastrous day of

Isandhlwana the war had been practically suspended ;
that an

urgent demand for large reinforcements had been sent to

England
; that the first or shore column of invasion, under

Colonel Pearson, was shut up in the mission station of Etchowe,

and surrounded by overwhelming numbers of Zulus ;
that it

was expected that Cetywayo would immediately make a dash

with his victorious troops into Natal, practically defenceless for

the moment; and that all the towns were being fortified as well

as time and means would permit. These tidings did not damp
our ardour, and we chafed with impatience under the delay

occasioned by the stoppage at Cape Town, and the further

voyage of four days to Durban. At the latter place we arrived

on the ioth of March. Durban is the port of Natal, and I

believe the largest town in the colony, though not the capital.

Here we found everything in bustle, and I fear I must add in

confusion. The first thing that attracted our attention was the

piles of sandbags collected in the central square of the town, for

the purpose of constructing barricades against the expected rush

of the Zulus. It was now, however, more than six weeks after

Isandhlwana, and the panic had to some extent subsided it

was beginning to be known that Cetywayo had issued strict

orders forbidding any Zulus to cross the border, and by this
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time the reinforcements were expected every day. In fact one

detachment of the 57th Regiment had already landed from

Ceylon, and were encamped at a short distance from the town.

I at once proceeded to the base hospital to report my arrival to

the senior medical officer, accompanied by two brother surgeons,

Drs. Boomer and O'Callaghan, who had accompanied me from

England, and were bound on the same errand as myself. A
fourth confrere, Dr. Duncan, who had also been a fellow-

voyager, did not accompany us just then, and as he was sent up

to the front a few days after, we lost sight of him for the time.

The hospital lay beyond the camp of the 57th, among low

sandhills, where patches of thorny scrub alternated with tracts

of marsh and reedbeds, the whole separated from the seashore

by a belt of dense jungly forest. It was a large square enclosure,

containing one long low building, a small office, and about a dozen

tents and marquees. Here we found the senior medical officer,

Surgeon Major Wills, almost single-handed, his previous

assistants having left a few days before for the front. One
army surgeon who remained with him was recovering from

severe illness himself, and not capable of much work. We
found Dr. Wills in the act of commencing an operation, at

which we assisted him almost without a word ; and after it was

over he at once distributed the hospital work among us, and

declared his intention of retaining us at the place as long as

possible. In point of fact we remained there for two months,

during which we did almost the whole of the medical and

surgical work of the place. The amount of purely official

work falling upon the shoulders of any senior medical officer in

time of war is usually enough to engross his whole time and

attention, and the professional duties are as a general rule left

very much in the hands of the junior officers.

We found about one hundred patients in hospital on our

arrival, including some of the wounded from Rorke's Drift ; but

by far the larger proportion came from the unhealthy shore

district, and had belonged to Pearson's column, then besieged

in Etchowe. Some of these men had been wounded by assegai

or bullet, but by far the greater number were suffering from
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fever, pneumonia, dysentery, rheumatism, and other diseases

engendered by exposure and hardship. Their number was

soon largely increased, and the routine of our duties vari ed by

the arrival of the reinforcements, which came pouring in upon

us during the month of March. First came the remainder of

the 57th Regiment of Foot from Ceylon, then the 91st High-

landers and 3/6oth Rifles from Aldershot, then the 88th from

Mauritius, the 17th Lancers, the 1st Dragoon Guards, the 58th

Foot, the Royal Artillery, and the Army Service Corps from

Aldershot. Every man had to undergo medical inspection

before proceeding to the front, the order being that none were

to go forward in whom the least disease or unsoundness could

be detected. The labour of inspecting these regiments fell

principally upon myself and my two companions already men-

tioned, and some of the results are worth a passing notice.

The 57th, after having been stationed five years in Ceylon, did

not seem at all in good condition
;
neither did the 88th, who

had been some time in the Mauritius. The 3/6oth Rifles, on

the other hand, fresh from England, impressed us very favour-

ably
;
they were nearly all smart young fellows, in perfect

health, and drilled to admiration. Some of the home regiments,

however, were not by any means in so satisfactory a state ; in

the 58th in particular, were a number of men who ought never

to have been sent out at all, and whom we were obliged to stop

at once and recommend for immediate discharge. As may be

inferred from all this, we presently found the number of our

patients considerably increased
;

in fact, it was more than

doubled during the month, although a large number had been

sent home in the returning transports.

This work carried us through the month of March. While

the troops were arriving and being inspected, all active opera-

tions in the field were suspended. Lord Chelmsford was in

Durban part of the time, and I had frequent opportunities of

seeing him. A fine soldierly-looking man, but careworn and

worried to the last degree. Nothing could exceed his un-

popularity with the colonists at this time ; it was said that he

had been openly hooted in the streets,—as to that I can only
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speak from hearsay. Among others who visited the hospital

about this time was Archibald Forbes, whose descriptions and

criticisms of the campaign are now in everybody's hands. The
ill-fated Prince Louis Napoleon also passed through Durban,

but I had not the opportunity of seeing him at the time.

The fear of a Zulu raid had by this time subsided
;
indeed

after the arrival of the cavalry regiments it had been rather

hoped for than feared by many. The great advantage pos-

sessed by the Zulus lay in their swiftness and suddenness of

movement : whereas our foot regiments, encumbered by their

baggage waggons, could only travel as fast as the oxen—that is,

about five miles in the morning and five in the afternoon, with

a long halt between for rest and feeding. Had an impi come

down with five or six days' provisions they might have ravaged

the colony at their pleasure, and laughed at the pursuit of the

infantry. But in the face of cavalry it was a different matter :

and after the lancers and dragoons had marched in full array

through Durban—a spectacle witnessed by several thousands

of the native population—it was felt that the danger of invasion

was past.

At this time Colonel Pearson and his little band were

beleaguered in the fort at Etchowe. It was afterwards my lot

to be attached for a time to the 99th Regiment, who formed

part of the garrison during those two months, and I heard many
a tale of the straits to which they were reduced. How Colonel

Ely going to their relief with a convoy of waggons was obliged

to abandon half of his charge to save the other half. How after

all their mealies were eaten up and the monotony of tough

trek ox was becoming past endurance, a forlorn hope went out

and brought in the abandoned waggons with most of the stores

untouched, the Zulus having a wholesome horror of meddling

with tins and boxes, lest they might turn out to be some sort

of torpedos. How the commissary put the recovered stores up

to auction, and a ham fetched £6 10s. ; while a private soldier

bought two tins of potted lobster at 15/- apiece, and straight-

way retired behind an angle of the fort when he opened both

tins and ate them both at a sitting, alone and unassisted. None
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of these details were known at the time
; but it was known

that they had been cut off from all communication with the

base for more than a month, and it was feared that they must

be in desperate straits for lack of provisions. A column was

organised for their relief during the month of March, and as

fast as each regiment was pronounced fit for service in the field

it was sent off to the place of rendezvous on the Lower Tugela,

whence the column was to start under the leadership of Lord

Chelmsford.

I may here remind you that the River Tugela forms the

boundary between Natal and Zululand, the former lying south

of the river and the latter north. According to the original

plan of invasion, three columns were to enter Zululand simul-

taneously at different parts, and to converge upon Ulundi, the

King's Kraal, which lay, roughly speaking, about 100 miles from

the border. The first, or shore column, under Colonel Pearson,

was to cross the Tugela near its mouth and march northwards

to Ulundi by the coast road, a track already marked out by the

waggons of traders. The second column, under Colonel Glyn,

was to cross the Buffalo at Rorke's Drift and march upon Ulundi

from the west ; while the third, under Colonel Wood, came

down from the N.W., having as its base the district of Utrecht

in the Transvaal.

Why such a cumbrous and complicated plan was adopted is

one of those mysteries which are insoluble to ordinary intellects
;

and since I do not see the shadow of a reason for it myself, T

shall not make any attempt to explain it. The object of the

war was to take Ulundi and if possible capture Cetewayo. The

town of Durban, on Port Natal, must of necessity be the start-

ing point for the British troops. From Durban to Ulundi by

the Lower Tugela Drift, is almost a straight line. There is a

well-defined road the whole way, and as far as I have travelled

on it, it is a much better and more level road than any even of

the colonial roads in the interior. From Durban to Rorke's

Drift is quite as far as to Ulundi, while from Rorke's Drift to

Ulundi is another hundred miles, and that across a wild, moun-

tainous, and almost trackless extent of country, while the two
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halves of the road are so far from being in the same straight

line, that they lie at right angles to one another. To go by

that route is as if one wishing to go from Belfast to Dublin

should go round by Sligo. Utrecht, again, by which the third

column was to go, is much further from Durban than Ulundi

itself, and is much more out of the way between those two

places than Cork is out of the way between Belfast and Dublin.

This road in fact forms the two long sides of an acute-angled

triangle, of which the coast-road is the short side. It can be

mathematically demonstrated that any two sides of a triangle

are together greater than the third side
; but there is also an

experimental proof of the same proposition, which is to place a

sheaf of corn at one angle of a triangle and a donkey at the

other, when it is invariably found that the intelligent animal

proceeds in a straight line to the corn, instead of going round

the remaining angle. Be that as it may, Lord Chelmsford

elected to send the greater part of his forces round the two

angles, by routes twice as long, almost without the semblance of

roads, and passing through a wilderness of stony mountains

and thorny jungle. It may be, too, that there was some

hidden wisdom in breaking up the small army into three widely

separated divisions. If that be so, it was unfortunately not made
apparent by the result, which was that the second and principal

column (Col. Glyn's and Lord Chelmsford's) was cut offand des-

troyed within a few days after entering the enemy's country.

On the same day as Isandhlwana, Col. Pearson had encountered

and defeated the Zulus on the Inyezane, a river about 20 miles

beyond the Tugela
; but the force in front of him being almost

immediately augmented by the victorious regiments from Isan-

dhlwana, under the renowned chief Dabulamanzi, he was obliged

to entrench himself at Etchowe, a mission station on the road,

about 1 8 miles beyond the border. There he remained at the

time of which I speak, the garrison amusing themselves by

auctioning hams for £6 10s. and tins of potted lobster for 15s.

Towards the end of March they were made aware by telegraph

signals that a force was marching to their relief, and on the 2nd

of April the battle of Gingihlovo was fought in their sight, and
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demonstrated the value of the so-called " laager" formation,

which had been so fatally neglected at Isandhlwana. It must

be confessed that the British troops were somewhat demoralized

by that disaster, and the long wearing period of inaction that

followed it. It was whispered in Durban that the battle began

with the headlong retreat, not to say flight, of a company of

that fine regiment we had so much admired a few weeks before,

the 3/6oth Rifles. We were scornfully incredulous at first, but

I afterwards heard it fully admitted by many who had seen it.

There was not the slightest reason for panic, however, although

the Zulus rushed to the attack with all the reckless bravery

that was so much spoken of and so justly admired at the time.

Assegais and ox-hide shields are sorry weapons to oppose to

Martini-Henry rifles and Gatling guns
; and although they

rallied again and again, and rushed up to the very muzzles of

the breechloaders, some of them seizing the bayonets with their

naked hands, it was only to melt away under that fierce fire

into heaps of dead and wounded. In twenty minutes it was all

over, and Lord Chelmsford was riding forward to meet Colonel

Pearson, who was already seen advancing along the road from

Etchowe.

Then followed a scene disgraceful to British discipline and

courage, which had I not heard described by eye-witnesses, I

could hardly have believed. The garrison that had remained in

the little station so long, and endured so many privations on a

good road eighteen miles from their base, now showed in how
short a time it was possible to get over that eighteen miles.

On the day after the battle the order was given to evacuate the

fort, aud it was understood that it was to be abandoned. A
number of the troops, consisting mainly of the native auxiliaries,

but with a considerable sprinkling of British rank and file

among them, rushed out more like a mob than an army. Con-

trol was lost, the officers were powerless. They streamed along

in a disorderly mass at the double-quick, some of them never

halting foot until they rushed into FortTenedos on the Tugela,

breathless and footsore, more like the last remnants of a beaten

army than the heralds of a decisive victory. Fortunately the
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soldiers of Gingihlovo, and most of the 99th Regiment and of

the Buffs, who had formed the main part of the garrison, stood

firm ;
had it not been so the beaten Zulus might easily have

taken heart again, and converted the " Etchowe Races," as the

event was facetiously called in the colonial papers, into another

Isandhlwana.

Why, during the Zulu campaign, it was always judged

necessary to fall back after gaining a victory, is another of those

professional mysteries which I will not attempt to penetrate.

The plan of advancing by the only direct road to Ulundi was

given up now that it was cleared
;
the fort that had been con-

structed at Etchowe, which was the key to that road, and had

been obstinately defended while the Zulus were then in numbers

and flushed with victory, was abandoned now that they were

beaten and dispersed, although there were now twice as many
British soldiers on the Tugela as when Colonel Pearson had

first crossed it in January. It was said that Etchowe was un-

healthy, and that was true enough, after an army had been

cooped up in it for two months ; but it was certainly not more

unhealthy than the new Fort Chelmsford, which was presently

constructed on the Inyezane, as we were soon to learn by bitter

experience.

The month succeeding the battle of Gingihlovo was spent in

forming a large camp at Fort Tenedos, on the Zulu side of the

Tugela, and in constructing a fort on the Inyezane, which was

named Fort Chelmsford, and was meant to command the new
road northwards, for it was still intended to push forward a

column by the shore route, but by a different road, which still

remained to be constructed. Colonel Pearson returned to

Durban, and from thence to England, and the command of the

column was entrusted to General Crealock. Lord Chelmsford

proceeded to Maritzburg and joined the second column, which

was to cross at Landmann's Drift, a point still more distant

than Rorke's Drift, and avoiding the field of Isandhlwana,

where the dead lay still unburied, to march on Ulundi from

the west. With this column was associated the third, under

Colonel Evelyn Wood, which was known as the " flying
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column," from the rapidity of its movements
;

it was said that

it averaged five miles daily, but since my return I have been

told that this was a slander, and that it sometimes accomplished

ten or even twelve miles a day.

Towards the end of April, things were apparently ready for

an advance. Up till that time I had been stationed at the

base hospital in Durban, where I had been living under canvas,

and occupied in regular hospital duty, and in the extra work of

inspecting the reinforcements as they arrived. I now received

orders to proceed to the Field Hospital at Fort Pearson on the

Lower Tugela, then General Crealock's headquarters. There

was no convoy going up just then, and I was obliged to go

alone, taking nothing more than could be carried on the saddle.

Some few things I packed up and left at the Transport Office,

to be forwarded by the next waggon ; the rest of my belongings

I had to leave behind.

The Tugela is distant from Durban some seventy miles, and

the coast road winds through an undulating strip of country

crossed by several streams and some considerable rivers. For

the first half it is settled, and there are a few villages and sugar

plantations, but further on it passes through wild plains and

rocky valleys filled with semi-tropical forest, with here a Caffre

kraal, and there a roadside canteen hastily run up of corrugated

iron, where the weary traveller can obtain rest in the shape of

six feet of floor to lie on, and refreshment in the shape of bitter

beer at 2s. the half-pint bottle. The road resolves itself into a

puzzling network of waggon tracks, and although I had a good

general idea of the direction to be taken, I was more than once

indebted to my horse's previous knowledge of the way for

guidance and consequent shelter for the night. On the evening

of the third day I emerged from a wilderness of hills and

thickets on the southern bank of the Tugela, there a fine river

of about a quarter of a mile in width. Before and below me
stretched the green rolling hills of Zululand, now dotted over,

as far as the eye could reach, with the tents of the different

regiments composing the first column. Far to left and far,to

right—about two miles each way—extended the lines ofgleaming
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tents and twinkling watchfires. Eight thousand men lay there

under arms, needing only a word to put them all in motion.

There were the 3rd Buffs and the 99th, who had defended

Etchowe ;
the 57th, the 60th, the 88th, and the 91st, and the

Naval Brigade and Royal Artillery, who had won the day at

Gingihlovo
;

there, too, were the colonial forces, Lonsdale's

Horse and Nettleton's native contingent, known to all men by

their white felt hats and blue or scarlet puggarrees. The
nearer shore of the river, on the other hand, showed fewer signs

of life : on the right lay a wilderness of wooded hills and deep

rugged glens, out of whose recesses the daylight had already

faded ; to the left, the hills rose bolder and steeper, falling down

in sheer precipices to the water's edge, the highest of them

crowned with the tents and ramparts of Fort Pearson, now
standing out in strong relief against the evening sky. From
the far distance came the mellow notes of the sunset bugle,

repeated by many an echo among the rocky and winding shores

of the river, while in answer broke out from dark thicket and

reedy swamp the piping of the night-crow, the long howl of

the wild hound, the hoarse roar of the bullfrog, and all the

forest noises which make night hideous in such scenes of un-

tamed nature, beginning with the last gleam of sunset and

ending only with the dawn. Nevertheless, I thought it almost

as fair a scene as I had ever beheld, as I rode on through the

thickening twilight, the thousand camp-fires on the other side

throwing out a ruddy glow in the darkness, and the new moon
dancing on the ripples of the river. It was well I had an hour

to admire it that night, for I had not much leisure to do so

afterwards.

It was then I was initiated into real camp life, for although I

was very hospitably received on my arrival by the three sur-

geons already there, and accommodated with an empty box to

sit on at supper, their resources came to an end there. An
empty tent was placed at my disposal ; I had my own blanket

and saddle. With some trouble I managed to procure a couple

of boards to lay on the ground, and on these I slept rather

uncomfortably, with my saddle for a pillow. I found out next
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day why there were so few of the conveniences of life
; and I

may here say that until the arrival of my kit and canteen,

which did not occur for a fortnight later, I had neither bed to

sleep on, nor cup to drink out of. The rest of the staff were

not much better off.

On the following morning I commenced duty in the hos-

pital. One of the three surgeons I had met on the previous

evening was about to leave, and his patients were handed over

to me. There were about 50, the total number in hospital

being then about 150. Of these the great majority were

suffering from fever and dysentery. There was a good deal of

ague and rheumatism, and a few gunshot wounds received at

the Imyezane, Etchowe, and Gingihlovo. But sickness had

already begun to tell upon the column to an extent that had

never been anticipated or provided for, and by far the greater

number of the cases of illness were of the kind known as medical

rather than surgical cases. But I must give you some idea of

the state of matters as I found them in the hospital at Fort

Pearson, in the beginning of May. The hospital stood on the

side of a high and steep hill abutting on the river, and consisted

of a collection of marquees and bell-tents. There were four or

five marquees, holding about a dozen men a-piece, and thirty or

forty bell-tents, supposed to accommodate five or seven each.

Happy was the patient who was told off to a marquee, for he

had boards and mattress to lie on. But when I came to inspect

the bell-tents I found that even those conveniences were

wanting. There were a few ground-beds, as they are called

—

a piece of cloth folded double, with cork shavings quilted

between, forming a hard mattress six feet long by two broad.

Of these there were about half as many as there were men to

lie on them. The rest lay on the bare ground. Some had

blankets, but several had not even greatcoats to cover them.

In one bell-tent I found seven men ill with fever. There were

four ground-mattresses and three greatcoats among them. All

these men were either raving with delirium, or deaf and stupid

with quinine ; not one of them more capable of taking care, of

himself than a child of an hour old. To attend on them were
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a few Army Hospital Corps men and a number of regimental

orderlies, one man having usually several tents under his charge

at once. I must say of these orderlies that as a rule they did

their work faithfully and well as far as it went. I have often

been touched by the rough kindness shown by them to old

comrades in their hour of trial. But they were almost entirely

unskilled, and required the most minute instructions, and the

most constant supervision by the surgeons. What would we

not have given to see the face of a sister of mercy or a nurse !

but although many ladies took part in the hospital work of the

campaign, and rendered invaluable services elsewhere, the coast

column was not blessed with the presence of any of them.

But even at that time we had not much idea of what was in

store for us. The fever patients, who had been handed over to

me, had been sent down labelled 11
S. C. Fever," whatever that

may mean. I had not had them under my charge for a day

before I came to the conclusion that it meant typhoid, and

imparted my suspicions to the senior medical officer, who agreed

with me. The medical officers at the front at first laughed at

the idea, but we had, unfortunately, ample means of convincing

them before long. In the meantime it was urgently necessary

to take measures for improving their condition, and I suggested

that if beds could not be had, a quantity of straw might be

spread on the ground instead. I had commenced duty on

Friday ; on Saturday morning the senior medical officer pro-

mised to requisition for straw or grass. Saturday night came

—

no straw
;
Sunday morning—still no straw ; and in answer to

a second requisition came a message objecting to send out a

fatigue party to cut grass on a Sunday. On Monday there was

heavy rain, and the grass then cut was not dry enough for use

till Wednesday. In the meantime two of my patients had

died—one a fine young fellow who had recovered from a shot

through the lungs at the Inyezane, but who had not strength

left to pull through the fever. This man had been lying on

the bare ground in nothing but his shirt and trousers, and

though I am far from supposing that the straw would have

saved his life, I still wish I had had it in time.
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This was the beginning of sorrows
; a perfect epidemic of

typhoid had broken out among the troops stationed at Fort

Chelmsford, the fort that had been built on the Inyezane to

replace the unhealthy Etchowe. From this time fresh cases

kept pouring down upon us at the rate of forty or fifty every

week, and although we kept sending them on to the base as

fast as they could be pronounced fit to travel, they came in

faster and faster, until the number in hospital rose at one time

to 450. By that time, however, means had been taken to

increase the accommodation, and in the month of June, during

which the greatest press occurred, we were better able to treat

450 than we had been to treat 150 in May. It was trying work

on the surgeons, however, and more than one succumbed to it.

Dr. Woods, who was now at Fort Tenedos on the other side of

the river, was taken ill. It was with the greatest difficulty the

rest of us could persuade him to leave off work and place him-

self under treatment ; and to the last he resisted my entreaties

to come across to the higher and healthier side on which Fort

Pearson stands. Every afternoon I could spare from my own
immediate duties I went across to see not only him but Dr.

Duncan, my old fellow-voyager, who was also lying ill at the

same place. Both cases seemed to be progressing favourably,

and were sent up to the base hospital at Herwen, towards the

end of May. Woods looked much better on the morning he

left, and I bade him farewell with good hope ; but he speedily

relapsed, and within a week we heard that the brave, gentle

spirit was gone—a martyr to duty, if ever there was one in this

world. He was my own old and tried friend, and his death

one of those losses that can never be made good ;
but even in

the few months of his service in Africa, he had won good

friends, and the jovial reckless little Irish doctor, who brought

back the news of his death, was in tears as he rode up the hill

to deliver it. Within another week we heard that Duncan, too,

had died.

The prevalence of typhoid fever and dysentery now began to

attract the attention of the authorities, and the sickness having

been traced principally to Fort Chelmsford, it was proposed

6
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to look out for a more suitable place for a depot. I was

one morning despatched with an escort, and with orders to

examine some of the rivers, and analyse the water, and report

if they were fit for use. I accordingly set out, well armed and

mounted, and provided with rations for four days. I was

accompanied by a small horse ambulance and a company of the

Buffs. We travelled up the shore road and halted at the

crossings of the rivers, up which I rode for a few miles. In

this way I examined all the rivers that had been mentioned

as suitable, and returned with a clear idea of the cause of much
of the sickness, and an inward resolve to totally abstain from

the use of water as long as I should be in South Africa. Not a

river, not even a small stream, did I see that was not choked at

all the crossings with the carcases of oxen that had fallen down

and died there ; not a pint of water did I procure that Dr.

Hodges would not have condemned without reprieve.

This little expedition was a most agreeable holiday, at a time

when anything of the kind was specially welcome. We were

out for three nights, during which the ambulance served as a

tent and store-waggon ;
the men slept under and around it,

a tarpaulin stretched from the top of it forming a capital tent.

We passed through a gently undulating country, intersected

every few miles by streams flowing in deep narrow channels,

and deeply belted with wood. It is these deep gullies which

form the great obstacle to the transport waggons
; the steep

descent to the 11
drift " or ford, and the steep ascent beyond it,

were death to jaded oxen, and few trains ever passed without

leaving some behind them to pollute the water. Palms and

bananas grew plentifully along the river banks, but the principal

timber trees were the thorny mimosa and the beautiful "Caffre-

boom," now covered with gorgeous masses of scarlet papilio-

naceous flowers, The rounded swelling hills were covered

with grass, here tall and dry, there short and green, showing

where it was set on fire some time before. It looked like a great

grazing country, and may some day become one
;
but no flocks

or herds gladdened the eye in glancing over it. The only oxen

in sight were the dead ones that lay thick along the track, and
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poisoned the air as well as the water. We passed in sight of a

fine square-fronted two-storied house, with extensive offices

behind, looking much like an English villa in a fine park, the

residence of the well-known John Dunn.

This new coast road afterwards became very familiar to me,

as a duty that very frequently fell to my share was the going

up to meet convoys of sick coming down from the front. The
outposts were being gradually pushed further and further up

the country, though the bulk of the column still remained en-

camped on the Tugela. Every week part of some regiment was

moved on, and the opportunity taken of sending a medical

officer with an ambulance to take charge of the troops on the

way up, and to return with whatever sick or wounded had been

admitted to the field hospitals in the meantime. This duty was

supposed to be taken by turns by the surgeons at the base
;

but as I had the good fortune to have an excellent horse, it

usually happened that I was selected to go. These little marches

were among the pleasantest of my experiences at that time.

There was little or nothing to do on the way up, at night a

" laager " or circle of waggons was always formed, with the am-

bulance in the centre, which made a capital sleeping tent when
empty. On the return march, however, I usually found myself

in sole command of a train of from twelve to twenty waggons

filled with sick men, with drivers and orderlies, and about half

a company of soldiers, with a sergeant. The selection of camp-

ing ground, precautions against attack, serving out rations and

medicines, were all the work of the medical officer in charge,

who had sometimes to add to his other duties that of conductor,

and thrash the Caffre drivers into obedience. And if he had

been so unfortunate as to lose any of his patients on the way,

he must have turned chaplain as well, and read the burial service

over them, after having in his capacity as surgeon made the

usual post-mortem examination. On the return, too, the am-

bulance being occupied by invalids, he affected equality with

his men in the matter of tent accommodation, and found out

what sleeping under a waggon was like.

So the months of May and June passed over, the column
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going up piecemeal by slow stages, until the great camp on the

Tugela had melted away like snow in spring, and only scattered

patches of it remained. The regiments were scattered among
the various frontier forts, and supposed to be slowly advancing

on Ulundi, towards which it was known that Lord Chelmsford

was also advancing with the second column from the west.

Still the sick came steadily pouring down from the front ; still

more and more tents and huts had to be put up to receive them

;

and amid the unceasing and increasing work that pressed upon

the medical staff at Fort Pearson, in June especially, only faint

rumours and echoes of what was going on elsewhere came now
and then to our ears. We heard of Wood's victory at Kambula,

probably as soon as it was known in England, and of the death

of Prince Louis Napoleon, perhaps a little sooner. Nobody
knew what our leaders were doing, and everyone was sick of

suspense and delay. Under these circumstances there was

pretty general satisfaction when it was heard that a change was

to be made in the command, and that Sir Garnet Wolseley might

shortly be expected on the scene. Apart from the interest felt

in seeing and coming in personal contact with this celebrated

soldier, it was felt that on our side of the country at least a little

more vigour and decision might improve matters wonderfully.

Sir Garnet arrived at Fort Pearson on the 6th July, having

been delayed some days by an ineffectual attempt to land at

Port Durnford on the Zulu coast. On the evening of that day

he received and publicly read a telegram from Archibald Forbes,

announcing that on the 4th of the month Lord Chelmsford had

attacked the Zulu army at Ulundi with 5,000 men, and com-

pletely defeated and dispersed them. Sir Garnet expressed his

satisfaction at the news, and his intention of letting Lord

Chelmsford follow up his victory. The following day he spent

in making a leisurely inspection of the hospital, and on the

third day vanished suddenly and mysteriously—some said on

the receipt of the news that Lord Chelmsford had retreated

after winning the battle of Ulundi.

Whether in consequence of the victory of Ulundi, or of the

change of commanders, I do not know, but it is certain that
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events after that date seemed to move at a much more rapid

rate. A depot was formed at Port Durnford, a point on the

coast about thirty miles above the mouth of the Tugela, and a

regular steam service opened between that place and Durban,

by which the sick were thenceforth sent down. This relieved

the pressure at Fort Pearson almost immediately, and the

following month was one of comparative leisure to the surgeons

stationed there. I had now time for a little riding and shooting

among the hills and woods of that wild and picturesque region,

and in a few weeks had formed a small collection of birds and

insects, which I afterwards unfortunately lost through the

stupidity of a servant. In particular, I found several very

striking instances of what is known as u mimicry" among
insects, the objects imitated being principally twigs and leaves,

both green and dry. I also spent some time in sketching the

scenery. In this way, with daily lessening work, the month
of July passed away much more pleasantly than the two previous

ones had done. Towards the end of it I received orders to join

the 99th Regiment at Fort Crealock on the Amatikulu, and

left Fort Pearson after having been there for three months. I

accompanied the 99th on their march to Maritzburg, which

was made by easy stages, and of which I was able to preserve

abundant records in the shape of sketches made for the most
part from the saddle. The scenery as we left the coast region

for the elevated table lands of the interior, altered entirely in

character, the luxuriant semi-tropical vegetation being re-

placed by tracts of stunted bush, usually the thorny mimosa,

and the green rolling hills and valleys by broad bare plains,

separated by deep precipitous ravines. In many places the

mountain views are bold, and almost grand
;
but the general

aspect of the country is somewhat monotonous. I need not

dwell upon the incidents of our march, which although highly

enjoyable and even exhilarating to men in good health, mounted
on good horses, and inured to rough fare and hard beds, did

not differ in any material respect from those I have already

described. The climate of Natal is one of the finest I have

ever lived in, though perhaps rather warm for the taste of most
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Englishmen. It was now, however, the beginning of the rainy

season, and the ordinary inconveniences of camp life were

occasionally increased by wetness of the ground at night, and

by the difficulty of finding wood dry enough for fires at the

halting-places. In due time we arrived at Maritzburg, the

capital town of the colony, situated at the end of a wide plain

overlooked by a rugged mountain tract beyond. I had little

time given me, however, to admire the beauties of the place, or

to share in its gaieties. On the day after my arrival I was

despatched to Ladysmith, a town about one hundred miles on

the road to the Transvaal, for duty in the base hospital there.

I travelled to Ladysmith in a conveyance known as the

Imperial mail, which was a sort of taxcart drawn by four

dilapidated horses. The road was incomparably the worst and

roughest I ever saw ; it ran through a wild and broken tract

of country, and I do not in the least exaggerate when I say

that if any of you were to hire a car in the streets of Belfast,

and drive to Antrim in a straight line, regardless of the road,

taking the top of Divis on the way, he would have only a faint

idea of the road between Maritzburg and Ladysmith.

I can only glance very briefly at this part of my experiences,

though they were in many respects the most interesting of all.

I found there a well-appointed hospital, with a large staff of

surgeons, sisters of mercy, nurses, dressers, and orderlies
; and

although I was somewhat impressively told by the senior

medical officer, on my arrival, that this was the busiest and

most important of all the hospitals, and that it contained at

that moment almost all the wounded from Ulundi, I found the

work much lighter and pleasanter than it had been at Fort

Pearson

.

Among the wounded who were handed over to me were two

Zulus who had been wounded in the battle of Ulundi, and had

fallen into our hands. I am told that in the House of Commons
it was asked why no wounded Zulus were treated in our

hospitals, the inference being that the British had imitated

their savage foes in giving no quarter. The reply is that there

were several Zulus treated by British surgeons, and there would
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have been more if more had fallen into our hands. But they

had themselves no idea that their lives would be spared if taken,

and no man was taken who had strength' left to drag himself

into a cave or thicket to die.

I found these men, after they had got over their first fear of

being put to death, gentle and tractable patients, and I soon

became very much interested in them. One of them had been

shot in the knee, and his leg had been amputated a week before

I saw him
;
an utterly crushing misfortune in his view, and

one that left him without either spirit or wish to recover. He
died a few days afterwards

; an event which influenced materially

my treatment of the other. This was a fine young fellow of

twenty
;
his left ankle had been shattered by a bullet, and it

had been determined to amputate the leg on the morning of

my arrival. He objected strenuously, saying that he would

rather lose his head ; that none of his people would acknowledge

him on his return, and that no Zulu maiden would ever so

much as look at him if he went home maimed. Not feeling

justified in removing the foot against his will, I determined to

attempt the minor but more difficult operation of resection,

although the extent to which the bone was split and shattered

made its success very doubtful. Savages, however, have an

astonishing power of recovering from injuries, and it succeeded

beyond expectation
; before I left he was walking about the

camp on crutches, and being a merry light-hearted fellow, when
he had got rid of the fear of losing life or limb, he became a

universal favourite, and the prime joker and comedian of the

place. This was the only specimen of Zulu character I had the

opportunity of studying closely, and I was very favourably im-

pressed with him. He, on his part, regarded me as a wizard of

great and mysterious power
;
my probes and forceps, my

mixtures and ointments, my splints and bandages, even my
spectacles, were all part of my apparatus of magic, and he was

not satisfied unless he saw them all brought into action as

often as he was examined. But the principal part of the

incantation was the writing of the prescription ; this he always

watched with breathless interest, and would not have touched
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the mysterious bit of paper for the world. It is fully believed

among the Zulus that the white doctors can raise the dead to

life
; and whenever- they remain in possession of the field after

a battle, they mutilate and dismember the bodies of the slain,

and scatter them about, so as to render it impossible ever to

restore them. Many customs that are barbarous and shocking

to civilized susceptibilities doubtless arise from similar super-

stitious ideas. But they are far from wanting amiability of

character. This man was anxious to testify his gratitude, and

wanted me to go with him to his father's kraal, beyond the

White Umvolosi, where, he said, the old man, who was an

irtduna or minor chief, would give me as many cattle as would

buy me three wives. It is not every day that I am offered so

large or so tempting a fee ; but I regret to say that I could not

get the necessary leave of absence to avail myself of it. Ke
gave me his knobkerry instead, but I cannot regard that as a

fair equivalent.

My stay at Ladysmith lasted for more than two months,

during which I was chiefly occupied with surgery. This dry

and elevated district was much healthier than the low coast

region in which I had been stationed previously, and there was

far less disease among the troops ; but on the other hand they

had been exposed to far more fighting, and we had all the

consequences there in the shape of shattered limbs and mutilated

bodies. Things like these must always be after a famous

victory ; but it is not always so clear that the famous victory

itself is an unavoidable necessity. I have abstained from

criticising the line of policy that led to the invasion of Zululand,

but I must confess that although I have been trying to tell you

all about the war, I cannot pretend to tell you what they killed

each other for, because I have not the slightest idea myself. It

was feared, indeed, that Cetywayo had imperial ideas, and a

hankering after a spirited foreign policy, but I am not aware

that he ever attempted to put it in practice, and neither his

proceedings after Isandhlwana, when the entire colony lay

open to him, nor his declarations in captivity, lend any support

to the theory that he had planned an invasion of Natal.
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Cetywayo indeed is admitted by all who have seen him to have
borne himself under his misfortunes with rare dignity and
manly fortitude, and it is certain that during the interval

between his flight and his capture, his people displayed as much
loyal faithfulness and romantic devotion to their fallen chief as

ever did the Highlanders to Prince Charlie after Culloden.

Cetywayo himself I never saw, but I have seen the unspeakable

Zulu, and found him a very merry and tractable fellow. Those

splendid warriors reminded me of Homer's Greeks at every

turn, with their athletic frames, their reckless bravery, their

light-hearted gaiety of disposition. You never see any number
of them together for any time without hearing songs and stories

and endless peals of laughter.

But I must stop somewhere, or I shall keep you here all

night. 1 have been obliged to skip a thousand things which

would have been interesting for me to tell, and for you to hear,

if time permitted
; but all things must have an end. Of my

own personal adventures I have nothing more to relate, except

that in November I received orders to sail for England with a

number of invalids, which I accordingly did, arriving at South-

ampton on the 8th of December, rather more than ten months

after my departure. The rest you all know as well as I do, and

if you are at any loss to make up your minds what to think

about it all, it is not for lack of advisers. Shall I add one more

to the multitude of counsellors ? I think there would be little

wisdom in so doing. I offer no opinion ; I only ask you to

believe that I have tried faithfully to record what I have seen,

nothing extenuating, nor setting down aught in malice.
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idth March, 1880.

Robert Young, Esq., C.E., in the Chair.

R. Lloyd Patterson, Esq., read a Paper on

FISH AND FISHING IN BELFAST LOUGH.

In a place occupying the physical and geographical position of

Belfast Lough, it is but natural that fishes should claim part

of the attention of one whose observations commenced as much
from a fondness of sport as of science.

Owing to the inaccessible character of their habitat, and the

difficulty, even impossibility in most cases, of observing fishes

in their own element in a state of nature, their habits cannot

be easily observed ; and although many fishes are elegant, some

of them even very beautiful, in form and colour, and present

objects of the deepest interest to the naturalist, yet in general

attractiveness they will always rank behind the beautiful

feathered denizens of our gardens and fields, our woods, and the

shores and waters of our bay.

For this there are obvious reasons. The nature of the

medium in which fishes live renders it impossible to domesticate

them, or to treat them as quadrupeds or birds can be treated

;

and even did this insuperable difficulty not exist, their pre-

sumably lower intelligence would cause them to be less in-

teresting in that respect. Yet the almost infinite variety they

exhibit in form, size, colour, and habit, and the countless

myriads in which some species are found, combine to invest

fishes with an interest and value that at first sight does not

attach to them.

As schools for pilots and seamen our fishing fleets are in-
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valuable ;
while as a great national industry, requiring for its

development a large capital, and giving lucrative employment

to a most useful and deserving class of the community, our

fisheries rise into really first-class importance.

The better to illustrate what an important part our fisheries

play in the national economy, I may, before going further,

briefly mention some circumstances concerning them.

Apart from fishing as pursued for amusement, the fishing

industry of the United Kingdom may be primarily divided into

net fishing and line fishing, and then subdivided into the

following :

—

Drift net fishing : which embraces virtually all the herring

fisheries, with an important part too of the mackerel and

pilchard fisheries. When pursuing this method of fishing, the

boat sets her nets across the tide. A first-class boat may have

from 80 to 130 separate nets, each about thirty yards long, and

sometimes as much as eight to ten yards deep. These nets,

when being " shot," are joined together, and are kept in a

perpendicular position in the water, by the head-rope being

floated by corks, and the foot sometimes sunk by weights.

When all the nets are joined together and shot, they are called

a " train " of nets : the boat makes fast to the end of the train

and rides to it, and her strain or pull upon it keeps the nets

outstretched. One boat may shoot from a mile to a mile and

a quarter long of nets, in which the fish are caught by their

heads going through the meshes over the gill covers, and their

then not been able to withdraw them.

Sean net fishing is another method of catching pilchards,

mackerel, &c, and is practised with extraordinary results

when the shoals of fish approach the shore so as to be observed

from any adjacent high land, where a man called a " huer " is

stationed, to direct the operations of the boats by signal. The

mesh of the sean is small : one of these nets may be as much

as four hundred yards long, and sixteen to twenty yards deep.

The object of these nets is to enclose the shoal of fish as it were

in a pond, and either land them, net and all, on the beach, or

raise them to the surface by " tucking " the net under them,
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when they can be lifted into the boats. Occasionally as many
as 1000 hogsheads of pilchards, each hogshead containing 2500

fish (a total of about two and a half millions of fish), have been

taken at one haul of the sean.

Trawl net fishing, by which most of the flat fishes, such as

turbot, brill, and soles, are captured, is an important branch of

sea fishing. It is largely practised on both sides of the Irish

Channel, but its more important stations are on the east coast

of Great Britain, where an immense fleet of boats is occupied in

fishing the German Ocean.

The trawl is a great bag net, the mouth of which is kept

open by being stretched on a beam, which, being weighted, is

put overboard and sunk to the bottom. The net is then dragged

over the ground, as the boat sails slowly along, and it thus

picks up such fish as comes in its way. Some trawls are so

large that they measure fifty feet across the beam ; and some-

times now steamers are being used to trawl with, as in the

absence of a good breeze to drive her, a trawling smack cannot

work. Our local trawlers and trawls, however, do not approach

the sizes mentioned.

Hull may now be regarded as the head-quarters of the North

Sea trawling fleet, although it is not more than thirty years

since it began to rise into importance in this respect. In 1845

there were only forty trawlers at the port of Hull, while in

January this year (1880) the fishing fleet there was estimated

to have increased to about 500 smacks, nearly all trawlers, of

an average of 65 tons, and an average cost per ton of £12,

This represents an aggregate tonnage of 32,500 tons, and a cost

of nearly ^400,000. Eight steamers are now (early in 1880)

being built to convey direct to London and Hull, from the fishing

grounds, the fish caught by the smacks. These steamers will

cost ^400 to ^"500 each
;
and, with the cost of the Hull and

Grimsby fleets, would represent an outlay of about three-quarters

of a million sterling. Grimsby, lower down the Humber, had

in 1878 upwards of 500 craft of various kinds registered as

fishing boats. They had ah aggregate tonnage of about 30,000

tons, being an average of about 60 tons for each vessel. Many
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of these craft, however, would run up to 75 or 80 tons. Most

of these were trawlers.

That there is no diminution in the energy with which this

industry continues to be carried on is evident from a notice that

appeared in the Eastern Morning News, a Hull paper, of 27th

March, 1880, under the heading of

" RECENTLY FORMED COMPANIES.
" Great Northern Steamship Fishing.—This company

proposes to build a fleet of swift screw steamships to be used in

the fishing trade. It was registered on the 13th inst, with a

capital of ^25,600, divided into 128 shares of ,^200 each.

" Hull Steam Fishing and Ice.—Registered 13 th inst , with

a capital of ^30,000, in £2 5 shares, to build a fleet of steamers

to be engaged in the fishing and ice trades."

All the subscribers to both these projected new companies are

Hull smack-owners.
11 The number of sea-going trawlers now working on the

English coasts cannot be less than between 1700 and 1800, and

of these upwards of 1300 regularly fish in the North Sea."—

•

Ency. Britan., vol. IX., p. 250.

At an average of six hands to each boat, this would give a

total of over 10,000 men and boys engaged in this fishery alone.

In 1878 there were despatched from Grimsby by rail a total

of 59,407 tons weight of fish, or about 190 tons a day, excluding

Sundays. These figures will suffice to show the importance of

what is only a portion of the North Sea fisheries.

These Hull and Grimsby vessels generally fish so far at sea

that they cannot land their fish every day. These are therefore

generally packed in ice as caught, and the quantity of ice

required for this purpose is so large as to give employment to

several steamers bringing it from Norway. Other steamers and

fast sailing cutters are employed going out to the fleet, collecting

the ice-packed fish, and bringing it ashore for sale and ultimate

despatch by railway all over the country ; so the amount of

employment given, directly as well as indirectly, in a great

variety of ways, is very large.

Besides the methods of net fishing named, are the various
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stow-net, stake-net, trammel-net, and other fixed appliances,

some of them of much importance in the salmon and other

fisheries,

Line fishing may be divided into two classes, viz. :

Long lines, or bulters, and hand lines of different kinds.

Beside net fishing, the line fisheries, although important in

themselves, suffer in comparison. The North Sea cod fishery,

however, is one that is carried on on a large scale, and with

much energy and success. There is a peculiar feature in it

not prevalent elsewhere, and this is the use of vessels that have

a well or water chamber in the middle, into which the fish are

put and kept alive till brought to port. When there, the fish

are sent to market, if wanted, but if the market be stocked, the

live fish are transported from the wells in the boats into chests

perforated with holes, moored in the water, and there kept till

wanted for the market ; which can thus be supplied with per-

fectly fresh fish as required. " There are about 400 of these

chests in use at Grimsby during the height of the cod season,

and as many as from 15,000 to 20,000 live cod in them at a

time."

These enormous quantities of cod are caught on bulters,

which is a line with a number of hooks at certain distances

apart. The size of hook, length of snood, distance of hooks

asunder, as also the total length of the line and number of

hooks on it, vary greatly. In the North Sea cod fishery, of

which we have been speaking, a first-class, full-sized smack

would "shoot" nearly eight miles of line, with about 4680

hooks.

I understand other fish besides cod are now kept alive in this

manner, but am told that all the fish
u waste " greatly when in

the chests.

In the two great divisions of the animal kingdom, the verte-

brate and the invertebrate animals, fishes take the lowest rank

of the former. Their blood is cold. The places of the legs and

wings in quadrupeds and birds are taken in most fishes by fins,

placed in positions sufficiently corresponding for the compara-

tive anatomist to trace a distinct analogy.
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Their breathing is carried on by gills, instead of, as in the

mammalia, by lungs, their blood becoming oxygenised by con-

tact in the gills and by means of a constant flow of water

through them, with the air contained in the water. In most

cases the young are produced from eggs, but in some few species

they are brought forth alive.

The geographical distribution of fishes is very wide, almost

universal ;
and the temperature of the water in which various

species live shows a great range, from the freezing to almost

the boiling point.

They are found in most waters, fresh and salt, running as well

as still
;
and, while showing an amazing variety of form, they

exhibit, in all positions'and localities, wonderful adaptations of

form to habit, and of colour to that of the ground which they

frequent.

Nature, although generous, is not prodigal
;
and, as an in-

stance of this, and of the adaptation just alluded to, it is stated

that fishes inhabiting the rivers in the great Cave of Kentucky,

and other similar places, have no eyes, as such would be of no

use to them in the dark recesses of these caverns.

Naturalists are not entirely agreed about the classification of

fishes, and different systems have been proposed. Of these that

of Cuvier seems the most generally adopted : and although it

is not intended to mention the fishes that may be alluded to in

any particular order, I may say that in Baron Cuvier's system,

which has been adopted by the late Mr. Yarrell and others,

fishes are divided into two classes, the osseous and the cartila-

ginous, the former with a skeleton of hard bone, and the latter

with one of cartilage, more gristly than bony. These two

classes are subdivided into nine orders—the osseous into six and

the cartilaginous into three.

In the late Mr. Couch's valuable work, published in 1877, ne

describes two hundred and ninety-four species of British fishes.

Of these the great majority are sea fish, never found in fresh

water. Some, and of these the salmon is the best known ex-

ample, migrate periodically between fresh and salt water. Some
eels seem to live indifferently in either, which has led to the
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popular fallacy that when fresh-water eels enter the sea they

grow into congers ; while flounders often frequent brackish,

or almost fresh, water at the mouths of rivers. Of the above

mentioned large number of species only some eighteen or

twenty come so frequently under local notice as to be promi-

nently alluded to in a paper like the present ; while a mere

passing mention of some ten or twelve more will exhaust my
subject.

Mr. Couch differs from the classification of fishes as laid down

by Cuvier
;
and, for reasons which it is only justice to him to

give in his own words, he places the predaceous fishes, the

sharks and their congeners, first, and not, as Cuvier does, nearly

last in order.

Mr. Couch says :

—

u As regards their proper station in the

natural classification of animals, we so far agree with the dis-

tinguished Swedish naturalist, Linnaeus, as to place the family

which comprises the sharks and rays in the rank which is next

below that of reptiles, to which order they are most nearly

related in their general structure, vital physiology, and mental

instincts ; and not in the inferior station, which includes the

lampreys, as is done in the greater part of modern arrange-

ments.

"With the lampreys this class of fishes possess nothing in

common, except a soft skeleton, that for the most part is without

bony fibres, and several openings through which the water

passes in the action of breathing, which are agreements too

slight and obscure to warrant the conclusion that these families

possess any near connection of natural affinity
;
whereas the

differences in other respects, and even in the particulars named,

are very wide, as we shall presently see ;
and therefore, while

we suffer the * * * lampreys to remain at the end of our

list, as at the vanishing point of fishes in their transition to-

wards the class of worms, we assert for this tribe a prominent

station at the head of the whole family of fishes."

Professor Owen has remarked that 11 the predaceous sharks

are the most active and vigorous of fishes
;

like the birds of

prey, they soar, as it were, in the upper regions of their at-
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mosphere, and * * * they habitually maintain themselves

near the surface of the sea by the actions of their large and

muscular fins." And then, speaking of the lightness, toughness,

and elasticity of the shark's skeleton, and of other anatomical

peculiarities, he adds that

—

u To have had their entire skeleton

consolidated and loaded with earthy matter, would have been

incumbrance altogether at variance with the offices which the

sharks are appointed to fulfil in the economy of the great deep."
a There is no reason," continues Mr. Couch, "why the lion

should occupy the elevated position he does in popular estima-

tion as the king of beasts, except with reference to his power

over the weaker inhabitants of the wilderness. * * * But

the human mind has shown the disposition to regard the quali-

ties of strength and commanding powers and dispositions as

such a mark
; and as a beginning, even in this kind of supe-

riority, must be somewhere, and the consent of ages has

ascribed it among beasts to the lion, and with the same convic-

tion or feeling among birds to the eagle, we are only proceeding

in the same direction when we view the sharks as holding the

same relative rank among the families of the ocean.

" They live by the exertion of similar powers with those of

their analogues of the land and air, and even in general with

more insatiable appetites and energies."

To come now to the fishes that one may may meet with in

the course of a few days' fishing in the Lough, there are some

that are only caught when the boat is at anchor, and one is

fishing on or near the ground, such as the various flat-fishes,

codling, conger eels, skates, &c. Other fish occupy a higher

stratum in the water, and are captured while the boat is at

anchor in a tideway sufficient to cause lightly weighted lines to

stream out with the current. Among these may be mentioned

the sea bream (Pagellus centrodontus), locally called carp, which,

however, are also taken at the bottom ;
the lythe, or pollock

{Merlangus pollachius), and the coal fish (Merlangns carbona-

rins), called also the " Pickie," " Blockan," " Glashin," " Stan-

lock," and "Grey Lord," at different stages of its growth and

in different localities. The same fish, the coal fish, is the

R
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" Seath" of commerce. The two last-named species, the lythe

and blockan (I use the local names), may also be caught in

large numbers at the surface of the water on fine evenings and

in suitable localities, by a boat rowed slowly along, and a number

of rods, with short lines, the hooks being baited only with a

white feather, spread over the stern in the shape of an open

fan.

Lythe are also caught sailing slowly ; mackerel when sailing

quickly. The grey gurnard, locally called nowd, is caught

sometimes in large numbers, both at anchor and under way.

These are the principal methods of hand-line or rod fishing

hereabouts, and some of the kinds of fish captured : so let us

begin. The best time for anchor fishing is generally during the

first of the flood tide; to take advantage of which one should

be on the spot by the time the last of the ebb has run, and the*

water is " slack," that is, without any run of tide.

Different sunken wrecks throughout the Lough, the positions

of which can be found by cross bearings, have, for some years

back, been good spots for fishing ; the reason of which is obvious.

These wrecks, lying at the bottom, are soon grown over with

sea-weeds, and become the resort of many creatures that live

in and about the timber and sea-weeds. Small fishes, that prey

on these creatures, such as the power cod (Morrhua minuta),

and the pout (Morrhua lusca), both locally called braize, or

brasier, frequent the wrecks for food and shelter
;
and these

fishes, in their turn, attract the larger ones that prey on them.

Four of these wrecks are well known both to the amateur and

professional fishermen
; and as they may all be mentioned, I

had better enumerate them and their positions.

The " Shaddock," sunk ofT Ballymacormick Point
; the

11 Monteith," sunk about three miles off Bangor Bay
; the

" Prude," off Crawfordsburn
; and the u Reindeer," about a

mile to the N.W. of the Prude, in the Carrickfergus direction.

Most of these wrecks have now been down so long that they

are broken up, and no longer as good as they were for fishing

purposes ; but their fragments, lying below, still afford food

and shelter to many fish and other creatures, The ten years
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from 1869 to 1878, both included, afforded me the best sea

fishing that I ever enjoyed ; and to give an idea of what may
be done in this way, I shall mention a few fishings, taking the

following records from my notes :

—

19th June
;

high water at 6.54 p.m. Moderate whole sail

breeze from N. to N.W. Went down to Bangor in the morn-

ing, and out in Scott's boat to the " Monteith" (one of the

sunken wrecks just mentioned), when we caught, on herring

bait, three ling, three codfish, thirty-six conger eels, two stan-

locks, four skate, and two pikey dogs— that is, the picked or

piked dog-fish {Acanthias vulgaris). These fish were all caught

on ground lines, sunk to the bottom with a leaden weight, and

the hooks baited with pieces of herring. Besides these, on float

lines—locally called fleet lines—that is, lines which are allowed

to stream out behind the anchored boat with the tide, in about

mid water, baited with a species of white worm locally called

" lurk," we caught eight large lythe and three nowds (grey

gurnards). That was a fair day's fishing in weight and variety,

if not in number.

On this occasion the wind and tide were in the same direc-

tion—a great advantage, as it allows the boat to ride easily and

steadily to her anchor, and not foul the lines. When wind and

tide thus suit, one boat can fish six or seven lines at the same

time. Float lines require closer attention than any other lines

in the boat ; that is, particularly if the lythe are on the feed.

These fish, and their cousins the stanlocks, both of which

species I have caught in this way up to and over i81bs. weight,

are sometimes fastidious about their baits, and require very fine

tackle
;

or, as our boatman John Scott pithily expressed it,

/ they won't jump on anything they can't break," which is so

far correct that I never hooked a lythe over 8 or iolbs. (except

at night) that would not have broken my tackle if I had held

against him. These fish must all be played and tired before

you can land them. They fight very hard at first, but die soft

in the end. These fish, when in good condition, like, those

taken here generally in summer, are of good form and colour,

and look very handsome when made to " shear" slowly along-
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side the boat to receive the fatal gaff. The " gaff" is a strong

sharp iron hook, fastened to a stout handle, and is used for

lifting into the boat any such large fish that the weight of would

endanger losing, by the snood breaking, if it were attempted to

lift them in with it.

When the fish is brought to the surface of the water, at the

boat's side, the gaff is struck into it, and the victim lifted on

board, the action being sometimes accompanied by an invitation

to the fish to " come in out of the wet."

Another good, but different kind of, day's fishing was had by

Mr. Mulholland and myself on the same spot on 31st July.

About half an hour after dead low water, at a quarter-past ten,

we caught our first lythe with white lurk on a float line. We
went on catching lythe at intervals over the whole flood, but

particularly during the first quarter of it. At slack water, on

the change of tide, for about half an hour before and the same

after high water, we caught nothing
; but on the first of the

ebb we caught three. Our total catch was twenty-one lythe,

weighing 2i2lbs., or a trifle over an average of iolbs. a fish
;

nine nowds, one mackerel, and about 100 braizes.

One day after the last mentioned, we caught 171 fish, of

twelve different kinds
;
among them 136 mackerel and one gar-

fish (the Belone vulgaris of Cuvier). This fish, locally called

horn eel, which sometimes appears here along with the mackerel,

is an extraordinary looking creature, and not common here-

abouts. In seven years' fishings, between 1869 and '79, I have

only recorded the capture by myself of three examples
;
yet

about 1862 or '63 I recollect catching three of them in one day.

I remember one 28th August Mr. Mulholland and I had an

extremely pleasant day's fishing. High water at a quarter-past

two, we started for the wreck of the " Prude" at eight in the

morning. The tide is later beginning to make here than at

the wrecks further down the Lough; so we fished a few mackerel

on our way out, and, getting to our spot in time for the first of

the flood, we speedily caught fifty-four fine sea bream, locally

called carp, or 4
' carf " (the latter a manifest corruption). These

fish give fine sport on the float lines, and, when well on the
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feed, keep one very busy
; but they don't " work" long at a

time. For a while they seem to be so abundant and so eager

that the float line is hardly stretched till one is at it
;
when all

of a sudden they stop

—

11 go down," as the fishermen say—and
one may then stop trying for them, for not another nibble will

you get till the next change of tide. These fish seem very

uncertain
;
one often can't tell where to find them

;
and, if on

the spot at the proper time, and the carp are not taking, they

should be tried for at all depths till found. They are often

caught on ground lines, but as they are a tender-mouthed fish

and difficult to land
;
many are lost if you have not a landing

net to lift them into the boat with.

It is a singular thing that it seems to have been only lately

that the carp (sea bream) became common in the waters of this

Bay. My own first acquaintance with the fish dates back to the

year 1857, when I was introduced to them, off Annalong, Co.

Down, by my friend Mr. Henry Atkinson. There they have

long been abundant, and are called " Carp." They are also

abundant on the North coast, where, about the Giants' Cause-

way, they are called u Braize."

The late William Thompson, Esq., in the 4th vol. of his

" Natural History of Ireland," says this species is " common
around the coast ;" but he does not speak of it as being so in

this Bay, nor does he record its capture in Belfast Lough at all.

I don't think they could have been here in Thompson's time
;

and it is only since 1867 or 1868 that I can speak with any de-

gree of certainty of their being common in the Bay. Now
they are so abundant that in four years' fishing (1869, '70, '74,

and '78) I caught, or was at the catching of, 609 of them.

Mr. Couch had evidently a closer personal knowledge of the

sea bream than any other naturalist whose works I have had

access to. He says it " is among our commonest, and at times

most abundant, fishes." * * * * The young are called

"chads" in the South of England. Mr. Couch continues—
H This fish seems to be deeply sensible to cold, and, in conse-

quence, in ordinarily severe winters it passes into deep water

beyond the reach of the fishermen. But it soon returns on the
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restoration of a milder temperature, sometimes in considerable

numbers." They sometimes " assemble in enormous multi-

tudes ;

* * * and have been observed, contrary to the

usual habit, to rise to the surface and pursue their course as if

engaged in some important business of migration." The pil-

chard fishers have been sometimes led into mistakes by seeing

these great bodies of fish, and captured the school of bream,

thinking they were the more valuable pilchard. On one occa-

sion twenty thousand, and on another, as Mr. Couch has been

informed, sixty thousand, were caught in a sean at one time.

" It makes only a low price in the market
; and when abun-

dant" Mr. Couch has known it " sold for two shillings and six-

pence the hundred weight. This unworthy price, however, is

not a criterion of its true value for the table, for it is to be by

no means disregarded as food."

Of catching carp on an ebb tide T have various records,

among which the following is the most noteworthy :—27th

August, high water 11.26 p.m. Strong southerly wind, and

raining fearfully all the time. Went to the " Monteith," and

caught there, on the ebb, in about an hour and a half—from

half-past two till four o'clock—fifty-three carp, one hake, one

whiting, seven or eight nowds, and two lythe. This was the

only hake I ever saw caught. On this occasion, observe, we
fished with a southerly wind on the ebb tide, which answers

very well.

I have referred to the carp, or more correctly the sea bream,

at this length, as it is a fish that gives the amateur fisherman

good sport, and is interesting from its having so comparatively

recently become well known in the waters of Belfast Bay. As

to the fishing for them, I may add that if, as often happens, they

are shy, the line is better attached to a " tell-tale" than held in

any except a very experienced hand. The tell-tale is a rod, or

piece of cane or whalebone, about a foot and a half or so long,

stuck upright into the gunwale of the boat. If left alone, the

fish frequently hook themselves ;
and this can be at once ob-

served by the tell-talej bending down by reason of the fish

pulling upon it.
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Float-line fishing for lythe and stanlocks, or for carp, is the
finest sea fishing that the Lough affords. Some prefer mackerel
fishing, which is very pleasant, and of which more anon

;
but

it lacks the excitement and variety attendant upon catching the

large lythe, and the lively plucky carp. The latter fish, it

should not be forgotten, requires careful handling when un-
hooking it, as the sharp spinous rays of its dorsal fin inflict

painful wounds.

Fishing for Mackerel ( Scomber scomhrus) is very pleasant,

when pursued with the concurrent advantages of a fine day, a

good boat and good company, a good breeze and plenty of fish.

We have taken on one occasion 225, on another 354, in each

case in part of a day
;
and, although monotonous, it is pleasant

to feel that you are doing something. If not catching fish you
are sailing

;
and as, when caught, mackerel are valuable as well

as beautiful, their arrival is always looked for with much inte-

rest by all .fishermen, whether amateur or professional.

Mackerel were formerly very highly prized as a delicacy, and

the first arrivals of the fish in the London markets sold at

enormous prices. On the 14th May, 1807, the first Brighton

boat-load of mackerel was sold at Billingsgate for forty guineas

per hundred, seven shillings each (reckoning six score to a

hundred)—the highest price ever known at that market. The
next boat that came in reduced their value to thirteen guineas

per hundred. Again :—Mackerel were so plentiful at Dover in

1808 that they were sold sixty for a shilling.— (" Daniel's Rural

Sports" London, 181 3). So the long hundred that sold in 1807

for £\z was sold the next year for two shillings
;
and it is on

record that this number has been sold as low as sixpence !

The fishings with both drift and sean nets have been already

described. The former is a well known method.

I just once saw a sean used myself. Happening to be on the

pier at the harbour of Bridport, in Dorsetshire, in company of

my friend Mr. J. P. Suttill, about the middle of September,

1867, I saw such vast shoals of small-sized mackerel that their

numbers passed all computation. The great shoals of fish, in

which the individuals were swimming so close together as to be
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almost touching one another, looked like the reflection of im-

mense dark clouds moving slowly along. A sean was spread

from the shore by means of a boat, and a portion only of one

of the shoals was enclosed and brought up on the beach, where

the fishermen estimated the take at 2000. Such hauls were

made many times in each day.

Mackerel are very perishable fish
;
and this was so well known,

and the fish reckoned of such importance, that by a statute

passed in 1698, they were allowed to be cried through the streets

of London on Sundays.

Ireland, with her numerous bays and promontories, has a

coast line of great extent
;
and it is a matter not only of regret,

but of serious national importance, that the valuable fisheries

which she undoubtedly possesses are not only not more fully

developed, but are actually declining.

This subject was treated of at length in a letter from the

Rev. James Stephens, P.P. of Killybegs (Co. Donegal), to the

Editor of the Freeman s Journal^ which appeared in that paper

on 1 2th January, 1880. In it he stated that in 1846, before

the famine, 113,000 men and boys and 20,000 boats were em-

ployed in the Irish coast fisheries
;
and he traces a melan-

choly but steady decline till the 20,000 boats had dwindled

down to 7000, and the number of hands employed from 113,000

to 27,000.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica states that in 1876 there

were 5965 boats and 23,963 men employed in the Irish coast

fisheries.

Of those few Irish sea fisheries that do seem to be energeti-

cally worked, the mackerel fishery off Kinsale is one of the

most important. The fishing here generally begins late in

February or early in March, and continues for three or four

months ; but the most remunerative time for the fishermen is

generally early in the season, better prices being then obtained,

as well as frequent large takes. I learn that in the year 1876

above four hundred and twenty boats and vessels were employed

at this fishery ; some of these were Scotch boats
;
among them,

too, were over sixty large French luggers. These latter salted
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their fish when caught, and returned to port as soon as they

had made up a full cargo, but only to come back to the fishing

ground again as soon as the cargo was landed.

The takes of the British and Irish boats were landed as

quickly as possible, packed in ice, and forwarded fresh to market.

Seven or eight steamers and some ten or twelve cutters were

engaged in this trade. In the year just named it is officially

reported that nearly 140,000 boxes of mackerel, each box con-

taining a long hundred, or six score of fish, were landed. This

would make a total take of about seventeen millions of mackerel,

besides a large quantity taken by the French boats and carried

away direct without being landed. Father Stephens states the

value of this fishery to be ^300,000 ; and says that the nets

shot nightly reach a total length of 500 miles.

In our more northern waters, the mackerel appear later, and

rarely, if ever, in anything approaching the numbers that visit

the south coasts. They travel northwards slowly
;
and, from

their first arrival off Kinsale till they appear in Belfast Lough,

four or five months may elapse. They are seldom taken here

till July ; and their presence in the Bay is not unfrequently

first detected by a few being taken in the herring nets of the

Carrickfergus fishermen. I have sometimes heard of mackerel

being abundant off Newcastle (Co. Down) a month or six weeks

before any appeared in Belfast Lough. Some years the shoal

of fish appear either not to get our length, or else to pass the

entrance of the Lough without entering it, as it occasionally,

but rarely, happens that not more than a few stragglers are

obtained in a whole season.

The Grey Gurnard (Trigla gurnardus), locally called

Nowd, or Knowd, is sometimes very abundant here. It may
be caught both streaming, as for mackerel, but not going so

fast, and also ground fishing. These fish give good sport. In

the three years, 1876, '77, and '78, 1 caught 892 of them. They
generally come in before the mackerel, but not in quantity till

towards the middle of July, when, if the fry come in, they

come too. Nowds then become very abundant, and continue

so as long as the fry remain. These fish appear not to frequent
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the wrecks, or any particular spots, but to roam at large over

the floor of the sea in search of food. They take a bait well,

and when once hooked are seldom lost ; so that, when tolerably

abundant and well on the feed, one may often catch two at a

time. These fish are sometimes found in enormous numbers

in the channel, but as they are almost of no value for the market,

they never become objects of regular pursuit for sale by fisher-

men in the way that herring or mackerel do. It is no uncom-

mon thing, when nowds are abundant, if you catch one to see

three or four others follow it up to the top of the water. They
emit a curious grunting sound after they have been captured.

Their heads and fins are armed with formidable spines, so that

one must handle them very carefully when taking them off the

hook, to avoid getting the hands unpleasantly wounded. They
have not loose scales, and after capture a kind of slime exudes

plentifully from the skin, which prevents the fish taking salt.

The covering of these fish is so tough that, to render them fit for

the table, they must be skinned, an operation not difficult if

one knows how to do it, and I'll try to describe its performance.

Lay the fish flat on a table or board, the back fin uppermost,

the tail towards your right and the head towards your left hand.

Enter a knife just above the tail fin, and cut along the back

towards your left hand, separating thus the whole of the dorsal

fin from the rest of the fish, and when you come to the back

of the head cut straight down through the back bone, imme-

diately behind the head. Next raise, or " start" as we say, the

corners of the skin a little on each shoulder, where the first cut

that you made ended, and then, laying the fish flat on its back,

with its head to your right, grasp the head firmly with your

left hand, hooking the left forefinger into the hollow behind

the head, where the back bone was severed. Now hold the fish

steadily down on the board, by a sufficient pressure of the knife

in your right hand against the back bone, and, with a steady,

strong pull of your left, the head, skin, and entrails will all

come away together, leaving the fish clean and ready for the

frying-pan. I find it materially assist this operation to have a

napkin, or something of that kind, to hold the fish with : it
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saves one from a good many unpleasant stabs, until you get

your hand well in.

The Red Gurnard [Trigla cuculus) is also taken here, and

sometimes of considerable size, but in comparatively limited

numbers.

Of the Dog fishes, Sharks and Rays, that infest the Lough,

the Piked Dog Fish, or " pikey dogs," as we call them (Acan-

thias vulgaris) is the commonest, and, when abundant, they

are a great nuisance to fishermen, taking the baits, and, except

the hooks be tied on gimp, often biting them off with impunity,

their sharp teeth cutting through any ordinary snood with ease.

So abundant are these fish sometimes that on one occasion

having caught, we had to throw overboard 1 1 8 of them on our

way from the fishing ground into Bangor. In other places

they are much more numerous, so much so that they lately

almost ruined some fisheries in the West of Ireland.

Many years ago—I think in 1 857 or '58—I was one of a party

that caught one day off Annalong, Co. Down, besides a large

quantity of other fish, a small cartload of dog fish, principally

of the piked species. These were all taken home, and their

livers extracted to boil down into what I understand is often

sold as cod-liver oil. Some were salted and dried for

winter use, and the rest boiled and given to the pigs,

which animals fed on them readily, the soft bones of these

fish allowing of their being eaten without inconvenience.

These dog-fish are armed with two formidable spines (whence

they take their specific name), one in front of each dorsal

fin
; and their bodies, with the cartilaginous skeleton, are

so flexible that with these pikes they can inflict a nasty

wound. Having recently found that these dog fish pikes make
excellent tooth-picks, I now generally cut them out of the fish

and keep them for this purpose.

These fish bring forth their young alive
; and the young dog-

fish, just after extrusion from the parent's body, which some-

times occurs in the boat, are very pretty and perfectly formed

little creatures, swimming away readily if let off.

These fish seem very insensible to pain. I once caught a
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dog-fish on a piece of his own skin, which, in striking suddenly,

I had pulled off him ; but he followed the line to the surface

of the water, as these fish often do, where I, perceiving him,

let the hooks remain not more than two or three inches sub-

merged, when I had an opportunity of seeing how the dog-

fish, in common with all the shark tribe, turn nearly on their

back to bite, the mouth being placed underneath. When this

fish was on the " Cinderella's" deck, I perceived a spot on his

back, about the size of a shilling, which was bleeding, and after

extracting the hook from his mouth I found the corresponding

piece of his own skin on it, so that he had actually been caught

on a piece of himself!

The Large Spotted Dog-fish {Squalus catulus) is compa-

ratively rare here.

After the piked dog-fish the next commonest of the family is

the Small Spotted Dog-fish—the lesser Squalus canicula of

Linnaeus—but it varies greatly in numbers here in different

seasons, I mentioned catching 1 1 8 pikey dogs in one day : that

was in 1867. In 1874, in twelve fishings, in May, June, July,

and August, I did not catch even one piked dog-fish, and only

one small spotted dog ;
while in the same twelve fishings I

caught 301 nowds. In 1876, in twelve fishings in the same

months, there were caught thirty-one " pikeys," four spotted

dogs, and 439 nowds. In 1867, in sixteen fishings, ten pikeys,

no spotted, and 232 nowds. In 1878, in fifteen fishings, twenty-

eight pikeys, two spotted, and 221 nowds. These figures will

give a correct idea of the present relative and varying numbers

of these species of dog-fish, and contrast curiously with Mr.

Thompson's statement regarding the small spotted dog-fish,

that " this is by far the commonest species of the Squalidae

on the N.E. coast," which is now certainly no longer the case,

so far at least as Belfast Lough is concerned. In taking

spotted dog-fish off the hook one must be careful not to let the

fish hurt him. They twist their bodies up towards the hands,

and, with their hard covering, which is quite rasp-like against

the grain, rub the dun off any part of the hands that they

touch. Other members of this family are the Smooth Hound
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{Squahis mustelus) and the Tope (Squalus galeus), both of

which local fishermen simply call sharks. We once caught a

Blue Shark (Squahis glaucus), between five and six feet long :

and on one occasion— 16th October, 1869—Mr. Mulholland and

Mr.T. R. Walkington of our party, saw distinctly a Fox Shark
or Thresher (Squahis vilifies), the length of which they esti-

mated at twelve to fifteen feet, jump out of the water and light

down on its surface again with a tremendous splash. I did not

see it, for indeed I was steering for the lives of the whole party

at the time, we having been caught out in a severe October

gale. The fish was, however, observed from the shore by one

of the Messrs. Neill, of Bangor, and by a coastguard, both of

whom saw it sufficiently distinctly to be quite sure that it was

a Thresher.

Having got among the dog-fishes and sharks, their relatives,

the Skates and Rays, had better next be disposed of. Of these

several species occur here, the Common Skate (Batis vulgaris)

being the most frequent. I dislike these creatures so much that

I never fish for them specially. The largest I ever saw was

caught off Annalong, Co. Down, and measured, including the

tail, about seven feet long and five feet broad. It was estimated

by the fishermen to be of about three cwt. I have also seen

very large skates caught in Belfast Lough.

The Long-nosed Skate, locally known as the Sand-eel Skate

(Rata mucronata), is a much rarer species. It sometimes attains

a large size, and is difficult to capture, its strength and activity

exceeding that of the common species.

The Thornback Ray (Rata clavata) is not uncommon here.

In my Lough fishing notes I have not recorded the different

species captured, but put down all of the family under the

general name of skates. By avoiding their favourite resorts

one may keep pretty clear of these repulsive-looking creatures
;

but if any novices like a pull at something heavy they may have

it almost any time if they resort to the so-called f Skate Bank,"

and take strong tackle with them. The skates are, however,

in many respects curious and interesting. The reproduction of

the species takes place, as in most fishes, by eggs; but among
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the skates, and some of the sharks and dog-fishes, these eggs

are deposited singly, enclosed in separate bags, commonly called

sea purses or witches' purses. These are composed of a tough

horny substance : those of the dog-fish are of a long shape,

and are found of various shades from a clear amber to a rather

darkish brown, while those of the skates are more nearly square

and of a black colour. Both kinds are familiar to seaside resi-

dents, as being not unfrequently found thrown up on the beach.

These purses, when fresh, are found to contain a yolk-like sub-

stance, which is evidently intended for the sustenance of the

enclosed young fish till it is ready for hatching out. The bodies

of some and the tails of all the skates are formidably armed

with spines and spikes
;
they have very powerful jaws, and a

peculiar arrangement of fine but strong teeth, placed so close

together as to form a set of continuous plates in each jaw, and

extending externally over what, for want of a better name, I

must call the lips. These can turn inwards, and subject any

object between them to a powerful combined pressing and

grinding action, the object of which is readily understood when
we remember that the skate is a slow fish, living mostly on the

bottom, and the bulk of its food consists of crabs, mollusca,

&c, the shells of which it must crush to get at the contained

animal.

Although the skates seem to have a life of tolerable freedom

from attack by their fellow inhabitants of the deep, yet they

sometimes fall victims to the wiles of the Angler or Sea Devil.

They doubtless swim into the extended jaws of these monsters,

which are still more formidable than themselves.

I lately carefully examined two skates, which my brother

David brought up from Bangor for me. This examination had

reference to an idea that possibly the skates use the holes, called

the 11 temporal orifices," which are in the head immediately

behind the eyes, not only " to give passage to a full supply of

water to the gills for the purpose of breathing" (Couch, vol. I
,

p. 78), but also for the purpose of looking- through them.

The mouth and nostrils of the skate are on what is, when

the fish is in its normal position, the lower side of the head and
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behind the projecting snout, while the eyes are on the opposite

side, or top of the head.

The skate, seeking its food on the ground, must be largely

aided by its sense of smell, its nostrils preceding the mouth in

the passage of the fish over the ground ; but the eyes, directed

as they are sideways and upwards, would be of little use in

aiding it in its search for food if they cannot be applied in the

peculiar manner alluded to.

In the specimens examined, one of which was 27 in. long

and 17 in. broad, and the other 41 in. long and 27 in. broad,

including the length of the tails, which measured respectively

12 in. and 17 in., the temporal orifices opened from the back of

the head through into the mouth. These passages were suffi-

ciently wide to admit the free insertion of the little finger in

the smaller and the forefinger in the larger specimen.

When the mouth was open one could look up through it and

the holes, or down through the holes and through the mouth

on to the ground.

The larger skate measured about

4 in. from point of snout to nostril.

6 „ „ mouth.

6
,, ,,

centre of eye.

„ „ centre of temporal orifice

behind eye.

On inquiry I find that some fishermen assert that the skate

can direct its eyes backwards and downwards in such a manner

as to see through these orifices and through the mouth on to

the ground below. The orifices can be closed from their ante-

rior side backwards at pleasure. The margin of that movable

portion of the membrane that is used to close them is strength-

ened by being, as it were, stretched on a small semicircular

frame. There is a groove at the back part of the orifice for the

frame of the membrane to fit into, so that the closing of the

passage that way is complete.

No doubt these orifices are used for the purpose of respira-

tion
;
but I believed I hey served the other purpose— that of

looking through, also—until lately assured by Professor Cun-
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ningham that it is simply impossible for them to be so used
;

and I suppose he must be right.

Most resembling the skates in external form, but unlike them

in every other respect, except for their living mostly on the

ground, comes the family of the Pleuronectidae, or Flat-fishes,

embracing the Turbot, Plaice, Sole, and other valuable species.

This family throughout shows in its construction and habits

one of the most extraordinary departures from usual forms that

is to be found in nature.

The flat-fishes all swim, not as the skates and other fishes do,

on their front with the back uppermost, but on one side.

Both eyes are on one side of the head, and the bodies are

greatly compressed. The dorsal fin margins what looks, at first

sight, like one side of the fish, but which is in reality the line

of the back. Some of the family, like the plaice and sole,

swim on the left, looking from tail to head
;
while others, like

the turbot and brill, swim on the right side.

Lest my meaning be not quite clear, I repeat that what to a

casual observer is the front or belly of a plaice or sole—that is

the white under surface—is really the left side
;
and what looks

like the back, from its always being uppermost and from its

dark colour, is really the right side of the fish. Exactly the

reverse is the case with the turbot and brill, these fish swimming

on the right side, their left side being uppermost.

This is apparent on seeing any of these fishes being carved

on the table, when it is evident, from the way the bones lie,

that what looks like the back of the fish is really one of the

sides.

The obliquity in the mouths of flat-fishes is accounted for in
,

the folk-lore of the Isle of Man, in the following tale (for which

I am indebted to my brother William):

—

The Herring, King of the Sea : as told in the Isle of

Man.—It was in the old times the fish bethought themselves it

was time for them to choose a king, for belike there might be

disputes amongst them, and they had no deemster to say what

was right. So the fish all gathered
;
no doubt they would all

put on their best appearance, and the fluke—him that has the
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red spots on him—stayed at home to make himself pretty, put-

ting on his red spots, to see if he would be king, which took so

much time that when he arrived at the place they were to meet

he was informed it was all over, and that the herring was made

king of the sea. Upon hearing this the fluke curled his mouth

on one side with disdain, and said,
u A simple fish like the

herring king of the sea ! The naked herring !" And his mouth

has been on one side ever since.

It was from the beauty of the herring that the deemsters

have from that time sworn to execute the laws of this Isle " as

indifferently as the herring back-bone doth lie in the midst of

the fish."

Of the flat-fishes the Plaice {Platessa vulgaris) is the com-

monest species here
;
Flounders and Dabs (P Flesus and P.

Limandd) next. The first-named species is taken abundantly

in the Bay on long-lines, but still more so in trawls ;
and Bel-

fast market is thus generally well supplied with plaice of excel-

lent quality, for the Lough is regularly trawled by several boats

belonging to Carrickfergus and Groomsport.

Of Soles {Solea vulgaris) and of Turbot {Pleuronectes

maximus) there are almost none obtained here. I have not

heard of a turbot being taken in the Bay for a very long time.

This valuable fish is abundant off the Northern coasts of Ire-

land, parts of the Counties of Derry and Donegal ; and I never

partook of it in such perfection as near Malin Head, in the

latter county. Turbot is generally the most highly esteemed

of all the flat-fishes for the table.

Another of the flat-fishes, the Brill {Pleuronectes rhombus),

an excellent fish for the table, although common around the

coast, is rare in the Bay itself. The only one that I saw taken

here was a small one which I got from a Holywood man on 4th

May, 1880. He had caught it that morning on a long-line.

Belfast market is supplied with soles principally from Dublin

and Fleetwood ; and of late years, since ice packing renders

fish carriage comparatively safe, from even more distant places,

such as Grimsby.

§oles are favourite fish, and generally sell well. I read in

s
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a Daniel's Rural Sports" that in February, 1809, soles were sold
a on Brighton beach at nine shillings per pound for the London
market."

Another extreme of price, but in the opposite direction, is

mentioned of an allied species, the plaice, by Mr. Yarrell. He
says :

—
" It is sometimes taken in almost incredible numbers.

So great a glut of plaice occurred once in Billingsgate market

that * * * hundreds of bushels remained unsold. Great

quantities, averaging three pounds weight each, were sold at

one penny per dozen." Even at this low price the supply was

so far in excess of the demand that all did not find buyers
;

and, by order of the Lord Mayor, a large quantity was ulti-

mately distributed among the poor.

Codlings, the young of the Common Cod (Morrhua vulgaris),

and Codfish themselves, are abundant in the Lough, and are

largely taken by both hand-lines and long-lines. This fishery

is regularly followed by Carrickfergus, Donaghadee, and Grooms-

port men in the winter season, and Belfast market is kept well

supplied by them with fine fish.

On Carrick Bank, off Holywood, and in other suitable locali-

ties, excellent codling fishing may sometimes be obtained. They
give good sport fished for at anchor, as well as when sailing

very slowly over the ground.

The Ling {Lota molva) is also captured here, and sometimes

of considerable size—up to 5olbs., as I am informed by Mr.

Meenan. In October, 1868, I caught one of 42ms. weight,

near the wreck of the " Prude."

They have not been exactly numerous in the Lough in my
time, and are even less so now, I think, than a few years ago.

In one hundred fishings during the ten years from J 869 to '78,

I have only recorded the capture of sixteen ling—seven in the

year '69 (three of them on one day, 19th June), only one in '77,

and none at all in '78. These fish seem to be very voracious.

Some years ago, on our way out to the fishing ground, we
happened to pass near where my friend, the late Mr. John

Charley, was fishing, and he hailed us to say that there were

some big fish about, and that one had just taken away a hook
?
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snood, and chopstick of his. We went on about a mile and

commenced fishing, one of our first captures being a good sized

piked dog-fish, which we killed, marked, and threw overboard.

Shortly after I caught a large ling, and saw Mr. Charley's lost

hook and chopstick, the former sticking in and the latter hang-

ing from its mouth ! When removing my own hook from the

ling's jaw I saw something in its throat, which further exami-

nation proved to be the tail of a dog-fish. On cutting the ling

open we found this to be the identical pikey-dog that we had

killed and thrown overboard a few minutes previously ! So

this ling, having taken away the hook and chopstick first men-

tioned, and conveyed them about a mile, had swallowed a whole

dog-fish, 2ft. 6in. long, his own length being 4ft. iin., and after

that had taken my hook !

Conger Eels ( Conger vulgaris) were sometimes very abun-

dant about the wrecks
; and their capture, owing to their

strength, ferocity, and extraordinary tenacity of life, is attended

with considerable excitement. The largest number ever cap-

tured by us in one day was thirty-six—this on 19th June, 1869,

at the wreck of the " Monteith," as already mentioned. Their

capture was spread over almost the entire day. Very different

was one evening (18th July, 1867), when we caught nineteen

inside of an hour and a half ; and again, on 25th August, 1869,

when, in a very short time, on the wreck of the u City of

Lucknow," we caught thirty-three, and only stopped fishing

when all our lines and both our gaffs were broken, and we had

no longer anything to fish them with. On the two last occa-

sions the eels were caught within such a short period that they

were all alive at the same time, and an extraordinary sight I

must say they did present—the boatman endeavouring to keep

them what he called " in rotation," by which I think he meant

in order, up in the bows
;
and the congers apparently deter-

mined to keep us company in the stern, and continually crawl-

ing or sliding down towards us, when we were glad enough to

keep our feet up on the boat's seats to be out of their way.

Some of the fishermen here believe that there are two kinds

of congers— the common kind and a darker coloured variety,
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which they call black eels, and which they believe to be more

active and voracious, and stronger in proportion to their size,

than the usual run of them. On the occasion of the evening's

fishing at the " Lucknow," just mentioned, I was fishing a conger

line with a single large hook. . Pulling up a fish, I found a

sudden accession of weight, and, on getting my eel to the sur-

face, to my surprise I saw two. The boatman gaffed one of

them, when we found it was only holding on to the other

hooked eel by the throat, and we supposed had attacked the

latter to take its food from it. Both eels were secured, and the

one that had attacked the other was of the black variety
; but

I could see no difference except that of colour.

The Whiting (Merlangus vulgaris) varies a good deal in its

numbers here in different years. They were tolerably abun-

dant in August and September, 1869, when I caught thirty-nine

of them ; but in the years '74 and '77, in sixteen and fifteen

fishings respectively, I caught none at all. On some parts of

the English coast whitings are exceedingly abundant. Off

Scarborough I have had excellent sport at them, where twenty

or thirty dozen may sometimes be caught in a day without

difficulty.

Several species of the Wrasses, or Rock-fish {Labridae), lo-

cally called Bavin, are found here in localities suitable to their

habits. The Ballan Wrasse {Labrus balanus) is the com-

monest. They are coarse, ugly fish, and of no use except for

baiting lobster or buckie pots with. That beautifully marked and

coloured species, the Variegated or Rainbow Wrasse (L.

variegatus), is occasionally, but rarely, obtained here. On 1st

August, 1868, fishing between Muck Island and the land, with

Mr. J. W. Valentine, we caught no less than four of them. I

have not seen one since.

Another fish that is sometimes taken here is the Basse (La-

brax lupus), which is, however, quite rare. I have only noticed

the capture of four of them in the last ten or twelve years :

these were taken by Holywood fishermen on long lines. One
was on 29th September, 1 879 ;.. it was 2 iin. long and 4lbs weight.

These fish are here erroneously called Mullet, or Bass Mullet.
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They are handsome, well-made fish, and very good for the

table.

The Mullet (Alugil chelo) is quite abundant, and is often

captured in considerable numbers in nets on the banks that

border both sides of the upper end of the Bay towards Belfast.

They are sometimes very abundant even in the timber ponds

quite close to the town. These fish, as a rule, do not take a

bait, and are therefore not often angled for, but are sometimes

shot as they lie basking near the surface of the water.

Some of the small fish that inhabit rocky pools on the shore,

the Spotted Gunnel, or Butter-fish (Blennius gunnellus), and

the Miller's Thumb, are found here. The latter is the local

name for the Father-lasher, or long Spined Cottus {Cottus bu-

balis). The former makes a good bait for lythe. The family

that the locally called Miller's Thumb belongs to has other

representatives here, the only one of which, however, that I

can venture to name is the Sea Scorpion {Cottus gobms),

locally called Sting-fish. I have sometimes caught a Sting-fish,

presumably Cottus Scorfiws, of a bright blue colour. They
are rare here.

Sand Eels are common in Ballyholme Bay, and other loca-

lities suitable to their habits. They, also, make excellent baits

for large lythe and stanlocks, when fishing with float-lines at

anchor in a tideway. I am sure Mr. J. C. Wilcocks does not

at all over-estimate the value of the living sand eel as bait for

these fish, in the admirable description of them, and instructions

how to use them, given in his valuable manual, " The Sea

Fisherman which book I recommend to amateurs as by far

the best I have met with in all that relates to its subject.

Of other rare fish that have come under my notice as occur-

ring in this Lough there remains to be mentioned the Three-

bearded Rockling (Motella tricirratd), an example of which I

found at Holywood, near which place it had been taken on a long

line early in the morning of 3rd May, 1875. It was 13m. long.

A specimen of the Anglesey Morris (Leptocephalus 1 Mor~

visit) was thus described by me in a letter to the local papers at

the time of its occurrence, 28th June, 1877 :

—
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u I wish to record in your columns the recent capture, at

Bangor, of a fish that is very rare in these waters—viz., the

Anglesey Morris. The fish was ejected alive, and apparently

uninjured, from the mouth of a lythe (Merlangus pollachius),

shortly after the capture of the latter, and was given to me by
Mr. Frank M'Mahon, a well-known and intelligent Bangor

boatman.
u The fish is about 4^in. long ;

the body is flattened, and looks,

when fresh, more like a strip of fine opal-Coloured satin ribbon

than anything else I can think of. The eyes are prominent and

very beautiful, the iris silvery, and the pupil black. The body

is so transparent that one can read ordinary newspaper type

through it. On this point the late Dr. Robert Ball, of Dublin,

said that, when swimming, the body of the fish was so trans-

parent that the eyes alone were visible.

" The occasional capture of the fish in Ireland has been re-

corded by the gentleman just named, by the late William

Thompson, Esq., and the late Dr. J. L. Drummond, of Belfast.

The last-named naturalist recorded the capture of one (' Thomp-
son's Natural History of Ireland,' vol. iv.) atBangor in June, 1 831,

and I find no record of its capture in this neighbourhood since."

I have only once seen a John Dory {Zeus Faber), which was

captured here. The date of its capture is recorded by Thomp-
son as 1st July, 1848. Some allege this to be the fish out of

the mouth of which St. Peter took the piece of tribute money,

and that the marks of the saint's finger and thumb are still to

be seen on its sides.

Quin, celebrated about the middle of the last century, both

as an actor and an epicure, is related by Colonel Montagu to

have undertaken a journey from Bath to Plymouth " on pur-

pose to eat John Dory in the highest perfection, not only

from procuring it fresh, but with the additional advantage of

having it boiled in sea-water."

This fish does not come regularly to Belfast market ; those

that are seen here generally come from Donegal—I suppose

Greencastle. Mr. Thompson says they are much commoner

about Portrush than here.
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A near relative of the Dory, the gorgeously coloured Opah,
or King-fish {Zeus Luna), has once been obtained here, and in

a very few other recorded instances in Ireland. I remember
seeing the fish when fresh

; but must again depend on Thomp-
son for the date, which he has recorded as 2nd July, 1850.

The Sun-fish {Orthagoriscus mold), although rare, is more

common than the last mentioned species ; and during the last

thirty years I may have seen perhaps three or four of them that

were captured in the Bay. The last, so far as I can recollect,

was taken in the summer of 1874 Dy young Jack M'Mahon, of

Bangor, between that place and Carrickfergus. It was after-

wards shown for a small charge in Bangor, its exhibitors adding

much to its already curious appearance by ingeniously inserting a

horse's tail under the tail of the fish, and leading most of those

that saw it to think that it was really a fish with a tail like a

horse !

On 6th September, 1871, some Groomsport fishermen caught

a Sun-fish and brought it to Belfast for exhibition. It seemed

about 3cwt, and in shape was intermediate between the two

species of the fish figured in Yarrell.

Mr. J. W. Valentine told me that, having been out fishing

from the Giants' Causeway on 9th and 1 1 th September, some

years ago, the men there told him they had seen a large number

of Sun-fish floating on the surface of the water at sea, some of

them being, as the fishermen expressed it,
14 about the size of a

4 cwt. pig."

I can only call to mind seeing one Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio)

that was taken here (at Donaghadee), but I remember it very

well ; for I not only saw it when fresh, but ate part of it cooked.

It had a taste like lobster. Thompson records the date of this

capture as 16th June, 1846.

Thompson mentions an instance of extraordinary tenacity of

life, in a Sturgeon being alive thirty-six hours after its capture.

I can readily believe this ; for I recollect seeing, in June, 1863,

in Hamburg, a number—perhaps thirty or forty—Sturgeons of

six to seven feet long, which had been captured in the Elbe,

some distance from the city, and they were all still alive. When
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I saw them they were being transferred from a large boat to a

cart, the mode of transfer being certainly none of the gentlest.

A couple of men, each provided with a long, strong iron hook,

with which they seized the fish by sticking the hook into their

flesh, dragged them singly over the boat's side and the inter-

vening pavement, and pitched them, still quivering, into the

cart.

The Sea Devil, or Angler [Lophius piscatorius), locally

called "Pllaich," seems to be tolerably abundant here. Mr.

Thompson, who mentions several other names by which this

fish is known in various places, says it " is common around the

coast." Speaking of the present day, it can hardly be called

exactly common, but it is sufficiently so as to be known to most

seaside residents, as scarcely a summer passes that one or more

are not seen cast up on the beach. In July, 1879, one was

captured at the Quays of Belfast, having been injured and dis-

abled by a blow from the propeller of a steamer. Another was

captured in Prince's Dock in October, 1879, an^ exhibited in

Belfast, being advertised as a " Sea Wolf and at the same

time there were two lying dead on Ballyholme Strand.

These fish are extraordinarily voracious
;
and, when captured,

as they occasionally are in trawls, are sometimes cut open for

the sake of the contents of the stomach. Mr. Thompson re-

cords that on one occasion five good-sized plaice were taken alive

from the stomach of one. Another yielded seven mullet, of

from 3 to /jibs, weight each, three of which were alive. Wigeon
have, in the same manner, sometimes been taken from them.

These birds, no doubt, when diving have swam into the open

mouth of the fish below ; its practice being to remain quiet on

the bottom, and tempt fishes within reach by dangling the ap-

pendages with which its head is provided in front of its capacious

and dangerous jaws.

I fancy this is the only fish that the skates fall a prey to.

From their shape few other fish could, and from their offensive

and defensive weapons few others would, venture to attack them.

The Rev. Mr. Black informed Mr. Thompson that he found

skates, sometimes a yard long, in those Anglers which he got
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trawling in Belfast Bay. The Anglers containing these, he

says, were " remarkably large."

In " M'Skimmin's History of Carrickfergus" mention is made
of this fish being obtained there, and he says " the mouth of

some of them is nearly a yard wide."

Salmon also are occasionally captured in the Bay. On 31st

December, 1879, a lad out shooting on the banks off Tillysburn

saw two fish swimming up the channel by which the little

stream that gives its name to the place discharges itself. He
fired at one of them

;
and, although untouched by the shot,

the concussion on the water was sufficient to stun the fish, which

was captured, and it turned out to be a fine salmon.

The only fish of importance occurring regularly here, and

not yet yet mentioned, is the Herring, the numbers of which

taken in Belfast Lough sink into insignificance compared with

the great Scotch fisheries, or even with the Ardglass and other

Irish fisheries. I have seen a large fleet of herring boats at

Arklow, and more lately at Howth, where an important

fishing seemed to be going on. From a return issued, I learn

that that in the year 1878 the quantity of fish conveyed inland

by railway from the principal fishing ports of the United King-

dom was

—

From English Ports, 176,652 tons.

„ Scotch „ 32,792 „

n Irish „ 6,894 „

Total, .. 216,338 tons.

Downpatrick has 2,264 tons t0 ^ts credit, which is entirely

owing to the Ardglass herring fishery.

In Belfast Lough the number of herrings taken is so com-

paratively small that the fish are used fresh. Those that come

to market are the produce of drift-net fishing in the usual

manner, but a good many are sometimes taken on hand lines

by a process called " jigging."

Having regard to the amount of capital invested and employ-

ment given, and in regard also to the enormous quantity of

cheap and wholesome food obtained by them, the herring
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fisheries of the United Kingdom are quite entitled to rank as a

highly important national industry. At Ardrishaig, and again

at Stornoway, I have seen herring fleets of about a thousand

boats. The Isle of Man possesses a very important fleet, and at

Whitby I have seen a fleet of several hundred boats.

The herring and herring fisheries have been so fully treated

of in books on the subject, that I make no further allusion to

them now.

From the foregoing it will be seen that Belfast Lough
possesses a considerable variety and quantity of fish, the capture

of which afford employment to the professional, and enjoyment

to the amateur.

Some anglers are apt to sneer at sea fishing as a coarse and

unscientific pursuit, requiring neither skill nor knowledge, and

unworthy of being dignified by the name of a " sport"; but

some of the gentlemen who talk thus have never even tried it.

For my own part I have no wish for better sport, or more

enjoyment, than many days spent boating and fishing in the

waters of our own Bay, some of the results of which I have

thus endeavoured to describe.

Want of time precludes my mentioning some kindred

matters to which otherwise allusion should have been made,

and also prevents my giving any detailed descriptions of the

kinds of tackle, &c., best suited to the various kinds of fish. .

On the latter point, Mr. Wilcock's admirable book, li The
Sea Fisherman," gives the fullest information ; and in the

" Egeria " basket, brought out by Messrs. Braddell of Belfast,

will be found every appliance necessary for ordinary sea

fishing.
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20th April
)
1880.

The President, Professor Purser, in the Chair.

Thomas Workman, Esq., read a Paper on

IRISH SPIDERS.

Having been for the last three years collecting and examining

the various Spiders found in the neighbourhood, and having

been able to make considerable additions to the number of

known Irish species, I take upon myself this evening the diffi-

cult task of trying to make interesting a simple list of the

species found. I know that having spent many a happy hour

in this pursuit makes it anything but certain that this will be a

pleasant hour to you—for the worst of bores is a self-satisfied

one—but hope, if it should prove wearisome, you will bear with

me to the best of your power.

For the last half century nothing has been done in the way
of noting what Spiders are found in Ireland ; and the species

found and described by Dr. Templeton previous to that time

amount to only forty-three species, so that I have had a pretty

open field to work upon. I have been able to add to that list

sixty-four species, which, with three species given to Mr. Cam-
bridge by Mr. Meade, but locality unknown, make in all 112

known species of Irish Spiders.

Dr. Templeton deposited his collection in this Museum, but

they have long since disappeared ;
and there are nine of the

species described by him that are doubtful, from not having the

type now to refer to. They may have been only peculiarly

marked varieties of known species.
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Of the Spiders found by me a few are very rare anywhere,

and two of the species are believed to be new to science.

The 112 Irish Spiders are divided by the Rev. O. P. Cam-
bridge, the best English authority on this subject, and to whom
I owe much for his very great kindness in assisting me in the

identification of the species, into nine families, and as I shall

adopt as a whole his classification, I shall take them up in order,

beginning with the Dysderides.

1st Fam. Dysderides.

Of the first famity, Dysderides, six species are found in Ire-

land, divided among four Genera

—

Dysdera, Harpactes, Se-

gestria, and Oonops.

These Spiders may easily be distinguished from other Irish

Spiders by having four tracheal apertures and six eyes—all

others possessing eight eyes and two tracheal apertures.

Genus Dysdera, Latr.

This genus comprises but two species found in the British

Isles, both of which have been found near Belfast.

Dysdera crocota (C. Koch), I have found in Co. Down, near

Kirkcubbin, under stones.

Dysdera Cambridgii (Thor.), has been found near Glenarm,

by Mr. Brunton, and a single specimen at Eden, below Car-

rickfergus, by Dr. Purdon.

The latter species of the two is much the larger and hand-

somer. The abdomen is said to be of a greenish tinge, but I

have not myself seen a living specimen.

Genus Harpactes, Tempi.

This genus, which is represented in Great Britain by but one

species, is closely allied to Dysdera, It is distinguishable from

the latter by its more pointed caput, and the tarsal claws being

three instead of two.

Harpactes Hombergii (Scop.), is easily separated from Dys-

dera Cambridgii and crocota by its colour, which is bluish

brown, with rings of the same shade on the legs, which are of

light yellowish colour.

I have found it mostly among ivy on old walls, but also at

the seaside among coarse grass.
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Genus Segestria, Latr.

This genus is distinguished from others of the same family

by the position of the eyes, which are in three groups of two

eyes each.

The only species found in this country is Segestria senocu-

lata (Linn.), a very common but handsome Spider. It may be

recognised at once by the zigzag marking, of a brown colour, on

the top of the abdomen.

It is found mostly in crevices under stones, where it constructs

a tubular nest. Little is known of its habits, as it seems

mostly to move by night, remaining during the day in its

nest, from which it has a great disinclination to move

when handled, but when forced out it darts away with sur-

prising rapidity.

Genus Oonops, Tempi.

The last genus of the family Dysderides is to be recognised

by its large egg-like eyes. The only British species, Oonops

pulcher (Tempi.), is a very minute yellow Spider found in cre-

vices in the bark of fir trees, and also at the seashore among
coarse grass. It is somewhat doubtful if it possesses the four

tracheal openings which are a distinguishing mark of the family

Dysderides.

2nd Fam. Drassides.

This family embraces most of the dull-coloured Spiders

found under stones. The species hitherto found in Ireland are

divided among four genera

—

Prothesima, Drassus, Clubtona
i

and Agroeca.

Genus Prosthesima, L. Koch.

This genus is closely allied to the typical genus Drassns, but

may be distinguished by the insertion of the palpi being nearer

to the extremity of the maxillae than to the base.

Four species are recorded as British, two of which I have

found in Ireland

—

Prosthesima Peteverii (Scop.) and nigrita

(Fab ), but only one specimen of each, so that I do not think

they can be very common.
Genus Drassus, Walck.

Of this genus I have found but one species in Ireland,
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Drassus lapidicolens (Walck.) It is a large fierce-looking

Spider of a dark brown colour, found under stones in a tubular

nest similar to that made by Segestria senoculata, where it also

remains during the day, but at night goes out in search of prey.

Blackwall gives two species as found in Ireland, but it is

highly probable that Drassusferrugineus (Bl.) may be but a

variety of some of the known species.

Genus Clubiona. Lair,

The Spiders belonging to this genus can generally be known

by their colour and appearance. They are mostly of a light

sandy colour, with long cylindrical abdomen and somewhat

short legs.

Dr. Templeton's species, Clubiona formosa, is considered by

Dr. Thorell to be only a variety of Clubiona pallidula (Clerck),

but I think it more likely to be a variety of Clubiona nolosericea,

as I have never found the former here
; and I have found

Clubiona holosericea in Belvoir Park, where I have also found

immature specimens of a Clubiona resembling Dr. Templeton's

drawing of Clubiona formosa.

Clubiona neglecta, Camb. Fig. 1.

Clubiona neglecta (Camb.), Zoologist, 1192, p. 7955-

C. montana (L. Koch), 1866-68, Die Arachniden fam. d.

Drassiden, p. 308, Taf. xii., fig. 197.

C. neglecta (Camb.), 1871. Trans. Linnean Society, p. 440,

Plate 33, fig. 5.

" This Spider may be distinguished without difficulty both

from C. terrestris and other species very similar to it in general

appearance, by the form of the radial apophysis, which has two

members corresponding to those of C. lutescens, but the upper

one is much shorter. The palpal organs have a long slender

filiform dark red brown spine connected with them, quite diffe-

rent from any other species of the genus. The spine is remark-

able for its tortuous course ;
it issues from the inner side of the

palpal organs, curves round their extremity on the edge of the

digital joint, and thence running back on the outer side, curves

round again, and so up over the middle, the palpal organs ter-
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minating in a very fine sharp curved point directed backwards

close to their most prominent point."

—

O. P. C.

The species are very hard to distinguish from one another.

During last summer I found several specimens of Clubiona

neglecta (Camb.) at Islandmagee.

This rare Spider has hitherto only been found in the British

islands at Bloxworth, Dorsetshire, but is met with in Germany
and France.

Genus Agroeca, West

Of this genus but two species have been found in Britain,

and I found one specimen of one of the species on the Cave

Hill
;

it is doubtful to which it belongs, but Mr. Cambridge

considers it to be Agroeca proximo,. (Camb.)

3rd Fam. Dictynides.

The British Spiders belonging to this family are divided into

three genera—Dictyna, Amanrobius
)

and Lethia.

Species of the first and second genus only are found in Ire-

land.

On the metatarsi of the fourth pair of legs of the females of

this family are found peculiarly arranged spines, called cala-

mistra, or curlers, the use of which seems to be for teazing out

the threads of their snares so as better to entangle insects.

Genus Dictyna, Sund.

Of this genus I have found only one species—Dictyna unci-

nata (Thor.). but where it was found I have not noted.

Dictyna uncinata, Ihor. Fig. 2.

Dictyna uncinata (Thorell). Rec. Crit. Aran., p. 82.

Ergatis arborea (Camb.), Zoologist, 1862, p. 7960.

Dictyna uncinata (Menge), 1866-79, Preussiche Spinnen, p.

246. PI. 47. Tab. 144.

" The male of this species may be distinguished from allied

Spiders by the spur which projects from the upper side of the

radial joint of palpus. In the present species this spur is

long— nearly as long as the joint itself—rather tapering, but

also bifid or notched at its extremity (which ] is dark-coloured,

the rest being yellow brown), and springs more perpendicularly,

and quite from the base of the joint, instead of only from near
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it."

—

O. P. C. " The web that D. uncinata constructs exhibits

a remarkable agreement with that of Amaurobiusfenestrate, or

atrox. On old rough wooden fences one often sees dirty,

roundish spots, which on closer examination are found to con-

sist of small closely-woven spiders' webs full of dust, with a

little opening in or at the bottom of which the proprietress of

the web, D. uncinata, lies in wait for her prey."

—

Thorell.

Only one specimen (a female) has been found by me in the

neighbourhood of Belfast, but I have not noticed the precise

locality.

Genus Amaurobius, C. L. Koch.

There are three species belonging to this genus found in Bri-

tain, all of which I have found in Ireland

—

Amaurobius simite,

fenestrate, and ferox.

They are fine bold-looking Spiders, found mostly under the

bark of decaying trees and in the corners of stables and out-

houses. The specimens found in buildings do not seem to be so

brightly coloured as those found in other situations. In build-

ings they construct a tubular nest, with a platform net sus-

pended in front.

The Spider is generally to be seen at the mouth of the tube,

watching for its prey.

4th Fam. Agelenides.

There are seven species belonging to this family found in Ire-

land, divided into five genera

—

Argyroneta, Cryphoeca, Tege-

naria, Textrix, and Agelena.

Genus Argyroneta, Latr.

This genus is represented, as far as I know, by but one spe-

cies, Argyroneta aquatica (Latr.), and it is remarkable for being

the only spider known that lives in water. Others frequently

run over the top of water, such as Pirata piraticus (Clerck),

and even remain immersed for a considerable time without

injury, but this species lives, I believe, entirely under water.*

Dr. Templeton informs me that it was formerly to be found

* Since writing the above I find from the Proceedings of the Zoological Society,

London, that there is a species found in New Zealand, Rohsonia marina [Hector), with

similar habits, which, however, lives in the sea below high water.
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in numbers in the deep drains of Lord Lurgan's demesne. I

believe a specimen was found at the Waterworks, Belfast,

Genus Cryphoeca, Thor.)

Is represented by but one species, C. silvicola (Walck), found at

Collin Glen, but does not seem to be very plentiful.

Genus Tegenaria, Latr.

This genus is represented by but two species

—

T. atrica and

T. Derhamii. The latter is our common house Spider. The
former I have not found, but have received specimens of it from

Dr. Templeton, who got it, I believe, in the neighbourhood of

Dublin.

Tegenaria Derhamii (Scop.) is difficult to preserve in spirits

of wine. It seems to be much softer in the skin, and liable to

break up. That may be caused by its want of exposure to the

vicissitudes of the weather.

Genus Textrix, Sicnd.,

Is represented here by but one species

—

T. dejtticulata (Oliv.)

—

which I have found under stones at Giants' Causeway.

Genus Agelena, Walck.

There are two species found here

—

A. lahyrinthica (Clerck)

and A. Hyndmanii (Tempi.), the latter named after the late

Geo. C. Hyndman, Esq. Unfortunately the type specimen of

the latter is lost, so that we cannot be sure of this species. I

have not found lahyrinthica in this county, but Dr. Templeton

has given me specimens from Dublin. It constructs large webs

in hedges eighteen inches broad, with a tube going down into

the hedge eight or ten inches.

5th Fam. Theridides.

The family of the Theridides embraces nearly all the smaller

Spiders which are found here ; and rather more than one-half

of the Spiders I have found belong to it.

The Spiders of which we have hitherto been speaking have

been classified under a sub-order, Tubitelarice, or tubes nest-

making Spiders
;
while these are placed under the sub-order

Retitelarice, or net-making Spiders, their webs being usually

made of irregularly crossed lines of cobweb covering the leaves

T
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and twigs of the bushes on which they are formed, of which

the common but very pretty little Spider, Theridion sisyphium

Clerck) is a typical example.

It is found everywhere in this neighbourhood, on holly

bushes or similar situations, its web simply binding the leaves

irregularly together ; its nest being formed by a leaf drawn

together at the edges, in which the little insect places its cocoon,

safely protected from the weather.

Another common species, Linyphia triangularis (Clerck) con-

structs its web between the branches of shrubs, in a hammock-
like form, to the centre of which the insect clings on the lower

side, back downwards.

It is usually found on furze bushes, and can easily be recog-

nised by the triangular marking on the cephalo-thorax.

Of the Spiders found in Ireland fifty-nine belong to this

family, and are divided into nine genera— Philcomma
i
Theri-

dion, Phyllonethis, Steatoda, Erigone, Walckencera, Pachygna-

tha, Linyphia, Ero.

Erigone improba, Camb. Fig. 3.

Neriene improba (Camb.) Annals and Magazine of Natural

History, Sept., 1879, P- 202
)
pi- I2

>
fig- 6.

This Spider much resembles Walckencera erythropus (West),

of which I have found several examples (males) at Islandmagee.

Mr. Cambridge thinks it may turn out to be only a variety of

that species. It may easily be distinguished from W. erythropus

by the absence of any elevation on the caput. Since the type

specimen was found in this country, Mr. Cambridge has found

several specimens at Bloxworth. The exact locality where this

Spider was found has not been noted by me,

Drepanodus albipunctata, Camb. Fig. 4.

Neriene albipunctata (Camb ) Trans. Linnean Society, xxviii.,

p. 451, pi. xxxiv. No. 15.

The long divergent fakes, armed on the inner side with two

strong prominent sharp teeth, afford an excellent mark whereby

the male of this species may be distinguished from allied

Spiders. I have found only one specimen (a male) on the sand

hills at the Giants' Causeway.
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Linyphia subnigripes, Camb. Fig, 5.

Linyphia subnigripes (Camb.) Annals and Magazine of Nat.

History, Sept., 1879, p. 204,.

"This spider is allied to Linyphia luteola (Bl.), but the dark

brown portions of the legs and palpi distinguish it at once from

that and all other species known to me."— (A P. C. I have

found only one example of this species (a female), at Windsor,

Belfast. Unfortunately it was preserved in glycerine jelly, and

the colour of the abdomen soon faded.

6th Fam. Epeirides.

This family embraces the finest coloured and best known
Spiders, and is placed in the sub-order Qrbitelariae, or circular

web-making Spiders. The varieties found in Ireland are but

few : nine species, divided into four genera.—Mela, Tetragnatha,

Zilla, and Epeira.

They can generally be recognised by their circular webs, in

the centre of which, in some of the species, the Spider is to be

found, or if not there it can easily be traced to its retreat in the

adjoining twig by its connecting line, which is a thread fastened

to the centre of the cobweb, the end being fastened to the twig,

but held by the Spider, so that the slightest vibration, such as

would be caused by an insect alighting on the web, is at once

communicated to the Spider lying in wait.

The common garden Spider {Epeira diademata (Clerck) can

eaily be known by the white cross marking on the back of the

abdomen. It varies greatly in size, small near the sea and large

inland.

7th Fam. Thomisides.

These Spiders, of which there are three species found in

Ireland are divided into three genera

—

Xysticiis, Oxyptila, and

Philodromus. They are very curiously formed, and are prin-

cipally found hiding under stones, hence the sub-order to which

they belong gets the name Laterigrade. Their sidelong mode

of walking is curious, resembling the crab.

Xysticns cristatus (Clerck) is found everywhere under stones.

The female is much larger than the male, and of a light yellow

colour. The male is rather prettily marked with dark brown.
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The other species, Oxyptila horticola (C. Koch), and Philo-

dromns aureolus (Clerck), are handsome Spiders, but are rare

here. I have only obtained one specimen of each, the first at

Collin Glen and the other at Stranmillis.

8th Fam. Lycosides.

The Lycosides found in Ireland amount to nine species,

divided into three genera

—

Trochosa
,
Lycosa, and Tarantula.

The Spiders of this family are mostly dark in colour, brown

and blackish brown, very rapid in their movements, and vora-

cious
;
but, strange to say, seem to be most careful of their

young. Some of the females always carry about the egg cocoon

attached to their spinnerets until the young are hatched, and

then carry them clinging to their backs.

If the egg cocoon be taken from the parent she appears to be

in great distress until it is returned, seemingly careless of her

own safety.

Genus Trochosa, C. Koch.

There are three species of Trochosa—Trochosapicta (Hahn),

ruricola (De Geer), and terricola (Thor.), all common.

Trochosa picta is found among sand hills near the seashore,

I have obtained it at Ballintrae, Antrim, and Portavogie, Co.

Down.
It forms a tubular nest in the sand, lining it with cobweb in

a similar manner to the trap-door Spiders.*

Trochosa ruricola and terricola were long considered one

species, and are difficult to distinguish from one another. They
are both found under stones, and are common.

Genus Lycosa, Latr.

Lycosa amentata (Clerck), which is to be seen in great num-
bers in sunny weather on old pastures, is the commonest species

of this genus.

9th Fam. Salicides.

There have been but two species (belonging to two genera,

Epiblemum and Heliophanus) found in Ireland.

* A nest that I found at Burntisland, Scotland, had an undoubted chamber pro-

jecting upwards and neatly rounded off at the top, similar to some described by Mr.

Moggridge in his work on Harvesting Ants and Trap-door Spiders.
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I have never found in this country Epiblemum scenicum

(Clerck), the representative of the first genus, but Dr. Temple-

ton kindly gave me specimens that he found near Dublin.

Heliophanus cupreus (Walck), the representative of the se-

cond genus, is a most remarkable looking Spider, but it must be

seen alive, as the colour soon fades after death. When living the

body is pitchy black, while the legs are of a most brilliant yel-

low, slightly mottled with black.

The enormous front eyes of both these species render them

easily distinguishable from all known Irish Spiders.

Of Heliophanus cupreus I have found one specimen at Port-

ballintrae and another under a stone on an island in Strangford

Lough.

List of the species found in Ireland :
—

Class Arachnida.

Order Akaneidea.

Fam. Dysderides.

Genus Dysdera, Latr.

D. crocota, C. Koch. Glenarm, Eden, Carrickfergus.

Dysdera Cambridgii, Thor. Kirkcubbin, Co. Down.

Genus Harpactes, Tempi.

Harpactes Hombergii, Scop. Generally distributed, but not

plentiful.

Genus Segestria, Latr.

Segestria senoculata, Linn. Everywhere under stones, &c.

Genus Oonops, Tempi.

Oonops pulcher, Tempi. Not uncommon in fir trees and coarse

grass near the sea.

Fam. Drassides.

Genus Prosthesima, L. Koch.

Prosthesima Petiverii, Scop. Near Dublin. By Dr. Templeton.

P. nigrita, Fab. Sand-hills, Giants' Causeway.

Genus Drassus, Walck

Drassus lapidicolens, Walck. Everywhere under stones.
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D. f ferrugineus, Bl. Ireland. On authority of Mr. Black-

wall.

D. cupreus, Bl, Ireland. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

Genus Clubioma, latr.

Clubiona comta, C. Koch. Sparingly under fir trees
;
Collin

Glen, Belvoir Park, and Stranmillis.

C. neglecta, Camb. Under stones
;
Islandmagee.

C. reelusa, Camb. In low bushes
; Collin Glen.

C. paliens
)
C. Koch. Collin Glen.

C. holosericea, De Geer. Belfast.

C. terrestris, West. Ireland. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

G. ?formosa, Tempi. Ireland. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

Genus Agroeca, Westr.

Agroeca proximo, ? Camb. One specimen at Cave Hill.

Fam. Dictynides.

Genus Bictyna, Stind.

Dictyna nncinata, West. One specimen
;
Belfast.

Genus Amaurobius, G. Koch.

Amatirobius fenestralis, Stroem. Everywhere.

A. similis, Bl. Outhouses
; ditto.

A.ferox, Walck. Near Dublin. By Dr. Templeton.

Fam. Agelenides.

Genus Argyroneta, Latr.

Argyroneta aquatica, Clerck. Lurgan demesne.

Genus Cryphokca, Thor.

Gryphoeca silvicola, C. Koch. Collin Glen.

Genus Tegenaria, Latr.

Tegenaria atrica
)
C. Koch. Near Dublin. By Dr. Templeton.

T. Derhamii, Scop. Common.
Genus Textrix, Sinid.

Textrix denticulata, Oliv. Giants' Causeway, under stones.

Genus Agelena, Walck.

Agelena labyrinthica
)
Clerck. Ireland. On authority of Mr.

Blackwall.

A. ? Hyndmanii, Tempi. Ireland. On authority of Mr.

Blackwall.
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Fam. Theridides.

Genus Pholcomma, Thor.

Pholcomma gibbum, Westr. One specimen, female, Collin

Glen.

Genus Theridion, Walck.

Theridion tepidariorum, C. Koch. Common in greenhouses.

T. sisyphium, Clerck. Common.
T. denticulatum f Walck. Windsor, Belfast.

T. varians, Hahn. ?

T. simile, C. Koch. ?

T. rufolineatnm, Luc. ?

T.pulchellum, Walck. ?

T, bimaculatum, Linn. ?

T. pallens, Bl. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

T. f auratum f Tempi. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

Genus Phyllonethis, Thor.

Phylloncthis lineata, Clerck. Common

Genus Steatoda, Sund.

Sleatoda f hcematostigma, Tempi. On authority of Mr. Black-

wall.

Genus Erigone, Sav.

Erigone longipalpis, Sund. Glastry, Co. Down.
E. promiscua, Camb. Islandmagee.

E. dentipalpis, Reuss-Wid. Giants' Causeway.

E. atra, Bl. Islandmagee.

E. rnbens, Bl. Collin Glen, Belvoir Park.

E. isabellina, C. Koch. Collin Glen, Belvoir Park.

E. JJutkwaitii, Camb. Glastry, Co. Down.
E. improba, Camb. Belfast.

E. bitnberciilata, Reuss-Wid. Belfast.

E. livida, Bl. Islandmagee, under stones.

E. pygmoea, Bl. Stranmillis.

E. fuscipalpis, C. Koch.

E. agrestis, Bl. On authority of Rev. O. P. Cambridge.

E. refusa, West. On authority of Rev. O. P. Cambridge.

E. Sundevallh] West. On authority of Rev. O. P. Cambridge
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E. ? pilosa, Tempi. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

E. f pallidnla, Tempi. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

E. carinata, Tempi. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

Genus Drepanodus, Menge.

D. albipunctata, Camb. Giants' Causeway.

Genus Walcken/era, Bl.

Walckencera bifrous, Bl. One male among stones
;

Island

-

magee.

W. erythropus, West. Two or three specimens, males
;
Kirk-

cubbin and Islandmagee.

Genus Pachygnatha, Sund.

Pachygnatha Clerckii, Sund. One specimen ;
Collin Glen,

Belvoir Park.

P. Listeri, Sund. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

P. Degeerii, Sund. Common under stones, &c.

Genus Linyphia, Latr.

Limphia thoracica
)
Reuss-Wid. Collin Glen, Islandmagee,

Marlborough Park.

L. leprosa, Ohl. Islandmagee, Portballintrae.

L. minuta, Bl. Stranmillis, Collin Glen, Islandmagee.

L. subnigripes, Camb, Female
;
Windsor, Belfast.

L. luteola, BL Collin Glen.

L. nigrina, West. Collin Glen, Belvoir Park.

L. pullata, Camb. ?

L. dorsalis, Reuss-Wid. Portballintrae, Marlborough Park.

L' circumspecta, Bl. Islandmagee.

L. bicolor, Bl. Collin Glen, Islandmagee.

L. cristata, Menge. Stranmillis, Collin Glen.

L. parvula, West. Islandmagee.

L. concolor, Reuss-Wid. Islandmagee.

L. insignis, Bl. Belvoir Park.

L. clathrata, Sund. Collin Glen.

L. zebrina, Menge. Collin Glen, Islandmagee.

L. triangularis, Clerck. Common ; Collin Glen, Islandmagee.

L. montana, Clerck. On authority of Mr. Blackwall.

L.pusilla, Sund. Collin Glen, Islandmagee.
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L. hortensis, Sund. Kirkcubbin.

L. f nasata, Tempi. Cranmore.

Genus Ero, C. L. Koch.

Ero thoracica, Reuss-Wid. Collin Glen.

Fam. Epeirides.

Genus Meta, C. Koch.

Meta segmentata, Clerck. Very common.
M. Meriance, Scop. Not so common

;
Portballintrae, Island-

magee.

Genus Tetragnatha, Latr.

Tetragnatha externa, Linn. Very common.

Genus Zilla, C. Koch.

Zilla x-notata, Clerck. Common.
Z. atrica, C. Koch. Common in Collin Glen in Autumn.

Genus Epeira, Walck.

Epeira cucurbitina, Clerck. Not uncommon at Glenarm, Ru-
bane.

E. diademata, Clerck. Very common.
E. cornuta, Clerck. Portballintrae, Kirkcubbin.

E, quadrata, Clerck. Co. Kerry.

Fam. Thomisides.

Genus Xysticus, C. Koch.

Xysticus cristatus, Clerck. Common under stones.

Genus Oxyptila, Sim.

Oxyptila horticola, C. Koch. One specimen ;
Collin Glen.

O. atomaria, Panz. Islandmagee.

Genus Philodromus, Walck.

Philodromus aureolus, Clerck. Stranmillis.

Fam. Lycosides.

Genus Pirata, Sund.

Pirata piraticus, Clerck. Portavoe

Genus Trochosa, C. Koch.

Trochosa picta, Hahn. On sand-hills near Sea, Giants' Cause-

way, Portavogie.

T. ruricola, De Geer. Common under stones.

T. terricola, Thor. Common under stones.
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Genus Lycosa, Latr.

Lycosa amentata, Clerck. Very common on old pasture-land.

L. pullata, Clerck. Islandmagee.

L. nigriceps, Trior. Islandmagee.

L. palustris, Linn. Islandmages, Belfast Harbour.

Genus Tarentula, Sund.

Tarentula pulverulenta, Clerck. Co. Kerry, Islandmagee.

Fam. Sai,,ticides.

Genus Epiblemum, Hentz.

Epiblemum senicum, Clerck. Near Dublin. By Dr. Templeton.

Genus Heliophanus, <\ Koch.

Heliophanus cupreus, Walck. Portballintrae, island in Strang-

ford Lough.





DESCRIPTION OF PLATE.

Fig. i.

Clubiona nkglecta, Camb.

Male enlarged
;
a, maxillae, &c; b, epigynae

;
c, eyes

;
d, pal-

pus
;
e

)
palpus (after O. P. C); f}

nat. size.

Fig. 2.

DlCTYNA UNCINATA, West
Female enlarged

;
sternum, with maxillae, &c; b

)
epigynae

;

c, palpus (after Menge); d, nat. size.

Fig. 3-

Erigone improba, Camb.

Male enlarged
;
a

)
palpus

;
b

)
eyes

;
c, maxillae

;
d, nat. size.

Fig. 4.

Drepaisodus albipunctata, Camb.

Male enlarged
;

a, palpus
;

b, eyes
;

c, palpus (after O. P. C );

d
}
falce

;
e, nat. size.

Fig. 5.

Linyphia subnIgripes, Camb.

Female enlarged
;

a, maxillae. &c; b, epigynae
;

c, nat. size.










